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EDITOR’S FOREWORD

In Memoriam: Oleg Grabar (1929–2011)
The Islamic art and architecture community mourns
the loss this year of one of the field’s most influential
and insightful scholars. Oleg Grabar, professor emeritus
of the School of Historical Studies at the Institute for
Advanced Study, and Aga Khan Professor, Emeritus, at
Harvard University, passed away at his home in Princeton, N.J., on January 8, 2011, at the age of eighty-one.
Grabar, who taught at the Harvard Department of History of Art and Architecture for twenty-one years
(1969–90), was instrumental in founding Harvard’s Aga
Khan Program for Islamic Architecture, and there are
few, if any, Islamicists who have not profited from the
scholarly contributions of this extraordinary man,
larger than life. He was the first Aga Khan Professor of
Islamic Art at Harvard (1980–90), and, upon retiring
from that position, joined the faculty of the Institute for
Advanced Study in Princeton, where he remained until
his second retirement, in 1998. He was the founding
editor of Muqarnas—the first nine volumes (1983–92)
of which were edited by him before I inherited this
responsibility in 1993 as the second Aga Khan Professor. It is thus especially befitting to commemorate Professor Grabar in this volume. We owe him an enormous
debt of gratitude for his many contributions to the field
at large.
Two special festschrift volumes dedicated to the
founding editor of Muqarnas have been published thus
far, each accompanied by his bibliography until the
respective publication dates of those volumes. The first
one, volume 10, published in 1993, was edited by Margaret Ševčenko, with whom he so much enjoyed collaborating. Subtitled Essays in Honor of Oleg Grabar,
Contributed by His Students, that volume paid tribute
to his retirement from Harvard. The second one, volume 25, published fifteen years later in 2008 and entitled Frontiers of Islamic Art and Architecture: Essays in
Celebration of Oleg Grabar’s Eightieth Birthday, was co-

edited by myself and Julia Bailey. That honorary volume, a testament to his continuing post-retirement
intellectual productivity and inspirational status, also
commemorated the thirtieth anniversary of the Aga
Khan Program for Islamic Architecture. To lend unity
to its contents and demonstrate Grabar’s resounding
impact on expanding the scope of the Islamic field far
beyond its former spatial and temporal limits, we asked
his students and colleagues to submit articles that would
directly engage with his scholarship and interests. In the
present volume we pay yet another tribute to Oleg Grabar by publishing his last lecture, delivered on November 25, 2010, soon after he received the Chairman’s
Award from the Aga Khan Award for Architecture in
Doha (November 23, 2010). This award acknowledged
and celebrated his lifelong contributions to the study of
the Islamic world’s rich architectural heritage. It also
recognized his commitment to greatly enhancing the
understanding of that heritage by emphasizing its geographical and chronological diversity, as well as contextualizing it within its political, social, economic, and
cultural settings.1 An updated bibliography of Professor Grabar’s publications since 2007 appears after this
Editor’s Foreword; the text of his lecture can be found
in the “Notes and Sources” section, on page 283.
In addition to publishing his last lecture and bibliography, presenting a brief biographical memoir is in
order.2 Oleg Grabar was born on November 3, 1929, in
Strasbourg, France, where his father (who emigrated
from the Russian empire) taught art history at the University of Strasbourg. As the son of the formidable
André Grabar, the eminent historian of Byzantine art
who published over thirty books, he was raised almost
from the cradle to be an art historian. Thanks to his
upbringing, he savored throughout his career a special
fascination with the Byzantine and late antique heritage
of the Mediterranean world. This lifelong fascination
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extended to his explorations of early Islamic art at the
beginning of his career, with seventh- to eighth-century
Umayyad architecture forming the core of his scholarship, even when it broadened later on to embrace a
much wider spectrum.
Professor Grabar’s initial schooling was in France,
where he attended the Lycées Claude Bernard and
Louis-le-Grand in Paris, and received three certificats
de licence from the University of Paris, the first in 1948,
in Ancient History, and the other two in 1950, in Medieval History and Modern History. After moving to the
United States in 1948, when his father was appointed
to Dumbarton Oaks, the center for Byzantine studies in
Washington D.C., he also earned an A.B. magna cum
laude in Medieval History from Harvard University,
graduating in 1950. The impact of the French educational system, however, would never leave him. As he
told me on one occasion, he was taught early on that
one should be able to make any argument, regardless of
content, through the structured tripartite composition
of an essay, with an introduction, argumentation, and
conclusion. It has been noted that this method made a
lasting imprint on his lectures and publications, which
were often arranged in three parts, with various points
and arguments. As a fluent native speaker of French and
Russian, he fruitfully interacted with scholars from
those countries, even though he was based in the United
States for the rest of his academic and professional life.
Grabar continued his higher education at Princeton
University, where he began to develop a passion for
Islamic art, obtaining his M.A. (1953) and Ph.D. (1955)
in Oriental Languages and Literatures and the History
of Art. He taught at the University of Michigan from
1954 to 1969, first as an instructor (1954), and then as
Assistant Professor of Near Eastern Art and Near Eastern Studies (1955–59), Associate Professor (1959–64),
and Professor (1964–69). During those years, he served
as Honorary Curator of Near Eastern Art for the Freer
Gallery of Art of the Smithsonian Institution (1958–69);
Director of the American School of Oriental Research
in Jerusalem (1960–61), subsequently becoming the
School’s Vice President (1967–75); director of the excavations at Qasr al-Hayr al-Sharqi sponsored by the University of Michigan and Harvard (1964–72); and Near
Eastern editor of Ars Orientalis (1957–70). In 1969,

Grabar joined the Harvard faculty as Professor of Fine
Arts and was the first ever to teach Islamic art at the
University. He later served as Chairman of the Department of Fine Arts (1977–82) and held the then newly
created Aga Khan Professorship of Islamic Art from
1980 until his retirement from Harvard, when he joined
the Institute for Advanced Study.
Grabar was the author of over twenty books (many
of them translated into diverse languages) and more
than 120 articles, eighty-three of which were reprinted
in the four-volume collection Constructing the Study of
Islamic Art (2005–6). He was primarily a medievalist,
and his publications covered a wide variety of subjects,
including early Islamic architecture, the architecture of
Jerusalem under Islamic rule, Arabic and Persian painting, and Islamic ornament. Among his best-known
books are The Formation of Islamic Art (1973), the collaborative two-volume City in the Desert: Qasr al-Hayr
East (1978), The Alhambra (1978), Epic Images and
Contemporary History: The Illustrations of the Great
Mongol Shahnama (co-authored with Sheila Blair,
1980), The Illustrations of the Maqamat (1984), The Art
and Architecture of Islam 650–1250 (co-authored with
Richard Ettinghausen, 1987; with a revised second edition published in 2001), The Great Mosque of Isfahan
(1990), The Mediation of Ornament (1992), The Shape
of the Holy: Early Islamic Jerusalem (1996), The Dome
of the Rock (with Saïd Nuseibeh, 1996), Mostly Miniatures: An Introduction to Persian Painting (2000), The
Dome of the Rock (2006), and Masterpieces of Islamic
Art: The Decorated Page from the 8th to the 17th Century (2009).
Grabar’s unpublished Princeton dissertation on the
architecture and ceremonial of the Umayyad court
exemplified his contextual approach to material culture,
which was informed by his primarily historical training, at a time when the field of Islamic art was represented in the United States by a single luminary,
Professor Richard Ettinghausen. Grabar’s seminal
work, The Formation of Islamic Art, is perhaps the masterpiece among his innumerable publications and a
classic. On a personal note, I would like to point out
that while I was a junior at Wesleyan University majoring in the history of late medieval and Renaissance art,
this book captivated my imagination and was the sin-
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gle most important factor that triggered my conversion
to this newly budding field of inquiry. This sophisticated
and inspired work, which evolved from the Baldwin
Lectures Grabar delivered at Oberlin College in 1969,
grew from his dissertation and early articles on the origins of Islamic art. In one obituary, it was judged “more
a work of cultural than art history,” springing as it does
“from a deeper familiarity with the thought-world of
early medieval Islam than any of today’s Islamic art historians possess,” and revealing that he was “more interested in ideas and context than in the close-focus study
of surface detail or indeed the objects themselves as
works of art.” The same can be said of the majority of
the eighty-three articles he chose to reprint as the cream
of his oeuvre, in four volumes (the aforementioned
Constructing the Study of Islamic Art) that “will arguably constitute his most influential legacy.”3
I should add that Grabar prided himself precisely on
this particular approach in my first meeting with him
years ago, in 1979, at his Fogg Museum office, when he
was chairman of what was then the Fine Arts Department at Harvard University. Having just been accepted
to the doctoral program there and at the Institute of
Fine Arts, I was a novice trying to figure out which program might be more suitable to my interests. He helped
me make up my mind with just a few words encapsulating the differences in methodological approach
between himself and Professor Ettinghausen, whom he
always admired, having collaborated with him for
nearly thirty years in the preparation of their highly
influential survey of Islamic art and architecture. He
said: “If you wish to start with ideas and then choose
relevant objects, come here to Harvard; but you should
go to the Institute if you prefer to move from objects to
ideas.” This succinct formulation convinced me that he
was to become my mentor. Interestingly, the differences
in approach diminished later on, as Grabar increasingly
became fascinated with the aesthetics of Islamic art and
its universal appeal, regardless of contextual specificity,
an approach exemplified in The Mediation of Ornament
and in his final book, Masterpieces of Islamic Art.
Through the originality and wide range of his prolific publications and almost five decades of teaching,
Oleg Grabar was hugely influential in shaping and leaving an enduring mark on the fields of Islamic art, archi-
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tecture, and archaeology. He was one of Harvard’s most
brilliant and cherished emeritus professors, and the academic world has lost one of the greatest and most charismatic teacher-lecturers of all time. His pioneering and
pathbreaking scholarship was recognized through
numerous prestigious awards, including the Giorgio
Levi Della Vida Medal of the University of California,
Los Angeles (1996); the Charles Lang Freer Medal
(2001); the College Art Association Distinguished Lifetime Achievement Award for Writing on Art (2005);
and, most recently, the Chairman’s Award of the Aga
Khan Award for Architecture (2010). Grabar was a
member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, and the
Medieval Academy of America. He was also an honorary member of the Austrian Academy, a corresponding
member of the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles
Lettres of the Institut de France, and a corresponding
fellow of the British Academy. Preferring not to limit
himself solely to the academic pursuits of teaching and
publishing, he always engaged with what was going on
in the world and sought to popularize the field of Islamic
art through lectures, interviews, and films. He contributed to the “Orientalism” debate raised by Edward Said,
with his balanced position that recognized the rigors
and glories of earlier scholarship in the old-fashioned
sense, but distanced himself in principled manner from
the Orientalist legacy. Serving on the annual steering
committee of the Aga Khan Award for Architecture
over the years provided him with the chance to learn
about contemporary Islamic architecture and to interact with architects, planners, and conservation specialists.
The global reach of Professor Grabar’s scholarly
achievements had an impact not only on his own field
but far beyond as well. He had a very special talent for
making Islamic art and architecture seductive and
attractive to non-specialists, thereby vastly broadening
the recognition of the field within the two disciplines of
Art History and Islamic Studies. He boldly posed sweeping questions and speculations about the nature, meaning, and dynamics of Islamic art at a time when so little
was known about this languishing subject, due to the
traditional bias in favor of “Western art.” In addition
to cultivating world-class advanced scholarship and

x
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Figs. 1 and 2. Professor Oleg Grabar delivering his lecture “On Knowledge and Education” after receiving the Chairman’s
Award from the Aga Khan Award for Architecture in Doha, November 25, 2010.

research in the field of Islamic art, he asked questions
that often challenged Euro-American perspectives. As
many have noted, he used to teach graduate seminars
on under-studied subjects, which then formed the basis
of several books, such as those on the Maqāmāt, the
Great Mongol Shāhnāma, and the Friday Mosque of
Isfahan. It was also his habit to publish rapidly and
move on to new subjects, for he did not at all mind
changing or revising views that he had expounded in
previous publications. His creative approaches made
the field appear wide open to hugely exciting questions
of cultural and social history and aesthetics, captivating
the minds of generations of scholars and amateurs alike.
Later in his career, he would become particularly enamored of the pure visual pleasure of objects. Such was his
vivid imagination and playful mind that he hardly subscribed to a single method or subject. He was truly a
Renaissance man.

Grabar’s mental agility and nondogmatic flexibility
made him an extraordinarily inspiring mentor. He
would encourage graduate students to work on entirely
unexplored subjects because he was deeply concerned
about shaping the parameters of a field whose rapid
expansion both pleased and worried him. He expressed
some of these mixed feelings in his last lecture, in which
he addressed how information on Islamic art and architecture has exploded over the past thirty-five years, to
such an extent that nobody can anymore claim to know
about all Islamic art, and few dare to inquire about commonalities among “Morocco, Uzbekistan, and Malaysia.” In this lecture, he ruminated about the nature of
knowledge, the systematic means of facilitating access
to information with new technologies, and the dissemination of knowledge through different levels of education in the hope of transcending the “parochialism” of
“local nationalisms” and promoting the “global human-
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Fig. 3. Professor Grabar with four of his former students during the panel held after his lecture: (from left to right)
Dr. Glenn D. Lowry, Director of the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA); Renata Holod, College for Women Class of 1963
Professor, Department of the History of Art, University of Pennsylvania; Gülru Necipoğlu, Aga Khan Professor of Islamic
Art, Department of History of Art and Architecture, Harvard University; and Dr. Mohammad al-Asad, Founder and Chairman of the Center for the Study of the Built Environment (CSBE) in Amman.

ism” he wished to preach. Titled “On Knowledge and
Education,” the lecture he presented at the Aga Khan
Award for Architecture ceremony in Doha soon before
he passed away ended with the remark that the field
poses an “exciting challenge” for those under fifty
(figs. 1 and 2). As part of the award program, immediately after the lecture Professor Grabar was joined by
four of his former students—Glenn Lowry, Renata
Holod, Mohammad al-Asad, and myself—who engaged
him in a conversation on the implications of his
thoughts and on the subject of knowledge and education in general (figs. 3 and 4). I find it particularly
appropriate to publish this final lecture in the present
volume as a lasting memorial of Grabar’s parting
thoughts on both the past and the future of the evergrowing field of Islamic art and architecture.

The last correspondence I had with Professor Grabar
after the Doha meeting poignantly testifies to his
unceasing interest in the future of the field and his own
legacy, even as he was haunted by the fatigue and fear
brought about by his failing heart. His words upon
receiving volume 27 of Muqarnas, a few weeks before
his demise, indicate his usual generosity, openness to
criticism, and passionate enthusiasm for novel scholarship until the very end of his life:
Thank you for the new Muqarnas. You are really managing this beautifully and this volume illustrates new views
on old issues, early Islam, Palermo, the muqarnas, and
Akbar. I have only seen the titles and look forward to
slow reading over the weeks to come. I see that my own
views on the Dome of the Rock are being challenged…
it is time for new generations to take over the field…
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Fig. 4. Professor Grabar with Professor Necipoǧlu and Dr. Al-Asad during the panel held after his lecture.
I had to give up our planned trip to Egypt, because I am
too tired and lack the energy for reasons which are not
clear and a bit frightening” (December 19, 2010).

As student, colleague, and successor of Professor Gra
bar, a mentor who touched all stages of my adult life, I
experienced firsthand his profound and far-reaching
impact on our field; he trained hundreds of students,
many of whom went on to become leading scholars,
educators, and curators around the world, particularly
in the United States. He brought passion and vision to
his work, and his expansive personality, generosity of
spirit, collegiality, conviviality, and humor were truly
infectious. I consider it a privilege to have learned from
and interacted with him. I cannot find enough words
to express my indebtedness to and affection for this
remarkable individual, who never ceased to be my nourishing mentor, as well as my sharpest critic. His untimely
departure was a brutal shock to us all and caused a great

sense of loss, depriving the field of one of its strongest
advocates. It is through the lasting legacy of his works
and our shared remembrances that he shall continue to
live, guide, and inspire us for years to come. A public
memorial service and reception organized by the Aga
Khan Program at Harvard University and the Historians of Islamic Art Association took place on Saturday,
April 23, at The Memorial Church in Harvard Yard, and
the personal remembrances presented by family, students, and friends on that occasion are posted on the
AKPIA website.4 Professor Grabar shall be greatly
missed and the field will not be the same without him.
Gülru Necipoğlu, Aga Khan Professor of Islamic Art and
Director of the Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture at Harvard University, Department of History of
Art and Architecture, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass.
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For the Chairman’s Award citation and Grabar’s biography,
see Implicate & Explicate: Aga Khan Award for Architecture
2010, ed. Mohsen Mostafavi (Baden, Switzerland: Lars Müller Publications, 2011), 304–35.
I have consulted several published obituaries, including
the most comprehensive one, found on the website of the
Institute for Advanced Study: “Oleg Grabar 1929–2011

3.

4.

xiii

(Princeton, NJ–Monday, January 10, 2011),” http://www.
ias.edu/news/press-releases/2011/01/10/grabar.
Obituary, Oleg Grabar, Times of London, January 2011,
available online at http://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.
pl?trx=vx&list=H-Islamart&month=1102&week=c&msg=
ZHwJ3PumVkywI225Kwqqpw.
http://agakhan.fas.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=
k69205&pageid=icb.page409372; for further remembrances, see http://memoryog.tumblr.com/page/2.
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ALAIN F. GEORGE

THE ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE MAQĀMĀT
AND THE SHADOW PLAY
Arabic book illustration is nearly as old as the Islamic
world itself, having been in existence since at least the
eighth century.1 Scattered textual and material evidence
about its early phases suggests that for a long time it
remained largely conventional in its themes and static
in its iconography. Then, with the onset of the thirteenth
century, the number of extant manuscripts surges.
These attest to a transformed visual language in which
the frozen characters of earlier times begin to move
almost palpably on the page, accomplishing an ever
wider array of actions. A fresh sense of life had been
breathed into their limbs, and narrative themes multiplied, with a new clarity of line and buoyancy of spirit.
The present article explores the relationship between
this period of Arabic book illustration and the popular
art of the shadow play, with a primary focus on the
Maqāmāt.
The Maqāmāt of al-Hariri (d. 1122) appear to have
been among the most frequently illustrated works of
this era and in many ways represent the peak of this pictorial tradition. The text is a masterpiece of Arabic literature, consisting of fifty episodes that relate the
adventures of their rogue hero, Abu Zayd of Saruj, at
the four corners of the Islamic world. Armed with his
unmatched mastery of the Arabic language and shameless talent for deception, Abu Zayd appears in different
scenes under the guise of a succession of characters—a
young man, an old woman, a doctor, a holy ascetic, and
so on. By some extraordinary show of deception and
linguistic prowess, he leads the gullible to offer him generous rewards. His mischiefs are recounted with a mixture of indignation and wonder by the narrator,
al-Harith ibn Hammam.
Written in a combination of highly sophisticated
rhymed prose and verse, the Maqāmāt were primarily

aimed at educated audiences, before whom the text
would be delivered orally during literary gatherings.
Eleven illustrated copies of the work are dated or datable to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.2 In their
original context, these books and their images would
have brought a visual dimension—and a touch of their
own humor—to these essentially aural events.3 By virtue of their narrative structure and content, the
Maqāmāt also had a latent performative dimension that
could be more or less fully brought out by different
reciters. This linked the text to a broad range of genres
that existed in the public place, such as storytelling (the
qiṣṣa), live theater (the ḥikāya) and the shadow play
(khayāl al-ẓill). Among these, the latter art form shared
with the Maqāmāt the particularity of combining manmade images with the oral delivery of a text to live audiences.
The shadow play had grown, by the thirteenth century, into a literary genre in its own right—and one that
was sometimes connected textually with al-Hariri’s
work. Conversely, manuscript illustrators faced with the
challenge of creating narrative imagery for the Maqāmāt
drew much of their inspiration from the shadow play.
The impact of this performative art on book illustration
of this period was briefly discussed in a 1934 article by
Richard Ettinghausen.4 Thereafter, it was mentioned in
passing by several writers, most notably Oleg Grabar,
though it was never explored in detail.5 Yet as will soon
become apparent, it represents a key element in our
understanding of the Maqāmāt. This work stands out
as the most representative case of an interpendence that
extended far and wide in Arabic book painting of this
period, as we shall see.
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THE SHADOW PLAY

The shadow play is an art form with ancient roots leading back East, possibly to India or Central Asia.6 The
date of its introduction in the Islamic world is unknown,
but it appears to have been well established there by the
early eleventh century, when a detailed description of
its workings was given in the Optics (Kitāb al-Manāẓir)
of Ibn al-Haytham (d. ca. 1039), who lived most of his
life between Iraq and Fatimid Egypt. In the following
decades, it was commented on as an allegory of wordly
existence in the writings of Ibn Hazm (d. 1064), the
Andalusian man of letters and theologian, and of alGhazali (d. 1111), who was born in Tus, at the eastern
end of modern Iran, and spent his career between Baghdad, Nishapur, and Damascus.7 The contrasting backgrounds of these writers suggest a wide geographical
spread, and several more accounts in texts confirm the
continuous presence of this art form in different parts
of the Islamic world between that period and the sixteenth century.8
The principal extant playwright, Ibn Daniyal
(d. 1310), was an ophthalmologist by profession. Born
and educated in Mosul, he moved to Cairo at the age of
nineteen, in the wake of the Mongol invasions, and
remained there for the rest of his life.9 Some of his preserved verse implies that shadow plays could be performed in public places, in the courtyards of houses, in
inns and taverns, and in palaces.10 Other textual sources
also mention performances in front of Saladin in the
twelfth century, of different Mamluk rulers in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and of the Ottoman sultan Selim I after the latter conquered Cairo in 1517.11
The shadow play had thus anchored certain types of
narrative imagery at the heart of Muslim urban life long
before the explosion of similar themes in book illustration.
While shadow plays may have originally been improvised or handed down from master to pupil as oral compositions, by the thirteenth century they could also be
substantial literary works, as is evident from the three
surviving plays (sing. bāba) by Ibn Daniyal. In the introduction to the first one, he writes that he was driven to
take up his pen by the puppet master (rayyis) ʿAli ibn
Mawlahum, following complaints from the public that
performances had become dull and repetitive. The plays

that he wrote in response to this injunction are couched
in a sophisticated form of Arabic. Notwithstanding
incursions of Egyptian dialect, they seem primarily
aimed at an educated audience versed in poetry and literature.12 Their affinity with the Maqāmāt can be perceived at several levels.
Perhaps as a response to the expectation of change
expressed by his audience, Ibn Daniyal gave each of his
three plays a different narrative framework. The title of
the first one, Ṭayf al-khayāl, can be literally translated
as “The Spectrum of the Apparition.” It implies a parodical reference to the eponymous motif of Arabic poetry,
and is also the name of a central character in the play,
a deformed hunchback who is summoned at the outset:
“Oh Tayf al-Khayal, oh perfection of symmetry!”13 The
presenter then opens the feast by reciting a poem in
praise of the beauty of Tayf and of all things “crooked.”
Tayf greets the audience while performing a dance and
singing verses. He recalls his sinful days in Mosul and
how he eventually repented of them. He has come to
Cairo, he tells us, to search for his old companion in
debauchery, the Amir Wisal (here, literally, “Prince
Intercourse”). But what he finds looks to him like a
spectacle of desolation, for the sultan has declared war
on Iblis (Satan) and destroyed all places of enter
tainment—a reference to the violent campaign launched
in 1267 by Baybars, the Mamluk ruler of Egypt
(r. 1260–77), against wine, drugs, and prostitution.14
Tayf al-Khayal goes on to recite an elegy for “our
master Iblis” before the Amir Wisal is called forth and
makes his entry, a soldier with a sharbūsh (a fur-lined,
triangular hat) and ruffled moustache (sibāl manfūsh).15
He introduces himself in rhymed prose reminiscent of
the Maqāmāt, in a parody of the heroic style, boasting
that, among other feats, he can “steal better than sleep
and [is] more experienced in pederasty than Abu
Nuwas.” The succession of roles he claims for himself
recalls Abu Zayd, though the main purpose here is
laughter rather than deception and the Amir’s “roles”
are simply stated, not enacted. “I can give better slaps
than a baker’s hand,” he says, “... I can croak better than
a frog....”:
I give evening amusements, I gamble. I am a butter, a
boxer, a slanderer, a blasphemer, a carper, an intruder,
a disturber, a threatener, an ascetic, a murderer, a boor,
a fine gentleman, a rough customer, a slippery one, a
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pander, a man capable of anything. I play the dandy,
the man about town; I play the lord, the juggler. I strut
about, I limp, I dance. So do not show ignorance of my
standing, now that I have disclosed my secrets to you!16

The Amir Wisal recalls with intense nostalgia—but
without a trace of prudery—his past encounters with
both sexes. He advises Satan to stay away from Egypt
for fear of its unyielding ruler. Wisal then professes his
intention to abandon his old ways and the main intrigue
of the play ensues: the search for a lawfully wedded wife
through the services of an old, depraved matchmaker,
reaching its climax with the unveiling of the bride’s
breathtakingly ugly face.
At the close of Ṭayf al-khayāl, Wisal decides to go on
pilgrimage to Mecca in order to seek forgiveness for his
sins, in much the same way that in the Maqāmāt Abu
Zayd repents at the end of his life and becomes a true
ascetic, capable of working miracles. The third of Ibn
Daniyal’s plays, al-Mutayyam (The Love-struck One),
ends in a similar fashion. In the introduction, the narrator compares himself to al-Harith (the witness of Abu
Zayd’s mischiefs in the Maqāmāt);17 the main part of
the drama involves a parody of Arabic love poetry in
which the main character recalls his sexual encounters
with young men, as well as his endless drinking bouts,
orgies, and gambling parties. Al-Mutayyam’s sinful
reminiscences are brought to an end by yet another act
of repentance, as the Angel of Death awakens him to
his dissolute condition and prompts him to beg for
God’s forgiveness shortly before he passes away.
The parallel with the Maqāmāt is most pronounced
in the second of Ibn Daniyal’s plays, ʿAjīb wa gharīb (literally “Amazing and Strange,” here with the meaning
“The Amazing [Preacher] and the Stranger”). After a
brief introduction by the puppet master, there enters
the hero, Gharib, who presents himself as one of the
Banū Sāsān (Brotherhood of Tricksters), leading a life
of wandering and exile, surviving by their wits and ability to deceive the gullible.18 As with the other two plays,
Gharib begins by crudely reminiscing about his past
sexual adventures and goes on to enumerate some of
the professions he once pretended to have mastered,
such as the training of bears, monkeys, and dogs; cock
fighting; jurisprudence; poetry; astrology; medicine; eye
surgery; herbal medicine; philosophy; and preaching.19
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He withdraws to be succeeded by a gallery of twentythree different characters, starting with the fake preacher
ʿAjib and including an acrobat, an astrologer, a quack
doctor, a trader in amulets, a clown, a trainer of cats and
mice, a rope dancer, and a camel driver. Each personage introduces himself and describes his profession
using specialized language.20 The parallel with the
Maqāmāt is immediate with regard to their shared repertoire of tricks and impersonations. These three plays
are characterized by an uninhibited sense of humor
together with a taste for satire and unadulterated
obscenity; they are couched in lively and elaborate
prose, rhymed prose, and verse—a patchwork of styles
that again echoes the Maqāmāt.21
Ibn Daniyal’s plays are the only ones to survive in
writing from that era, but in his day they may have been
part of a broader written repertoire, as suggested by
their introductory remarks and some additional fragments of evidence.22 These written works would have
existed alongside a dominant oral tradition that was still
alive in Egypt, Syria, and Turkey at the beginning of the
twentieth century. The range of themes addressed in the
genre as a whole must have been wider than Ibn Daniyal’s remaining output might suggest; their subject matter may sometimes have been less crude, and geared
towards the imaginary. One fascinating piece of evidence in this respect is the Naẓm al-sulūk (Poem of the
Way), by the Sufi writer Ibn al-Farid (d. 1235), who
lived in Cairo at the time of our oldest illustrated manuscripts.23 In this text about the path to illumination he
writes:
In illusion’s sleep the spectrum of the shadow theater
(ṭayf khayāl al-ẓill) brings to you what translucent curtains reveal. You see forms of things in every garb displayed before you from behind the veil of ambiguity: the
opposites in them united in every guise; silent, they utter
speech; though still, they move; themselves unluminous,
they scatter light. You laugh gleefully, as the most merry
of men rejoices; weep like the bereaved and sorrowing
mother, in deepest grief; mourn, if they moan, the loss
of some great happiness; are jubilant, if they do sing, for
such sweet melody.24

Emotion, light, and animation emerge as the key ingredients of a poignant spectacle in which colored figures
behind a screen move, speak, and sing, stirring up
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laughter and tears in the audience. This formed the basis
of a profound metaphor of existence that was also
exploited by other writers. Ibn al-ʿArabi (d. 1240), to
cite but one, wrote in his Futuḥāt al-Makkiyya (Meccan
Revelations), composed over a period of some three
decades spent between Mecca, Anatolia, and Damascus,
that the shadow theater is a parable of this world, moved
by an invisible force and marred by appearances, its
screen acting as a veil between the beholder and the
Truth.25 Ibn al-Farid alone, however, has recourse to a
tantalizingly detailed list of themes to evoke these plays:
birds singing in trees; camel races; ships tossed at sea;
armies in huge battalions, clad in mail and steel with
their swords and spears; flaming flares; catapults fired
at fortresses; jinns; fishermen and their nets; fowlers
catching birds; oceanic monsters; lions and their prey;
beasts hunting other beasts.26 At the end of this passage,
he reminds us that “you may glimpse at yet other shapes
that I have omitted to mention, having relied but on the
best exemplars.”27
THE OLDEST EXTANT PUPPETS
By an extraordinary chance, it is possible to parallel
these descriptions with an extant set of figures. Eighty
or so early shadow puppets were discovered by Paul
Kahle, a German Orientalist who purchased them from
two puppeteers in Menzaleh (al-Manzala), near
Damietta, Egypt, in 1909.28 They had been bought from
a pasha in Cairo in the eighteenth century and had
remained in the same family thereafter.29 Many of their
features, from clothing to types of headgear, converge
to suggest a Mamluk origin, and one emblem that
adorns four of the puppets—a circle enclosing a central
strip with a lozenge in its middle—stood for the office
of a jamdār or “master of the robes” at the Mamluk
court.30 The same symbol reappears on other objects in
a variety of media dated 1287 to 1372,31 but is attested
within a tripartite division of the field only between
about 1339 and 1371.32 The puppets, in sum, appear to
reflect a Mamluk context in the mid-fourteenth century.33
One detail in the figure of a ship with its passengers,
however, contradicts this conclusion: its central character is bringing to his mouth a thin, supple hose lead-

ing to a twofold vertical base, which clearly seems to be
a water pipe.34 Tobacco did not appear in the Islamic
lands until the discovery of the New World, and archaeological excavations in the Middle East have only
yielded smoking devices in strata datable to periods
after the late sixteenth century.35 Smoking, furthermore,
is not mentioned in textual sources before the early
modern era: until then, hashish and other opiates were
rather chewed or prepared as drinks.36 This puppet
could, in other words, be the Ottoman recreation of a
Mamluk prototype, which raises issues about the date
of the whole set. Do these puppets belong to the fourteenth century, the seventeenth century, or the intervening period? Should they be viewed as a unitary
group, or were they produced at different times, with
older Mamluk puppets serving as models for newer
ones? These questions may not receive a definite answer
until the actual objects, their leather, and their technique of manufacture have been studied again in depth.
But whether we regard them as original or imitative,
their Mamluk character remains undisputed. Even in
the figure of the ship, the man with a water pipe wears
the headgear of a Mamluk official, the dawādār (bearer
of the royal inkwell).37 These objects can be regarded as
the earliest examples of their art form, and as probable
indicators of how puppets looked and functioned in the
Mamluk era, in general if not in every detail. They constitute the material remains of the shadow theater that
are closest in time to illustrated manuscripts of the
thirteenth to fourteenth centuries.
The figures are large—typically over 60 centimeters
and, in many cases, half the size of a man. Their design
was articulated by cutting fine parallel strips and circles
out of leather sheets to create contrasting areas of geometrical patterning. Thinner sheets of colored leather,
of which a few traces remain, were stitched around the
main armature to generate areas of coloring (fig. 1).38
The complete figures were assembled at the joints so
that they could be moved with sticks by the puppet master. The result of this consummate art was the projection of fine variegated figures onto a backlit screen
behind which he (or indeed she) brought them to life.39
Candles and a dark atmosphere were required for the
artifice to be effective, making night the preferred time
for performances. In one recorded setup, the puppets
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Fig. 2. Shadow puppet of a man with two falcons. Egypt,
fourteenth to eighteenth century; current height: 43 cm.
Present location unknown. (After Paul Kahle, “Islamische
Schattenspielfiguren aus Egypten I,” Der Islam 1 [1910]:
fig. 11)

Fig. 1. Shadow puppet of a man carrying a tray, with remaining areas of color. Egypt, fourteenth to eighteenth century;
ca. 84 x 25 cm. Offenbach am Main, Ledermuseum. (Photo:
courtesy of the Ledermuseum)

would be piled up in a box or basket in their order of
appearance, taken out during the play, then placed in a
second box once their role had been performed.40
The puppets discovered by Kahle encompass a wide
variety of themes. One can at times discern a broad
affinity of types with Ibn Daniyal’s characters: for example, the description of the Amir Wisal cited above finds
an echo in the puppet of a falconer, with his hat and
bristling moustache (fig. 2).41 Sexual themes are uncommon, though at least one extant character directly attests
to their existence (see pp. 23–24). On the whole, these
figures resonate more closely with Ibn al-Farid’s poetic
descriptions: they include people from different walks
of life, with their assorted accessories (soldiers, falconers, riders, servants, prisoners, vendors, sailors, mahouts

and their elephants, camel riders, a man with a peacock); various kinds of ships, with their crews in action;
architectural settings (a house on two floors with figures in motion, a storage room for jars, an arched background for three running archers); wild animals and
fantastic creatures (crocodiles, fish, eagles and birds, at
times with human heads); and so forth.
THE ICONOGRAPHY OF THE MAQĀMĀT
AND THE SHADOW PLAY
The shadow play thus presented its urban audiences
with a repertoire of scenes and forms ranging from the
mundane to the fantastic, often with a penchant for the
erotic. In the same period, the demand for illustrated
books appears to have exploded in the Islamic world,
stemming from an enlarged social base that went
beyond courtly circles to include the higher echelons of
urban society. This prompted a growing range of craftsmen to try their hand at pictorial art. In the process,
visual references to the shadow play were introduced
into their work.
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The phenomenal success of al-Hariri’s work among
wealthy, literate audiences of the Arabic-speaking world
must have provided a particular incentive to enhance
its material presentation with images. The craftsmen
who found themselves in the most favorable position
to respond to this demand were scribes. The illustrator
of Paris Ms. Arabe 5847 (now in the Bibliothèque nationale de France), al-Wasiti, belonged to their ranks, as
shown by another surviving work in his hand: a small,
unadorned copy of the Rabīʿ al-abrār (Spring of the
Righteous), a work of literary edification by al-Zamakhshari (d. 1144), which was probably produced for sale
in the market.42 Likewise the fine pictures of London
Ms. Or. 9718 (in the British Library) were the work of
Ghazi ibn ʿAbd al-Rahman (d. 1310), a renowned calligrapher in his hometown of Damascus who had ties
to the world of theologians.43
The images produced in this tradition were articulated, first by outlining figures and objects in a continuous solid line, typically drafted in red then partly or
wholly finished in black, and by applying a uniform
color fill to relevant surfaces.44 A frequent additional
ingredient was the patterning of textile surfaces with
folds, scrolls, and geometrical forms. The skills involved
find a direct correspondence in the work of scribes. Calligraphy was based on a mastery of the line, straight or
curved, that could naturally be transposed to outlines.45
Traditionally, scribes were often also trained in the art
of illumination, with its vibrant palettes of colors and
elaborate designs. Some mastered the whole process of
book production and binding, a polyvalence somewhat
immodestly summed up by al-Rawandi, when he wrote
at the beginning of the thirteenth century: “I have
learned seventy types of script and practised as a copyist of the Qurʾan, an illuminator and a binder—skills I
have acquired to perfection.”46 The most elemental
ingredients of Arabic book illustration—its clarity of
line and vivacity of color—were thus already present in
this craft, and only awaited to be given a new form and
spirit suited to narrative imagery.
There may also have been specialized illustrators,
although evidence of their work is lacking for the
Maqāmāt. In a Materia medica of Dioscorides kept at
Mashhad (Iran) that dates to the twelfth or thirteenth
century, the copyist left a note indicating that the illus-

trator (muṣawwir) had put an image in the wrong place;
this slightly irritated comment implies that they were
two different persons.47 Whatever their exact range of
skills, book illustrators of this period are likely to have
sought inspiration in the world around them to create
narrative scenes for their books. This would have been
particularly true of the Maqāmāt, which, having been
composed in the early twelfth century, required the
invention of illustrations involving characters in dialogue, disguise, and shifting poses. Scribes and craftsmen working in cities such as Damascus, Baghdad, or
Cairo would naturally have been exposed to the shadow
theater in their daily life, and several defining iconographic features derived from this art form can be discerned in the illustrations of the Maqāmāt.
Completed in 734 (1334), the Vienna Maqāmāt can
be ascribed, on the basis of decoration and several iconographic details, to Mamluk Egypt—a context close to
that of the earliest extant puppets.48 Here, as so often in
the corpus, scenes are enclosed within simple theatrical frames, with curtains tied on either side or at the top,
and set against a gold background. The figures are
highly stylized, their bodies represented as compact
masses with rigid inflexions of the hips or joints. This
generates a stiff, almost mechanical sense of movement,
often with unnatural contortions of the hips and necks.
The faces are large, broad, and slightly square, with
expressionless, frozen eyes that do not necessarily convey the direction of the gaze. All these features recall the
shadow play and extant puppets, where the limbs move
at the joints but the eyes remain immobile. Some particular types also echo the Menzaleh corpus, as illustrated, for example, by the comparison of a bearded
guard with his robe and stick in manuscript and puppet alike (figs. 3 and 4).
The most famous Maqāmāt illustrator, al-Wasiti,
used a different visual language, but one in which the
imprint of the shadow play is equally present. In the
twelfth maqāma, Abu Zayd passes himself off as an
ascetic able to protect a caravan on its journey from
Syria to Iraq through incantations he has received in a
dream. The caravan arrives safely at the first town
beyond the desert, whereupon the travellers offer the
“holy man” a generous reward. Al-Harith next discovers him in a tavern, as he recounts:
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Fig. 3. Shadow puppet of a man with a stick. Egypt, fourteenth to eighteenth century; height: 61 cm. Present location
unknown. (After Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren I,” fig. 8)

I went by night to the wine hall in disguised habit; and
there was the old man in a gay-colored dress, amid casks
and wine vats. And about him were cupbearers surpassing in beauty, and lights that glittered, and the myrtle
and the jasmine, and the pipe and the lute. And at one
time he bade broach the wine casks, and at another he
called the lutes to give utterance; and now he inhaled the
perfumes, and now he courted the gazelles.49

From these indications, al-Wasiti has extrapolated what
Grabar aptly called “the picture of a bar in the thirteenth-century Muslim world” (fig. 5).50 The scene is
set within a schematic architectural frame that echoes
the principal extant prop from the Menzaleh collection
(fig. 6). Some details, such as the young male or female
character trampling grapes to make wine in the lower
right, or the jars and the oud player in the lower left,

Fig. 4. Abu Zayd and a youth in front of the governor of
Rahba (tenth maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, Rajab 734
(March 1334). Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
Ms. A.F. 9, fol. 36r (37.5 x 25.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek)

seem inspired by real life. Abu Zayd, dressed in red and
wearing a white beard, is drinking wine in an age-old
posture of rulership, his legs forming a lozenge as he
holds a cup and a handkerchief, one hand above the
other.51 An element of satire may be read into the discrepancy between the setting for this scene, the dubious
credentials of its central figure, and the “royal” connotation of his bearing.52 Al-Harith stands more casually to the right of Abu Zayd. He is depicted with an
upright body, a face in profile, and arms that clearly
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Fig. 5. Abu Zayd and al-Harith in a tavern (twelfth maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, 634 (1237), copied and illustrated by
al-Wasiti. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Arabe 5847, fol. 33r (37 x 28 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France)
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Fig. 6. Shadow puppet of a two-story building. Egypt, fourteenth to eighteenth century; 70 x 47 cm. Offenbach am
Main, Ledermuseum. (Photo: courtesy of the Ledermuseum)

Fig. 7. Shadow puppet of a man carrying a peacock. Egypt,
fourteenth to eighteenth century; height: 88 cm. Offenbach
am Main, Ledermuseum. (Photo: courtesy of the Ledermuseum)

extend out of the body in a way that once again recalls
a shadow puppet: compare him, for instance, with the
bearded man in figure 7. His clothes, on the other hand,
are articulated with drapery folds specific to the realm
of manuscripts. Al-Wasiti’s particular talent resides in
his smooth and refined rendering of faces, and most of
all in his ability to integrate such disparate elements into
vibrant, unified compositions.
Similar remarks can be extended to other illustrated
versions of the Maqāmāt. Human figures tend to convey emotions or actions through amplified gestures
rather than facial expressions or naturalistic body
movement. In some manuscripts—the Vienna Maqāmāt
are a good example—the body joints, particularly the
elbows and knees, meet in a rigid way that calls to mind

an articulated object; in others, such as Ms. Arabe 5847
and Ms. Arabe 3929 (in the Bibliothèque nationale), the
limbs are more supple, but equally animated. Figures
and their faces are often depicted in profile, their silhouette strongly in evidence; the legs and hands markedly extend out of the torso, as in the shadow play,
where this feature is essential for the action to be clearly
understood by the audience.
In most scenes, the action is set in a flat plane, with
characters facing each other on the same horizontal
level against a blank background, like puppets pressed
against the white screen of the shadow theater.53 The
figures are inordinately large in relation to their setting,
again like shadow puppets on a screen: for example, the
ones shown in figures 1, 2, and 21 (see p. 24) are taller
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Fig. 8. Abu Zayd before the governor of Merv (thirty-eighth maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, thirteenth century. Saint
Petersburg, Russian Academy of Sciences, Ms. S.23, p. 256 (total page dimensions 25 x 19 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the
Russian Academy of Sciences)

than the architectural prop of figure 6. In outdoor
scenes, the groundline is either absent or represented
by a thin patch of grass or ground that looks like a prop.
The protagonists face each other along this line, seemingly placed there by an invisible hand.54 Indoor scenes
are enclosed in a flat, schematic frame to which a curtain is often attached, as if to unveil a stage. The frame
is typically drawn as a simple rectangle; another common form is the tripartite house drawn in red and
spread over one or two floors (fig. 8). These two generic
types can serve to represent just about any kind of
building, from a tavern to a palace, to an Indian household, and so on.55 By their schematic nature, they recall

architectural props; indeed, as already noted, the same
tripartite composition occurs in the principal extant
such artefact (fig. 6). A plethora of small characters is
performing different tasks on both levels of this unidentified building, as in al-Wasiti’s tavern (fig. 5) and in
other scenes.56
The curtains themselves evoke the shadow theater
stage, which in all but the simplest settings would have
required a framing device to create a backstage and conceal the performers and their accessories from the public. As might be expected, such paraphernalia have not
survived from medieval times, but if later Ottoman and
Chinese examples are anything to go by, they may have
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consisted of a solid frame covered with textiles and curtains.57 Indeed, at the beginning of each play, Ibn Daniyal refers to the unveiling of the screen (jalā al-sitāra),
although this could also have been achieved by simply
lighting the candles.58
Ships and boats are, after architecture, the most frequent background elements in Maqāmāt illustration.
They are represented in a flat outline that makes them
look like objects placed by a hand, this time onto a patch
of stylized water (fig. 9). Their form is schematic in
nature, again with disproportionately large human figures that are often drawn in profile.59 On the decks of
larger sea ships are rooms or small domed cabins that
frame passengers in the same manner that architectural
structures do in other images. These features can once
again be linked to the imperatives of visibility in the
shadow theater, and to extant puppets of ships (fig. 10).
The approach to the human silhouette, the picture
frame, and spatiality manifested in these manuscripts
marks a break from long-established Christian traditions of iconography. In Byzantine and most Syriac
manuscripts, three-quarter and frontal views dominate,
profiles are rare, and figures have solemn expressions
and restrained movements, usually with straight legs,
upright bodies, and elbows close to the chest. Frames,
when they exist, consist of decorative illumination
rather than schematic architecture.60 Architectural elements are included within this frame and treated as part
of the landscape, with figures standing before and beside
it (fig. 11). Curtains are uncommon and attached not to
the picture frame but to the architecture within; they
are spread outwards horizontally, often tightly tied, and
typically accompany images of Christ and saints. Their
form suggests a resonance not with the performance
stage but with the katapetasma, the curtain that in
churches separates the sanctuary from the nave, and
hence the sacred from the worldly.61 The ships that
appear in Byzantine illustration, notably for scenes of
Christ walking on the sea, are given more depth than in
the Maqāmāt by showing both sides of the hull. Their
figures have a more logical size in relation to the vessel
as a whole; the latter also occupies a proportionally
smaller part of the image.62
Christian illustrators tended to spread their figures
between a foreground, a middle ground, and a background, rather than flattening them into the same plane;

11

a tentative impression of depth was often created by
making them stand at different points within this receding surface, or having them sit on an object with
perspective lines.63 In the Maqāmāt, only a few compositions, notably in the Wasiti and Saint Petersburg
manuscripts, reach comparable spatial complexity by
expanding on these devices and inventing new ones.64
One such innovation is the depiction of an audience
seen from behind—a detail particularly favored by the
illustrator of the Saint Petersburg manuscript (fig. 8),
but also used by others.65 This gives the reader holding
the book a sense of involvement with the scene, as if he
or she were seated behind a first row of spectators—the
very kind of glimpse one may have caught at a shadow
play.
Nothwithstanding significant divergences, Christian
iconography did also provide the basis of significant stylistic elements in Maqāmāt illustration. The compositions with compact groups of standing listeners and the
manner of drawing some faces shown in semi-profile
seem dependent on this source.66 The same can be said
of the straight drapery folds ultimately rooted in the
classical tradition, although distinctive scroll folds also
appear in Islamic manuscripts. The haloes of Christian
saints became a standard fitting that could be used at
will, as in figure 17 (see p. 20), where the characters were
clearly not meant to radiate holiness. The treatment of
the sky in some Maqāmāt images—a thin blue slice of
a circle hanging from the upper frame—can also be
traced to Byzantine and other Christian iconography.67
As we shall see, the illustrative mode heralded by the
Maqāmāt in turn left its mark on some Christian manuscripts produced in the Islamic lands in this period.
Some elements of Maqāmāt illustration do not find
protoypes in either Christian sources or the shadow theater. The stylized trees often seen in backgrounds may
bear a relationship to the semi-abstract vegetal motifs
that were a staple of architectural and textile ornament
in the Islamic world, and had also entered the imagery
of some Arabic versions of Dioscorides.68 A few recurrent human subjects—notably the enthroned ruler, governor, or judge—can be linked to the traditional
imagery of kingship in Islam, a detail already noted in
al-Wasiti’s tavern scene (fig. 5). Another example is the
image of a seated ruler drinking from a cup in the frontispiece to the Vienna Maqāmāt (fig. 12). His static pos-
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Fig. 9. A ship bound for Oman (thirty-ninth maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, thirteenth century. Saint Petersburg, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Ms. S.23, p. 260 (total page dimensions 25 x 19 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Russian Academy of
Sciences)

Fig. 10. Shadow puppet of a ship with soldiers. Egypt, fourteenth to eighteenth century; 49 x 67.5 cm. Present location
unknown. (After Paul Kahle, “Islamische Schattenspielfiguren aus Egypten II,” Der Islam 2 [1911]: fig. 43)
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Fig. 11. Gregory and his father. Gregory Nazianzenus, Homilies, eleventh century. Mount Athos, Monastery of Saint Panteleimon, Ms. Cod. 6, fol. 281r (total page dimensions 24.5 x 20 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Monastery of Saint Panteleimon)

ture and activity once again reflect the age-old Islamic
iconography of the banquet, itself rooted in the Sasanian imagery of rulership.69 Surrounded by angels, his
portrait is set within a framing illumination reminiscent of Mamluk Korans.70 But an acrobat irrupts into
the foreground, bringing an animated touch to this
pompous entrée en matière. The articulation of his joints
makes him look as if he were literally being moved by
a stick, bringing to mind the acrobat Hassun al-Mawzun (Hassun the Balanced), who “bends [his body],
tumbles over and walks like a crab” in ʿAjīb wa gharīb.71
The refreshing intrusion of this character in the Vienna
manuscript can be seen as a metaphor of the changes
that swept across Arabic book illustration of this period.
The illustrations of the Maqāmāt, in sum, reflect a
figural style and a mode of scene visualization rooted

in the shadow theater and largely shaped by its requirements of performative expressivity and clarity. These
elements were transposed onto the pages of books and
blended with other sources, notably Christian ones, in
an individual manner by their illustrators. As a result,
a variety of contrasting patterns can be observed across
the corpus. Paris Ms. Arabe 3929 and London
Ms. Or. Add. 22114 (in the British Library), for example, have dissimilar styles of illustration: the figures are
supple, colorful, and animated, with some facial detail,
in the former manuscript, whereas in the latter they are
more corpulent and stiffly articulated, with schematic
eyes and a relatively toned-down palette. Yet in both
cases, the features outlined above are so prominent that
the impression of seeing a shadow play in action often
becomes striking.72 The same is true of numerous sim-
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Fig. 12. Frontispiece. Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, Rajab 734 (March 1334). Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
Ms. A.F. 9, fol. 1r (37.5 x 25.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek)

ple outdoor or framed scenes in the other nine extant
illustrated copies of this work made in the thirteenth to
fourteenth centuries.73 But in their case, more complex
dynamics can often be perceived in the treatment of
other subjects.
The human figures in Ms. Arabe 5847, the Saint
Petersburg manuscript, and Istanbul Ms. Esad Efendi
2961 (in the Süleymaniye Library) are broadly comparable with those in Ms. Arabe 3929, with their smooth
articulation of movement, expressive limbs, and tentative impression of volume derived from the treatment
of clothes and faces.74 In the first three manuscripts,
however, compositions also have a tendency to become
crowded, and some reflect more elaborate experiments
with pictorial space; even so, the articulation of many

characters, as well as the frames and props, is consistently reminiscent of the shadow play, as, for instance,
in figures 5 and 8.75
The Oxford Maqāmāt were produced for a Mamluk
amir in 738 (1337), only a few years after the Vienna
manuscript. Both of these works thus belong to related
contexts, and also share some essential visual characteristics, notably their large and rigidly articulated figures set in a decidedly flat space, against a gold
background. In the Oxford Maqāmāt, the characters
are more slender, with a strong predilection for profiles.
The standard of execution is relatively coarse, with a
tendency to crowd scenes and fill the background with
stylized plants and scrolls that hinder the immediate
visual impact of the image. The characters in the Vienna
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manuscript often have more contained, less expressive
limb movements, an impression reinforced by the tendency for their torsoes to overlap. The faces are, moreover, predominantly shown in semi-profile.
Nevertheless, in this manuscript, several key elements
already outlined previously—large figures, mechanical
articulation, notably of faces and hips, simple frames,
and uncluttered backgrounds—create an unmistakable
visual affinity with the shadow play, although its flavor
is markedly different than, for example, in Ms. Arabe
3929 and Ms. Or. Add. 22114.
The ties with Christian narrative imagery are strongest in Paris Ms. Arabe 6094 (dated 619 [1222]), where
they extend to the treatment of facial traits, the emaciated proportions of human bodies, and compositional
schemes.76 Yet in almost every scene from this manuscript, one or several characters betray an unmistakable
kinship with shadow puppets through the movement
of their arms, hands, and legs, and their rigid articulations. Indoor scenes are enclosed within schematic
architectural frames, often simplified to the extreme. A
few figures lean forward in a surreal manner, as if their
soles had been glued to the ground (fig. 13).77 This feature, which is odd from the perspective of manuscripts,
brings to mind the puppeteer moving a stick at torso
level while keeping the legs in place, as if to convey
involvement with the opposing figure through exaggerated body movement.
London Ms. Or. 9718, produced by Ghazi ibn ʿAbd
al-Rahman, has a distinct style of refined, small-scale
drawing most evident in the articulation of textiles and
clothing. The characters show some gestural animation,
albeit less ample than elsewhere; schematic architectural frames occur, yet compositions tend to be busy
and symmetrical, with a static, formalized quality not
frequently encountered in this corpus.78 The legibility
of the images is further reduced today by their subsequent defacement. In London Ms. Or. 1200, finally, figures are drawn through an accumulation of sketchy
lines, without a particular emphasis on outlines or protruding limbs, and with few architectural frames.
Even so, in both of these manuscripts, many simple
dialogue scenes set indoors or against a prop-like
vegetation doubtlessly carry the imprint of the shadow
play.79 Intriguingly, in a later replacement folio from
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Fig. 13. Abu Zayd and his son in front of the kadi of Saʿda,
Yemen (thirty-seventh maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt,
619 (1222). Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France,
Ms. Arabe 6094, fol. 130v (30 x 23 cm). (Photo: courtesy of
the Bibliothèque nationale de France)

Ms. Or. 1200, a kadi who receives Abu Zayd is depicted
in a highly schematic profile; his proportions are gigantic in relation to the composition, and the hatching of
his body surface calls to mind the patterning of Kahle’s
puppets, as if the subtle transposition of earlier manuscripts were being reenacted in the most open manner
(compare fig. 14 with fig. 7).80 On the whole, however,
in Ms. Or. 9718 and most of all in Ms. Or. 1200, the
iconographic ties with the shadow play are less prominent than in the rest of the corpus; these two manuscripts are also set apart by a comparatively small format
and script.81 This combination of text, size, and imagery
makes them less adapted to the needs of oral performance than most illustrated versions of the Maqāmāt.
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For illustrators working in this perspective, the tried
and tested iconography of the shadow play therefore
had the additional advantage of responding to the
imperative of visibility at a glance, or from a distance.83
But this spectacle may have also sparked their creative
imagination beyond the sole dimension of form. In the
Naẓm al-sulūk, Ibn al-Farid writes:
Consider the Maqāmāt of al-Saruji; ponder his disguise
(talwīn, lit. coloring) and you will surely find it good to
take my counsel; you will recognize that whatever outward form and image (shakl wa ṣūra) the soul assumes,
it is inwardly disguised in sense.84

Fig. 14. Abu Zayd before a kadi in Alexandria (ninth
maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, undated replacement folio
belonging to a manuscript dated 654 (1256). London, British
Library, Ms. Or. 1200, fol. 24r (total page dimensions 24.5 x
17 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the British Library)

ANIMATION, MOVEMENT, AND COLOR
In the pre-modern Islamic world, the preferred way of
reading books, whether literary, religious, or other, was
not silent and solitary but oral and sociable, with the
text being delivered in front of more or less formal
assemblies (majlis, pl. majālis). By virtue of their inherent performative dimension and narrative structure, the
Maqāmāt were particularly suited to this mode of
appreciation. A convivial function seems reflected in
the physical features of their illustrated copies, where
the images tend to be very clear, mainly thanks to the
features outlined above, and to accompany an amply
spaced, legible text. Mid-level patrons probably convened gatherings geared towards lighthearted literary
enjoyment around these books in their urban houses
and courtyards. Most of these volumes are large by the
standards of the era, yet small enough to have been
easily turned or passed around.82 Pauses may have been
marked to show each new image to members of an audience, presumably opening the way to interludes during
which they could exercise their own wit.

This lexical field of color and likeness brings to mind an
imagined Abu Zayd, perhaps his image as seen in a
manuscript. In almost the same breath, Ibn al-Farid
goes on to associate our world of appearances with the
shadow theater, as if to underline the shared artifice and
performative dimension of the two genres.85 Shadow
puppets performed their acts in movement and color.
Even immobilized on the pages of modern publications
or the walls of museums, they continue to exude a sense
of animation—as with, for example, the man carrying
a tray in figure 1. The effect must have been all the more
vivid when experienced in full sound and motion in
actual performances. This spectacle may, in other
words, have left its mark on the animation and vibrant
color that characterize so much Maqāmāt illustration.
Several distinctive features of this corpus, many of
which were noted by Grabar but never fully explained,
might also find their rationale in this context.
Throughout the corpus, Abu Zayd is distinguished
by his lack of an established iconography, a set of attributes that would make him immediately recognizable
to the reader.86 Instead, by
of a given manuscript, one discovers him successively
represented by completely distinct characters, young or
old, male or female, without recurrent traits, like one
puppet being changed for another in a shadow play. The
parallel with ʿAjīb wa gharīb is striking: in this shadow
play, the eponymous (anti-)hero successively appears
as, among other impersonations, a preacher, a doctor,
a trader in amulets, an acrobat, a camel driver, and so
on. Many of the same roles are also assumed by Abu
Zayd in the Maqāmāt, which attests to a shared repertoire between manuscripts and shadow puppets.
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Fig. 15. Abu Zayd joins al-Harith and his companions in a game of riddles (thirty-sixth maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt,
thirteenth century. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Arabe 3929, right to left: fols. 180r, 180v, and 181r (32 x
21.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France)

Al-Harith, being a less versatile character, usually
appears as a grown man in Arab dress, but again with
a variability of type and attire that would be difficult to
understand outside this framework. In Maqāmāt illustration as a whole, a familiar cast of figures gets recycled to impersonate different characters, while the same
images are used to signify different furnishings and
architectural settings, in the manner of puppets and
props in a shadow play.
A series of three images from Ms. Arabe 3929
(fig. 15) will serve to illustrate this point. In the thirtysixth maqāma, Abu Zayd, appearing as an ungainly old
man, joins al-Harith and nine of his companions in a
literary game of riddles: the text tells us, by way of an
introduction, that he arrived, addressed them while
standing, and finally sat down “in his place for a good
stay.”87 The first illustration of this brief passage shows
Abu Zayd coming towards three seated men under the
guise of an ascetic, as signaled by his tall qalansuwa
(conical hat), which is rounded at the top and covered
by a hood, as well as his walking stick and his long,
white beard.88 Turning the page over, one discovers him
standing in the midst of the audience, this time as an

ordinary man with a gray beard, a blue turban, and a
white tunic. His posture seems comical: his hips are
twisted, and one hand is close to his face while the other
is engulfed in a long sleeve. But come the next page, he
is seated in front of the assembly, with a dark green
tunic, blue turban, brown shawl, white beard, and walking stick. The audience is nearly as variable as he is, consisting first of three, then four, then again three men,
each time with different clothing and facial traits, from
young to old, ginger-haired to white, and beardless to
bearded. The continuity of the compositions generates
an almost kinetic visual sequence—a “comic-strip
effect,” as Grabar put it89—in which these shifting characters, notably Abu Zayd, evoke a succession of puppets appearing and vanishing on the shadow-play
screen.
Comparable sequences of two or three images
appear again in this and other manuscripts. 90
A remarkably long one can also be noted in
Ms. Or. Add. 22114. In the forty-sixth maqāma, young
pupils display their verbal talent before Abu Zayd and
al-Harith, a straightforward storyline to which most
illustrators responded with a general school scene. But
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in this manuscript eight successive images accompany
the episode: each of them shows two adult characters
(Abu Zayd on the right and a changing character, presumably al-Harith, on the left) seated on either side of
a succession of small children (fig. 16).91 Each child is
dressed differently from the others, with his arms and
legs in motion. The images appear on consecutive pages,
giving the reader the impression of seeing a series of
stills taken from a motion picture—or rather, in this
context, puppets performing their acts in a shadow play.
This manner of animating a scene might also call to
mind a variant on the shadow play described by Ibn
Hazm as involving “figures mounted on a wooden
wheel that is made to revolve rapidly, so that one group
of figures disappears as another appears.”92 In a rubāʿī
(quatrain), ʿUmar Khayyam (d. 1123) also wrote:
This sphere of heaven in which we wander lost
Seems to me rather like a shadow-lantern
The sun’s the lamp, the world’s the twirling shade
And we the figures painted round about. 93

Although neither allusion is detailed, they both appear
to describe a type of shadow-lantern, an object with a
candle at its center and a revolving mechanism with
cutout or painted figures at its periphery. Such devices
are also known to have existed at least since the Sung
era (960–1279) in China, where their rotating motion
was triggered by the hot air of the candle.94 It is difficult
to assert whether the above sequences of images derive
from the simple spectacle of the shadow-play screen or
this mechanized variant, but their decomposition of
movement seems doubtlessly related to this family of
performative arts.
The Maqāmāt are also remarkable for telling a new
story, in visual terms, with each illustrated version,
through an original selection and interpretation of
scenes, whereas in other works existing cycles and compositions were often repeated.95 Maqāmāt illustrators
do not seem to have followed the latter path even in the
fourteenth century, when a large body of earlier manuscripts would have been in existence. As pointed out
by Grabar, “considering the limited range of episodes
to be illustrated, the variety of topics is remarkable…In
spite of the existence of an embryonically consistent
typology of forms and interpretations, the variety of
ways presumed types appear is astounding.”96 This pro-

pensity to reinvent and reinterpret scenes while constantly recycling and recasting characters seems to
reflect a mode of visualization and dramatization
inspired by the shadow theater, with which several generations of illustrators appear to have engaged afresh,
rather than simply turning to the work of their predecessors. In a given context, for example Cairo during
Ibn Daniyal’s lifetime, the stylistic correspondences
between puppets and books may have been even closer
than the surviving evidence would suggest.
HUMOR, INDECENCY, AND
THE LITERARY MILIEU
With their architectural frames, prop-like accessories,
and expressive body language, the images in these
manuscripts would have elicited an immediate sense of
familiarity among audiences acquainted with the
shadow play. The correspondence may sometimes have
reached specific human types, as already noted in relation to figures 4, 5, and 12. Another example occurs in
the twenty-sixth maqāma, when Abu Zayd instigates a
fight with a merciless creditor in an astute attempt to
bring his case before the governor of Tus, whom he
knows will be swayed by his verbal mastery.97 In
Ms. Arabe 3929, this passage became the basis of an
outright theatrical act infused with lighthearted humor
(fig. 17). A leaping youth wearing a tall conical hat
(probably Abu Zayd) pulls the beard of a frowning old
man carrying a bag (presumably the creditor and his
money). The youth is holding out a clenched fist, as if
readying himself to punch his opponent in the face.
With his outstretched hands, the third character, to the
youth’s left, conveys his trepidation.
This comical scene seems directly taken from a
shadow play; its characters float on the blank expanse
of the page, like puppets on a white screen. The central
figure, furthermore, wears a headgear reminiscent of
the ṭurṭūr, a tall, pointed hat that was an emblem of ridicule in Islamic culture. People convicted of a crime
used to be paraded around, facing backwards on a donkey, wearing such a hat, which was often adorned with
seashells, bells, and animal tails to augment their humiliation. This punishment is depicted in one painting
from a Persianate manuscript probably made in Tabriz
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Fig. 16. Abu Zayd at a school (forty-sixth maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, thirteenth or fourteenth century. London, British
Library, Ms. Or. Add. 22114, right to left, top to bottom: fols. 162r, 162v, 163r, 163v, 164r, 164v 165r, 166r (new foliation;
total page dimensions 26.75 x 19 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the British Library)
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Fig. 17. Abu Zayd in a fight with his creditor (twenty-sixth maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, thirteenth century. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Arabe 3929, fol. 96v (32 x 21.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France)
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Fig. 18. A man wearing a ṭurṭūr being paraded on a donkey. Album page from an unidentified manuscript, late fourteenth
to early fifteenth century. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Ms. Hazine 2153, fol. 99v (12 x 16.5 cm). (Photo:
courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum Library)

or Baghdad towards the end of the fourteenth century—
a context distinct from that of Arabic illustrated books,
and one in which the shadow play bears no apparent
relation to the style of illustration (fig. 18). Textual
sources tell us that market inspectors would hang the
infamous object above their bench (dikka), together
with a whip (dirra), as a deterrent for potential offenders.98 Until Mamluk times in Cairo, during the celebration of nawrūz, the spring festival of the New Year, a
jester of strong constitution also used to ride the streets
naked on a donkey, wearing a ṭurṭūr made of palm
leaves. This man, followed by the crowd, handed out
petitions demanding money from the rich, who, if they
refused, were showered with insults while the populace
remained at their door until they acceded to the
request.99

In everyday life, however, the ṭurṭūr was primarily
associated with clowns and entertainers. In his elegy to
Iblis, Tayf al-Khayal thus laments that Baybars’s men
have ransacked, among the other riches of taverns, “the
ṭurṭūrs and the ṭār (tambourine).”100 As such, this type
of hat must have also been a frequent sight in the shadow
theater. The Menzaleh puppets count among their ranks
a character playing the flute on horseback who sports a
similar, bent hat.101 One of his consorts, the Sudanese
clown Natu, is thus introduced by Ibn Daniyal in ʿAjīb
wa gharīb:
Natu makes his entry with his drum, ṭurṭūr, and forelocks (dhawāʾib), shaking the spiers (mazārīq). He pretends to take flight back and forth on the road, sticks his
eyes out, opens his mouth with his fingers and brays like
a mule. He dances and sings to the rhythm of drums,
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Fig. 19. Front (left) and back (right) of a bronze inkwell inlaid with copper and silver. Eastern Islamic world, twelfth or
thirteenth century; height: 9.5 cm, diameter: 7.5 cm. Copenhagen, The David Collection, inv. no. 32/1970. (Photo: courtesy
of The David Collection).
then proclaims: “Natu, oh Natu, oh Natu Natu! Gazelle
of the Sudan, most manly of men! If the boys were still
alive, they wouldn’t have died!”102

Natu finds an echo in two dark-skinned figures with
conical hats depicted in profile, with disproportionately
large legs, in a slave-market scene from the Saint Petersburg Maqāmāt.103 Likewise, a variety of other characters in this manuscript, Ms. Arabe 3929, the Istanbul
Maqāmāt, and Ms. Or. 1200 are shown wearing a tall
conical hat evocative of the ṭurṭūr. Most of them are
slender and appear in profile, some with manifestly
comical poses—sulking, for example, in the corner of
one mosque scene.104 To their original audiences, these
characters may have immediately conjured scenes of
laughter, perhaps against a joyful background of music,
noise, and animation. So popular was the type of man
shown in profile with a ṭurṭūr (itself often mirrored by
a pointed beard), that in the twelfth to thirteenth centuries it also made its way onto painted ceramic vessels.105 A similar character also appears on a bronze
inkwell of the same period (fig. 19). The articulation of
his clothing and his supple body movement suggest a
prototype in book illustration. He is carrying a walking
stick and purse, both of which seem to denote a dervish,
but his frantically agitated limbs seem to contradict this

impression.106 On the other side of the inkwell, the same
figure is shown again holding a cup while kneeling,
which seems to confirm that the first image may be the
subverted portrait of an ascetic.107 The ṭurṭūr was typologically related to the tall qalansuwa of Sufis, and this
ambiguity may have been consciously exploited in this
image—and in one closely related depiction of Abu
Zayd as a (fake) holy man in Ms. Arabe 3929
(fig. 20).
In the Maqāmāt, the sense of joyful animation generated by countless figures and compositions is often
augmented by the introduction of details—note, for
instance, in figure 8, the character embracing a pillar
while Abu Zayd enthralls the governor of Merv with his
eloquence. A comical dimension becomes increasingly
evident when one attempts to read the images alongside the text, as their original audiences would have
done—and this, even in apparently emotionless manuscripts such as the Vienna Maqāmāt.108 Occasionally,
this jubilant mood takes an unexpected turn toward
indecency, as in one mosque scene from the latter manuscript, in which Abu Zayd is shown facing two men in
prayer with his genital parts in evidence.109
Licentiousness was not a characteristic of al-Hariri’s
work, so that the rationale for most of these digressions
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Fig. 20. Abu Zayd, having passed himself off as a holy preacher, departs (twenty-first maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, thirteenth century. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Arabe 3929, fol. 52v (32 x 21.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the
Bibliothèque nationale de France)

must be sought outside the parameters of the text,
within a broader cultural context. Levity (hazl) and
gross, comical indecency (mujūn) had been a part of
Arabic literary life and popular entertainment since at
least the early Abbasid era, notably in poetry, live
theater, and the shadow play. Mujūn was cited by Ibn
Daniyal as one virtue of his three plays in alMutayyam,110 and the same brazen spirit could sometimes hold sway during literary assemblies, in a
relaxation of usual social norms. For illustrators working in this perspective, the shadow theater would have
once again offered a fertile trove of forms and ideas,
being a realm in which this type of verbal excess had
long ago been translated into images. Details pointing
to such an iconography can be derived from Ibn Daniyal’s plays, as when, in Ṭayf al-khayāl, Shaykh ʿAflaq,
the husband of Umm al-Rashid, the matchmaker,

recites a lengthy versified ode to his declining penis. He
notably laments, while sobbing and braying, that it has
become “soft as melting candle wax” and that this once
“erect alif ” is now but a “bending nūn.”111 Among the
Menzaleh puppets, a large standing figure is equipped
with a seventeen-centimeter long retractable phallus
that could be stuck out during performances (fig. 21).112
He is holding an object that Kahle saw as a water flask
but could also have been a rattle, and wears a pointed
hat, albeit one that seems shorter than the ṭurṭūr.
The mirror image of this figure occurs in Ms. Arabe
3929 when, in the twentieth maqāma, Abu Zayd, who
is wearing a short, concentric hat (though again, not a
ṭurṭūr), reveals his genital parts to al-Harith (fig. 22).
This maqāma contains one of the rare sexual allusions
in al-Hariri’s work, as Abu Zayd, who is passing himself off as a beggar, laments in verse over the decline of
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Fig. 21. Shadow puppet of a man with a pointed hat. Egypt,
fourteenth to eighteenth century; height (excluding hat):
77 cm. Present location unknown. The hand of the outstretched arm is not original. (After Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren I,” fig. 36)

his sexual powers with age. Having departed, he is
prompted by al-Harith to show his body, whereupon
he “lowered his trousers and pointed to his penis.”113
This excursus, even if mild by Ibn Daniyal’s standards,
was promptly seized upon by the illustrator of this manuscript—and of Ms. Arabe 5847, the Vienna Maqāmāt,
and probably Ms. Or. Add. 22114, where this part of
Abu Zayd’s body has been erased.114 The few other
images in the corpus that err on the side of licentiousness, sometimes quite crudely, do so without any apparent invitation from the text.115
Having reached the hands of an owner, these pictures could be brought to life by live assemblies. Lighthearted or coarse, they could contribute to the joyful,
sometimes unbridled, mood of literary circles. This inte-

gration with a broader culture of orality may hold part
of the explanation for their success. Such was their
appeal that, as has already been pointed out, they were
also transferred to other media, such as metalwork and
ceramics.116 This circulation of forms presumably took
place around the book markets of cities, through the
medium of paper sketches made by craftsmen.117 One
cannot exclude that at times the movement reached full
circle and came to have an impact on the manufacture
of shadow puppets.
In Ṭayf al-khayāl, when the Amir Wisal’s secretary,
al-Taj Babuj (Crown Slippers), is called forward, the
text, instead of describing him, simply indicates: “He
appears like this”—which implies that an image was
originally drawn here.118 This image may have been
based on a puppet owned by the rayyis ʿAli ibn Mawlahum, or have simply been the product of Ibn Daniyal’s
imagination. It is conceivable that in original manuscripts of the work or some early copies by scribes, pictures such as this were drawn according to the dominant
idiom of book illustration. Through such a channel, or
through the more direct transfers just evoked for other
media, aspects of the visual language developed in
books may conceivably have found their way into the
manufacture of shadow puppets—for example, by
prompting the introduction of finer painted facial traits
and textile folds onto translucent sheets of colored
leather. But evidence of this reverse process, if it did
ever occur, is lacking.

THE BROADER ILLUSTRATIVE TRADITION
Having outlined the main features of a phenomenon so
prominently displayed in the Maqāmāt, it is now time
to turn to its broader ramifications. Lively, colorful figures populate the pages of most illustrated books of this
period, and iconographic elements derived from the
shadow play often appear in what seem like the most
unlikely texts. De materia medica, for example, was a
Greek classic of pharmacology composed by Dioscorides
in the first century B.C. Its first Arabic translations,
made in the ninth century, probably inherited from the
Greek originals the naturalistic depictions of plants that
were necessary to its comprehension. Human figures
were introduced into this work at a relatively early point
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Fig. 22. Abu Zayd shows his body to al-Harith (twentieth maqāma). Al-Hariri, Maqāmāt, thirteenth century. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Arabe 3929, fol. 45r (32 x 21.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France)
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Fig. 23. Illustrations to Isatis agria (woad) and tilephion (orpine). From a Greek Materia medica of Dioscorides, late eighth
century. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Grec 2179, fol. 5v (34.7 x 26.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France)

by Greek illustrators: thus, in Paris Ms. Grec 2179,
which dates to the late eighth century, a small figure is
occasionally depicted beside a plant to illustrate the disease for which it provides a cure (fig. 23). This book may
have been produced in the Middle East, and its Arabic
marginal glosses suggest that it remained in the Islamic
world for a long time before eventually reaching the
Latin West around the thirteenth century.119
The idea of introducing human figures may arguably
have come from such precedents.120 Yet by the twelfth
to thirteenth centuries, illustrators of Islamic scientific
manuscripts were giving the same subject matter an
entirely different flavor by introducing full narrative
scenes with a vibrant mood and style that fundamentally severed the links with the classical tradition. Small
figures have thus come to abound in a dispersed Arabic copy of the work dated 621 (1224); they interact on

a flat groundline through amplified gestures, with
clearly profiled silhouettes. Outdoor subjects appear
against a blank background, while the tripartite or simple house frames also encountered in the Maqāmāt have
been converted into pharmacies and medical practices.121
In one emblematic illustration, a doctor receives two
patients (fig. 24). As in the rest of this work, the text
plainly describes the characteristics of a plant and its
medicinal virtues. In the image, the physician is seated
in profile, extending one hand out and bringing the
other to his mouth, in a traditional posture of reflection
or attention.122 His two patients are seated on the
ground with a less solemn bearing. One of them is
blindfolded and pointing towards the ceiling with both
hands. The other has an enormous, swelling belly and
is reclining backwards. He resembles a puppet in his
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Fig. 24. A doctor and his patients. From an Arabic Materia medica of Dioscorides dated 621 (1224). Washington D.C.,
Smithsonian Institution, Freer Gallery of Art, S1986.97, single folio from a dispersed manuscript (33.1 x 24.3 cm). (Photo:
courtesy of the Freer Gallery of Art)

articulated joints and rigid posture; his hands are
expressively outstretched, and he is holding what looks
like a fan.123 Despite its factual subject matter, the passage has thus formed the basis of an eminently comical
scene that once again recalls the shadow play. Several
acts involving doctors were indeed part of Ibn Daniyal’s
shadow theater, where a Dr. Yaqtinus gives an account
of the death of Umm al-Rashid, the matchmaker, in a
brothel, while in ʿAjīb wa gharīb, the herb hawker
Nubata al-Aʿshab al-ʿAttar is lauded as “successor of
Dioscorides and offspring of Ibn al-Baytar.”124
In other books of this era, including other illustrated
versions of Dioscorides, the imprint of the shadow play
is also perceptible, though it is rarely as pronounced as
in this copy of the work and in the Maqāmāt. The earliest dated Arabic manuscript to show the imprint of
the new idiom is a Kitāb al-Diryāq (Book of the The-

riac) of pseudo-Galen, completed in 595 (1199) (Paris
Ms. Arabe 2964).125 The animation of its figures is crisp,
with vibrant colors; profiles and silhouettes are more
frequent than in Christian manuscripts, but less so than
in the Maqāmāt. Scenes are often composed on two vertically superposed levels, rather than in a single horizontal plane. Secondary figures and decorative elements,
such as plants, crowd much of the picture space, at the
expense of the immediate visual impact that characterizes much Maqāmāt illustration. Yet in a comical touch
of indecency, a few characters casually undertake their
daily activities with their genital parts in evidence. In
one passage from the text, the physician Andromachus
the Younger recalls once going through a field as peasants were working the land. He was told the story of a
man cured from a cutaneous disease by drinking wine
from a jar in which a decomposed snake had been dis-
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Fig. 25. The poisoned slave at King Bathulus’s pavilion. Kitāb
al-Diryāq of pseudo-Galen, Rabiʿ I 595 (January 1199). Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Arabe 2964, p. 27
(37 x 29 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale
de France)

Fig. 26. Kitāb al-Diryāq of pseudo-Galen, Rabiʿ I 595
(January 1199). Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France,
Ms. Arabe 2964, detail of p. 22. (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France)

covered. Andromachus, the wine jar, and the peasants
are all present in the illustration; but a green figure with
a shovel on the right-hand side has his penis revealed
by a lifted robe (fig. 26).126
This appears to have been more than a temporary elation on the part of the illustrator, since the same detail
crops up again, without warning, in the episode where
a slave poisoned with opium at the palace of King
Bathulus is accidentally cured by a snake bite (fig. 25).127
The king is shown in the traditional posture of the banqueting ruler; but on the level below him, both the gardener on the far right and the attendant standing next
to the slave are undressed below waist level. The latter
has a clearly visible penis; he closely resembles the peas-

ant in the previous image in face, dress, and body. This,
together with their marked profiles and the articulation
of their knees, makes it probable that an actual shadow
puppet served as their model. Indeed, in ʿAjīb wa gharīb,
Andromachus makes a brief appearance, which was
possibly staged with a puppet, to vaunt the merits of his
theriac against different bites; this is preceded by a passage about the powers of snakes that may have also
brought some of these creatures to the screen.128 These
humorous extrapolations on the Diryāq suggest that
related subjects could be dramatized in the shadow theater.
Returning to Ms. Arabe 2964, there is nothing in the
letter or spirit of the text to suggest the introduction of
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these pictorial details. However, in the context of a majlis, they could have prompted a lighthearted diversion
from the main subject matter, in accordance with the
widespread conception in Arabic literary life that the
seriousness (jidd) of learned pursuits ought to be counterbalanced by levity (hazl).129 In the manuscript as a
whole, elements originating in the shadow play have
been absorbed into an accomplished iconography that
blends them with Christian sources and the traditional
princely cycle in Islam.
Kalīla wa Dimna seems to have been, alongside the
Maqāmāt, among the most frequently illustrated Arabic texts in this era.130 Based on Indian animal fables,
this work has an inherent oral dimension, and its less
sophisticated language gave it the potential to garner a
broader popular appeal. In his preface, the author of the
Arabic version, Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ (d. ca. 756), explains his
ambition to captivate the hearts of “lighthearted youths.”
The work, he also says, should have images “so as to
delight the hearts of princes [and] increase their pleasure.”131 Many of the animal scenes follow age-old iconographic traditions, with roots stretching at least as far
back as the eighth century, when some closely related
subjects were painted in the wall frescoes of Panjikent,
in Central Asia.132 The imprint of the shadow play can
also be felt in some scenes with human narratives. Given
the subject matter, it may come as a surprise that images
of a husband (or lover) and wife in bed also appear
repeatedly in manuscripts of this text.
In the story of the man and the thief, a beautiful wife
refuses her charms to her older husband, a rich merchant, until one night she is so terrified by a thief intruding into their house that she jumps into his bed. The
merchant awakes; upon seeing her by his side, he looks
up and discovers the thief. Such is his delight that he
allows the intruder to take whatever he wishes and run
away.133 In Paris Ms. Arabe 3465 (thirteenth century),
the man is shown lying next to his wife, whose breasts
are naked. Both of them are depicted looking at a thief
whose stiff joints, neat movement, and pronounced outline recall the image of a shadow puppet (fig. 27). The
scene is set within a stage-like architectural frame, with
a curtain drawn to one side and tied to a pillar.
In another episode, a carpenter hides underneath his
bed in an attempt to catch his wife with her lover. The
illustrator of Ms. Arabe 3465 has again shown both lov-
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Fig. 27. The merchant, his spouse, and the thief. Ibn
al-Muqaffaʿ, Kalīla wa Dimna, thirteenth century. Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Arabe 3465, fol. 102v
(28 x 20.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale
de France)

ers lying in bed within a schematic frame.134 In Ms.
Arabe 3467 (fourteenth century), they even appear to
be in the middle of intercourse (fig. 28); virtually the
same image reappears on two ceramic house models
from the same period (fig. 29), which suggests a widespread iconographic type.135
In yet another story, a man and his two wives have
been reduced to a state of servitude, nudity, and hunger by the invaders of their city. One day, as they are
gathering wood, one of the wives finds a shabby piece
of cloth and attempts to cover herself with it. The other
wife exclaims, “Look at this whore, going about naked!”
The husband responds that she should look at herself
(she is still completely undressed) before criticizing oth-
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Fig. 29. Upper panel of a ceramic house model. Unknown
provenance, twelfth or thirteenth century; height: 3.5 cm,
width: 10.8 cm, length: 15.5 cm. New York, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Grinnell Collection, inv. no. 20.120.66.
(Photo: courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)

Fig. 28. The carpenter betrayed by his wife. Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ,
Kalīla wa Dimna, fourteenth century. Paris, Bibliothèque
nationale de France, Ms. Arabe 3467, fol. 76r (29.2 x 22.4
cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de
France)

ers. In Ms. Arabe 3467, all three characters are walking
on a thin patch of patterned grass, next to a stylized tree
(fig. 30). The first wife is shown with a headscarf, but
with bare breasts—yet another pinch of spice added to
the text by the illustrator. The second wife must have
originally appeared in the barest of apparel, since one
owner of the manuscript felt compelled to cut her out
and paste a smaller, bearded man in her place.136
Humor is simply conveyed in these images through
the nudity of characters. Most scenes in Kalīla are set
against a blank background, with large human figures
that often evoke a mechanical, puppet-like articulation.
The execution tends to be less refined and imaginative
than in the Maqāmāt and to lack the latter’s vibrant

sense of movement, animation, and, in most scenes,
humor. One flamboyant exception to the rule occurs in
Ms. Arabe 3467, in the illustration of an episode in
which a woman exploits the beauty of her young slave
girl (jāriya) for her own financial gain. The girl has fallen
in love with a man whom she intends to marry. Faced
with the threat of losing this source of income, the older
woman plots to kill the man the very night that an
ascetic (nāsik) knocks on their door to request hospitality. Undeterred by this unwelcome intrusion, she
tricks the lovers into drinking wine until they succumb
to sleep. Having thus neutralized them, she attempts to
blow poison into the man’s posterior with a reed, at
which point he expels wind, leading her to accidentally
inhale the substance and die in front of the ascetic.137
Once again, the image shows the two lovers in a posture
of intercourse rather than slumber. Neither is the presence of the woman and the ascetic, who is dressed as a
monk, of any embarrassment to them, nor does the
illustrator shy away from crudely representing the failed
attempt to administer the lethal concoction (fig. 31).
The scene brings to mind a joyful theatrical act in which
several features, notably the schematic architectural
frame and outlined profile of the seated woman, directly
evoke the shadow theater.
The imprint of the shadow play can also be felt, but
in a wholly different guise, in the Ḥadīth Bayāḍ wa
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Fig. 30. The man and his two wives. Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ, Kalīla
wa Dimna, fourteenth century. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale
de France, Ms. Arabe 3467, fol. 58r (29.2 x 22.4 cm). (Photo:
courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France)

Riyāḍ, a love story the only remaining manuscript of
which was produced in the Muslim West, probably
Spain, in the late twelfth or thirteenth century.138 In its
few extant illustrations, the action is set along a horizontal groundline against a plain, flat background. The
human figures are even larger in relation to their setting than in the Maqāmāt, and their faces are plumper.
In comparison with the Maqāmāt, the gestures are
restrained and ample movements are rare, perhaps in
keeping with the romantic subject matter and contained
emotion of the text. In the example shown here (fig. 32),
Shamul, the messenger of Riyad, leans forward in a way
that defies the laws of gravity, as in Ms. Arabe 6094
(fig. 13), to deliver a letter to the seated Bayad.139 The
scene takes place on the banks of the river Tharthar,
which has been simplified into the form of a striped
rectangle. The background consists of stylized plants
and schematized architecture made of block-like mod-
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ules placed one atop the other at one end of the image.
This architectural representation differs from the thin,
simplified frames of Maqāmāt illustration, yet the
impression of seeing a prop in place is equally striking.140 Like its counterparts further East, this distinctive narrative style of the Muslim West was spread
across different media: in two Spanish textiles of the
second quarter of the thirteenth century, figures
depicted in profile, with large eyes and more expressive
movements than in Bayāḍ wa Riyāḍ, have thus insinuated themselves into roundels depicting the traditional
cycles of the royal hunt and banquet.141
Examples could be multiplied at will to include
details, if not whole scenes, from other manuscripts,
such as al-Jazari’s scientific treatise on automata (Kitāb
fī maʿrifat al-ḥiyal al-handasiyya).142 The new illustrative mode also reached beyond the confines of the
Islamic tradition. Its oldest firmly dated example is, in
fact, a Coptic Bible written and illustrated at Damietta,
in the Nile Delta, between 1178 and 1180 (Paris Ms.
Copte 13).143 This manuscript remains, in many ways,
indebted to the Byzantine tradition, notably in its faces
in semi-profile and tight groupings of figures. Yet the
liveliness and variety of its scenes mark a departure
from the hieratic character of earlier Christian iconography. Among other figures of the New Testament,
Jesus, the angels, and the apostles here gesture expressively with hands, arms, and bodies against the white
canvas of the page, in a flat picture plane (fig. 33). The
contrast with a comparable scene from a Byzantine
manuscript (fig. 11) reveals the scale of the change.
As in the Maqāmāt, a few images are also enclosed
within simple rectangular architectural frames, albeit
without curtains (fig. 34). This architectural ornament,
like the human types, dress, suspended lamps, furniture, and plants, reflects the Islamic context from which
it arose.144 Pilate himself is depicted in the archetypical
posture of the seated Islamic ruler (fig. 35). The execution and coloring are of lesser quality than in Islamic
manuscripts of the period, while the illuminated frames
are clearly based on contemporary Korans. As if to confirm this symbiosis, the colophons are written in both
Coptic and Arabic. It seems that Ms. Copte 13 drew its
inspiration from the dominant Islamic tradition, rather
than representing the independent experiments of its
illustrator. In a similar vein, several Christian-Arabic,
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Fig. 31. The ascetic, the woman, the maiden, and her lover. Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ, Kalīla wa Dimna, fourteenth century. Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Arabe 3467, fol. 16r (29.2 x 22.4 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale
de France)
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Fig. 32. Shamul delivers a letter from Riyad to Bayad by the banks of the river Tharthar. Ḥadīth Bayāḍ wa Riyāḍ, late twelfth
or thirteenth century. Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Ms. Arabo Riservato 368, fol. 17r (total page dimensions
28.2 x 21 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana)

Coptic-Arabic, and Syriac manuscripts made in the
Islamic lands in the thirteenth century fully belong to
the Arabic pictorial tradition heralded by the Maqāmāt,
though probably as derivatives rather than models.145

THE QUESTION OF ORIGINS
These manuscripts attest to the breadth of the phenomenon under study, and the example of Ms. Copte 13
shows that it had been set in motion by the third quarter of the twelfth century. But when and how did these
new trends first emerge? Until the strands, regional
styles, and patterns of diffusion that prevailed in book
illustration of this period are more fully understood, it
will be difficult to bring a definite response to this question. Some elements of an answer can, nevertheless, be
attempted on the basis of our fragmentary evidence.
Scattered textual and manuscript remains, together with
instances of iconographic continuity across the centu-

ries, suggest that Arabic illustrated books had started to
be produced in the Islamic lands as early as the eighth
century.146 It is therefore possible that the new illustrative mode had already come into being before the
twelfth century, but that no witness of this earlier phase
has survived. Possible, but not likely: the few dated or
datable painted fragments of this earlier period, whether
on manuscripts or other media, do not display the features identified above. Even when a dose of realism and
animation was introduced into Fatimid ceramics and
woodwork between the tenth and twelfth centuries, it
seems to have been based on the observation of everyday life rather than the shadow play.147
After the turning point marked by Ms. Copte 13, on
the other hand, nearly all illustrated manuscripts in the
Arabic tradition clearly exhibit elements derived from
this source. The next earliest dated example is the Kitāb
al-Diryāq of 1199; in the following quarter of a century,
a mature pictorial idiom incorporating features from
the shadow play can be observed in, besides this man-
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Fig. 33. Miraculous healings. Coptic manuscript of the New Testament, Damietta (Egypt), 1178–80. Paris, Bibliothèque
nationale de France, Ms. Copte 13, fol. 32r (total page dimensions 38.5 x 27.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliothèque
nationale de France)

Fig. 34. The Announcement to Zacharias. Coptic manuscript of the New Testament, Damietta (Egypt), 1178–80. Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Copte 13, fol. 135r (total page dimensions 38.5 x 27.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the
Bibliothèque nationale de France)
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Fig. 35. Joseph of Arimathea before Pilate. Coptic manuscript of the New Testament, Damietta (Egypt), 1178–80. Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. Copte 13, fol. 131r (total page dimensions 38.5 x 27.5 cm). (Photo: courtesy of the
Bibliothèque nationale de France)

uscript, the Ḥiyal by al-Jazari produced in 1206 (602)
in northern Mesopotamia; in two manuscripts of the
Kitāb al-Bayṭara (Book of Farriery) from Baghdad
respectively made in 1209 and 1210 (605 and 606); in
the earliest dated Maqāmāt with illustrations (Ms.
Arabe 6094 [1222 (619)]); and in the Dioscorides manuscript of 1224 (621).148 These books, together with the
Coptic Bible, reflect a wide range of texts, and an equally
wide geographical spread, from Iraq to Egypt—and possibly Spain with the Ḥadīth Bayāḍ wa Riyāḍ.149 A new
phase had, by then, been set in motion, and its ramifications extended well into the Mamluk period. But we
are already standing, with these manuscripts, at several
removes from the initial experiments that gave rise to
the new pictorial language. No traces of these experimental stages are known today and short of a clearly
dated sequence of manuscripts, any conclusion about
them is bound to remain tentative. Nevertheless, one
hypothesis based on content and context seems worth
formulating, given that several strands of evidence converge around it.

Al-Hariri completed his Maqāmāt around 1111, in
the period immediately before the illustrative boom of
the twelfth century. In the following decades, his work
was extensively diffused across the whole Arabic-speaking world through the medium of books. Its appeal
among urban notables and convivial mode of appreciation provided an obvious rationale for bolstering its
material form with narrative illustration distinguished
by qualities of legibility and expressivity. But unlike others working on such texts as De Materia medica or
Kalīla wa Dimna, the first illustrators of this work stood
in front of a blank canvas, with no established cycles of
illustration to draw upon—and an incentive to create
something new. The shadow play, a widespread art form
in the Islamic world, provided answers to many of the
questions posed by this situation. It was also predisposed to do so by elective affinities with the Maqāmāt
at the levels of performativity and narrative character,
with both genres being largely based on dialogue scenes.
Indeed, nowhere are the ties with this art form as intense
and multifaceted as in al-Hariri’s work, where they
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extend far beyond the realms of formal iconography.
The phenomenal success of the new pictorial idiom
may, in other words, have gone hand-in-hand with that
of the Maqāmāt themselves.
For centuries before the modern era, the shadow play
was the most popular narrative art to combine word
and image in the Islamic world. Faced with the challenge of introducing narrative pictures into their works,
Arabic book illustrators appear to have derived from
this source the essential ingredients of their lively and
effective approach to iconography, space, and composition. They created images, often joyful, sometimes
indecent, which had the potential to engage with literary life at large, from high culture to low, and encountered sweeping success in society. Of all books illustrated
in that period, the Maqāmāt contained a uniquely rich
array of links with the shadow play; indeed, it is conceivable that this particular work and its social context
served as the conduit through which these new trends
entered Arabic book illustration. The Maqāmāt, at any
rate, attracted some of the most accomplished expressions of this effervescent pictorial mode until, for reasons still unknown, it began to decline in the fourteenth
century.
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of the three plays provided by Badawi, “Medieval Arabic
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Drama,” 93–106, as well as the translation of Ṭayf al-khayāl
given in Paul Kahle, “The Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval
Egypt,” Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society 2 (April
1954): 98–115.
See Li Guo, “Paradise Lost: Ibn Dāniyāl’s Response to
Baybars’ Campaign against Vice in Cairo,” Journal of the
American Oriental Society 121, 2 (2001): 219 n. 1; Kahle,
“Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” 93.
Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 5–6.
Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 7. Translation after Kahle,
“Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” 105, with minor
modifications.
Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 90. See also Badawi,
“Medieval Arabic Drama,” 106 n. 44.
On the Banū Sāsān, see Clifford Edmund Bosworth, The
Mediaeval Islamic Underworld: The Banū Sāsān in Arabic
Society and Literature, 2 vols. (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1976).
Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 60–61; Badawi, “Medieval
Arabic Drama,” 102.
Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 61–89; Badawi, “Medieval
Arabic Drama,” 102.
The textual links between the Maqāmāt and these shadow
plays are further developed in Badawi, “Medieval Arabic
Drama,” 106–7; Ḥamāda, Khayāl al-ẓill, 119–24; Georg
Jacob, Geschichte des Schattentheaters im Morgen- und
Abenland, 2nd ed. (Hannover: Lafaire, 1925), 61; Moreh,
Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature, ch. 6. See also Kahle’s
remarks in the introduction to Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow
Plays, 2 (English).
Badawi, “Medieval Arabic Drama,” 84, 91–92. As mentioned in n. 8 above, two earlier literary epistles might have
originally been performed as shadow plays. One play of a
less refined standard, which was committed to writing in
the sixteenth or early seventeenth century, may also have
been based on earlier material: Paul Kahle, ed., Der Leuchtturm von Alexandria: Ein Arabisches Schattenspiel aus dem
Mittelalterlichen Ägypten (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1930).
This poem was noted in relation to the shadow play by
Ettinghausen, “Early Shadow Figures,” 14.
ʿUmar ibn ʿAlī ibn al-Fāriḍ, The Dîwân of Ibn al-Fāriḍ:
Readings of Its Text throughout History, ed. Giuseppe Scattolin (Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 2004),
134–35. The present translation is based, with minor modifications, on ʿUmar ibn ʿAlī ibn al-Fāriḍ, The Poem of the
Way: Translated into English Verse from the Arabic of Ibn
al-Fāriḍ, trans. A. J. Arberry, Chester Beatty Monographs
5 (London: Emery Walker, 1952), 68.
Moreh, “Shadow Play,” 49. On the life and travels of Ibn
al-ʿArabi, see A. Ateş, EI2, s.v. “Ibn al-ʿArabī.”
Ibn al-Fāriḍ, Poem of the Way, 68–70 (English); Ibn
al-Fāriḍ, Dîwân, 135–36 (Arabic).
Ibn al-Fāriḍ, Poem of the Way, 70; Ibn al-Fāriḍ, Dîwân, 136.
Paul Kahle, “Islamische Schattenspielfiguren aus Egypten
I,” Der Islam 1 (1910): 264–99; Paul Kahle, “Islamische
Schattenspielfiguren aus Egypten II,” Der Islam 2 (1911):
143–95. On the circumstances of their discovery, see Kahle,
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33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
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“Schattenspielfiguren II,” 182–84; Kahle, “Arabic Shadow
Play in Medieval Egypt,” 94.
A number of these puppets were donated to museums in
Germany before the Second World War. Today, at least
thirteen remain at the Linden Museum (Stuttgart), with
another five at the Ledermuseum (Offenbach, near Frankfurt) and one at the Museum für Islamische Kunst (Berlin).
A large part of the collection was still in Kahle’s possession
around 1960, when Derek Hopwood saw puppets on the
walls of his house in Oxford; see Hopwood’ introduction to
Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 4 (English). They seem to
have been dispersed among family members after Kahle’s
death in 1964; some have appeared on the art market in
recent years. The state of the collection is also discussed
in Marcus Milwright, “On the Date of Paul Kahle’s Egyptian Shadow Puppets,” Muqarnas 28 (2011): 44–45. I thank
Derek Hopwood, for his attempt to help me track down the
puppets; Felix Kahle (Paul Kahle’s grandson), for sharing
information about the parts of this collection still in his
family; and Marcus Milwright, for a stimulating exchange
of ideas on the subject.
Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” 189–90. In two of the figures, Kahle noted traces of green in the middle field and yellow in the rest of the composition (p. 190). On this blazon
and office, see D. Ayalon, EI2, s.v. “Djamdār”; N. Rabbat,
EI2, s.v. “Rank”; L. A. Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry: A Survey
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1933), 14.
Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry, 155–56, 170–71; Michael Meinecke, “Zur mamlukischen Heraldik,” Mitteilungen des
Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 28
(1972): 228. See also the examples listed in Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” 190–92.
Meinecke, “Zur mamlukischen Heraldik,” 247–50. See also
Michael Meinecke, “Die Bedeutung der mamlukischen
Heraldik für die Kunstgeschichte,” in XVIII. Deutscher
Orientalistentag vom 1. bis 5. Oktober 1972 in Lübeck, ed.
Wolfgang Voigt, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, Supplement 2 (Weisbaden: Franz
Steiner, 1974), 228–29. The detailed typology offered by
Meinecke has allowed me to narrow down the date range
previously put forward by Kahle as 1290–1370: cf. Kahle,
“Arabic Shadow Play,” 97.
As proposed by Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” 189–94.
Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” 156–59, and fig. 45; Milwright, “On the Date of Paul Kahle’s Egyptian Shadow Puppets,” 54.
Milwright, “On the Date of Paul Kahle’s Egyptian Shadow
Puppets,” 54–57.
Franz Rosenthal, The Herb: Hashish versus Medieval Muslim Society (Leiden: Brill, 1971), 65.
Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” 155; Milwright, “On the
Date of Paul Kahle’s Egyptian Shadow Puppets,” 49.
Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren I,” 264–65. While by the early
twentieth century the armature was covered with soot accumulated from lamps over the centuries, its leather may have
originally been translucent, albeit less so than the colored
sheets. Ibid., 267.
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Female puppeteers are mentioned by al-Wajih al-Minawi
(thirteenth century) and al-Safali (d. 1362): cf. Moreh,
“Shadow Play,” 52; Shmuel Moreh, “Live Theatre in Medieval Islam,” in Studies in Islamic History and Civilization in
Honour of Professor David Ayalon, ed. Moshe Sharon (Jerusalem and Leiden: Cana and Brill, 1986), 587–88; Ḥamāda,
Khayāl al-ẓill, 54.
Moreh, “Shadow Play,” 51.
Full descriptions of this and the other puppets are given in
Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren I,” and “Schattenspielfiguren
II.”
This manuscript is dated 649 (1251): George, “Orality”
(forthcoming).
George, “Orality” (forthcoming); D. S. Rice, “A Miniature
in an Autograph of Shihāb al-Dīn Ibn Faḍlallāh al-ʿUmarī,”
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 13, 4
(1951): 862–63.
George, “Orality” (forthcoming).
See also the similar remarks made about later Persian illustration by David Roxburgh, “Persian Drawing, ca. 1400–
1450: Materials and Creative Procedures,” Muqarnas 19
(2002): 51–52.
Daniela Meneghini Correale, “Il capitolo sulla scrittura
nel Rāḥat al-ṣudūr di Muḥammad ibn ʿAlī ibn Sulaymān
al-Rāwandī,” Annali di Ca’Foscari 33, 3 (1994): 231. Translation after François Déroche, Islamic Codicology: An
Introduction to the Study of Manuscripts in Arabic Script,
trans. Deke Dusinberre and David Radzinowicz (London:
Al-Furqan Islamic Heritage Foundation, 2005), 188. Ibn
Khaldun (d. 1379) also states that one type of craftsman, the
warrāq, was in charge of “transcribing, proofreading, binding and everything else that has to do with books and office
work”: Johannes Pedersen, The Arabic Book, trans. Geoffrey
French (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1984),
52. The study of actual colophons confirms such instances
of polyvalence: for instance, the scribe of London Ms. Add.
7214 (dated 427 [1036]) was also its illuminator (mudhahhib), and in Paris Ms. Arabe 6883 (dated 640 [1242]), he
was the binder (mujallid); Déroche, Islamic Codicology, 188,
204. The term warrāq may sometimes have simply designated booksellers: see François Déroche, Le livre manuscrit
arabe: Préludes à une histoire (Paris: Bibliothèque nationale de France, 2004), 48–49; Déroche, Islamic Codicology,
187–88.
Mashhad, Library of the Shrine of the Imam Riza (no known
shelfmark); Florence E. Day, “Mesopotamian Manuscripts
of Dioscorides,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin,
n.s., 8, 9 (May 1950): 279.
Kurt Holter, “Die Galen-Handschrift und die Makamen des
Harîrî der Wiener Nationalbibliothek,” Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien, n.s., 11 (1937): 45–48.
Abū Muḥammad al-Qāsim al-Ḥarīrī, The Assemblies of
Al Harîri: Translated from the Arabic with an Introduction, and Notes, Historical and Grammatical, ed. and trans.
Thomas Chenery and Francis Joseph Steingass, 2 vols.,
Oriental Translation Fund, n.s., 9, 8 (London: Williams
and Norgate, 1867–98), 1:173; Abū Muḥammad al-Qāsim
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55.
56.
57.

58.
59.
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al-Ḥarīrī, Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī, al-musammā bi’l-maqāmāt
al-adabiyya, ed. Aḥmad ʿAbd al-Salām al-Tībī, 6th ed.
(Beirut: Dār al-kutub al-ʿilmiyya, 2008), 123.
Oleg Grabar, “Pictures or Commentaries: The Illustrations
of the Maqāmāt of al-Ḥarīrī,” in Studies in Art and Literature of the Near East in Honor of Richard Ettinghausen, ed.
Peter J. Chelkowski (New York: New York University Press,
1974), 94.
On this iconographic type, see Katharina Otto-Dorn, “Das
seldschukische Thronbild,” Persica 10 (1982): 149–94.
Guthrie, Arab Social Life, 183.
Maqāmāt manuscripts virtually always have plain backgrounds; Vienna A.F. 9 and Oxford Marsh 458 have gold
backgrounds which, in terms of visibility, achieve much the
same effect.
On this point, see also Ettinghausen, Arab Painting, 83.
See, for instance, ibid., 106, 107, 113 (Saint Petersburg); 121
(BnF, Ms. Arabe 5847).
E.g., Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, microfiche 2F12
(Saint Petersburg), 4E5 (Istanbul), 6B2 (BL, Ms. Or. 9718).
In shadow plays witnessed by a French traveller in Istanbul in the seventeenth century, the screen was framed by
a “rug” (tapis) with a square opening for the screen: Jean
de Thévenot, Relation d’un voyage fait au Levant (Rouen:
L. Billaien, 1665), 66–67; Moreh, “Shadow Play,” 55 (English translation). For China, see Fan Pen Chen, “Shadow
Theaters of the World,” 46–47; Fan Pen Chen, Chinese
Shadow Theatre: History, Popular Religion, and Women
Warriors (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press,
2007), 43. The photograph of such a stage in modern Shanxi
can be seen in Fan Pen Chen, “The Temple of Guanyin: A
Chinese Shadow Play,” Asian Theater Journal 16, 1 (Spring
1999): fig. 4.
Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 1, 55, 90. In the first
instance, Ibn Daniyal refers to the screen as being “revealed
by candles” (idhā … jalawta al-sitāra bi’l shamʿ).
See also Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, microfiches
4F1 (BnF, Ms. Arabe 3929), 4F2 (BnF, Ms. Arabe 6094),
4F3 (BnF, Ms. Arabe 5847), 4F4–4F5 (Saint Petersburg),
4F6 (Istanbul), 4F7 (BL, Ms. Or. 9718), 4F8 (BL, Ms. Or.
Add. 22114), 4F9 (Vienna), 7G1 (BnF, Ms. Arabe 5847),
7G5 (Saint Petersburg), 7G6 (Istanbul), 7G8 (BL, Ms. Or.
1200), 7G12 (BL, Ms. Or. Add. 22114); and the puppets in
Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” figs. 44–46.
A comparison of architectural frames with Byzantine illustration was proposed by Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, 139 and n. 23. A wide range of Byzantine illustrations
with illuminated frames (eleventh to fourteenth centuries)
can be seen, for example, in George Galavaris, The Illustrations of the Liturgical Homilies of Gregory Nazianzenus
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1969); John
Rupert Martin, The Illustration of the Heavenly Ladder of
John Climacus (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1954). For Syriac, see Jules Leroy, Les manuscrits syriaques
à peintures conservés dans les bibliothèques d’Europe et
d’Orient: Contribution à l’étude de l’iconographie des Églises
de langue syriaque, 2 vols. (Paris: Geuthner, 1964), 2: pls.
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100–13, and so on. Frames were unusual in the Coptic tradition, except for author portraits.
For examples, see Galavaris, Illustrations of the Liturgical
Homilies, figs. 61, 94, 234, 299, 428, 470–72; Martin, Illustration of the Heavenly Ladder, fig. 239; Leroy, Les manuscrits syriaques, 2: pl. 100.1, 107.4, 108.3, 112.2. On the
katapetasma, cf. Anna Gonosová, “Katapetasma,” in The
Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, ed. A. P. Kazhdan et al., 3
vols. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 2:1113.
Galavaris, Illustrations of the Liturgical Homilies, figs. 103,
105, 140, 141, 237.
See, among many other examples, Galavaris, Illustrations of
the Liturgical Homilies, figs. 16, 99, 100, 111, 112, 118, 122,
373; Martin, Illustration of the Heavenly Ladder, figs. 78, 82,
123, 202; Leroy, Les manuscrits syriaques, 2: pls. 105–10.
On these more complex attempts, see David James, “Spaceforms in the Work of the Baghdad ‘Maqāmāt’ Illustrators,
1225–58,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies 37, 2 (1974): 305–20.
See Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, microfiche 1C8,
2A3, 2B4, 6C7, 9F6, 9F9 (Saint Petersburg); 2A1, 4B11, 4E1
(BnF, Ms. Arabe 5847); 4C2, 9F10 (Istanbul).
Hugo Buchthal, “ ‘Hellenistic’ Miniatures in Early Islamic
Manuscripts,” Ars Islamica 7, 2 (1940): 126; Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, 140 and n. 27.
See, for instance, Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat,
microfiche 2F5, 2G6, 3G1, 4B3, 6G3 (BL, Ms. Or. Add.
22114); 3C9, 6D12 (BnF, Ms. Arabe 3929); 6A12 (BL,
Ms. Or. 1200); 2F6 (Oxford). For Byzantine examples, see
Galavaris, Illustrations of the Liturgical Homilies, figs. 109,
117, 122, 247.
Ettinghausen, Arab Painting, 70–74; Mahmoud Sadek, The
Arabic Materia medica of Dioscorides (Quebec: Les Editions
du Sphinx, 1983), 128–74.
See n. 51 above.
For example, David James, Qurʾāns of the Mamlūks (London: Alexandria Press in association with Thames and Hudson, 1988), 50–51 (cat. 1).
Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 68.
For examples, see next section.
For random examples of simple dialogue and framed
scenes, see Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, microfiche
1B7, 3C11, 3E10, 4A6, 4A7, 6A7 (BnF, Ms. Arabe 5847);
1C9, 2D9, 3B10, 3D2, 5B6, 6G11, 7B5 (Saint Petersburg);
5E3, 5E4, 7B6, 9A5 (Istanbul); 2B9, 2B10, 2E5, 3E5, 9F2
(Vienna); 2G8, 3B4, 3E4, 5C2, 7F11 (Oxford); 2D4, 7A11,
9C6 (BnF, Ms. Arabe 6094); 1A9, 4D4, 5B10, 7B12, 9E11
(BL, Ms. Or. 9718); 1C11, 2F4, 4G7, 7A1, 7A2, 7B10 (BL,
Ms. Or. 1200). A few of these scenes include characters
with their mounts; for parallels in the Menzaleh puppets, cf.
Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren I,” figs. 21, 34; Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” figs. 57–60.
The human figures in the Istanbul manuscript were defaced
beyond recognition by a subsequent owner.
Ms. Or. Add. 7293 is difficult to situate in this context, as
only a handful of its illustrations were completed and a
few others left as draft outlines; but judging from this limited evidence, it seems to present a roughly similar pattern.
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On more complex spatial experiments, see James, “Spaceforms.”
Buchthal, “ ‘Hellenistic’ Miniatures,” 126–28.
E.g., Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, microfiche 1A5,
5A12, 9F3.
E.g., ibid., microfiche 2D12, 4A12, 4E6.
See n. 73 above.
Contrary to Grabar’s assertion (Illustrations of the Maqamat, 40), the image is not “damaged beyond usefulness,”
but a distinctive paper and script do show that this is a later
replacement folio.
George, “Orality” (forthcoming).
The remarks made in this paragraph are based on George,
“Orality” (forthcoming). On the role of orality in Arabic
literary life, see also Samer Ali, Arabic Literary Salons in
the Islamic Middle Ages: Poetry, Public Performance, and
the Presentation of the Past (Notre Dame, Ind.: University
of Notre Dame Press, 2010).
Besides the remarks already made above on the treatment
of figures, compositions, and settings in manuscripts, see
George, “Orality” (forthcoming).
Ibn al-Fāriḍ, Dîwân, 132. Translation after Ibn al-Fāriḍ,
Poem of the Way, 66, with modifications reflecting the
original Arabic.
See p. 3 above (passage cited in n. 24).
Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, 105–9. Among
the eleven extant illustrated Maqāmāt of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, the only exception is London
Ms. Or. Add. 22114, where Abu Zayd consistently appears
with the same costume and headgear. Ibid., 105–6.
Al-Ḥarīrī, Assemblies, ed. and trans. Chenery, 2:76;
al-Ḥarīrī, Maqāmāt, ed. ʿAbd al-Salām al-Tībī, 380–81.
The qalansuwa had been an attribute of power and authority in early Islam, but in this period it became chiefly associated with mendicant dervishes and Christian monks:
Yedida Stillman, Arab Dress: A Short History, from the
Dawn of Islam to Modern Times, ed. Norman A. Stillman,
2nd ed. (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 35–36, 71–72.
Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, 86.
E.g., Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, microfiche
2C12–2D1, 7E1–7E2 (BnF, Ms. Arabe 3929); 3C2–3C3,
4E8–4E9 (BL, Ms. Or. Add. 22114); 3C10–3C11 (BnF,
Ms. Arabe 5847); 1F1–1F2, 4F4–4F5, 5B5–5B6, 6A8–6A9,
9C10–9C12 (Saint Petersburg); 2B9–2B10, 6B10–6B11
(Vienna).
This sequence was noted by Grabar (ibid., 98). As already
mentioned in n. 86 above, in this manuscript, Abu Zayd has
a stable iconography that makes him instantly recognizable.
James Monroe, “Prolegomena to the Study of Ibn Quzmān:
The Poet as Jongleur,” in The Hispanic Ballad Today:
History, Comparativism, Critical Bibliography, ed. S. G.
Armistead et al. (Madrid: Cátedra Seminario Menéndez
Pidal, 1979), 99 (English); ʿAlī ibn Aḥmad ibn Ḥazm, Épître
morale (Kitāb al-Aḫlāq wa-l-siyar), ed. Nada Tomiche (Beirut: Commission Internationale pour la Traduction des
Chefs-d’Oeuvre, 1961), 28 (Arabic) and 30 (French).
ʿAlī Dashtī, In Search of Omar Khayyam, trans. L. P. ElwellSutton (London: Allen and Unwin, 1971), 119. This is one
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of a few quatrains that can safely be attributed to Khayyam
(ibid., 118–19).
94. Jennifer Purtle, “Scopic Frames: Devices for Seeing in China
c. 1640,” Art History 33, 1 (2010): 64–67; Joseph Needham,
Science and Civilisation in China (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1954–), vol. 4, pt. 1 (Physics), 123–24.
95. See, for example, the pictorial links between four of the
main fourteenth-century Arabic manuscripts of Kalīla wa
Dimna: Sofie Walzer, “The Mamluk Illuminated Manuscripts of Kalila wa-Dimna,” in Aus der Welt der islamischen
Kunst: Festschrift für Ernst Kühnel zum 75. Geburtstag am
26.10.1957 (Berlin: Gebr. Mann Verlag, 1957), 195–206.
The same remark applies to Syriac Bibles, which are closely
related, in their iconography, to this Arabic pictorial tradition, notably Vatican Sir. 559, and London, BL, Ms. Or.
Add. 7170; Leroy, Les manuscrits syriaques, 1:312. Another
possible example lies in al-Jazari’s treatise on automata:
compare, for instance, the image of a castle water clock
in copies made in, respectively, 1206 in northern Mesopotamia (Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Ms.
Ahmed III 3472), and 1354 in the Mamluk realms (Boston,
Museum of Fine Arts, no. 14.533); cf. Rachel Ward, “Evidence for a School of Painting at the Artuqid Court,” in
The Art of Syria and the Jazira, 1100–1250, ed. Julian Raby
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), fig. 8; and the
Boston museum website, http://tinyurl.com/jazari-clock
(accessed October 22, 2010). However in this case, verisimilitude may have been desirable in order to attain a close
likeness of the devices described in the text.
96. Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, 129. See also Grabar,
“Pictures or Commentaries,” 91.
97. Al-Ḥarīrī, Assemblies, ed. and trans. Chenery, 1:261;
al-Ḥarīrī, Maqāmāt, ed. ʿAbd al-Salām al-Tībī, 262–63.
98. R. P. Buckley, “The Muḥtasib,” Arabica 39, 1 (March 1992):
109–10. The main source used here is al-Shayzari, who was
active in greater Syria in the twelfth century. See also Reinhart Pieter Anne Dozy, Dictionnaire détaillé des noms des
vêtements chez les Arabes (Amsterdam: J. Müller, 1845),
269.
99. Ibn Iyās, Badāʾiʿ al-zuhūr fī waqāʾiʿ al-duhūr (Die Chronik
des Ibn Ijas: Erster Teil, zweiter Abschnitt, A.H. 764–815/
A.D. 1363–1412), ed. Muḥammad Muṣṭafā (Wiesbaden:
Franz Steiner, 1974), 365–66 (chronicle of the year 787
[1386], when the sultan abolished this custom); Dozy, Dictionnaire détaillé, 270, 272.
100. Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 5. A longer and slightly
different version of the same text appears in Ibn Daniyal’s
poetry; for a translation, see Guo, “Paradise Lost,” 232–33.
101. Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” fig. 58. Another character
playing the flute and wearing a short, pointed hat appears
in Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren I,” fig. 7.
102. Ibn Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 79; Georg Jacob, “Der
Nâtû und sein Lied bei Ibn Dânijâl,” Der Islam 1 (1910):
182. The ṭurṭūr is again mentioned during Gharib’s subsequent incarnation as Maymun the Monkey Trainer (Ibn
Dāniyāl, Three Shadow Plays, 81).

103. Yuri Petrosyan et al., Pages of Perfection: Islamic Paintings
and Calligraphy from the Russian Academy of Sciences, St.
Petersburg (Lugano: ARCH Foundation, 1995), 152.
104. Grabar, Illustrations of the Maqamat, microfiche 6G6
(BnF, Ms. Arabe 3929). For further scenes featuring this
type of hat, see ibid., microfiche 4B8, 4D10, 4F1 (BnF,
Ms. Arabe 3929); 1F1 (Saint Petersburg); 5C11, 7G6,
and possibly 8G5 (Istanbul); 1A7 (BL, Ms. Or. 1200).
In Maqāmāt illustrations, numerous children also wear
shorter, pointed hats, but these cannot be confidently
related to the ṭurṭūr.
105. For ceramics, see Ettinghausen, “Early Shadow Figures,”
fig. 1 (this bowl is now held at the British Museum, acc.
no. 1956-7-28.5); Richard Ettinghausen, “The Dance with
Zoomorphic Masks and Other Forms of Entertainment
Seen in Islamic Art,” in Arabic and Islamic Studies in
Honor of Hamilton A. R. Gibb, ed. George Makdisi (Cambridge, Mass.: Department of Near Eastern Languages
and Literatures of Harvard University, 1965), pl. VII-1.
The ṭurṭūr frequently appears as an attribute of clowns in
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Persian and Ottoman
book paintings, e.g. Metin And, Karagöz: Turkish Shadow
Theater, 3rd ed. (Ankara: Dost, 1987), 34–36; Ettinghausen, “The Dance with Zoomorphic Masks,” pls. III–IV, VI.
See also the Ottoman-period shadow puppets with this
type of hat in And, Karagöz, figs. 40 and 55, and pp. 71, 89.
106. Hana Taragan has suggested that this figure could represent a scribe carrying a reed pen, or sharpener, and
an inkwell in her article “The ‘Speaking’ Inkwell from
Khurasan: Object as ‘World’ in Iranian Medieval Metalwork,” Muqarnas 22 (2005): 37. But Maqāmāt illustrations
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ON THE DATE OF PAUL KAHLE’S EGYPTIAN SHADOW PUPPETS
The history of shadow theatre has attracted the attention
of numerous significant figures in Orientalist scholarship, particularly in Germany and Turkey.1 Much of the
research has focused upon the living tradition of shadow
puppetry in Turkey (Karagöz) and its offshoots in
former Ottoman provinces such as Greece (Karaghiozis)
and Egypt.2 Scholars have been able to interview the
performers, study the texts of the plays, and examine
the puppets used in performances. Shadow theatre has
flourished in Turkey from the sixteenth century onward,
but it was probably imported from Egypt in the aftermath of the fall of the Mamluk sultanate in 1517. The
art-historical study of earlier phases of shadow theatre
in the regions of Egypt, Greater Syria, and Iraq is
severely constrained by the near absence of surviving
puppets, with evidence for the existence of this type of
entertainment—at least as far back as the eleventh century—being gathered largely from textual sources
(including the texts of a few shadow plays). The physical
appearance of the puppets used in the shadow plays
remains a matter for speculation, though it is possible
that thirteenth-century manuscript illustrations (particularly of the Maqāmāt of al-Hariri) and designs on
unglazed and glazed ceramics may provide clues on this
elusive question.3 One intriguing example of the latter
was excavated in the Salihiyya district of Damascus.
Dating to the thirteenth or fourteenth century, the
relief-moulded canteen carries a complex scene that
presumably derives from a shadow play or a popular
epic (fig. 1).4
Given the exceptional rarity of Middle Eastern
shadow puppets made before the late nineteenth century, the discovery of a cache of ancient leather figures
in Egypt by the renowned Orientalist Paul Kahle
(d. 1964)5 was an event of utmost importance. In a series
of articles published between 1910 and 1954, Kahle

argued that these puppets could be securely dated to the
Mamluk period (1250–1517), most probably circa
1290–1370.6 His dating has been widely accepted, and
if correct, means that they represent the oldest collection of shadow puppets in the Middle East.7 This article reviews the evidence and suggests reasons for
assigning a later date than that proposed by Kahle. In
the appendix, I present a translation of an Arabic
account of shadow plays in Damascus during the last
decades of Ottoman rule.
PAUL KAHLE’S SHADOW PUPPETS
In 1909, Paul Kahle came across an assemblage of
shadow puppets owned by a family in the village of
“Menzaleh” (al-Manzala), near Damietta. Kahle was
able to buy the complete set, comprising approximately
eighty items, ranging from fragments to almost complete puppets,8 along with some manuscripts containing
the texts of shadow plays. The collection of shadow puppets is now dispersed, and it is not clear how many survive to the present. In 1913, twenty-six puppets were
donated (presumably by Kahle) to the Linden Museum
in Stuttgart. In 1933, Kahle gave four more to the
Deutsches Ledermuseum in Offenbach, Hesse, and
others to the Staatliche Museen in Berlin. Other donations to German museums may have occurred in the
years before Kahle and his family emigrated to Britain
in 1938. It would appear that the rest remained in Kahle’s own collection. Derek Hopwood saw these puppets
in Kahle’s house opposite Christ Church College in
Oxford in the early 1960s. While Kahle’s books and
papers were sent after his death to the library of the
University of Turin, his family retained the puppets. A
few are still owned by various relatives, though others
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Fig. 1. Drawing of a section from a relief-moulded, unglazed canteen excavated in Salihiyya, Damascus, early thirteenth
century. National Museum, Damascus. (Drawing: Marcus Milwright)

were sold in Germany and the U.S.A. and now reside
in museums, and perhaps also in private collections.9
Although the principal visual source for the study of the
puppets is the black and white photographs and colored
lithographs in Kahle’s articles,10 nine were also reproduced in the first and second editions (published in
1912 and 1914) of Der Blaue Reiter almanac, edited by
Wassily Kandinsky (d. 1944) and Franz Marc (d. 1916).
The first edition contained a hand-colored photograph
of a puppet of a horse and groom.11
The Menzaleh puppets were made from sheets of prepared animal skin (probably sheep, goat, or camel). The
individual sections of each puppet were pinned or tied
together in much the same manner that Karagöz/
Karaghiozis puppets are still made today (fig. 2 [a-c]).
Like the puppets produced in Turkey and Greece in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the skins were, in
most cases, stretched and beaten to make them thin,
hard, and semi-transparent. The original pale hue and
relative translucence of the Menzaleh puppets are now

often obscured by a blackish surface layer, which may
be due to the application of paint, or perhaps the accumulation of surface dirt and lamp soot. Kahle’s puppets
from Menzaleh were usually decorated with cutout panels or bands, the larger ones having delicate, pierced
patterns while the smaller ones were left open. These
smaller panels were probably originally covered with
pieces of colored textiles—as can be seen in puppets
from Kahle’s collection in the Deutsches Ledermuseum
in Offenbach, the Puppentheatermuseum in Munich
(fig. 3), and the Linden Museum in Stuttgart (fig. 4).12
It is unknown whether these sections of colored fabric
were added later or are contemporaneous with the
leather puppets.
Kahle noted that these shadow figures were quite different from those produced in the late nineteenth century by Hasan al-Qashshash (d. 1902), who had revived
traditional Arabic shadow theatre (khayāl al-ẓill) in
Cairo in the 1870s (fig. 5).13 There was a guild of traditional shadow puppeteers in the early years of the twen-
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Fig. 2. a) Karaghiozis, b) Dionysios, and c) Hadjavad (Hadjajaris). Puppets made by Michalis Moros of painted card and
colored textile. Nafplion, Greece, 2003–5. Author’s collection. (Photo: Iona Hübner)

tieth century, and in 1905 this organization comprised
four masters (sing. usṭā), one of whom acted as its head
(rayyis).14 In the articles he published on the Menzaleh
puppets, Kahle records the information he gleaned from
interviews with their owner, Hajj ʿAbdu. The chronological data are summarized in his last article on the
subject, in the Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society
(1954):
The owners knew that these shadow play figures had
been in their family for several generations, and that
they had been brought over from Cairo in the middle
of the eighteenth century by one of their forefathers. He
had bought them from a Pasha who was anxious to get
rid of them, because his son who had played with them
had died.15

Kahle adduces other information concerning the terminus ante quem for traditional Egyptian shadow theatre
(prior to its revival in the late nineteenth century) and,
thus, for the date of manufacture for the Menzaleh figures. He reasons that the absence of references to Arab
shadow theatre in the writings of Carsten Niebuhr
(d. 1815) suggests that this form of entertainment was
not known in Cairo in the last quarter of the eighteenth
century (though it perhaps continued to be performed
in some rural areas). In his Manners and Customs of the
Modern Egyptians (1836), Edward Lane (d. 1876) only
notes the presence of Karagöz plays and makes no mention of khayāl al-ẓill.16 Also significant are the manuscripts Kahle purchased from the family in Menzaleh,
as well as from Darwish al-Qashshash (the son of
Hasan) in Cairo in 1907. From the latter source Kahle
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Fig. 3. Leather puppet of a horse and groom, with sections of colored fabric. Bought by Paul Kahle in Menzaleh, Egypt,
1909. Puppentheatermuseum, Munich, PS-98/46.1. (Reproduction: courtesy of the Puppentheatermuseum, Munich)
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Fig. 4. Leather puppet of a horse and rider, with sections of colored fabric. Bought by Paul Kahle in Menzaleh, Egypt, 1909.
Linden Museum, Stuttgart, no. 84666. (Reproduction: courtesy of the Linden Museum, Stuttgart)
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Fig. 5. Egyptian leather puppet made by Hasan al-Qashshash
in the late nineteenth century. (After Paul Kahle, “Islamische
Schattenspielfiguren aus Egypten II,” Der Islam 2 [1911]: 181,
fig. 84 [present whereabouts unknown])

obtained a manuscript completed on 14 Jumada I 1119
(August 13, 1707) that contained works by al-Shaykh
Saʿud, al-Shaykh ʿAli al-Nahla, and the specialist (aḥraf)
and master (rayyis) Dawud al-ʿAttar. The puppeteers of
Menzaleh sold Kahle a fragmentary manuscript containing similar material.17
The connections between these men have been established by Kahle: Saʿud had been the master of Dawud,
while ʿAli is known to have been the Shaykh al-Ṭarīqa
(head of the corporation/guild of shadow players in
Cairo). Dawud took this troupe of players to Istanbul
and Edirne in the winter of 1612–13, even performing
before Sultan Ahmed I (r. 1603–17). Drawing this information together, Kahle concluded that Saʿud, ʿAli, and
Dawud were active in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Assuming that the 1119 (1707)
manuscript was not simply copied out of purely anti-

quarian interest, traditional shadow plays must still
have been performed in Cairo in the early eighteenth
century. Kahle concludes that traditional Arabic shadow
plays (khayāl al-ẓill) died out in the Egyptian capital
around the time that the puppets were transferred from
Cairo to Menzaleh, in the middle of the eighteenth century.18
One piece of evidence might point toward a later date
than the mid-eighteenth century for the demise of traditional shadow plays in Cairo. A document in the
archives of the Service historique de l’État-major de
l’Armée (Château de Vincennes, Paris) entitled “Les
noms des cheikhs et marchands du Caire” (dated 27
Nivôse IX [January 17, 1801]) provides a list of the
guilds of Cairo, Bulaq, Old Cairo, and Giza during the
French occupation (1798–1801). Number 148 on this
list has been read by André Raymond as “Joueurs d’un
jeu dit hial alha (?) au Caire.”19 He tentatively identifies
this as a reference to the performance of shadow plays,
and notes the occurrence of the term al-khayāl in a
description of the entertainments offered during the
festivities for the circumcision of the governor’s sons in
1108 (1696–97) in ʿAjāʾib al-āthār fi’l-tarājim wa’lakhbār (Marvellous Vestiges of Biographies and Histories) by ʿAbd al-Rahman al-Jabarti (d. 1825 or 1826).20
More recent research by Shmuel Moreh has demonstrated, however, that khayāl (or khiyāl) can also refer
to live dramatic performance, and only the term khayāl
al-ẓill should be read unambiguously as shadow theatre.21
If a guild (ṭarīqa) of shadow theatre was still operating at the beginning of the nineteenth century, it is difficult to find supporting evidence for its existence
among accounts of popular entertainments penned by
contemporary Arab and Western writers. For instance,
in a pageant of the guilds organized as part of the marriage celebrations of Ismaʿil Pasha, the son of Muhammad ʿAli Pasha (r. 1805–48), al-Jabarti describes all sorts
of entertainers—including various types of jugglers
(arbāb al-malāʿīb), acrobats (junbādhiyya), and strolling players (ḥababziyya)—but makes no mention of
khayāl or khayāl al-ẓill.22 The British military surgeon
William Wittman, who spent time in Cairo in 1801, also
wrote in some detail about the street entertainments.
He saw coffeehouse reciters, dancing girls, jugglers,
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snake charmers, tumblers, contortionists, and buffoons,
but no shadow theatre performers. 23 Other well
informed late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century
observers, such as Niebuhr, Lane, and Domingo Badía
y Leyblich (known as ʿAli Bey ʿAbbasi, d. 1818), do not
seem to have witnessed shadow plays in Cairo or Alexandria.24 Thus, in view of the difficulties in evaluating
the reference to “hial alha” in the 1801 French list of
Cairene guilds and the lack of corroborating testimony
elsewhere, Kahle’s supposition that khayāl al-ẓill ceased
in Cairo in the mid-eighteenth century remains plausible.
If the terminus ante quem of the Menzaleh puppets
can be established with reasonable certainty, their actual
date (or dates) of manufacture is more difficult to fix
with any accuracy. Three points are worth emphasizing
in this respect. First, the puppets themselves carry no
inscriptions or dates. Second, no definitive links can be
established between characters and plot lines of known
plays—such as those of Ibn Daniyal (d. 1310)—and the
human figures, animals, architectural scenes, and boats
depicted in the Menzaleh cache of puppets. Third, there
is abundant textual evidence for the performance of
shadow plays in Egypt from the time of the Fatimid
caliphate (it is first mentioned by the eleventh-century
polymath Ibn al-Haytham) through the end of the
Mamluk period in 1517.25 Even the famous capture and
execution of the last Mamluk sultan, al-Ashraf Tumanbay II (r. 1516–17), was memorialized in a shadow play.
According to the Cairene chronicler Ibn Iyas (d. after
1522), this dramatic reconstruction so pleased the Ottoman sultan, Selim I (r. 1512–20), that he took the troupe
back with him to Istanbul.26 As already noted, shadow
plays probably continued in Cairo during the Ottoman
period, terminating sometime in the eighteenth century. Thus, the Menzaleh figures could have been made
at any time during this long phase.
In the absence of conclusive textual evidence, the
most persuasive data establishing the chronological
parameters for their manufacture come from the puppets themselves. In the two articles published in Der
Islam in 1910 and 1911, Kahle marshals an impressive
array of comparanda for specific features and decorative motifs found in the Menzaleh puppets, and also
notes parallels suggested by other scholars. Without
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entering into too much detail, one can isolate several
important points arising from his analysis. First, there
is the issue of what is not encountered in the puppets,
i.e., handheld firearms, cannon, and the types of headgear associated with the administrative and military
elites of the Ottoman empire. Cannon and primitive
handheld firearms (arquebuses) were known in the latter part of the Mamluk sultanate,27 but they would have
become more prevalent in Egypt after 1517. When the
Menzaleh puppets carry weapons, they are always
swords and bows. One might reasonably expect to find
examples of Ottoman turbans (wound around a central
cap, or tāj) or the tall Janissary cap (börk) in any artefact manufactured in Egypt after 1517, but neither is
apparent in the Menzaleh group.28
This negative evidence does not, of course, preclude
the possibility that the puppets were produced during
the centuries of Ottoman rule (perhaps copying earlier
prototypes). More persuasive is the accumulation of
distinctively “Mamluk” elements in the Menzaleh puppets. Kahle is able to draw out many parallels from art
and written sources of the Mamluk period as well as
earlier Islamic art in Egypt. For instance, among the distinctive items of headgear is the tall turban (fig. 6[a and
b]) of a man seated within a boat that equates well with
the type worn by the Mamluk dawādār (secretary).29
This same type can be seen in a European “portrait” of
Sultan Tumanbay II (fig. 7) in the illustrated biographical encyclopedia Elogia Virorum Bellica Virtute Illustrium (1575) by Paolo Giovio (d. 1544), and in an
anonymous Venetian painting in the Louvre entitled
The Reception of the Venetian Ambassadors (now dated
to 1511). Whether the dawādār wore this same style of
turban in earlier phases of the Mamluk period is unclear,
however.30
Most important of all for Kahle’s proposed dating is
the presence of what are often known as blazons (and
in Arabic as rank), the schematic roundels that were
employed by Mamluks as personal emblems and, latterly, probably as brigade emblems.31 Crucially, all of
the examples among the Menzaleh puppets carry the
same design—a diaper (diamond shape) located in the
middle of the central fesse (horizontal band) of a round
shield (fig. 8[a and b]).32 The diaper itself is a representation of the napkin (buqja, a small, square piece of
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Fig. 6. a) Leather puppet of a boat with sailors and an elite occupant. Bought by Paul Kahle in Menzaleh, Egypt, 1909. (After
Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” 154, fig. 45 [present whereabouts unknown]); b) The same puppet illustrated in color. (After
Paul Kahle, “Das islamische Schattentheater in Ägypten,” Orientalisches Archiv 3, 3 [1912]: pl. 2 [n.p.])
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Fig. 7. Portrait of Sultan Tumanbay II, in Paolo Giovio, Elogia Virorum Bellica Virtute Illustrium (Basel: Peter Perna, 1575),
225. (Reproduction: courtesy of the Syndics of the University Library, Cambridge)

cloth) of the jamdār, the keeper of the royal wardrobe
within the khāṣṣakiyya (retinue of boys who attended
the ruler). The association of the buqja with the post of
the jamdār can be traced in written accounts to the
court of the Khwarazmshah Muhammad ibn Takash
(r. 1200–1220). Its first appearance as a motif in Mamluk art occurs on a basin made for ʿIzz al-Din Aydamur
al-Jamdar al-Qaymari in the second half of the thirteenth century, although this example lacks the tripartite division of the field seen on the puppets.33
In an article on the plays of Ibn Daniyal in the 1940
issue of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Kahle
was able to draw on the expertise of L. A. Mayer
(d. 1959), author of Saracenic Heraldry (1933). This
information is repeated in his last treatment of the
shadow play figures in 1954. Mayer judged that the particular form of the blazon on the Menzaleh puppets was
unlikely to date to earlier than 1290 or later than 1370.34

More recent research by Michael Meinecke (d. 1995)
suggests a more compressed chronology of circa 1330–
82 for the tripartite arrangement carrying a single motif
in the middle of the central fesse.35 In either case, these
parameters refer to the date when a blazon was assigned
to a manumitted Mamluk amir. Amirs bearing designs
akin to those on the Menzaleh puppets could conceivably have lived past Meinecke’s later date (though all of
those whose biographies were reconstructed by Mayer
died before 1382).36
In the absence of specific colors on the surviving blazons found on the Menzaleh figures, no specific amir
can be definitively identified. Kahle advanced the plausible hypothesis that the puppets had been made by a
puppet troupe working for a Mamluk amir who had
served, prior to his manumission, as a jamdār. In support of this argument, one can cite the accuracy with
which the blazon was represented by those who made
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Fig. 8. a) Leather puppet of an elephant and musicians. Bought by Paul Kahle in Menzaleh, Egypt, 1909. (After Paul Kahle,
“The Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society [April 1954]: between pp. 96 and
97 [present whereabouts unknown]); b) Diagram of the blazon represented on the Menzaleh puppets. (Drawing: Marcus
Milwright)

the puppets. By contrast, the blazons on relatively inexpensive media, such as glazed and unglazed earthenware, are a good deal more variable, sometimes
incorporating blundered motifs and/or a profusion of
unnecessary background ornament.37 Equally important is the fact that only one symbol of the khāṣṣakiyya—
that of the jamdār—appears on the puppets. Had they
been made for a general audience, one might have
expected to see others from the wide range of potential
Mamluk amiral motifs—cups, swords, maces, bows,
cups, polo sticks, pen-boxes, and so on.
One last characteristic of the Menzaleh puppets that
should be mentioned is the high degree of continuity in
terms of drawing and decorative infill (at least, as far as
can be ascertained from the examination of photographs). While one could argue that the dating evidence
advanced in the previous two paragraphs is relevant
only to the puppets bearing the motif of the jamdār, the
strong stylistic affinities between this smaller group and
the remainder of the Menzaleh cache (as well as the
clear disparities with the mode of representation in the
late nineteenth-century puppets illustrated by Kahle)
are significant. A good example of the shared drawing

style is the treatment of the preternaturally large eyes
on the human figures (e.g., figs. 3, 4, and 6). An examination of the vocabulary of repeat patterns employed
in the interior spaces, rosettes, and borders of figures,
buildings, and ships (fig. 9) also reveals an extensive
correlation between the puppets with the jamdār blazon and those without. Although it cannot be proven,
one can justifiably infer from this stylistic consistency
that the Menzaleh cache represents the production of a
single workshop of craftsmen (probably the puppeteers
themselves) over a relatively short period of time,
amounting to no more than a few decades.
TOBACCO, HASHISH, AND OPIUM SMOKING
The puppet shown in figure 6(a and b)38 throws into
doubt the dating suggested by Kahle. It depicts an elegant boat (markab),39 which Kahle suggests conforms
to a type described by al-Jabarti. Called an ʿaqaba, this
vessel was used in al-Jabarti’s time exclusively by one
holding the rank of pasha.40 That the boat was indeed
meant for a high official is confirmed by the headgear
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Fig. 9. Schematic drawings of repeat patterns found on the Menzaleh puppets now in the Linden Museum, Stuttgart, and
the Puppentheatermuseum, Munich (not to scale). (Drawings: Marcus Milwright)
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of the largest figure seated in the interior chamber
(maqʿad). Aside from being nearly double the size of
the sailors who occupy other parts of the ship, the seated
figure sports the high turban probably meant to be that
of the Mamluk dawādār (see above). Of greater significance in the present context is the pastime he is pursuing: he seems to be sucking on the end of a tube
connected to what is apparently a two-part vessel by
his feet. Also visible in the photograph is the projection marking the junction of the mouthpiece and the
tube. This arrangement of elements can only be one
thing: a water pipe. Kahle was, of course, well aware of
the chronological difficulty this presented: as he conceded, if this represents the smoking of tobacco, then
the puppet cannot date before the seventeenth century.41
The following two and a half pages (156–58) of his
1911 article are devoted to his counterarguments, which
revolve around the possible evidence—visual, historical, and linguistic—for smoking in the centuries before
the arrival of tobacco from the Americas. His first assertion was that prior to the introduction of tobacco hashish was smoked in Iran using a water pipe. According
to Kahle, Morocco was the only part of the Islamic
world where the clay pipe (known in Turkish as çibuk
or çubuk, and usually given in academic publications as
chibouk) was traditionally preferred for hashish smoking. Kahle was, however, inclined to dismiss the possibility that the figure in the shadow puppet is consuming
hashish, as this was a pastime of the lower classes in
society.42 As a result, he switched his attention to the
other commodity known to have been smoked in the
Middle East: opium.43
Although Kahle considered China the “classical” land
for opium consumption, he observed that conclusive
evidence for smoking it only exists from the time of the
last emperor of the Ming dynasty, Zhu Youjian (r. 1627–
44). The complex arrangement of the smoking device
in the puppet corresponds, in Kahle’s view, to the type
used in Iran, though it differs from the way that opium
was usually smoked in Turkey and Bulgaria. From Turkey there are examples of red-bodied pipes, which take
the form of contemporary tobacco pipes but have a
much smaller “opening” (Öffnung, presumably referring to the bowl of the pipe rather than the hole in the

shank through which the smoke is drawn into the
wooden or reed stem), which Kahle believes would have
been suitable for the smoking of opium. In order to
illustrate their use, Kahle also provides a Turkish woodcut from a work he calls simply a Theriakname (Book
of Antidotes).44 Opium cultivation and consumption
can be demonstrated in Egypt from Greek, Arabic, and
Latin medical/botanical sources ranging from Alexander of Tralles (d. ca. 605) to Ibn al-Baytar (d. 1248) and
Prosper Alpinus (d. 1615) at the end of the sixteenth
century. Opium (afiyūn in Arabic) was commonly
employed and references to the practice of taking/swallowing (taʿāṭiya) the commodity appear in the 250th
tale in the Bulaq edition of The Thousand and One
Nights.45 On somewhat unclear linguistic grounds,
Kahle infers that opium was also smoked, claiming that
it was not mentioned in travellers’ accounts because of
the secretive nature of the practice. On this basis, Kahle
suggests that the elite occupant of the boat in his shadow
puppet was withdrawing to a secluded place in order to
smoke his opium pipe. Curiously, given his later preference for the overall chronology of circa 1290–1370
for the Menzaleh puppets, Kahle concludes his analysis of the boat and its smoking occupant by placing it
in the fifteenth century.
Kahle did not have the benefit of recent archaeological and historical scholarship on the consumption of
tobacco, and it is now possible to offer a different analysis of his evidence. Tobacco first arrived from the New
World with the return of Columbus in 1493, but early
interest in the plant in Europe was largely botanical
rather than recreational in nature. Tobacco was known
in India by the end of the first decade of the sixteenth
century, and the earliest reference to the smoking of
tobacco in Iran is found in the work of an anonymous
Shirazi poet who died in 1535 (942). It would appear,
however, that the habit was not popular anywhere in
the Islamic world prior to the last decade of the sixteenth century. It has been suggested that the spread of
tobacco smoking can be attributed to Portuguese sailors or English merchants visiting ports in the Middle
East and Morocco. The initial presence of pipe smoking (using ceramic or wooden pipes) in areas such as
Egypt and Syria can be traced to the last years of the sixteenth century and the first decade of the seventeenth
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Fig. 10. Ceramic tobacco pipes, eighteenth century. Discovered in Jerusalem during the excavations by Kathleen Kenyon,
1961–67. (Photos: courtesy of Kay Prag)

(fig. 10). Although tobacco was initially imported from
the Americas to the Islamic world, cultivation of the
plant was already occurring in Iran by the 1620s or
1630s, spreading to regions such as Yemen, Anatolia,
and Greece later in the century.
That the consumption of tobacco quickly gained
widespread popularity during the seventeenth century
can be inferred from the edicts banning its use that were
issued by the Ottoman sultans Ahmed I and Murad IV
(r. 1623–40), as well as by Shah ʿAbbas I (r. 1587–1629)
in Iran and the Mughal sultan Jahangir (r. 1605–27) in
India. Harsh punishments were occasionally meted out
to the vendors and consumers of tobacco, and similarly
draconian legislation was employed in Russia in the first
half of the seventeenth century. By the mid-1600s, the
demand for tobacco outweighed the opposition of the
ulama—many of whom regarded it as both a narcotic

and an innovation (bidʿa)—and the secular authorities
of the major Islamic polities, and official restrictions on
its consumption were relaxed or rescinded.46
While hashish residues have been found in some surviving clay pipe bowls, this does not prove that pipes
were employed for this purpose prior to the arrival of
tobacco in the Middle East in the last decade of the sixteenth century (as, for instance, some archaeologists
have claimed in excavation reports).47 Indeed, the threepart arrangement of the chibouk is derived from the
type of pipe used by the native peoples of the Mississippi delta and Florida, and was introduced to the
Islamic world along with tobacco.48 Tobacco pipes are
often encountered in excavations in the Middle East,
North Africa, and elsewhere in the Islamic world, but
all of those found in securely-dated contexts (admittedly, not a large number) can be placed after circa 1600.
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Very few of these archaeological finds are, in fact, likely
to be earlier than the last decades of the seventeenth
century.49 The fundamental work on establishing a
typology for tobacco pipes was undertaken by John
Hayes at the Saraçhane excavations in Istanbul.50 This
site produced a sequence from the beginning of the seventeenth century to the nineteenth century. Of greatest
relevance in the present context are the pipes from the
earliest phases. Hayes reasons that the high cost of
imported tobacco in the early seventeenth century (cultivation of the plant in the eastern Mediterranean was
relatively widespread by the middle of the century)
necessitated the manufacture of pipes with bowls of
small capacity. It is possible, therefore, that the small
red pipe mentioned by Kahle in his 1911 article was an
early tobacco pipe (from the seventeenth century) and
not, as he assumed, a receptacle for the smoking of
opium.
That the figure in the Menzaleh puppet is not using
a chibouk is indicated by the flexible tube connecting
the mouthpiece to the smoking apparatus (the chibouk
employs a rigid tube made of wood or reed). The history of the water pipe—also known as a narghile
(narjīla), qalyān, or hookah (ḥuqqa)—is less well documented, but again, there is no evidence to support the
contention that these items were in use prior to the
introduction of tobacco, either in Iran or elsewhere in
the Islamic world. An Iraqi physician at the Mughal
court, Hakim Shams al-Din Gilani (d. 1581), is sometimes credited with the invention; apparently, his idea
was that drawing the smoke through water would
reduce its harmful qualities. The first known representation of a Middle Eastern water pipe can be found in
the Tabacologia Medico-cheirurgico Pharmaceutica (On
the Medical, Surgical, and Pharmaceutical Aspects of
Tobacco) of Johannes Neander (Neandrus, d. ca. 1630),
first published in Leiden in 1622 (fig. 11). The water pipe
remained the ubiquitous mode of smoking in Iran, with
the chibouk only gaining enduring popularity among
the Lur people in the southwest of the country. From
India and Iran the water pipe spread west, being
recorded in Yemen as early as 1618–19.51
The handful of archaeological reports on the ceramic
components of water pipes (such as the head, which
holds the tobacco and burning coals) comes from the

Fig. 11. Engraving of a Middle Eastern water pipe, in
Johannes Neander, Tabacologia Medico-cheirurgico Pharmaceutica (Leiden, 1622). (Reproduction: courtesy of the
University Library, Leiden)

upper strata of sites that can reasonably be dated to the
seventeenth century or later.52 This dating is also confirmed by representations of water pipes in paintings,
drawings, and illustrations in printed books. Kahle’s
textual sources support the consumption of opium in
Egypt, but only in the form of beverages. His assertion
that the practice of smoking opium eluded mention in
medieval travel writing because of its secretive character looks weak, however. One may compare this with
the initial, and somewhat illicit, phase of coffee consumption by Yemeni students and Sufis in fifteenthand sixteenth-century Syria and Egypt. This practice
was documented in contemporary Arabic sources (if
not the writings of European travellers).53 That opium
smoking cannot be traced earlier than the seventeenth
century in China is also evidence in favor of the theory
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that this mode of consumption evolved after tobacco
was exported from the Americas and not before. Lastly,
it is interesting that Kahle’s (undated) Turkish illustration should be a woodcut rather than a painting. While
block prints are known from the medieval Islamic
period,54 a date in the Ottoman period seems more
plausible. In summary, Kahle’s arguments find very little support in the recent scholarship on smoking in the
Islamic world, and the date for the puppet containing
the depiction of smoking (whether it is, in fact, tobacco,
opium, or hashish) should be revised to sometime in
the seventeenth century (not before ca. 1620) or, conceivably, the early eighteenth century.
THE MAMLUK PAST IN THE CULTURAL LIFE
OF OTTOMAN EGYPT
This later date has implications for the dating of the
remainder of the cache of Menzaleh puppets, including
those bearing the blazon of the jamdār. One possibility
is that they range from the fourteenth to the seventeenth
or early eighteenth centuries. The second possibility is
that the entire group was manufactured in a more
restricted phase in the Ottoman period. In the absence
of carbon-14 dating of the puppets, no conclusive
answer can be offered to this problem. The stylistic consistency identified in the cutting out of features such as
the eyes and the decorative bands and panels argues in
favor of the latter hypothesis, but this leaves some serious questions unanswered. Why would a seventeenthcentury puppet maker include Mamluk blazons and
other distinctly archaic features in his designs? Why
choose only the tripartite blazon carrying the emblem
of the jamdār? And lastly, did this specific amiral
emblem have a meaning or significance for the audience
of the shadow plays in the Ottoman period?
There can be little doubt that Mamluk blazons were
still a ubiquitous feature of urban life in Ottoman Egypt
and Greater Syria. These devices adorned many public
and private buildings, and presumably some wealthy
households also possessed portable Mamluk artefacts
bearing blazons—inlaid metalwork, enamelled glass,
carpets, and so on. What is more problematic, however,
is to establish what literate Ottoman-period observers
would have made of them and on what evidence they
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would have based their interpretation. In this context,
it is worthwhile to review briefly the available textual
data—Arabic and European—on this subject from the
time of the Mamluk sultanate itself.
It is curious that the vocabulary and meaning of this
visual system seems to have attracted very little attention among the authors of the Mamluk period; modern
scholars have trawled through the chronicles, chancery
manuals, and other documents and come up with only
a smattering of references detailing how and why blazons were assigned to specific amirs and sultans.55 One
can only speculate about how many people outside of
the military and administrative elite understood what
the individual symbols actually connoted (besides indicating the identity of the patron of a given object or
building). European travellers between the late fourteenth and early seventeenth centuries usually give relatively accurate information on the topography of Cairo
and the customs of its people. This may be contrasted
with their largely fanciful treatment of blazons, particularly the composite designs of the Circassian or Burji
Mamluk period (1389–1517).56 While these accounts
may be dismissed as simply the products of ignorance,
it is worth noting that some travellers credit their information to native informants (who by implication were
either as ill-informed as their European employers or
guilty of mendacity).
If much of the information about the interpretation
of the symbols employed in blazonry was passed wordof-mouth among the Mamluks themselves, one would
not expect detailed knowledge about blazons to survive
more than a generation or two after the Ottoman conquests of Syria and Egypt in 1516 and 1517. Indeed, the
vocabulary of Mamluk blazons appears to have elicited
little or no interest among the literate classes of Egypt
in the Ottoman period.57 It was only in the late nineteenth century that scholars began to offer interpretations (sometimes rather outlandish) for these striking
designs. Given this, I assume that the blazons appear on
the Menzaleh puppets because they were copied from
fourteenth-century prototypes. These prototypes may
well have been made, as Kahle speculated, for the entertainment of a Mamluk amir who had formerly served
as a jamdār. This process of copying might account for
a curious feature of the blazons on the puppets: those
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Fig. 12. Simplified drawings of two leather shadow puppets decorated with blazons: a) camel and b) boat. Bought by Paul
Kahle in Menzaleh, Egypt, 1909. (After Kahle, “Islamische Schattenspielfiguren aus Egypten I,” Der Islam 1 [1910]: 292,
fig. 33; 272, fig. 6 [present whereabouts unknown]; drawings: Marcus Milwright)

represented on the fragment of a camel are incorrectly
oriented, with the central fesse running vertically down
the shield, while on the section depicting the stern of a
boat one properly oriented blazon is placed next to
another with a vertical central fesse (fig. 12[a and b]). I
have been unable to locate a single example of an incorrectly oriented blazon on a building or object known to
have been made for an amir or sultan of the Mamluk
sultanate; it seems improbable that a craftsman working for a member of the Mamluk elite in fourteenthcentury Egypt working would have made such an error.
While the iconography of the blazons of the thirteenth to early sixteenth centuries had probably become
obscure for the elites of Egypt under Ottoman rule,
there nevertheless remained a fascination with the
Mamluk dynasty itself. This interest in the lives and
deeds of Mamluk sultans and amirs was not fuelled by
the sober chronicles of scholars like al-Maqrizi (d. 1442)
and Ibn Taghribirdi (d. 1470), however; as Jane Hathaway has demonstrated, the Ottoman period witnessed
a vivid reimagining of the Mamluk past to suit contemporary needs.58 The life of the great thirteenth-century

sultan al-Zahir Rukn al-Din Baybars al-Bunduqdari
(Baybars I, r. 1260–77) was not appreciated through the
writings of a contemporary historian such as Ibn ʿAbd
al-Zahir (d. 1290) but through the popular folk epic
Sīrat al-Ẓāhir Baybars (Life of al-Zahir Baybars).59
Likewise, Ibn Iyas, the last Mamluk historian, did not
provide the narrative for the final years of the Mamluk
sultanate and the Turkish conquest. Instead, the “grandees” of Ottoman Egypt sought out the dramatic epic
of Ahmad b. ʿAli ibn Zunbul (d. after 1574), Kitāb
al-Infiṣāl al-āwān wa ittiṣāl dawlat Banī ʿUthmān (The
Departure of the Temporal Dynasty and the Coming of
the Ottomans), also known by other titles including
Wāqiʿat al-sulṭān al-Ghawrī maʿ Salīm al-ʿUthmānī
(The Encounter of Sultan al-Ghawri with Selim the
Ottoman).60 To judge by the many surviving manuscripts (both in Arabic and Turkish), the Infiṣāl
remained popular in Egypt and elsewhere in the Ottoman empire long after its initial composition. Although
this work contains elements of conventional history, it
has been dubbed by Robert Irwin as the first example
in Arabic of the genre of “historical romance.” Internal
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features in the text indicate that it was designed to be
recited aloud.61 As mentioned above, the capture and
execution of Sultan Tumanbay II made its way into the
repertoire of khayāl al-ẓill. Performances of this drama
presumably continued in Istanbul and Cairo throughout the course of the sixteenth century, and perhaps
later.
Links with the Mamluk past were created in other
ways in Egypt during the Ottoman period. P. M. Holt
draws attention to the genealogy created by an
anonymous author for the powerful Mamluk known
in the text as “Ridwan Bey,” most probably Ridwan b.
ʿAbdallah al-Ghaffari (d. 1656). Among his most important achievements was his twenty-year tenure as amīr
al-ḥajj (the official in charge of protecting the annual
pilgrimage caravan). The genealogy itself first attempts
to establish Ridwan Bey’s ancestry back to the Circassian Mamluk sultans, particularly al-Malik al-Ashraf
Barsbay (r. 1422–38), and then claims that the Circassians were themselves descended from the Quraysh of
Mecca. Holt notes that the importance of this document
lies not in the tenuous and, in most cases, entirely spurious genealogical arguments, but in its role as a piece
of political propaganda: Ridwan Bey was exploiting his
supposed connections to the Circassian sultans and the
noble families of Mecca to strengthen his claim on the
post of amīr al-ḥajj. Constituting an implicit challenge
to the Ottoman sultans, the protectors of the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina since the fall of the Mamluk
sultanate in 1517, Ridwan Bey’s genealogy was composed at a time when Egypt was becoming increasingly
independent from the central authority of Istanbul.62
The resurgence of Mamluk power in Egypt can be traced
from the 1630s and 1640s, and continued to be a major
feature of political life through the remainder of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.63 Hathaway argues
that texts such as Ibn Zunbul’s Infiṣāl, as well as the
genealogies constructed for prominent Egyptian beys,
aided in the process of forming group identities, perpetuating factional rivalries and indoctrinating raw
recruits (often drawn from many regions and ethnicities) into the political structures of this Ottoman province.64
In this context, one can imagine how shadow puppets replete with recognizably “Mamluk” features like
those of the Menzaleh group would find a ready audi-
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ence in the mid-seventeenth or early eighteenth century. Whether this was to be found in the taverns and
coffeehouses of the streets of Cairo, among the brigades
of Mamluk households, or in more elevated gatherings
can only be speculated upon. Although plays often dealt
with low-life themes and incorporated coarse language,
this form of entertainment attracted viewers from all
levels of society. Reviewing the evidence from the Ayyubid and Mamluk sultanates, it is apparent that shadow
puppet troupes might be called upon to perform for
elite audiences. Salah al-Din (r. 1171–93) had khayāl
al-ẓill performed within his palace and Sultan al-Ashraf
Shaʿban (r. 1363–77) evidently did not find it inappropriate to include a troupe of mukhāyilūn (shadow puppeteers) among his retinue when he journeyed to the
Hijaz in 1366.65 As already noted, Sultan Selim I enjoyed
performances of Egyptian shadow plays following the
conquest of Cairo in 1517, and Dawud al-ʿAttar performed in front of Sultan Ahmed I nearly a century
later. Indeed, given his proximity to the sultan, one may
assume that Dawud al-ʿAttar already enjoyed a high
reputation among the political classes of the Ottoman
province of Egypt. One possible location for shadow
performances was the literary “salon” (majlis). During
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, salons were
cultivated by members of the Mamluk elite in Cairo, the
principal activities being the recitation of poetry, verse
improvisation, and singing. These evening gatherings
appear to have ranged from rather serious academic
forums for discussion to more bawdy venues for entertainments (the latter conceivably a place where shadow
plays could have been performed).66
Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century audiences
would not have been unduly troubled by the inclusion
of what are, from a modern perspective, anachronistic
elements in the design of the puppets: e.g., the smoking
of a water pipe (and perhaps also the specific type of
boat in which this scene is contained). In Ottoman versions of the Sīrat al-Ẓāhir Baybars, the hero drinks coffee and smokes tobacco.67 The same process of
“updating” medieval stories with references to firearms,
coffee, and tobacco can be seen in the later manuscripts
of The Thousand and One Nights.68
Perhaps what is odd then about the Menzaleh puppets is that there are not more visual clues of the Ottoman period in the form of guns, cannon, headgear,
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chibouk pipes, or coffee drinking. Some explanation for
this rather conservative characteristic can be found in
a consideration of other traditions of shadow theatre in
the eastern Mediterranean region. The profoundly ahistorical nature of popular epics—such as Sīrat ʿAntar
(Life of ʿAntar) and Sīrat al-Ẓāhir Baybars in Arabic or
Digenēs Akritas in Greek—is also seen in much shadow
puppet theatre. For instance, Karagöz, both in its Turkish and Greek forms, makes use of a cast of characters
with which audiences were already familiar, as well as
of storylines largely lacking in specific temporal references.69 With few exceptions (for instance, Alexander
the Great in the Greek plays), each character embodies
a set of personal qualities or flaws, a social rank (such
as a pasha or chief eunuch), or an ethnic/confessional
group (Albanian, Arab, Jew, and so on), rather than representing an identifiable historical personality. Sources
tracing the origins of the figure of Karagöz himself back
to a blacksmith in Bursa during the reign of Sultan
Orhan (r. 1326–59) or to a messenger of the last Byzantine emperor must be regarded as folk tales, while the
suggestion that the name comes ultimately from Karakush, a disgraced vizier of Saladin has also been discredited.70 That said, shadow plays are not immune to
change and up-to-date references might well have been
introduced as a form of social commentary or oblique
political critique.71 This may be seen in the medieval
shadow plays of Ibn Daniyal,72 and continues to the
present in Greek shadow theatre: following the voyage
of Apollo 11 in 1969, Athenian puppeteers even wrote
plays in which Karaghiozis also undertook trips to the
moon.73
CONCLUSION
Paul Kahle expressed the opinion that the Menzaleh
puppets should be ranked with the finest examples of
Mamluk art. Indeed, it would be hard not to admire the
vivid draughtsmanship of the initial designs and the

intricate workmanship involved in the cutting out of
the finished leather puppets. The depictions of humans
and animals, though hardly naturalistic, have an animated quality that is seldom matched in the book illustration and portable arts of the Mamluk period. I have
argued that there are compelling reasons for placing
one of the group after circa 1620, and that the stylistic
consistencies apparent in all of the Menzaleh puppets
would argue in favor of a relatively restricted phase of
manufacture in the seventeenth or possibly early eighteenth century. If correct, this would mean that we
should appreciate these important artefacts as evidence
of the high quality of craftsmanship still available in
Egypt during Ottoman rule. It is intriguing that the seventeenth century (particularly from the 1630s) marked
a resurgence of interest in the indigenous culture and
history of Egypt as the elites of the country gained some
degree of political and economic autonomy from the
Sublime Porte; this was a fitting time perhaps for skilled
craftsmen to produce a group of elaborate puppets in a
“Mamluk” style, even down to the inclusion of blazons
(albeit, sometimes incorrectly oriented) on several
examples.
Does this proposed re-dating mean, therefore, that
we should consider the Menzaleh puppets to be manifestations of “Ottoman,” rather than “Mamluk” visual
culture? The complex interplay between the (imagined
or desired) Mamluk past and the intellectual culture of
seventeenth-century Egypt perhaps justifies a reformulation of this question. That the puppets were mainly
copied from fourteenth-century prototypes is certainly
plausible, but like the Ottoman-period manuscripts of
the Sīrat al-Ẓāhir Baybars or the Arabian Nights the
Menzaleh figures do not represent an unimpeded route
back to the cultural life of the Mamluk sultanate. Kahle’s puppets may, however, offer a glimpse into the ways
in which viewers of shadow plays in seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century Egypt thought about the achievements of an earlier “golden age.”
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APPENDIX
Shadow Plays in Late Ottoman Damascus
The translation given below comes from a text called
the Qāmūs al-ṣināʿat al-Shāmiyya (Dictionary of the
Damascene Crafts), first published in two volumes in
1960.74 Comprising descriptions of 437 crafts (sing.
ṣināʿa) in the city of Damascus (each one allocated a
numbered chapter), the book was composed by
Muhammad Saʿid al-Qasimi (d. 1900) and his son,
Jamal al-Din al-Qasimi (d. 1914), with the collaboration
of Khalil al-ʿAzm. The individual entries do not provide
information concerning the date or dates when observations of the activities were made, but some broad chronological parameters can be established. In the
introduction to the first volume, Zafir al-Qasimi (son
of Jamal al-Din) notes that Muhammad Saʿid began the
project in 1890 or 1891. Following his death in 1900,
work was continued by Jamal al-Din al-Qasimi and
Khalil al-ʿAzm. Two manuscripts of the Qāmūs (neither
of which were autograph copies) were examined by
Louis Massignon (d. 1962) in the Qasimi family library
in Damascus in 1919.75 While 1919 can, therefore, be
taken as the last conceivable date at which observations
may have been made, it is clear that work on the text
was concluded some years before. In an interview conducted in the 1980s, Zafir al-Qasimi asserted that the
Qāmūs was completed by 1905.76 However, based on a
reference to the Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya (Meccan Revelations) of Muhyi al-Din Muhammad ibn ʿAli al-ʿArabi
(Ibn ʿArabi, d. 1240) in the chapter discussed below,77
there remains the possibility that the text of the Qāmūs
was not finalized until 1906 or later. (In a letter dated
1906, Jamal al-Din discusses having consulted a copy
of Ibn ʿArabi’s text in a library outside Damascus.)
The chapter describing the activities of the karakūzātī
(shadow puppeteer) is one of a number of entries
devoted to popular entertainments. This list includes
traditional Middle Eastern pastimes such as snake
charming, geomancy, and story recitation, as well as
recent innovations such as Arabic stage plays performed
in a “European” style.78 On the karakūzātī, the authors
of the Qāmūs write:79
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No. 310: Karakūzātī
It is the playing with images with human characteristics made from leather, and is known as khayālāt.
And it is [also] called khayāl al-ẓill, and is varied,
with each one of them [having] a special name for it.
And the master of it is made busy by the owners of
coffeehouses. The show is set up with a fabric screen
(sinnāra min qumāsh) in the corner of the coffeehouse. Attached to the lower part of the screen is a
piece of wood on a wide curtain (sitāra), and behind80
it he places a lamp lit with oil, and he stands behind
the screen. He plays with the shadows, and performs
all of it from the first in a special type of language and
colloquial speech (bi-lugha wa kalām khāṣṣ). Then
sometimes he is mocking, and sometimes lamenting,
and sometimes singing, according to the movement
of the shadows. The coffeehouses have created different types of audiences. Most of those who take pleasure at the sight of the karakūzātī are small children.
There may be found some who perform the craft with
speedy movements and using a beautiful voice, but if
it is intended for young men and old men, they show
[them] plays of it, and they recite it with a beautiful
voice. The demand for this activity increases greatly
in wintertime. They gather in the coffeehouses at that
time, dividing into halves between the coffee brewer
and the karakūzātī.
And from one of the khayāl al-ẓill comes [the following verses]:
I beheld in the khayāl al-ẓill a great lesson.
For within it was knowledge of a surpassing truth:
Characters and likenesses pass in front of you and
then disappear,
And you see the weariness of passing and [of] the
remaining path.
Already a Sufi shaykh pointed to a lesson in it. The
thinker Ibn ʿArabi, in the 317th chapter of his Revelations (Futūḥāt), speaks of it [shadow plays] with compassion and goodwill: “He who desires to know the
reality of that to which we have been alluding in this
problem should consider the images and forms on the
screen [of the shadow play]. In the eyes of small children, far from the veil of the screen set up between
them and the person who manipulates the figures and
speaks through them, who speaks within these forms?
The situation is similar to the forms of the cosmos.
The majority of people are these small children whom
we have supposed, and you know from whence things
come to them. The children in these gatherings are
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happy and delighted. The heedless take it as sport and
diversion. The men of knowledge take heed and know
that God has set this up only as a likeness. That is why,
at the beginning, a figure comes out known as the narrator. He delivers an address in which he magnifies and
praises God. Then he talks about each kind of form
that will come out after him from behind the screen.
The gathering comes to know that God has set this up
as a likeness for His servants, in order that they might
take heed and come to know that the cosmos is related
to God just as these forms are related to their mover,
and that the screen is the veil of the mystery of destiny.
In spite of all this, the heedless take it as sport and a
diversion.”81 This concludes his discussion of it.
And the karakūzātī is named after the shadow plays.
And from it [one of the plays?], the elegant old man
Muriyan says:
Khayālī, I was frightened to come close to him,
But he did not want to go away from my side,
Courageously I put myself near to him,
For my whole being cried out terrified by the
khayālī.82

Although the authors of the Qāmūs are aware of the
classical Arabic name for shadow plays, khayāl al-ẓill,
they employ what must have been the common name
for a performer in Syria at the end of the Ottoman
period, karakūzātī. This name is, of course, a loan word
from Turkish. Karagöz, a poor scoundrel constantly
pitting his wits against figures of authority, is the central
character of the Turkish and Greek plays. Where the
stock characters of Greek theatre are clearly drawn
originally from Turkish prototypes, the situation with
Syria is perhaps less clear-cut. It, too, had formed part
of the Ottoman empire, but in common with regions
such as Egypt and Iraq, Syria probably possessed an
indigenous tradition of shadow theatre—as noted
above, khayāl al-ẓill was revived in Egypt in the late
nineteenth century. Some of the more localized aspects
of the shadow play can perhaps be discerned in references to the “special type of language and colloquial
speech” employed in performances and to the quotations the authors of the Qāmūs give from a “khayāl
al-ẓill” (in other words, not from Turkish Karagöz
plays).83 In Manners and Customs, Edward Lane
claimed that in Cairo Karagöz was performed in Turkish (presumably limiting its appeal to native Egyptians).84 Although it is not stated explicitly, the account

in the Qāmūs seems to indicate that the Syrian
karakūzātī plays were voiced in Arabic, and were popular with Damascene audiences.
The account given in the Qāmūs indicates that the
karakūzātī enjoyed his most active periods in wintertime and that the coffeehouse was the principal location for performances.85 Although the passage perhaps
implies that the coffeehouse owners sought out the puppeteers, Lucien Trotignon, who witnessed shadow play
performances in Damascus in the 1890s, remarks, “le
montreur de Karakgheuz a démonté prestement sa
baraque et empaqueté ses marionettes qu’il va exhiber
de café en café.”86 Puppeteers evidently had to be adept
at giving different performances suitable for children
and adults. Indeed, a combination of skills was necessary: in addition to memorizing the complex language
of the plays, performers had to be able to maneuver the
puppets while also modulating their voices as they
recited their characters’ lines. The description of the
fabric screen and lighting accords well with information provided by European travellers to Turkey. Jean
Thévenot (d. 1667) wrote of his experience of a shadow
play:
They … place themselves in a corner of a room, with a
cloth hung before them; and in the upper part of that
piece of hangings there is a hole or square window, about
two foot every way, with a piece of white stuffe over it;
behind this they have several candles, and having with
the shadow of their hands represented many animals on
this cloth. They make use of little flat figures, which they
move so dexterously behind the cloth, that in my opinion it makes a prettier show, than our ways do; and in the
mean time they sing several pretty songs in the Turkish
and Persian languages, but on most nasty subjects, being
full of obscenities; and nevertheless the Turks take great
delight in seeing them.87

The Turkish scholar of shadow theatre, Metin And
(d. 2008), noted that oil lamps (as described in the
Qāmūs) were particularly favored by Turkish puppeteers because of the quality of light they emit. Their
flickering quality added further animation to the shadows cast on the screen.88
The latter section of the chapter in the Qāmūs on the
karakūzātī is taken up with a quotation from the last
section of chapter 317 of Ibn ʿArabi’s Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya. While this text obviously has no direct bearing
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on shadow plays in late nineteenth-century Syria, there
is a Damascene connection—the book was completed
during the 1230s in the Syrian capital—that may have
suggested its inclusion to the authors of the Qāmūs. It
may well have appealed to the scholarly tastes of Jamal
al-Din al-Qasimi, suggesting a serious dimension to an
activity that would otherwise be regarded as frivolous.
Bringing to mind the Platonic metaphor of the shadows on the wall of the cave, Ibn ʿArabi constructs an
extended analogy between the shadow play—its audience, screen, narrator (waṣṣāf), and puppeteer—and the
relationship of God to the cosmos.89
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.htm
For the history of shadow puppetry in Greece, see the
website of the Spathario Museum of Shadow Theatre in
the Maroussi district of Athens: http://www.karagiozismuseum.gr/en/spatharides/eugenios_spatharis.htm
On the contemporary shadow theatre of Egypt, see John
Feeney, “Shadows of Fancy,” Saudi Aramco World (March–
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April 1999): 14–21, available online at:
http://www.saudiaramcoworld.com/issue/199902/
shadows.of.fancy.htm
For the suggested link between the illustrations of the
Maqāmāt and shadow theatre, see Richard Ettinghausen,
Arab Painting (Geneva and New York: Albert Skira, 1962),
82–83. Arthur Lane notes the visual similarity between the
human figure represented on a twelfth-century Persian
silhouette-ware bowl and Middle Eastern puppets, though
he is not persuaded that shadow plays were a likely source
for the painters of pottery vessels. See Arthur Lane, Early
Islamic Pottery: Mesopotamia, Egypt and Persia (London:
Faber and Faber, 1947), 36. Intriguingly, a fragmentary
graffito bowl dating to the twelfth century and excavated
in the Agora at Athens carries a design of a man firing
five arrows into the neck of a dragon. This scene has been
identified as an episode from the popular medieval Greek
epic Digenēs Akritas. Another bowl from the same site bears
what seems to be a representation of the hero of this story:
see The Middle Ages in the Athenian Agora, prepared by
Alison Frantz, Excavations in the Athenian Agora: Picture
Book 7 (Princeton, N.J.: American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1961), pls. 31 and 32, and accompanying text
(booklet is unpaginated).
Jean Sauvaget, Poteries syro-mésopotamiennes du XIVe
siècle, Documents d’études orientales de l’Institut français
de Damas (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1932), cat. no. 163, pl. 49
(described by Sauvaget as a “scène légendaire”).
Paul Ernst Kahle (born Hohenstein 1875, died Düsseldorf
1964) was a Lutheran pastor and scholar of Semitic languages. He obtained his first doctorate in Marburg in 1898
(a study of the Samaritan Pentateuch), and went on to hold
teaching positions in Giessen University and Bonn University (from 1923). Kahle and his family emigrated to Britain
in 1938, and he gave lectures at Oxford University during
the war years. He returned to Germany after 1945, holding
the positions of Professor Emeritus at Bonn University and
Honorary Professor of Old Testament Textual History at
Münster University. His remarkably broad academic interests encompassed the textual history of the Hebrew Bible
(he co-edited the Biblia Hebraica with Rudolf Kittel and
others [Leipzig, 1913]), the documents of the Cairo Geniza,
and aspects of Arabic literary culture, including shadow
plays and folk poetry. He also published important articles
on the appearance of Chinese porcelain in Islamic lands.
Many of his significant articles are reprinted in Paul Kahle,
Opera Minora (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1956). On his biography
and publications, see also Frank Reiniger, “Paul Kahle,”
Biographisch-Bibliographisches Kirchenlexikon:
http://www.bautz.de/bbkl/k/Kahle_p_e.shtml
Paul Kahle, “Islamische Schattenspielfiguren aus Egypten
I,” Der Islam 1 (1910): 264–99; Paul Kahle, “Islamische
Schattenspielfiguren aus Egypten II,” Der Islam 2 (1911):
143–95; Paul Kahle, “Das islamische Schattentheater in
Ägypten,” Orientalisches Archiv 3, 3 (1912): 103–9; Paul
Kahle, “The Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,”
Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society (April 1954):
85–115. Other articles and books by the same author pre-
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senting studies of shadow play texts include: Paul Kahle,
Zur Geschichte des arabischen Schattentheaters in Ägypten (Leipzig: Harrassowitz, 1909); Paul Kahle, “The Arabic
Shadow Play in Egypt,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
(1940): 21–34; Paul Kahle, “A Gypsy Woman in Egypt in
the Thirteenth Century A.D.,” Journal of the Gypsy Lore
Society 29 (1950): 11–15; Georg Jacob and Paul Kahle, eds.,
Der Leuchtturm von Alexandria: Ein arabisches Schattenspiel aus dem Mittelalterichen Ägypten (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1930). Kahle’s edition of the plays of Ibn Daniyal
was published posthumously as Three Arabic Shadow Plays
by Muḥammad Ibn Dāniyāl, ed. Paul Kahle, with a critical
apparatus by Derek Hopwood, E. J. W. Gibb Memorial
Trust, n.s., 32 (Cambridge: E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Trust,
1992). Additional works by Kahle on aspects of Egyptian
shadow theatre are listed in: Jessica Horsley, Der Almanach des Blauen Reiters als Gesamtkunstwerk: Eine interdisziplinäre Untersuchung (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang,
2006), 477–78.
Examples of publications giving a Mamluk-period date to
Kahle’s puppets include: And, Karagöz, 23–29 (see captions
to the illustrations on these pages); Robert Irwin, “Islam
and the Crusades, 1096–1699,” in The Oxford Illustrated
History of the Crusades, ed. Jonathan Riley-Smith (Oxford
and New York: Oxford University Press, 1995): see caption
for the figure on p. 239; Carole Hillenbrand, The Crusades:
Islamic Perspectives (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 1999), fig. 8.46.
Assessing the total number of puppets represented in the
Menzaleh group is not straightforward, due to the fragmentary nature of some of the pieces as well as repetitions of
the same composition. Kahle’s proposed reconstructions of
the fragments vary in the degree of speculation involved. It
is also apparent that some puppets were restored (this
involved the addition of missing sections) at some time
after their purchase in 1909.
Professor Corrado Martone of the University of Turin has
confirmed that none of the puppets were sent to the university’s library. On the presence of puppets in Kahle’s house
in Oxford in the early 1960s, see Derek Hopwood, “Postscript,” in Kahle, Three Arabic Shadow Plays, 4–5. While the
Linden Museum’s catalogue entries for the 1913 donation
survive, it is not known how many of the actual puppets still
exist (eighteen have been identified so far in the storerooms
of the museum).
The colored lithographs appear in Kahle, “Das islamische
Schattentheater in Ägypten,” pls. 1–3. One of these is illustrated as fig. 6(b) in the present article. Comparing them
with modern color photographs of extant puppets (such
as those illustrated in figs. 3 and 4 of the present article), it
would not appear that the added colors (yellow and green)
on the plates in “Das islamische Schattentheater in Ägypten” accurately reflect the colors of the textiles used on the
Menzaleh puppets.
Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc, eds., The Blaue Reiter
Almanac, new documentary ed., ed. with introd. by Klaus
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Lankheit (London: Thames and Hudson, 1974; repr. New
York: Da Capo, 1989). In this edition of the text, the shadow
puppets appear on pp. 75, 95, 170, 178 (the colored illustration in “Das islamische Schattentheater in Ägypten”), 194,
201, 214, and 225. However, none of the authors of the
Almanac refer directly to the puppets in the texts of their
chapters. Kandinsky did write to Paul Kahle requesting that
he submit an essay for the second edition of the Almanac,
which appeared in 1914. Nothing seems to have come of
this request, however. Kandinsky also entertained plans
to use the illustrations of the Egyptian puppets in what
Lankheit describes as a “projected theory of composition.”
See the introductory chapter by Lankheit, “A History of the
Almanac,” in Kandinsky and Marc, Almanac, 30, 39. For a
more detailed consideration of the role of Kahle’s puppets
in the editions of the Almanac, see Horsley, Der Almanach,
161–77.
One of the puppets in Offenbach can be seen at: http://www.
ledermuseum.de/DLM/vollbild/seiten/14.htm
Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” 188–89; Kahle, “Arabic
Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” 95–96.
Gabriel Baer, Egyptian Guilds in Modern Times, Oriental
Notes and Studies 8 (Jerusalem: The Israel Oriental Society,
1964), 25 n. 58 (citing C. Prüfer, Ein ägyptisches Schattenspiel [Erlangen, 1906], vi–vii).
Kahle, “Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” 94. In
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(1992): 191.
Quoted in Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” 187; Kahle,
“Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” 95.
Kahle, “Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” 94–95.
The most detailed elaboration of the chronological evidence
appears in Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” 182–88. See also
Kahle, “Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” 95.
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Caire en 1801,” Arabica 4, 2 (1957): 158.
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al-āthār fi’l-tarājim wa’l-akhbār, ed. Muḥammad Aḥmad
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Companion (London: Allen Lane, 1994), 158.
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Co., 1956); Robert Irwin, “Gunpowder and Firearms in the
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The detailed terminology of European heraldry has often
been employed in the discussion of Mamluk emblems, even
though the two systems differ considerably, in both form
and function (not least that Mamluk emblems were not
inherited by the sons of Mamluk amirs). Strictly speaking,
a blazon is a written description of a coat of arms or flag,
from which it is possible to reproduce the visual design.
On Mamluk blazons, see L. A. Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry,
A Survey (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1933); James
Allan, “Mamluk Sultanic Heraldry and the Numismatic
Evidence: A Reinterpretation,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society 2 (1970): 99–112; Michael Meinecke, “Die Bedeutung der mamlukischen Heraldik für die Kunstgeschichte,”
in XVIII. Deutscher Orientalistentag vom 1. bis 5. Oktober 1972 in Lübeck, ed. Wolfgang Voigt, Zeitschrift der
Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, Supplement 2
(Weisbaden: Franz Steiner, 1974), 213–40; Estelle Whelan,
“Representations of the Khāṣṣakīyah and the Origins of
Mamluk Emblems,” in Content and Context of Visual Arts
in the Islamic World: Papers from a Colloquium in Memory
of Richard Ettinghausen, ed. Priscilla Soucek (University
Park, Pa., and London: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1988), 219–53; Nasser Rabbat, Encyclopaedia of
Islam, New Edition (henceforth EI2) (Leiden: Brill, 1954–
2004), s.v. “Rank.”
The puppets carrying the jamdār blazon are reproduced
in Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren I,” fig. 6 (stern of a boat),
fig. 24 (elephant and musicians), and fig. 33 (lower part of
a camel); Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” fig. 46 (boat). The
puppets are all illustrated (in reconstructed form) in Kahle,
“Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” plates between
pp. 96 and 97.
Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry, 84–85; Whelan, “Representations of the Khāṣṣakīyah,” 226.
Kahle, “Arabic Shadow Play in Egypt,” 22 n. 3. In this
1940 article, he refers to the diaper as the “weapon” of the
jamdār, perhaps indicating some confusion concerning
the function of the buqja. See also Kahle, “Arabic Shadow
Play in Medieval Egypt,” 97. That he mentions the post of
the jandār (sword bearer or executioner) in this context is
presumably a typographical error.
Meinecke, “Heraldik,” 227–30, fig. 1 (type V). Diamond
or rhomb designs appear on coins dating from the rule of
al-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qalawun (third reign, 1310–41)
to that of Sultan Khushqadam (r. 1461–67). James Allan
argues convincingly that these should not be read as re
presentations of the buqja. See Allan, “Mamluk Sultanic
Heraldry and the Numismatic Evidence,” 100.
According to Mayer’s “armorial roll,” the following amirs
bore this blazon: Aqbugha min ʿAbd al-Wahid (d. 1343–
44), Arghun al-ʿAlaʾi (d. 1347–48), Arghun al-Nasiri (date
of death unknown), Sirghitmish (d. 1358), and Taybars
al-ʿAlaʾi (date of death unknown). Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry, 67–68, 73–74, 76, 208–10, 227.
For instance, the relief-moulded ceramic canteens excavated from a late thirteenth/early fourteenth-century kiln
in the Salihiyya district of Damascus (fig. 1). See Sauvaget,
Poteries, nos. 34, 101–46, 152, 159. The most detailed recent
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study of the so-called barracks ware of Mamluk-period
Egypt is Bethany Walker, “Ceramic Evidence for Political
Transformations in Early Mamluk Egypt,” Mamluk Studies
Review 8, 1 (2004): 1–114.
Reproduced in Kahle, “Schattenspielfiguren II,” fig. 45.
It is also rather reminiscent of the boats—akin to modern
dhows—illustrated in thirteenth-century manuscripts of
the Maqāmāt of al-Hariri. I owe this observation to Jane
Hathaway.
Al-Jabarti provides the following description of an ʿaqaba:
“They were large vessels for carrying straw which they
took from their owners by force and decorated them with
various paints, ornamentation and colors, and upon which
they mounted cabins made of wood artfully wrought, with
windows and arches of lattice-work. Each cabin was decorated with pennants and ornamental tassels and was overlaid with ornamented plates of brass: each was furnished
with curtains.” This translation is given in al-Jabartī, ʿAbd
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suffered the further indignity of being depicted, along with
other members of his family, as candy dolls by the sweetmakers of Cairo. Made to commemorate his imprisonment,
the dolls were apparently paraded through the streets and
manipulated to illustrate the tortures being inflicted on the
amir, as well as his brothers, mother, and sister. See Donald
Little, “Notes on the Early Naẓar al-Khāṣṣ,” in Philipp and
Haarman, Mamluks in Egyptian Politics and Society, 235.
For instance, see the passages from Ibn Daniyal translated
in Kahle, “Arabic Shadow Play in Medieval Egypt,” 98–115.
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in Late Ottoman Syria (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 86.
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Qāmūs, no. 397: mumaththil al-riwāyāt. See also comments
in Moreh, Live Theatre, 160–61.
Qāmūs, 384–85 (Arabic text).
Literally “above” (fawq).
This is William Chittick’s translation from the last section of chapter 317 (“Concerning the True Knowledge of
the Waystation of Trial and Its Blessings”) in Ibn ʿArabī’s
Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya. Chittick’s translations of chapters
317 and 339 appear in Muhyiddin Ibn ʿArabi: A Commemorative Volume, ed. Stephen Hirtenstein and Michael Tiernan (Shaftesbury, Dorset: Element Books, 1993), 90–123.
Online: www.ibnarabisociety.org/works.html
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(though it makes less obvious sense in relation to the preceding lines) is “[Even] my money jingled, terrified of the
khayālī.” I am most grateful to Erica and Peter Dodd for
their help with the translation of these lines.
That said, an account of shadow plays in Damascus
written by Trotignon and published in 1893 states,
“Dans les cafés, le soir, on donne des représentations de
Karagheuz … Karagheuz est une sorte de polichinelle
turc, gourmande, ivrogne, voleur, affreusement lubrique
et débauchém forçant les portes des harems, rossant les
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gendarmes, les eunuches et le maris, s’ébattant en mille
polissonneries cyniques, en exploits amoureux et paillards,
impossible à conter ….”: see Lucien Trotignon, L’Orient
qui s’en va, Égypte-Palestine-Syrie-Constantinople. Notes de
voyage (Paris: A. Savine, 1893), 232–33; quoted in Brigitte
Marino, “Cafés et cafetiers de Damas aux XVIIIe et XIXe
siècles,” Revue du Monde Musulman et de la Mediterranée
75–76 (1995): 286.
Lane, Manners and Customs, 385–86.
On the diverse entertainments of the urban coffeehouses
of Egypt and Syria in the Ottoman period, see Hanna, In
Praise of Books, 65–69; Marino, “Cafés et cafetiers.”
Quoted in Marino, “Cafés et cafetiers,” 287.
Jean Thévenot, Relation d’un voyage fait au Levant, 3 vols.
(Paris, 1665), 1:66–67. This translation is by And, Karagöz,
42. Similar observations on Turkish shadow plays appear in
the writings of a nineteenth-century English traveller, Richard Davey, quoted in And, Theatre and Popular Entertainment, 36–38. On the staging of shadow plays in Damascus,
see Trotignon in Marino, “Cafés et cafetiers,” 286–87.
And, Karagöz, 42.
According to William Chittick (see n. 81 above), this analogy is taken up by other Sufi poets, including ʿUmar ibn alFarid (d. 1235) in his Naẓm al-sulūk. The relevant passage
(lines 707–17) is translated by Reynold Nicholson in his
Studies in Islamic Mysticism (Cambridge: The University
Press, 1921; repr. Richmond: Curzon Press, 1994), 260–61.
“Even thus (like the showman) I was letting down between
me and myself the curtain that obscures the soul in the light
of darkness,/ That in producing my actions at intervals I
might appear to my sensation gradually, thereby accustoming it (and preparing it for complete illumination)./ I
joined the play (illusion) thereof to my work (reality), in
order to bring near to thy understanding the ends of my
far-off purposes./ Although his (the showman’s) case is
not (essentially) like mine, there is a resemblance between
us in regard to the two forms of manifestation:/ His figures
(puppets) were the forms in which, with the aid of a screen,
he displayed his action: they became naught and withdrew
when he revealed himself;/ And my soul resembles him in
action, for my sensation is like the figures (puppets), and
the (bodily) vesture is my screen./ When I removed the
screen from me, as he removed it (from him), so that my
soul appeared to me without any veiling—/ And already
the sun of contemplation had risen, and all existence was
illumined, and through myself the knots of the tetheringrope (of sense-perception) were untied—/ I slew the youth,
my soul, while on the one hand I was setting up the wall (of
consciousness) to safeguard my laws and on the other staving in my (bodily) boat,/ And turned to shed my replenishing grace over every created being according to my actions
at every time;/ And were I not veiled by my attributes, the
objects in which I manifest myself would be consumed by
the splendour of my glory.”
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ARABIC LEXICOGRAPHY AND EUROPEAN AESTHETICS:
THE ORIGIN OF FANN
This article deals with the word fann, used today for
“art” in Modern Standard Arabic. This word has a long
history in almost all the languages that stood in mutual
interplay with Arabic, particularly Persian and Ottoman
Turkish. Since the late nineteenth century, it has been
used in Arabic as the direct translation for the nineteenth-century Western European concept of “art.” But
why was this word chosen to denote the phenomenon
of art?
To try to answer this question, I will first explore the
terms fann and ṣināʿa (craft, practical knowledge, skill)
in the Arabic lexicographical tradition. Second, I
attempt to analyze the non-lexicographical usage of
fann and to sketch a theory of how this word acquired
its “artistic” meaning via metonymy, using in particular writings on poetry, with an outlook to the Ottoman
Turkish word ṣanʿat. Third, I focus on the nineteenthcentury renewal of Arabic in the context of the Ottoman school system and imperial administration, as well
as travelers’ writings and the early Arabic press. I thus
show that the choice of fann to denote the nineteenthcentury European concept of art was not a coincidence:
the first to employ it in this sense in Arabic was the
famous nineteenth-century Egyptian writer and educator Rifaʿa Rafiʿ al-Tahtawi, who translated not only the
concept but also its place in the contemporary Western
European hierarchy of human activities. However, the
general canonization and development of the use of this
word was a longer and less smooth process.
Here I use a very special sense of the English word
“art.” In the English language, this word was until
recently understood as referring to the “fine arts” and
rarely included theater or music.1 But in my usage, “art”
encompasses all genres, along with all its institutions
and attending political and economic implications in

the nineteenth century; thus, it is by definition associated with the public sphere.2 I do not want to essentialize, monopolize, or restrict the word “art,” other than
to facilitate my argumentation here. Therefore, this is
not to say that apart from this special, historicized concept of “art” there were no creative traditions in other
parts of the world—or even in Europe itself—or that
previously there were no theories of beauty or images.
In fact, one of the arguments of this essay is that one
can detect in Arabic a concept of “art,” a creative production that implies “art” as a specialized knowledge.
In connection with this last remark, I also want to
emphasize that the terms “Arab” or “Arabic” (or even
“Europe”) are not used here in an essentializing way:
“Arabic” simply refers to a written language and scientific lingua franca shared by numerous peoples of different origins. This is a study in the history of ideas in
Arabic, based on written sources.
There are, nonetheless, three implicit methodological limitations. First, the selection of texts was arbitrary
and their scope limited. Second, although I tried to be
sensitive to actual creative practices, material artefacts,
and the related art-historical literature, I had to be
rather restrictive in this respect as well. Third, my expertise is limited to texts in Arabic—which is not meant to
imply that these belong only to “Arabic literature.”
Ottoman Turkish and Persian references are in
cluded, but I openly confess that I do not aim at any
general (and in my eyes, misleading) statements about
the concept of art in “Islamic culture” or in the “world
of Islam.” My final conclusions are restricted to Arabic
texts and are about the word used in that language for
the nineteenth-century (Western European) concept of
art. Nonetheless, the mutual interplay of these three languages (not to mention Spanish, Italian [in earlier cen-
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turies], and French [in later ones]) is considered to be
crucial. Yet, it is the nature of such endeavors that I cannot provide full and final answers. I am interested here
in how the nineteenth-century concept of art, which
was actually quite new or in-the-making in Western
Europe, was translated and understood in Arabic, even
as it spread, and was received, negotiated, and reinvented in nearly all languages, from Hungarian to Indonesian, in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
This question arises from the acknowledgment that
from the late nineteenth-century era of colonialism
until today, Western European traditions of art have
been present in the creative output of Arab territories
and countries, which frequently mix traditional patterns (folk or religious) with European novelties such
as Cubism. One might consider, for instance, the socalled ḥurūfī movement, which uses Arabic letters (sing.
ḥarf, pl. ḥurūf ) in an abstract way to convey not literary but artistic meanings, through various modifications and arrangements.3 In Wikipedia’s entry in Arabic
on art, fann is defined as nitāj ibdāʿī insānī (a creative
human product), in accordance with the globalized concept of art.4
With respect to the Arab reception of new artistic
practices, Silvia Naef makes a distinction between periods of adoption (1900–1945) and adaptation (1945–60),
to which one can today add the reinvention of traditions, hybrid works, and Arab political art.5 Contemporary Arab artistic production is so charged with
questions of identity, language, and religion that it poses
in itself the troublesome question of what and whose
traditions will be used by the not necessarily secular artist, who does not necessarily live in the Middle East.6
By way of comparison, Wendy M. K. Shaw theorizes
the nineteenth-century Ottoman reception of European
painting as the “Western modality of art” entering Ottoman visual culture, for which “artists had to forge
meanings.”7
For approaches to beauty, works of art, and artistic
crafts before the nineteenth century, there are different
texts from different Islamic “cultures” and ages ranging
from the Koran,8 through commentaries on philosophy
and logic,9 to the great synthesis of Ottoman literature
on painting, which also continued and translated Persian traditions.10 Today, scholars of these relatively

well-known texts and works often write about Islamic
“aesthetics” or the “history of Islamic arts,” but these
branches of knowledge (i.e., aesthetics and art history)
did not exist in Arabic, Ottoman Turkish, or Persian
until the twentieth century. 11 Yet, following Doris
Behrens-Abouseif, this absence does not imply that
there were no perceptions of creative or beautiful works
as individual and non-religious artefacts12 or, as Gülru
Necipoğlu argues, that there were no formulations of
the creative genius.13
It must also be stated that there is a difference
between the concept(s) of art and the word(s) used to
denote it. To decide whether it is possible for a concept
to exist without a proper word to designate it or whether
an idea may remain the same while the word used for
it changes is the task of philosophers and cognitive linguists. Still, it is imperative to underline that when I ask
why a certain word is used for a certain concept in Arabic, whether in the nineteenth century or today, I do
not aim to determine whether the concept existed previously. Even so, “art” in its nineteenth-century form
was a quite recent invention in Western Europe.14
Thus, if one acknowledges that the use of fann for art
in Arabic was a new linguistic practice,15 too, then what
information can be provided by the Arabic lexicographical tradition? Is this new practice in fact a continuation
of an already given linguistic–cultural–aesthetic understanding, or a clear result of linguistic renewal?
I would like to emphasize that since—as will be
seen—the preliminary meanings of fann were “kind”
and “branch,” it follows naturally that if today one
wants to render that term into English, according to the
context it will be translated as “chapter,” “branch,”
“genre,” “art,” or even “race.” Fann is a case par excellence of metonymy. The underlying reason for this is
that not only is the basic semantic field of the word fann
an abstract and general theorization about quantity and
diversity but its usage possesses a certain quality of linguistic freedom such that the exact meaning of fann will
be clear only from the context.
In English, “art” (from the Old French) is usually
understood as having evolved from the Greek technē
and Latin ars, that is, the “making” of something artificial.16 We know quite well that the Arabic word for the
Greek technē was ṣināʿa in Neo-Platonic literature.17
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Although it seems self-evident, it is worth asking why
fann rather than ṣināʿa was ultimately chosen to designate “art” in the nineteenth century.
LEXICOGRAPHICAL MEANINGS OF FANN
AND ṢINĀʿA
The entries on fann (f-n-n and variations thereof)
It is necessary to consider the entries on fann ( f-n-n or
variations) in various Arabic reference works (table 1).18
The Kitāb al-ʿAyn (The Book of [the letter] ʿAyn), considered to be the first Arabic dictionary, was compiled
by al-Khalil b. Ahmad (d. ca. 805) and al-Layth b.
al-Muzaffar (d. before 815).19 In this work, fann means
“condition” (ḥāl) and its plural, funūn, means “kinds”
(i.e., sorts of things); it has a second plural form: afnān.
The verb fannana in the second stem is used in connection with speech: “a man yufannin the speech means:
he branched off from one kind [of mode of speech] after
another (i.e., diversified his speech, ishtaqqa).” Here
one also finds the noun fanan, which means “the branch
[of a tree], and its plural is afnān.” Thus, the meaning
of fann as a noun is: kind, sort, species, condition.
Kalām, here “speech,” the verbal expression of thoughts,
is associated with the second stem. It is worth noting
that the plural form afnān corresponds to two singular
forms and thus can mean equally “kinds” and
“branches.”20
The dictionary of Abu Mansur al-Azhari (d. 981),
known as Tahdhīb al-lugha (Correction of the Language), is in part a continuation of the ʿAyn, with extensive additions.21 Here is found the first reference to the
Koranic usage of fann: “ʿIkrima22 said about the words
of God, the Mighty and the Great: ‘would you deny?
having [spreading] branches [afnān]’ (55:48). He
[ʿIkrima] said: the shadow of the branches (aghṣān) is
on the walls. 23 Abu ’l-Haytham 24 said: someone
explained afnān as ‘having branches’ (aghṣān) and
another person explained it as ‘having leaves’ (alwān).”
Then, on the authority of Abu ’l-Haytham, it is stated
that according to some, if afnān means “leaves,” then
its singular is fann, but if it means “branches,” its singular is fanan.
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Al-Azhari notes that afnān is the plural of both fann
and fanan. He also introduces the form afānīn (second
plural of fanan) meaning “locks of hair.” The plural
afnān could mean: “kinds” (sing. fann), “branches”
(sing. fanan), “leaves” (sing. fann), and “locks of hair”
(sing. fanan). Citing Abu ʿUbayd,25 the author provides
two more interesting meanings for fann: “pain/trouble”
(ʿanāʾ) and “driving away a camel” (ṭard).
Another new form appears: mifann (in tandem with
miʿann). The grammatical origin of this form is mifʿal
(the intensifying adjective), meaning a person who can
speak with a good style and knows how to argue—one
who knows funūn min al-kalām (different kinds or
styles of speech). So fann, in this sense, is a kind of
knowledge (of speech, or of eloquence) and it is possible that this meaning was derived from the second stem
( fannana). This sense will be absorbed by or blended
with the sense of “branch.” Al-Azhari gives a new meaning for the maṣdar of the second stem, tafnīn: “a bolt of
cloth.” It is important to underline that the Tahdhīb is
crucial to the development of the later mainstream tradition because al-Azhari’s data was, in many cases, simply copied.26
Ṣiḥāḥ (The Authentic One) was the most popular
Arabic dictionary of the Middle Ages. Compiled by
al-Jawhari (d. between 100327 and 1009), it contains
new material based on other traditions, at least in the
case of the entry on fann. Al-Jawhari is the first to draw
a clear distinction between fann (with the plural funūn)
and fanan (with the plural afnān). Fann is preliminarily associated with speech, language, and knowledge.
The plural afānīn here means “kinds/styles of speech”
(not “locks of hair,” as in the Tahdhīb). A new form, a
verb in the eighth stem, appears as well—iftanna—with
the active meaning “someone who presents wonders or
wonderful things.”28
The plan of the much-respected dictionary Mujmal
al-lugha (Summary of the Language), compiled by Ibn
Faris (d. 1005), was to trace words with multiple meanings back to their basic meaning (uṣūl).29 It is said that
in contrast with previous linguists he collected not only
difficult expressions of poetry, but also those words (and
their meanings) that were currently “in use.”30 The
author pays no attention to the definition of fann as
“condition, kind” that was given in the ʿAyn. Although
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Table 1. Lexicographical meanings of fann in medieval Arabic. Nouns and verbs are classified together and only selected
meanings are given.
Author

Date

Word

Plurals

Meaning

al-Khalil

late 8th c. /early 9th c.

fann(a),
fannana

funūn, afnān

kind, sort, species, condition, to
diversify the speech

al-Khalil

late 8th c. /early 9th c.

fanan

afnān

branch

al-Azhari

middle of 10th c.

fann(a)

funūn, afnān

kind, leaf, to drive away a
camel, pain, trouble

al-Azhari

middle of 10th c.

fanan

afnān, 2nd. pl. afānīn

branch, lock of hair

al-Jawhari

late 10th c.

fann, iftanna

funūn

kind, branch (of speech)

al-Jawhari

late 10th c.

fanan

afnān, 2nd. pl. afānīn

kind of speech

Ibn Faris

late 10th c.

fann(a)

funūn

to drive away a camel, pain,
trouble

al-Zamakhshari early 12th c.

fann

afnān, 2nd. pl. afānīn

kind (of speech), “style” (?)

Ibn Manzur

late 13th c.

fann(a), iftanna funūn, afnān,
2nd. pl. afānīn

all the above meanings +
cheating

Ibn Manzur

late 13th c.

fannān

-

wild donkey

al-Firuzabadi

late 14th / early 15th c. fann

funūn, afnān

kind, sort, etc., + ornament

al-Firuzabadi

late 14th / early 15th c. finn (al-ʿilm)

-

the one who is good in science

al-Firuzabadi

late 14th/ early 15th c.

-

woman with abundant hair

faynāna

Ibn Faris was a contemporary of al-Jawhari, he acknowledges only “driving of the camel” and “pain/trouble” as
meanings of fann. At first glance, it looks as if, in the
territories where he lived or in the texts that he read,
the close connection between fann and speech was not
known.31
The Asās al-balāgha (Basis of Eloquence) of
al-Zamakhshari (d. 1144) is primarily a thesaurus for
rhetoric. Only the plural forms of fann (afnān and
afānīn) are cited. It is important to note that we do not
find in this work the expression afānīn min al-kalām,
literally, “kinds from the speech,” but rather the
abridged afānīn al-kalām, meaning “kinds of speech.”
In the Asās, the derivatives of fann are primarily associated with speech, discourse, and language, denoting
their kinds and styles (which is perhaps not surprising
in a dictionary of eloquence). Although in most of the
entries al-Zamakhshari provides both the ordinary and
the metaphorical usages (min al-majāz), unfortunately
in the case of fann he omits the majāz.32

It is worth mentioning the Arabic bilingual dictionaries of early lexicographers. The Dīwān lughāt al-Turk
(Compendium of Turkish Languages) by al-Kashgari
(eleventh century) is the earliest dictionary devoted to
the Turkic language(s).33 However, as this book is rather
a companion for translating and explaining Turkish
vocabulary and grammar to readers of Arabic and not
vice versa, we do not know how fann might have been
translated into Turkish in the eleventh century.34 The
Turkish tü tü was translated into Arabic as min kull jins
(all kinds of things), and türlüg (different kinds) as
anwāʿ and aṣnāf (kinds). Fann, even in the meaning of
“kind,” is not used in these entries.35
In the twelfth century, al-Zamakhshari prepared
another work, Aqṣa ’l-arab fī muqaddimat al-adab (The
Utmost Desire to Present Elegant Behavior), one of the
earliest Arabic–Persian dictionaries (known as the Lexicon Persicum in Orientalist scholarship),36 for the
library of the Khwarezmshah Atuz (r. 1127–56).37 He
mentions fann among the Arabic words used for “kind,
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sort” (with the plural funūn),38 or in connection with
speech: fannana al-ḥadīth (diversified the discourse/
provided various kinds of speech).39 Al-Zamakhshari
also lists fanan among the expressions used in reference
to a garden, with the plural afānīn meaning “branch.”40
Numerous Arabic–Turkish, Arabic–Persian, and
Turkish–Persian dictionaries (and vice versa) were prepared between the thirteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Though consideration of these is beyond the scope of
this essay, they were, nevertheless, crucial for the development of the scientific and special vocabulary of these
languages and are definitely worthy of further research.
The largest Arabic dictionary, Lisān al-ʿArab (Tongue
of the Arabs), by Ibn Manzur (known in the East as Ibn
Mukarram, d. 1311), takes the Tahdhīb and the Muḥkam
(The Masterful) of Ibn Sidah as its basis; arranged in the
manner of the Ṣiḥāḥ (with the twelfth century grammarian Ibn Barri’s annotations), it also contains the thesaurus Nihāya fī gharīb al-hadīth (The Utmost [Effort]
for the Unusual [Words] of the Tradition) by Ibn alAthir, the brother of the famous historian.41 As this
project incorporates and repeats most of the material
on fann already discussed, I will here mention only what
is new. Ibn Manzur uncritically repeats the afnān
dilemma of the Tahdhīb—namely, whether its singular
is fann (leaf), or fanan (branch). With this, the distinction (drawn by al-Jawhari) between the singular forms
fann and fanan vanishes or, rather, the original ambiguity is restored. The form funūn has a third meaning:
if it is linked with people, it can be translated, by way of
metonymy from the meaning “branch,” as “races.”
Here one again discerns the undoubted preeminence
of the derivatives of fann that are associated with language (especially iftanna), while the term afānīn is associated with styles of speech. Ibn Manzur keeps the other
rare meanings such as “locks of hair.” Fannān, which
today means “artist,” is used thusly: “the fannān in the
poetry of al-Aʿsha [means]: donkey, the wild one, which
has various sorts of running.”
Mifann (associated with humans) appears three
times: first, as an adjective in reference to the man who
presents wonders or miraculous things; second, as a
modifier describing a well-spoken and educated man;
and, finally, as an adjective (in the feminine) of a woman
who did something wrong. In the Lisān, the word fann
has its most surprising meaning: ghabn (cheating).42
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Another synthesis is the celebrated al-Qāmūs
al-muḥīṭ (The All-Embracing Ocean, i.e., The Comprehensive Dictionary) by al-Firuzabadi (d. 1415.), a compilation of Ibn Sidah’s Muḥkam and al-Saghani’s ʿUbāb
(Torrents).43 The most interesting, and, from the point
of view of this essay, revolutionary addition is tazyīn,
that is, “ornamentation” (though it could mean “pretense” too). Another newly occurring form is written
with a kasra: finn. The genitive structure finn al-ʿilm
indicates someone who is good in science. The root
f-n-n is again closely related to science and knowledge.44
The giant dictionary Tāj al-ʿarūs (Crown of the Bride)
was compiled in Egypt in the eighteenth century by
Muhammad Murtada ’l-Zabidi (d. 1791).45 The work
repeats the most valuable additions of the Qāmūs,
namely, tazyīn, and finn in reference to science, and
only adds the material found in the Lisān.46 Yet, as shall
be seen below, al-Zabidi uses fann in a more interesting manner in the introduction to his work.47
The modern dictionary Muḥīṭ al-muḥīṭ (The AllEmbracing of the All-Embracing), which was prepared
by Butrus al-Bustani (d. 1883) between 1867 and 1870,
says the following with regard to fann in the meaning
of “kind”: “Sometimes semantic extension is applied
and it is used for craft, science, and for a class of written essays” (rubbamā tuwussiʿa fī-hi fa-uṭliqa
ʿala ’l-ṣināʿa wa ’l-ʿilm wa-ʿalā qism min al-maqāla).48
This remark signifies a recognition of the non-lexicographical tradition, that is, the actual, but still textual,
medieval usage of fann.49
The entries on ṣināʿa (ṣ-n-ʿ and variations thereof)
The entry for ṣ-n-ʿ in the Kitāb al-ʿAyn starts with a
Koranic allusion: “how good is the way God worked on
him, he is well-made” (ṣunʿ Allāh [Koran 27:88]). AlKhalil gives the basic meanings again: al-ṣunnāʿ refers
to those “who work with their hands” (alladhīna
yaʿmalūna bi-aydī-him). The maṣdar of the fifth stem
(taṣannuʿ) signifies “the quality of style and opinion,
whose content is in opposition to its form.”50
Al-Azhari’s Tahdhīb al-lugha contains an entry that
would again serve as a basis for discussions of ṣināʿa in
many later dictionaries. This work supplements the
meaning “something which is made” by pointing to
maṣnaʿ (a dam for collecting water, building, village),
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and, most importantly for this study, ṣināʿa as “profession/occupation” (ḥirfa), cited from al-Asmaʿi.51
The entry in the Ṣiḥāḥ retains the semantic field of
“working with two hands” (ṣanīʿ al-yadayn). Thus, in
this respect, ṣ-n-ʿ is also used in reference to built structures, such as a basin (maṣnaʿa) or castles (maṣāniʿ),
already given in the Tahdhīb.52
According to the correct definition of Asās al-balāgha,
a master (ṣāniʿ and māhir) is one who knows his profession and the way he has to work (ṣināʿati-hi
wa-ṣanʿati-hi). Al-Zamakhshari elaborates on the
meaning of maṣnaʿa: “the Arabs use this expression also
as ‘someone from the maṣāniʿ’ and they mean by this
the people of the villages and the towns.” Regarding the
metaphorical usages, it is perhaps important to note
that if a garment was called ṣanīʿ it meant a “good” one
(well-made [already in the Tahdhīb]).53
From the early bilingual dictionaries, al-Kashgari
translates the Turkish terms iş (work) and uzluk (craft)
into Arabic as ʿamal and ḥirfa, respectively, but for
some reason he does not use the root ṣ-n-ʿ. He only renders uz kişi (skillful person) into Arabic as ṣunʿ al-yad.54
In his Arabic–Persian dictionary, al-Zamakhshari presents almost all the usual derivatives of ṣ-n-ʿ, starting
with ṣanʿa as kār (work), etc.55 Later Arabic dictionaries do not provide any important addition to the already
mentioned meanings;56 the concept of “craft/occupation” remains the central definition.57 In the nineteenth
century, al-Bustani noted in Muḥīṭ al-muḥīṭ that:
It is said that ṣināʿa in the professions of the ordinary
people is the knowledge that is achieved by practice, like
sewing and weaving, etc., which is based on repeated
exercise. However, for the elite [the learned], this is the
knowledge, which is bound to the quality (kayfiyya) of
the work. This could mean either activities like sewing,
etc., which is achieved by practice, or those like religious
law, logic, grammar, or practical wisdom, which are not
acquired by executing work [with hands]. They say that
one practices every science until it becomes like his profession and then it will be called ṣināʿa.58

Fann and ṣināʿa in other dictionaries
Other types of Arabic dictionaries, such as works
devoted to furūq (synonyms)59 and iṣṭilāḥāt (technical
terms), do not provide much help in the case of fann.60
With respect to the root ṣ-n-ʿ, in al-Furūq al-lughawiyya

(The Linguistic Synonyms), prepared by al-ʿAskari
(d. after 1010), ṣunʿ is compared to ʿamal (work) and
distinctions are made between ṣunʿ, ʿamal, and fiʿl
(action);61 here ṣunʿ is associated with knowledge and
is defined as the most specific word of the three: skillfulness (expertise) is associated only with this word.
Al-ʿAskari also gives the Persian equivalents of these
words: kār for fiʿl, kirdār for ʿamal, and kīsh for ṣunʿ.
With respect to the iṣṭilāḥāt dictionaries, in the
Kashshāf iṣṭilāḥāt al-funūn (The Discoverer of Scientific Terminology)62 by al-Tahanawi (d. after 1745), an
Indo-Muslim Hanafi scholar who wrote in India, the
ṣ-n-ʿ entry contains special references to work and profession (for instance, al-Bustani’s statement that “one
practices every science until it becomes like his profession” is already here). Al-Tahanawi also gives the scientific meanings of ṣināʿa, singling out the five ṣināʿāt
of the logicians: burhān (demonstration), jadal (argument), khiṭāba (rhetoric), shiʿr (poetry), and mughālaṭa
(sophism).63 Although there is no special entry for fann,
as will be seen below, it is clear from his introduction
that al-Tahanawi understood the word funūn, as used
in the title, to mean “sciences.”64
NON-LEXICOGRAPHICAL USAGES
To recapitulate, a comparison of the basic Arabic lexicographical meanings of fann and ṣināʿa shows that
until the end of the nineteenth century fann was associated with the meaning of “kinds, variations, and
branches” and had a strong connection to language and
rhetoric, while ṣināʿa was associated with the idea of
work, the making of something artificial, and the concept of profession, craft, occupation.65
From this comparison one cannot conclude much,
because the most ancient Arabic works of lexicography
are better characterized as “word lists.”66 These were
“thesaurus” lexicons rather than dictionaries, since
there was an overwhelming need to understand rare or
strange words and derivatives in ancient poetry, the
Koran, and the hadith.67 Thus, one cannot map the
actual semantic fields of these words based on these dictionaries.
Interestingly, in the 1870 dictionary of al-Bustani
both fann and ṣināʿa are associated with ʿilm, i.e., knowl-
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edge, science, or scholarship. To detect if there was such
a link outside the lexicographical tradition before the
nineteenth century, one should consult the entire intellectual corpus of Arabic medieval literature—an impossible task. Here, my aim can only be to highlight some
possible points of departure.
Furthermore, it must be kept in mind that Ottoman
Turkish, Persian, and Arabic were three languages that
stood in mutual interplay, at least concerning technical
or specialized vocabularies. The terms fann, ṣināʿa, and
ʿilm, along with their derivatives, continue to be used
in Persian and (modern) Turkish today. Because of my
limitations, I cannot deal in great depth with all of these
languages, although in what follows I will cite some
examples I hope will be helpful.
Ṣ-n-ʿ as craft/knowledge/art
Although it may be widely known, we should comment
on ṣināʿa as the translation of the Greek technē and on
the later usage of ṣanʿa (ṣanʿat) in Ottoman Turkish.
The translation of Greek scientific texts involved the
invention of new words/forms and new meanings. In
the case of technē, however, there was no need for an
invention, since ṣināʿa perfectly matched its meaning.
Translating Nicomachus of Gerasa’s Introduction to
Arithmetic, Thabit ibn Qurra (d. 901) renders technē as
ṣināʿa in the meaning of “craft/profession” when
explaining the word “philosopher”: “they [the ancient
Greeks] called in general with this name everyone who
was a skilful and practiced expert in one of the crafts
[ṣināʿa min al-ṣanāʾiʿ] or professions until Pythagoras
restricted the meaning of this word.”68 When explaining
the different kinds of sciences and their applications,
Nicomachus cites Androcydes, according to whom
the (craft/science of) painting (zōgraphia)69—rendered
into Arabic as ṣināʿat al-taṣawwur—is a knowledge that
can be used in many different professions (works).70
It might be that Thabit ibn Qurra canonized certain
translations such as ṣināʿa for technē, since his good
knowledge of Greek granted him a certain authority
on the matter—although his mother tongue was
Syriac.71
In the early Arab classifications of the sciences, it is
not easy to decide the exact modern English translation
of ṣināʿa. For instance, Qusta ibn Luqa (d. ca. 913) dis-
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tinguishes between four types of ṣināʿāt (translated by
Elaheh Kheirandish as “craft/science”): “linguistic”
(kalāmiyya), practiced by means of the language, as in
poetry; “productive” (fiʿliyya), practiced through instruments and actions, as with carpentry; “operative”
(ʿamaliyya), practiced by means of the hands or the
body, as in dance or the crafts of war; and “collective”
(jāmiʿ), those that have a share in all of the aforementioned types, such as medicine.72 In this case, we might
perhaps consider for ṣināʿa the translation “human
activity/occupation.”
Another example is the translation of and commentaries on the Aristotelian Poetics published by alBadawi.73 There remains some controversy around the
translation of Abu Bishr Matta b. Yunus (d. 940), but
he translated the Greek poiētikēs (perhaps via Syriac) as
the “science/craft of the poets” (ṣināʿat al-shuʿarāʾ).74
Al-Farabi (d. around 950) uses the same phrase in his
commentary; Ibn Sina (d. 1037) famously defined
poetry as kalām mukhayyil muʾallaf (imaginative and
composed speech), but in the conclusion he uses instead
of ṣināʿa the phrase ʿilm al-shiʿr (science of poetry).75 In
his Shifāʿ, Ibn Sina uses the title Fann al-shiʿr, though
clearly not in the modern sense of “art,” but simply
meaning a branch of logic based on the Neo-Platonic
Greek prototype.76 If I may use a metaphor, for Ibn Sina
knowledge is a tree and poetry is one of its branches.
Ibn Rushd (d. 1198) returns to ṣināʿa (also applying
it to madīḥ [panegyric], etc.).77 His is a very exact translation of what was connoted by the Greek poiētikēs, i.e.,
a technē that was not an art but a kind of knowledge and
“human activity in general.”78 To translate this Greek
meaning to Arabic, it was enough to refer to the already
existing Arabic vocabulary.79 Outside of philosophical
circles, perhaps even before Aristotle was translated
into Arabic, ṣināʿa can be found used as a synonym
for poetry in the writings of the poet Abu ’l-ʿAtahiyya
(d. ca. 826).80
Ṣināʿa and ʿilm were used in opposition to one
another in the famous debate about whether medicine
was an “art/craft” (technē, ṣināʿa) or a “science” (epis
tēmē, ʿilm). Gerhard Endress has suggested that this dispute concerns the philosophical or non-philosophical
nature of medicine, that is, who may teach medicine—
and here ṣināʿa would correspond to philosophical
understanding.81
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Naturally, the words ṣināʿa and ṣanʿa continued to
be used in Arabic texts throughout the Middle Ages outside the realms of philosophy and poetics, in the sense
of skill, craft, and workmanship. In intellectual circles,
different kinds of discourses were dedicated to the
senses and creative imagination, as in the essays of the
mysterious group of authors known as the Ikhwān
al-ṣafāʾ (Brothers of Purity), as well as of al-Ghazali
(d. ca. 1111).82 With respect to these essays, today some
assume that there was no connection between those
who created the beautiful objects and those who were
thinking about the creative faculties in Arabic, until the
fifteenth century.83 This assumption, however, cannot
be verified in the case of Arabic poetry—we have
numerous testimonies from poets on their conceptions
of poetry (on which see below).84
Ṣanʿat in Persian and Ottoman Turkish
The words themselves were appropriated by Ottoman
Turkish and Persian writers (e.g., Ottoman Turkish
ṣanʿat, in the sense of “craftsmanship”; Persian ṣanʿatgarī, “skill, craft, art”). Comparative studies of texts on
calligraphy, architecture, music, images, poems, and
ornament are required to map the exact process through
which the Arabic root ṣ-n-ʿ gradually developed a
new (?) meaning in these languages.
Based on recent studies, it is justifiable to say that in
Ottoman and Safavid territories, beginning in the late
fifteenth century, some of the crafts, especially writing/
calligraphy, arts of the book (e.g., illustrated books),85
and architecture started to be seen as independent and
even metaphysical (and sometimes mystical) forms of
creative expressions. The birth of Arabic calligraphy86
in the tenth century in a way foreshadowed these later
developments. As David J. Roxburgh showed in his
analysis of the prefaces of sixteenth-century Persian
albums, an art/craft historical consciousness is detectable concerning the pictorial arts as expressed in the
Persian language. In these texts, hunar (skill) and ṣanʿat
are used to denote “craft/art,” although fann is also present, and one might wonder if the phrase fann-i hunarvarī
(“the art of skill”) had anything to do with the later Arabic usage of the word.87 Writing, or the art of writing,
is rarely called a fann in the Arabic texts to which I had
access; instead, it is usually referred to as ṣināʿat

al-kitāba or al-khaṭṭ (calligraphy).88 As seen earlier, this
is because of the basic meaning of ṣināʿa, namely, “the
process by which something is made by hand.”
The extant Ottoman texts on architecture from the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries point to the fact
that at the very least Ottoman architecture and the
architectural genius were indeed regarded as an independent creative category,89 and that the word ṣanʿa(t)
was beginning to be used in Ottoman Turkish exactly
as ars was in Latin. In their translations of sixteenthcentury Ottoman Turkish sources on the life of the great
architect Sinan,90 Howard Crane and Esra Akın used
“art” for ṣanʿat.91 In a poem, fann (fenn, fen) is rendered
as “science” (hüner qısmın tamām itdi bu fennde “his
abilities in this science he did perfect”).92 Both translations mirror the current usage of these words in Turkish. The English version of ṣanʿat is significant here,
since “art” can be understood as “craft.” In this text,
fenn is clearly used as an “area of expertise,” standing
alone as a synonym of ʿilm (for example, fennümde
ḫaylī ustādum [“in my science I am very much a master”]).93 By the sixteenth century, architecture had
surely come to be regarded as a science (ʿilm),94 for
which fenn is here a synonym. This is also an early
example of how the Arabic fann (branch), after a meto
nymical transfiguration, became the Ottoman Turkish
fenn (science).
Crane and Akın translate the Ottoman Turkish
expression envāʿ-ı āsār-ı cemīle (anwāʿ-ı āthār-ı jamīla)
as “beautiful works of art.” As will be seen below, this
expression would remain current in Ottoman Turkish
until the twentieth century.95 It must be noted that in
this text the phrase is used in reference to a “courtyard
fountain,” as well as to “spouts,” “doorways,” and “balconies,” all of which serve to demonstrate the skill and
mastery of the architect and the decorators.96
In the biographies of Sinan, the word ṣanʿat signifies
a creative craftsmanship that is transcended by two
powerful metaphors: a metaphysical relation to God’s
creative work (here: ṣanāyiʿ [ṣanāʾiʿ])97 and the mythical skill of the Persian Ferhad,98 who cut a road through
the Bisutun Mountain for the love of Shirin. The following lines are from a poem (as translated by Crane
and Akın) about Sultan Selim’s mosque in Edirne:
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nezaket-i diqqat ü hem-resm-i heyʾet
muḥaṣṣal ḫatm olupdur anda ṣanʿat
subtle in refinement and of the same manner in form:
In sum, art attains in it complete realization.99

Thus, as Necipoğlu underlines, creative, artistic power
(here art is ṣanʿat) was seen as a “pouvoir spécifique
conféré par Dieu à l’artiste.”100
Sixteenth-century Persian album-makers also compared their productions to the creative work of God, or
metaphysical locations (the albums mirrored heavens,
and thus were named “celestial albums”).101 Roxburgh
convincingly argues—based on the conscious usage of
biographies of calligraphers and painters in the Persian
album prefaces—that the “arts of depiction” enjoyed a
high status in late Timurid and early Safavid courts;
there might thus be striking similarities with the medieval European patron–artist relationship.102 In Ottoman Turkish texts of the same epoch (which were
known in the Arab lands as well),103 architecture was
regarded as a creative, distinguished—even divine —
craft, i.e., ṣanʿat, which definitely refers to more than
technical skill. For Sinan, a building was “a material
trace of its makers’ mental powers of invention.”104
Written in the early seventeenth century, the Risāle-i
Miʿmāriyye (Treatise on Architecture) by Cafer Efendi
(fl. early seventeenth century) provides an example of
a Persian–Ottoman Turkish–Arabic interplay of architectural technical expressions: “ʿAmal and ṣanʿa are
Arabic. In Persian they say kār and pīsha. In Turkish
they say iş and peşe. Ṣināʿa and ḥirfa are also Arabic. In
Persian they say pīsha, in Turkish ṣanʿat.”105 Here,
“craft” and “work” are the meanings of ṣanʿat.
The author also explains: “[Ṣ]ināʿa is Arabic. In Persian they say pīsha. In Turkish, the common people corrupt it and say peşe.” Cafer Efendi goes further with
ḥirfa, which in Persian is pīsha and in Turkish pīşe and
ṣanʿa. In contrast, the Arabic ṣanʿa(t) is rendered in Persian as dastkārī, while in Turkish he simply uses the
Arabic word.106 For all these words, the English translator, Howard Cane, gave the meanings “craft, art.” This
is justifiable because in the early seventeenth century
the craft of architecture could easily have been rendered
in English as the “art” (that is, the science, or craft) of
architecture. However, for ḥirfa perhaps “profession”
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would be a better fit (this is the way Crane translated
the Persian pīsha). Yet Cafer Efendi in these cases did
not use the word fann.
The texts of Sinan compellingly point to the appropriation of ṣanʿa(t) in Ottoman Turkish (and later sanat
in modern Turkish) with a connotation of creative,
divine work; this meaning would be responsible for the
use of this word to translate the nineteenth-century
European word “art,”107 since ṣanʿa(t) already carried
the meaning of an independent sphere of human activity, based on its close association with architecture,
book illustrations, and all kinds of creative and beautiful crafts, as well as the creative genius behind them. Yet
it is even more curious why in Arabic this word was not
chosen to translate “art.”
Funūn and fann: Metonymical experiments
As fann in the early Arabic lexicographical tradition was
often associated with language and speaking, it might
prove fruitful to examine how the term was employed
vis-à-vis poetry (shiʿr). This might give us clues to the
semantic field that was responsible for the final choice
of fann instead of ṣināʿa (or ṣanʿa) as the way to denote
art in nineteenth-century Arabic.
In what follows I will cite examples of fann meaning
“genre,” “knowledge,” and “art,” as gleaned from context, given the metonymical potentials of the original
meaning of the term, namely, “condition” or “branch.”
But first it is necessary to examine the medieval understanding of poetry in Arabic and its place among the
sciences.
Shiʿr as knowledge
Was medieval Arabic poetry considered a type of
knowledge? If so, was it associated with the word fann?
Two main points must be touched upon to answer this
question—the traditions that place poetry in the hierarchy of sciences and the well-known debate over
maṣnūʿ (artificial) as opposed to maṭbūʿ (natural) talent.
To start with the latter issue, Albert Arazi notes that
the distinction between the “natural” (ṭabʿ) and “artifical” (ṣanʿa) way of composing poems is usually regarded
as a distinction between the ancients (pre-Islamic and
Bedouin Arabs) and moderns (medieval Arab urban
poets). Arazi also argues that ṣināʿa, that is, the con-
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scious composition of a poem (poetry as professional
knowledge), was not regarded by the ancients as less
worthy in comparison with the natural way of composing a poem. As was mentioned earlier, by the ninth century, ṣināʿa was already used as a synonym for poetry,
and the word ṣanʿa was also employed in the sense of a
creative ability in the writings of the poet al-Jurjani
(d. 1078).108 While the concept(s) of poetry in Arabic
is (are) open to debates that are beyond the scope of this
essay, nevertheless, Arazi’s claim that ṣināʿa, the “craft”
of poetry, meaning both the composition process and
the scholarship of poetry, was not esteemed less than
innate talent can be corroborated by two earlier examples.
In one of the first texts of theoretical reflection on
poetry, Ṭabaqāt [fuḥūl] al-shuʿarāʾ (The Classes of
Poets), Ibn Sallam al-Jumahi (d. 846) asserted that “to
poetry belong a professional knowledge (ṣināʿa) and a
skill (thaqāfa). The scholars acknowledge these just like
all other sorts of disciplines and crafts, “some of which
cultivate the eye, others cultivate the ears, others the
hands, and again others the tongue” (they thus acquire
the expertise with which they are able to make distinctions).109 In this early example, one may not detect the
idea of poetry as a branch of the sciences found in NeoHellenic traditions, but it already contains the meaning
of craft—alluding to the expertise (observation,
muʿāyana) by which one is able to make a distinction
among poems just as among precious stones, coins, or
slave girls, in order to ascertain their real value.
In Kitāb al-Aghānī (The Book of Songs), the admired
collection of poems, songs, and poets by al-Isfahani
(d. 967), the verb ṣanaʿa is very frequently used to mean,
simply enough, “to compose poetry.” The most telling
point at which the noun ṣanʿa must be translated as
“skill/art” is when the author talks about those children
of the caliphs who composed poetry: “among them
the first and most perfect regarding his skill…was
Ibrahim b. al-Mahdi” (fa-awwalu-hum wa atqanu-hum
ṣanʿatan).110
The dichotomy of understanding poetry as an artificial/professional knowledge and a natural talent might
be responsible for the difficulty encountered in analyzing the status of poetry among the sciences in the classifications written in Arabic already discussed above.

Furthermore, as Arazi notes, ʿilm al-shiʿr referred not
only to the educated knowledge of poetry but also to
the science of deciding whether a poem was correctly
attributed to a poet. Arazi says that due to this “parity”
between ʿilm and shiʿr, from the late eighth century
onwards poetry came to be classified along with the religious sciences (Arazi cites Ibn Hazm [d. 1064]).111 Others, like Dina Drury, call the bases of this classification
the “strategies by which the profession of the ‘scholarship in poetry’ (ʿilm bi ’l-shiʿr [!]) was invented.”112
Yet there were various kinds of Arabic classifications—inventories of sciences, as Dimitri Gutas calls
them113—in different eras and divergent views about
the hierarchies of knowledge existed even in the same
epoch.114 Certainly shiʿr was regarded as a kind of
knowledge—the ʿilm of pre-Islamic times, according to
certain traditions attributed to the caliph ʿUmar. But in
this perspective a system of knowledge cannot yet be
detected. As was mentioned earlier, in the ninth century Qusta ibn Luqa classified poetry as a ṣināʿa (a
human activity) among the kalāmī activities; then, in
the late tenth century, Ibn Sina, who was almost contemporary with Ibn Hazm, included poetry among the
sciences of logic (see the section above on “Ṣ-n-ʿ as craft/
knowledge/art”).
I would like to stress here the importance of this
development. In the second half of the tenth century,
different intellectual projects were initiated in order to
rethink the system of sciences, or kinds of knowledge,
and in general, human activity, in essays written in Arabic, most probably at the instigation of al-Farabi.115 At
this time, the expression funūn al-ʿilm was canonized
and poetry/the scholarship of poetry was included
among the funūn, based on Neo-Platonic examples;
however, perhaps this canonization also shows some
interplay with the literature on educated and elegant
behavior (adab).
The earliest occurrence of the phrase funūn al-ʿilm
is (to the best of my knowledge) by Abu Hayyan
al-Tawhidi (d. around 1020), 116 in his al-Imtāʿ
wa ’l-muʾānasa (The Delight and Friendly Entertainment). Quoting Malik b. ʿUmara al-Lakhmi, he mentions that the ʿUmayyad caliph ʿAbd al-Malik b. Marwan
was a master of al-maʿrifa wa ’l-taṣarruf fī funūn al-ʿilm
wa ’l-faṣāḥa wa ’l-balāgha (“knowledge and great capac-
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ity in all branches of knowledge and eloquence and
rhetoric”). Here ʿilm indicates all kinds of knowledge
(religious or theological), since al-Tawhidi previously
mentioned that fiqh, hadith, and even poetry were
included under that rubric.117
Al-Tawhidi participated in the philosophical circles
of his time and one might suspect some sort of interplay between his usage of the phrase funūn al-ʿilm and
Ibn Sina’s classification of the sciences into funūn at
almost the same time, in the late tenth century.118 That
poetry is included in both funūn al-ʿilm classifications
(with significant differences, of course) could follow
equally from Neo-Hellenic traditions and ancient Arabic traditions of poetry, since both regard it as a type of
ʿilm. Thus poetry became a fann because it was ʿilm.
From the tenth century onwards, the designation
funūn al-ʿilm appeared in different kinds of Arabic and,
later, Persian and Ottoman Turkish writings. The
rethinking of the sciences, knowledge, and human
activity in general also continued and new types of classifications were born, the most important being that of
al-Ghazali in the late eleventh century.119
Later, some scholars, such as Ibn Khaldun (d. 1406),
recognized poetry as a very special type of knowledge.
He talks about adab as a science “that has no object”
(hādhā ʿilm lā mawḍūʿ la-hā). Its two “fruits”—poetics
and rhetoric—are denoted in the dual of fann
(fannān).120 What is the exact meaning of fann here—
“requirement of elegant behavior,” perhaps?121
Funūn as genres/themes
In its association with poetry (fann al-shiʿr), fann was
not limited to the meaning “branch of knowledge.” The
expression funūn al-shiʿr is perhaps older than funūn
al-ʿilm. Already in the ninth century, al-Jumahi, again
in Ṭabaqāt [fuḥūl] al-shuʿarāʾ, employs it to mean
“genres/themes”: for instance, the companions of
al-Aʿsha said that this poet surpassed them all in funūn
al-shiʿr.122 In this translation, one sees a transfer of
meaning from “branches” to “genres.”
In al-Isfahani’s Kitāb al-Aghānī as well, the term
occurs three times. In one instance, the seventh-century poet al-Hutayʾa (a Muslim convert) is described as
“capable of composing in all the genres of poetry”
(mutaṣarrif fī jamīʿ funūn al-shiʿr). These genres, the
funūn in this quotation, were madīḥ (panegyric), hijāʾ
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(insulting poem, satire), fakhr (self-praise), and nasīb
(love poem/prelude).123 This classification was already
invented by al-Jumahi, and in contrast with my use of
the term “genres,” sometimes these are also labeled in
scholarship as “poetic themes.”124 Another occurrence
is in a saying about al-Aʿsha, when it is stated that if
someone wants to compete with him, he needs to be
well-versed in madīḥ, hijāʾ, and “all the genres of poetry”
(sāʾir funūn al-shiʿr).125 Fann in the sense of a “poetic
genre/theme” also appears in the poetic anthology of
al-Thaʿalibi (d. 1038) entitled Yatīmat al-dahr (The
Epoch’s Incomparable).126 In the fifteenth century, alIbshihi (d. 1446), in his literary collection al-Mustaṭraf
fī kull fann mustaẓraf (A Passionate Renewal in All Elegant Arts [of Knowledge]), at one point clearly employs
funūn in the sense of “genres.”127 He divides poetry into
eighteen types of fann (funūn al-shiʾr), namely, the different genres such as the ghazal, the waṣf, and so
forth.128 Later, in the seventeenth century, the Ottoman
Turkish scholar Katib Çelebi (d. 1657) also uses the
term in this sense in his great bibliographical dictionary, written in Arabic, Kashf al-ẓunūn (Unveiling of the
Doubts), when discussing Abu ’l-ʿAbbas Ahmad b. ʿAbd
al-Salam al-Kuwari’s collection of poems.129
The phrase funūn al-shiʿr thus indicates that poetry
has various branches (genres). It might have been
employed even earlier than the phrase fann al-shiʿr,
which, from the late tenth century onwards, denoted
poetry as one branch of the system of sciences, more or
less synonymous with ṣināʿa and ʿilm. To sum up, funūn
al-shiʿr means that poetry is a category with sub-categories (its genres/themes), while fann al-shiʿr means
that poetry is a subcategory of a larger system (the hierarchy of sciences).
Fann as sophisticated knowledge
From the tenth century onwards, the word fann,
together with its plural, funūn, was increasingly used in
connection with various scientific activities and thereby
acquired a very wide semantic potential. It is thus very
difficult to provide exact translations of its non-lexicographical usages.
Be that as it may, the idea of fann as ars (meaning the
branches of adab, elegant behavior, refined knowledge)
or as a craft became firmly canonized in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, as is observable in the title of
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the famous encyclopedia of al-Nuwayri (d. 1332),
Nihāyat al-arab fī funūn al-adab (The Ultimate Goal
[Utmost Desire] in the Branches/Arts of Elegant Behavior).130 Mention should also be made once more of alIbshihi’s fifteenth-century work al-Mustaṭraf fī kull
fann mustaẓraf.
Al-Nuwayri uses fann in different senses. The first
one, of course, is fann al-adab: the knowledge or art of
adab itself. This comprises five branches (funūn):
astronomy, the aerial phenomena, and geography; the
human being and its activities; animals; plants; and,
lastly, history. Nevertheless, he also uses fanan/fann
metaphorically when he states that “he made the craft
of writing his branch [fanan, i.e., his occupation], under
whose extended twigs he could find shade.” But “[in the
shade] he made diverse kinds of what was collected of
old and new possessions” (fanna-hu alladhī jumiʿa
la-hu fi-hi bayna talīdi-hi wa-ṭārifi-hi); that is, in his
book he rearranged what he had studied previously.131
Hence, fann here refers to a field or a category of knowledge.132 It is for this reason that I am reluctant to translate the word funūn in al-Nuwayri’s title as “arts,”
although it seems to me that al-Nuwayri canonized
adab as a fann.
It is tempting to translate fann as “art” in the title of
al-Ibshihi’s fifteenth-century work al-Mustaṭraf fī kull
fann mustaẓraf. It is perhaps the first time in a text (in
a title, no less) that fann stands on its own metonymically. Al-Ibshihi’s book is a compilation of different literary genres, containing various stories, anecdotes, and
poems, as well as citations from the Koran and traditions about the life of the Prophet. He himself says that
his aim was to collect all fann ẓarīf, which might be
translated as “the elegant/charming/witty arts.”133
The word ẓarīf was often used in the ninth and tenth
centuries to refer to elegant/witty/educated knowledge.
When applied to a person, the closest translation would
be “gentleman.” To become a ẓarīf, a status that also
had a social and ethical meaning (including friendliness, tolerance, good morals, and so forth), one needed
adab, “elegant behavior,” which, as Doris BehrensAbouseif has pointed out, even covered personal
hygiene,134 though its main feature was poetry.
Al-Ibshihi’s usage clearly indicates that fann had
become an independent word meaning “art” in the
sense of a knowledge that is needed for acquiring adab

(ars). It should be noted that in medieval Andalusian
Arabic fann and funūn seem also to have meant “field
of knowledge” (fourteenth century) and, in some versions (i.e., tefennún, mufénnin), “sophistication.”135
Thus, between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries, the
word fann acquired in Arabic, via a synonymic process,
the sense of sophisticated, elegant, witty, useful genre(s)
of knowledge.
This was, of course, not an exclusive meaning of fann;
serious counter-examples can be cited to show that,
even if the above hypothesis is true, this meaning had
not yet been crystallized or generally canonized in Arabic. For instance, in India, as late as the eighteenth century, al-Tahanawi clearly used funūn in the sense of
“science” in his Kashshāf iṣṭilāḥāt al-funūn; he included
all the “hard” sciences among al-ʿulūm al-ḥaqīqiyya (the
essential sciences). For al-Tahanawi, the latter were
those sciences that “are the same everywhere regardless
of different peoples or religions,” such as geometry.136
It must be mentioned that fann/fenn was also used to
mean “science” in both Ottoman Turkish and Persian.137
In Egypt, at roughly the same time in the eighteenth
century, al-Zabidi referred to the science of lexicography as al-fann in the introduction to his great dictionary Tāj al-ʿarūs.138 He also referred to the sharḥ
(commentary) of certain dictionaries as al-fann,139 stating that he regarded these commentaries, by metonymy, as “a branch of the sciences.” Thus, even in the
eighteenth century al-fann was used in Arabic to denote
both science and literary, elegant, witty knowledge.
Entertainments and fann
Apart from poetry, prose, and architecture, certain creative expressions and forms of entertainment are considered part of the “arts” today: image-making/painting
and performative arts such as music, dance, and singing, as well as shadow theater, puppet theater, and the
art of story telling. None of these was called a fann in
the medieval texts to which I had access.
The case of music (mūsīqī) is misleading, since, as
Behrens-Abouseif has shown, it was either regarded as
a theoretical science140 and thus called an ʿilm or a ṣināʿa
in Arabic, or distinctions were made between the effects
and the craft/art of music.141 There are a few cases in
which fann al-mūsiqī/mūsīqā is regarded as a branch of
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science. But in these cases, fann simply means that
music was one of the funūn al-ʿilm, such as grammar.
Samāʿ, “hearing,” is a term used especially for Sufi religious music. Although it was attacked by some theologians as immoral,142 it was called an ʿilm in the Futūḥāt
al-Makkiyya (Meccan Revelations) of Ibn ʿArabi.143
Singing (ghināʾ) is a ṣināʿa and also an ʿilm in the Arabic texts; it is never referred to as a fann. It is sometimes
equated with mūsīqī (for instance, in the writings of the
Brothers of Purity).144 I did not find any case in which
dance (raqṣ) was referred to as a fann, and there are only
two instances in which it was called ṣināʿa, both from
philosophers’ texts, al-Farabi’s Ārāʾ ahl al-madīna
al-fāḍila wa-muḍāddātu-hā (The Opinions of the Citizens of the Perfect City)145 and Ibn Sina’s al-Shifāʾ (The
Cure).146 Raqṣ is included in the science of music and
called an ʿilm in Katib Çelebi’s encyclopedia, Kashf
al-ẓunūn.147
A tentative summary
I would like to propose a tentative hypothesis based on
the above data concerning the evolution of the meaning
of fann via different metonymical processes in Arabic
texts. It seems to me that the earliest usage of fann as
“branch” outside of the lexicographical tradition was
perhaps in the expression funūn al-shiʿr, referring to the
genres/themes of poetry. In the tenth century, the
phrase funūn al-ʿilm was canonized in the meaning of
“branches of knowledge,” i.e., the sciences, both in literary and philosophical texts. It is possible that this
expression was used earlier, but it certainly gained a
general favor around this time.
Funūn al-ʿilm was canonized because it denoted a
system of human knowledge/activity based on the NeoPlatonic arrangement of sciences and included poetry
as well among the logical sciences fully outlined by Ibn
Sina. Poetry was also regarded as a professional knowledge (i.e., the knowledge [ṣināʿa] of creating different
kinds of poetical expressions) at the dawn of Islam.
Later, since the scholarship of poetry was already
regarded during Abbasid rule as a science in Greek philosophy, its classification among the sciences gained
double legitimacy, due to post-Hellenic and early Arab
traditions. This is how poetry became a fann in the tenth
century and ṣināʿa and fann started to be used interchangeably in reference to it.
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However, adab, elegant behavior and its arts, comprised not only poetry but nearly all types of literary
knowledge. Around the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the meaning of fann crystallized in its plural as
“arts/sciences” (funūn) via a metonymic process. Adab
in the sense of charming, literary knowledge and elegant behavior included all these funūn. The expression
fann ẓarīf seems to be crucial for describing the branches
of adab (funūn al-adab), and I am tempted to discover
already in al-Ibshihi’s usage the independent meaning
of fann as art.
This convention was not exclusive and a plurality of
meanings and context-dependent usages can be found
in different types of texts in Arabic, including the wellestablished use of fann in connection with any science.
In Ottoman Turkish and Persian, this meaning of fann
was inherited. By contrast, in these languages, the words
ṣināʿa and ṣanʿa(t), as used in reference to a conscious
work by an artist (e.g., architects, image-makers, poets,
and calligraphers), were filled with a metaphysical sense
of creative force.
Hence, due to numerous developments prior to the
nineteenth century, fann came to be understood as a
knowledge that was required for the fulfillment of a science or as a part of elegant behavior. However, this was
not its exclusive meaning. Furthermore, the words
ṣināʿa and ṣanʿa clearly covered a more specific connotation of creative ability/art/craft in Ottoman Turkish
and Arabic. Yet there are examples in Arabic texts in
which fann was used as a synonym of ṣināʿa in the case
of poetry. To repeat, fann became primarily associated
with literary, educated, elegant knowledge.
FANN IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
The Western European concept(s) of art, or “fine arts”
developed since the Renaissance, and was (were) reformulated during the Enlightenment period. Vasari in the
sixteenth century was the first to codify the fine arts
(painting, architecture, sculpture), although earlier conceptualizations of the fine arts were suggested by
Alberti. During this time, the Ottoman Empire ruled
most of the Arabic-speaking territories. Although there
are already in the eighteenth century many descriptions
in Ottoman Turkish of different institutions of Euro-
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pean art, in Arabic these occur only in the nineteenth
century. There are two main reasons why Arabic was
exposed relatively late to the challenge of the translation
of new concepts and phenomena.
First, foreign expressions were translated into Ottoman Turkish as the language of administration. Second,
the Arabic territories did not have official representatives in Europe, since, with the exception of Morocco,
they were still part of the Ottoman Empire in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It was thus in Ottoman Turkish that ambassadors and diplomats of the
empire recorded their European experiences in this
period. Although European merchants and consuls
dwelled in various Arab cities (especially port cities),
these did not have much influence on intellectual life
before the nineteenth century.
Ottoman Turkish ambassadorial reports (sing.
sefāretnāme) are a crucial source for the history of ideas.
Twenty-three such documents from the eighteenth century focus on various European capitals and contain
detailed descriptions of cultural activities such as opera
and theater.148 Researchers have only recently begun to
study these documents,149 and to my knowledge the
texts have not yet undergone proper linguistic analyses.
Arab travelers also wrote about European entertainments in the eighteenth century. In one such account
from 1780, a Moroccan envoy to the Spanish court,
Muhammad b. ʿUthman al-Miknasi (“from Meknès”)
described a Spanish theater. However, he used neither
ṣināʿa nor fann to describe the phenomenon.150
The Ottoman court became well-versed in the European arts during the so-called Tulip Period in the early
1700s; later in the century, opera troupes began visiting
the palace.151 Indeed, Italian and French music and theater have a long history in Istanbul, dating back to the
fifteenth century.152 However, there is not yet much
data concerning the words used for these entertainments in Ottoman Turkish, though surely the term
ṣanʿat remained current. The “Western modality of art,”
as Wendy Shaw calls European painting and its traditions, was theorized publicly in Ottoman Turkish only
in the late nineteenth century, first in 1889.153
As for Arabic, the period when fann became synonymous with ṣināʿa is hard to detect precisely in medieval and early modern Arabic lexicographical works.

Even in al-Bustani’s nineteenth-century Muḥīṭ, poetry
is still defined as a type of ʿilm and kalām, rather than
as a fann.154 In this section I will first focus on nineteenth-century Arabic dictionaries, since these are also
crucial for nineteenth-century translations, with an outlook to late Ottoman Turkish dictionaries. Second, I
will highlight some aspects of the reform of education
and the work of the imperial administration. Third, two
important early nineteenth-century Arabic texts will be
mentioned, Rifaʿa Rafiʿ al-Tahtawi’s description of Paris
from 1830–31 and Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq’s description of Malta and Europe in 1836. Fourth, I will suggest
further considerations about the role of the early Arabic press in the dissemination of the term fann.
Fann and art in nineteenth-century lexicography
The most important Arabic–Latin dictionary was the
Lexicon Arabico–Latinum of Jacob Golius (d. 1667), 155
which, published in 1653, remained a fundamental
work in Orientalist scholarship until the nineteenth
century (for a comparative chart of the listed entries in
this section, see table 2). Golius based his lexicon on the
Ṣiḥāḥ and the Muḥīṭ but also used other works such as
the Mujmal of Ibn Faris and various Arabic–Ottoman
and Arabic–Persian dictionaries.156 Here, fann is translated as species rei, modus, ratio, pars artis (part of the
crafts), doctrinae, defraudatio (being cheated), and
finally, ornatus, based largely on the Ṣihāḥ.157 This is a
more or less faithful rendering of the Arabic lexicographical tradition, which also shows some understanding of non-lexicographic Arabic usages.
Yet it is worth noting that Golius translated jarīf,158
ḥirfa,159 and ṣināʿa into Latin as ars.160 Earlier, we examined the terms ḥirfa and ṣināʿa in the meanings of “profession” and “craft/knowledge.” In the translation of the
entry on jarīf, Golius also cited the Persian word pīshe,
which, as we have seen, in the seventeenth century was
the equivalent of Ottoman Turkish ṣanʿat, and thus
meant “craft/art.” Yet this pattern, faʿīl for the root j-r-f
is only found in the meaning of a “dried” (yābis) plant.
Following the proper usage of ars in medieval Latin in
the sense of “craft,” Golius also employed that term in
his translation of subjects such as cooking (ṭibākha) and
medicine (ṭibāba)—ars coquinaria (culinary art)161 and
ars medica (medical art), respectively.162
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Table 2. Entries on art, fann, and ṣināʿa in nineteenth-century dictionaries. Nouns and verbs are classified together and
only selected meanings are given.
Author

Year published

Word

Ruphy

1802

art

ṣināʿa

Raphaël de
Monachis

1822

arte

ṣināʿa, ṣanʿa

Raphaël de
Monachis

1822

artifizio

fann, ṣināʿa

Bochtor

1828

art (as method/craft)

fann (funūn, afānīn), ṣināʿa

Bochtor

1828

art (as skill)

Freitag

1830–37

fann(a)

Handjéri

1840

art (as method/craft)

ṣanʿa, fann

Handjéri

1840

les beaux arts

funūn sharīfa

Anonymous, Beirut 1857

art

fann, ṣināʿa

BibersteinKazimirski

1860

ṣanʿa/ṣināʿa

art, craft, industry

BibersteinKazimirski

1860

fann

funūn, afnān

class, science, ornament, art

Lane

1863

fann(a) (all medieval
forms)

funūn, afnān,
afānīn, etc

drove away, delayed, deferred,
sort, species, mode, manner
etc

Butrus al-Bustani

1870

fann

funūn, afnān,
afānīn

to drive away a camel, etc.
kind, sort, craft, science,
written essays

Salmoné

1889

fann(a)

varied, diversified, adorned,
decorated, kind, art, branch

Belot

1890

art (as method/craft)

ṣināʿa

Belot

1890

les arts libéraux

fann / funūn

Belot

1890

les beaux arts

nawāḍir al-funūn

Many dictionaries of European Orientalist scholarship have not yet been studied comparatively, though
this might be crucial for determining the European or
Latin understandings of Arabic concepts. For Latin,
Georg Freytag’s Lexicon Arabico–Latinum (published
1830–37), which was based on the Qāmūs, repeats that
of Golius: Freytag defines fann, as species, classis rei,
modus, and ratio.163
Before the nineteenth century, bilingual dictionaries
of a particular national language and Arabic existed but

Plurals

Translation

ṣināʿa—ṣanʿa—ḥusn maʿrifa
funūn, afnān

to drive away a camel, kind,
sort, etc.

were rare. The first nineteenth-century French–Arabic
dictionary was J. F. Ruphy’s abridged 1802 work, which
was intended for commercial purposes: its entry for
“art” contains only the term ṣināʿa.164 The first printed
book from the famous Bulaq Press in Egypt, an Italian–
Arabic dictionary by Raphaël de Monachis published
in 1822, offers ṣināʿa, ṣanʿa, ḥirfa, and mihna in the
entry on “arte.” For “artifiziale,” it gives maṣnaʿ and
ʿamalī, but “artifizio” is fann, ṣināʿa, and ḥirfa (!). Interestingly, “artista” is still ṣināʾiʿī or ṣāniʿ.165 In the the-
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matic section, “un Musico” is defined as min ahl
al-malāʿib wa ’l-manāẓir (“a person of the playhouseand spectacle-folk”).166
Perhaps the most important French–Arabic dictionary in the early nineteenth century was Ellious Bochtor’s Dictionnaire français–arabe, which first appeared
in 1828. Here the word “art” is understood to be a
“méthode pour faire un ouvrage selon certain règles,
fann; pl. funūn, afānīn; ṣināʿa, pl. ṣanāyiʿ.” Fann has an
autonomous meaning and is synonymous with ṣināʿa
in this dictionary; this is most likely based on the nonlexicographical usage and the interplay (analyzed
above) between ṣināʿa, ʿilm, and fann. Art in the sense
of “skill”—French “adresse”—is ṣināʿa–ṣanʿa–ḥusn
maʿrifa, and an “ouvrage de l’art, opposé à ouvrage de
la nature” is translated as ṣanʿa ḍidd khilqa. The word
“artifice,” in the meaning of “finesse, manière adroite
de faire,” is rendered as fann or ṣināʿa (!).167 In the
1869 edition, “artiste,” that is, one “qui travaille dans
un art où le genie et la main devoint concourir” is
muʿallim–ustādh–ahl ṣināʿa yalzam fī-hā ʿamal al-ʿaql
wa ’l-yad, a word-for-word translation of the French.
“Artistement,” meaning “avec art,” is bi-ṣanʿa—
bi-ṣināʿa.168
As it is germane to our discussion, it is worthwhile
to explain how this dictionary came into being. The
author, Ellious Bochtor (d. 1821), was a Copt from
Egypt, one of those, “who in the wake of the French
occupation came to play a not insignificant part as cultural intermediaries between their homeland and their
country of adoption.”169 After serving as a translator for
the French army in Egypt, beginning in 1812 Bochtor
performed the same duties in Paris for the Dépôt
général de la guerre. In January 1821, he was appointed
to the post of Arabic teacher (professeur d’Arabe vulgaire) at the École des Langues orientales in Paris but
died in September later that year.170
His dictionary was most probably an initiative of the
French state, perhaps the Ministry of War, since already
in 1806 the Institut de l’Egypte had addressed Napoleon about the importance of such a project. Bochtor
worked on it continuously from 1812 until his death,
although practically every year he was fired and then
hired again.171 When he died, this dictionary remained
unfinished.

The Orientalist Arman Caussin de Perceval (d. 1871),
who succeeded him in his post at the École, was asked
by Marquis Amédée de Clermont-Tonnerre (d. 1859),
an ardent French patriot who had acquired Bochtor’s
manuscript, to finish and edit the dictionary. Caussin
de Perceval recounts how he enriched (“quelques augmentations”) Bochtor’s manuscript—which concentrated mainly on current usages—with the following:
material from his own collection from Syria; material
he judged useful from a Spanish–Arabic and an Italian–
Arabic dictionary; and, he also admits, the work of
Golius. It is no wonder that in the end Caussin de Perceval remarks that his additions comprise approximately half of the final edition.172
He also explains that when there was no equivalent
for a French expression both he and Bochtor used paraphrases in order to help those Arab students who
wanted to study French. Thus it is impossible to determine which entries are the work of Bochtor as opposed
to de Perceval. As could have been foreseen, the terms
ṣanʿa or ṣināʿa appear in almost all the entries on “art.”
Fann is found in two entries: one on “art,” in the sense
of the method of creating something (perhaps a craft?),
and another in the sense of “finesse,” meaning knowledge or know-how. Based on the lexicographical and
non-lexicographical Arabic meanings of fann, this
choice can be justified considering the eighteenth-century usage of the word (e.g., al-Tahanawi and al-Zabidi
in their introductions). It is, however, striking that for
the new “artistic” sense of art, the author offers either
ṣināʿa or ṣanʿa, in accordance with the Ottoman Turkish and Persian usages. Fann is not associated with “artist,” or with “artistic” meanings, although it still
occupies an equal place with ṣināʿa in the translation of
the French “l’art” as a method. Raphaël de Monachis—
who actually preceded Bochtor in the Chair of Arabic
at the École—had already used fann and ṣināʿa in his
Italian dictionary.
In the Dictionnaire français–arabe–persan et turc of
Alexandre Handjéri (published in 1840), “art” as a
method/craft is translated as in Bochtor (Arabic ṣanʿa,
fann, with the addition of Persian pīshe and Turkish
ṣināʿat), but with a very rich (Ottoman Turkish) exemplar: “les termes de l’art: iṣṭilāḥ-i ṣanʿat, règles de l’art:
qawāʿid-i ṣanʿat – qawāʿid-i fann, le sublime de l’art:

arabic lexicography and european aesthetics: the origin of fann
ʿaluww-i qadr-i fann, l’art de la Poésie: fann-i shiʿr.”
Prince Handjéri also provides an interesting remark:
“On appelle Beaux-Arts, la Peinture, la Sculpture,
l’Architecture, la Musique, la Poésie, l’Éloquance funūn
sharīfa—ṣanāyiʿ sharīfa” (noble arts, noble crafts).173
For “artiste,” he gives Arabic ahl al-fann (pl. arbāb alfann [!]), Persian fann-i āshnā, and Turkish ustād.174
This is a very remarkable entry since the word “artist”
would never again appear in a dictionary in connection
with fann prior to the twentieth century.
A little later, in a French–Arabic dictionary published in 1857 in Beirut, “art” as a method was rendered
as fann and ṣināʿa, but “artist” remained muʿallim,
ustādh.175 At roughly the same time, the Arabic–French
dictionary of Albert de Biberstein-Kazimirski (d. 1887)
(published in 1860) gave a lengthy description for
ṣ-n-ʿ, with all its derivatives. Here ṣanʿa is “art,” just like
ṣināʿa (pl. ṣanāyiʿ), meaning “art, métier, industrie.”176
In the same work, fann has nine meanings, ranging
from “classe” through “chapitare” and “ornament” to
“art” or “science” (the last meaning).177
In his great supplement to Arabic dictionaries (published 1877–83), Reinhart Dozy mentions how fann is
used in the The Thousand and One Nights: “parlant
d’une jeune fille, kāmilat al-funūn [means] ‘possédant
toutes sortes de beautés.’ ”178 Out of the numerous later
dictionaries, P. J-B. Belot’s French–Arabic dictionary
(compiled in the 1880s and published in 1890) gained
general favor. Its entry on “art” distinguishes among the
different meanings of the term. As a method/craft, it is
ṣināʿa, but in the sense of “les arts libéraux” it is fann—
funūn, “les beaux arts” is nawāḍir al-funūn, and “les arts
mechanique” funūn al-ḥiyal.179 Yet, the “artist” is māhir
fī ṣināʿa (expert in a craft) and “artistement” is rendered
as bi-taqāna (with perfection), bi-ṣināʿa. It seems that
the meaning of art procured the most detailed attention
in Belot’s dictionary, though the current term for “artist,” fannān, is not yet present.
Edward Lane’s work does not provide any help
because his dictionary is based on the medieval Arabic
dictionaries, and I have already discussed Butrus alBustani’s late nineteenth-century Arabic–Arabic dictionary in the sections entitled “The entries on fann
(f-n-n and variations thereof)” and “The entries on
ṣināʿa (ṣ-n-ʿ and variations thereof).” For the verb fanna,
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Habib Anthony Salmoné’s Arabic–English Dictionary
(written in the 1880s) gives “varied, diversified, adorned,
decorated, delayed, deferred, cheated, drove [camels];
mixed, divided, varied in (speech), well-versed”; for
fann, it offers the usual meanings, ranging from “kind”
via “art” to “branch.”180 Edmund Fagnan’s Additions
aux dictionnaires arabes translates the verb tafannana
as “varier le style, l’expression de la pensée,” while fann
is “métier, profession.”181
I would like to underline that colloquial Arabic, at
least Egyptian, should also be considered as an indicator of social change (even more perhaps than dictionaries of written or classical Arabic). The Egyptian
colloquial dictionary of Socrates Spiro (written in the
1890s, published in 1895), gives the verbs fannin-iftannin as “to invent, devise,” while fann is rendered as “art”
and ṣāḥib fann as “artful, skilful.”182
Regarding nineteenth-century Ottoman Turkish dictionaries, it is imperative to mention the standard work
of J. W. Redhouse (d. 1892), which was written in the
1860s (with an enlarged second edition by Charles
Wells published in 1880). For the English word “art,”
Redhouse provides the following translations: ṣanʿat,
maʿrifet, fenn, and ḥīle. For “artificial,” he gives “ṣunʿī,
muṣannaʿ,” while the word “artist” is rendered as
ressām.183 Redhouse, it is said, based his work largely
on the contemporary usage of the words. The presence
of ṣanʿat and its derivatives is natural, based on the previous occurrences of the term, but the appearance of
fenn is striking, and my only explanation is that “art”
was translated in this way because of the original “craft”
meaning of the English word; this is also supported by
Redhouse’s translation of fenn as “an art” in the phrase
hezār-fenn, “a jack-of-all-trades, a person clever at
many things.”184 The translation of “artist” as ressām,
that is, “draftsman, painter,” mirrors the primary usage
of “art” in English, where it is mostly applied to the
visual arts.
One should not overlook the French–Ottoman Turkish and Ottoman Turkish–French Dictionary (1883) by
Sami Bey (d. 1904), where fenn is “espèce,” “categorie,”
“science,” “art,” and “artifice,”185 while ṣanʿat is “art”
and “métier.”186 It would seem that in nineteenth-century European and non-European dictionaries fann
became a rival word of ṣanʿa and ṣināʿa because of its
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close association with crafts and sciences, just as alBustani had registered it in his dictionary, based on the
previous, non-lexicographical usages and perhaps as a
reflection of colloquial usage.
Non-lexicographical usages (1820s–60s)
Dictionaries were only one channel through which foreign concepts were translated into Arabic and Ottoman
Turkish. It is also necessary to consider the influence of
early nineteenth-century school reforms, as well as the
role played by administrative translators, dragomans,
travel writers, and the early Arabic and Ottoman Turkish press. Unlike in the eighteenth century, the words
used to denote art practices in Europe were increasingly
applied to art practices within the geographical area of
the Ottoman provinces, e.g., the newly established thea
ters and the Ottoman/Arab artists trained in the Western modality of pictorial traditions.
Two important Arab territories were Ottoman Syria,
where missionary schools were established (primarily
by the French, the Americans, and the British), and
Ottoman Egypt, where governor Muhammad ʿAli Pasha
(d. 1849), an Ottoman officer from Kavala, established
new schools. The influence exerted by these educational
institutions depended on whether they were primary,
secondary, or specialized schools. The Ottoman-Arab
elite of these provinces early on acquired French as a
second (and in some cases later, almost as a first) language. North African Arab-speaking territories and
French port cities (which already had a large Arab population in the nineteenth century) are beyond the scope
of this work. Here I provide the example of Egypt, with
an outlook to Istanbul.
Schools and Administration
In Muhammad ʿAli’s Egypt, primary school (al-rasmiyya) pupils were also taught in Ottoman Turkish. In the
countryside, Arabic was the language of instruction in
the kuttāb, traditional schools that taught basic religious
learning; the al-Azhar still provided graduate education.
In addition to modernizing the army, the Pasha, beginning in the 1810s, established military schools where
his Ottoman officers (who were of varying ethnic origins—Turks, Albanians, Kurds, etc.) as well as French,

Italian, and Spanish instructors (mostly ex-soldiers of
the Napoleonic era) trained the students/recruits. These
were Egyptian Arab peasants who had been conscripted
into the army (after the cruel recruitment of Sudanese
slaves proved unsuccessful).187
The educational system was enriched through the
addition of new medical and engineering schools, in
which mostly French and Italian professors taught.188
These were complemented by schools of military music,
in one of which a German professor reportedly trained
a band to play European-style music, as well as operas.189
There were also confessional schools (Catholic, Coptic,
and Jewish) and, in Alexandria, schools for the foreign
(Italian and French) communities.
The Egyptian military students were not really
exposed to the translation of European arts since their
training was rather utilitarian—although the engineers
did study drawing. The activity of the music schools was
relatively well-documented in the Ottoman Turkish
administration of Muhammad ʿAli (Dīwān al-Madāris
al-Turkī [Ottoman Turkish Administration of Schools],
in the National Archives of Egypt), but I could not find
evidence that any examination of “art” was part of the
curriculum and, if so, what words were used to describe
it.190
In addition to schools, civil and governmental societies (and institutions often under missionary influence) were established, such as the Syrian Jamʿiyya
al-Sūriyya li ’l-ʿulūm wa ’l-funūn (The Syrian Society of
Sciences and Arts, 1847), which already made a distinction between science and art in its very name.191 The
forerunners of universities in Iran and in the Ottoman
Empire—the Dār al-Funūn in Teheran (1851)192 and
the Dār al-Funūn in Istanbul (Dar ül-Fünun, first envisioned in the 1840s, but only opened in 1870)—used
fann primarily in the sense of science and branches of
knowledge,193 based on the well-established traditions
of this word in these languages.194 Sultan Mahmud II
opened many institutions of learning in the 1830s,
among them art schools such as the Müzīḳa-ı Hümāyūn
Mektebi (Imperial School of Music) with Guiseppe
Donizetti Pasha as director, 195 and the Mekteb-i
Maʿārif-i Edebiyye (School of Literary Education),
where, of course, not only French but also Arabic was
taught.196 Following earlier experiments, in 1882–83 an
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Academy of Fine Arts (Sanāyiʿ-i Nefīse Mektebi) was
opened in Istanbul, under the directorship of the
famous Osman Hamdi Bey.197 This opening signifies
the institutionalization of Western European pictorial
traditions in the Ottoman capital.198
During this time, the Egyptian ruling elite, the governor, and his family spoke Ottoman Turkish. Their
translators were usually Armenians or Greeks who
knew French and Ottoman Turkish—as well as Italian,
since in the first half of the nineteenth-century that language was more commonly used than French for commercial reasons (Italians had been in the Eastern
Mediterranean since late Byzantium; there were, moreover, political refugees from Habsburg Italy, who had
arrived in the first half of the nineteenth century).
No surprise, then, that the first book to be printed by
the Bulaq Press (established in 1822) was the already
mentioned Italian–Arabic dictionary of Don Raphaël
de Monachis. Although the press was primarily used
for military tracts (in Ottoman Turkish) and engineering publications (mostly in Arabic), numerous Ottoman Turkish poetry books were also printed. However,
Arabic adab works were only produced after the death
of Muhammad ʿAli in 1849. Based on the social composition of the elite, there was likely more demand for
books of Ottoman poetry than ones in Arabic among
the Turco-Egyptian elite; the market for Ottoman Turkish books was much larger than the one for Arabic
books (i.e., many books were exported to Izmir or Istanbul).199
Yet in the 1830s and 1840s the central administrations increasingly had to deal with “European” artistic
issues in Cairo, Alexandria, and Istanbul. There were
European music performances and theaters, as well as
(Italian) circuses; the state also had to address the concerns of European architects, painters, and decorators,
who worked primarily for the rulers’ families (in Cairo,
for the pasha; in Istanbul, for the sultan and the palace)
or were part of private businesses (in the case of theaters). More research needs to be conducted on the
activity of early nineteenth-century Ottoman translators in the central and provincial administrations and
the semantic solutions they employed in such contexts.
Beginning in the late 1830s, more and more theaters
and circuses were established in various locations of
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Istanbul, though they were concentrated primarily in
Pera/Beyoğlu. If the petitions of those who ran such
productions were written in a foreign language (usually
French or Italian), they had to be translated into Ottoman Turkish. One example is a letter in French written
by a certain Henri Houquet to Reşid Pasha in 1850 in
which he requested permission to build a theater in
Constantinople—that is, not in Pera/Beyoğlu, where the
Naum Theater already existed, but in the Old City. In
the first sentence, Houquet praises Reşid Pasha: “c’est
Vous qui avait fait fleurir les beaux arts dans la Turquie”
(It is you who made the fine arts flourish in Turkey). It
seems that in the draft of the translators of the Tercüme
Odası (Office of Translation), “les beaux arts” was initially translated as ṣanāyiʿ; this was then crossed out and
it was rendered as eşyā-ı ṣanāʿiyye (artistic things).200
With respect to Egypt in the first half of the nineteenth century, I do not yet have any data on the expressions employed for art by the provincial administration,
although I suspect that since Ottoman Turkish was the
principal language of government, ṣanʿat or one of its
derivatives was used. For instance, it would be helpful
to know how officials described the Italian theater in
Alexandria in the 1830s and the opera performances
organized for Muhammad ʿAli in the 1840s.201
Travel literature: al-Tahtawi and al-Shidyaq
Besides the state apparatus, travelers also served as conduits of intercultural exchange. Rifaʿa Rafiʿ al-Tahtawi
(d. 1874), a young sheikh of al-Azhar who later became
the grandfather of Egyptian nationalism, wrote a wellknown account of his stay in Paris as an imam of a student group from Egypt. In this work, whose abridged
title is Riḥla (Travel, written in 1830–31, published in
1834 in Bulaq, and later translated into Ottoman Turkish), al-Tahtawi describes in Arabic contemporary
French concepts and practices of law, as well as health
policies, religion, and the arts.202
Al-Tahtawi had numerous reasons for undertaking
this project. First, he may have recognized the utility of
writing a report for Muhammad ʿAli Pasha, who had
sent this group of students to Paris. Second, his sheikh
and main supporter, Hasan al-ʿAttar, had counselled
the young al-Tahtawi to record everything that he
learned while abroad.203 Third, the French Orientalists
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Silvestre de Sacy and Caussin de Perceval were both in
close contact with him and considered his description
a worthy endeavor; they thus encouraged him to write
an account in Arabic.204
Al-Tahtawi draws a distinction between ʿilm, fann,
and ṣināʿa in describing the contemporary French
model of knowledge. The most important theoretical
locus is al-Maqāla al-sādisa, al-faṣl al-awwal (essay 6,
part 1), where he writes:
The French divide human knowledge into two categories: sciences [ʿulūm] and arts [funūn]. Science [al-ʿilm]
consists of empirical knowledge, which is achieved by
evidences, while art [al-fann] is the knowledge of making [ṣināʿa] something by specific rules… As for the
arts, these are divided into intellectual arts and practical arts. The intellectual arts are those that are closest to
the sciences, as the science of eloquence and rhetoric,
the science of grammar, logic, poetry, drawing, sculpture [naḥḥāta], and music. These are the intellectual arts
because they require scientific rules. As for the practical
arts, these are the crafts. This is the classification of the
French scholars. But in our use, in general, sciences and
arts are one thing. There is a difference only between the
being of art [kawn al-fann] as an independent knowledge [ʿilm] in itself and as a tool for others.205

This is the first time, to the best of my knowledge, that
the new European concept of (intellectual/fine) art as
an independent category is explained in Arabic. It is
perfectly translated since it is not the word, but the place
of the concept in the contemporary Western European
hierarchy of meaning that is rendered. It is also worth
noting that al-Tahtawi, a well-trained young sheikh, is
very familiar with, and reflects on, the fact that in the
classical-medieval Arabic tradition there was not such
a clear distinction between the arts and sciences.
He describes special (French) arts in terms of both
theory and practice. As for his methods, when a word
is too foreign, or when he simply wants to provide his
reader with the original term, he transliterates those
words phonetically, according to the rules of Arabic.
For instance, the word “opera” becomes “al-ūbirā.”206
Al-Tahtawi also mentions ballet in connection with the
opera. He says that in general dance is fann min al-funūn
(an art of the arts) in France and remarks “that [for the
French] it seems it is a kind of gorgeous thing, not sinful.”207 As we have seen, raqṣ (dance) was not regarded

as a fann in the traditional Arabic texts I surveyed. This
appearance of fann in connection with ballet and social
dance, a truly European created artistic phenomenon,
represents the first time that that word is used to translate a specific type of (Western European) art.
Thus, based on his theoretical rendering and practical descriptions of the French arts, one might credit alTahtawi with the application of fann to the European
(specifically French) concept of “art” as opposed to “science.”
I would like to add three further remarks. First, since,
as mentioned earlier, Bochtor’s dictionary was published in 1828, during al-Tahtawi’s stay in Paris
(1826–31), it is hard to believe that it had no influence
on him or vice versa, although so far I have not found
any proof to support this supposition. Surely he was on
good terms with Caussin de Perceval, the co-author of
that dictionary.
Second, I believe that al-Tahtawi chose the word fann
precisely because of its status as an elegant, charming
(ẓarīf) ars, and because shiʿr (poetry), as a fann, was not
regarded as religious. Both are connected to adab. Since
ʿilm and ṣināʿa, and even ṣanʿa, were used in Arabic for
other specific purposes, fann was the only word available whose semantics would intersect with the then current French usage of “art.” This is a hypothesis that
needs further investigation.
Third, despite the later popularity of al-Tahtawi’s
book, it would be too hasty to believe that his translation and theoretical work immediately resulted in the
canonization of this word. As I have shown, although
“art” was already among the meanings of fann, for the
artistic meaning of “art” the terms ṣināʿa and ṣanʿa were
still used in many later dictionaries (cf. those of alBustani, Biberstein-Kazimirski, and Belot, which were
discussed earlier). Only a comparative lexicographical
investigation of nineteenth-century Arab and Ottoman
Turkish travelers’ texts will reveal what other words
travelers used to translate these concepts when they
encountered the institutions and genres of European
art.208
Another famous personality was the Maronite Christian Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq (d. 1887), who first converted to Protestantism and later became a Muslim.209
In al-Wāsiṭa fī maʿrifat aḥwāl Māliṭa (The Device for
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the Knowledge of the Manners and Customs of Malta),
published in 1836, and Kashf al-mukhabbā ʿan funūn
Urūbbā (The Unveiling of the Secrets of the Arts of
Europe),210 published in 1854, al-Shidyaq described
European arts and invented new Arabic words using
three linguistic methods: pure invention (istinbāṭ), Arabization (taʿrīb), and the application of old words for
new meanings (iḥyāʾ).211 He might have known
al-Tahtawi from the time he spent in Egypt (between
1825 and 1834), and most probably read his book as
well.
In his notes about Malta, he calls theatrical acting a
ḥirfa (craft/profession),212 and devotes one chapter to
music. 213 Al-Shidyaq first underlines that fann
al-mūsīqā was regarded as a branch of logic in some
Arabic philosophers’ works. He then compares European (i.e., French and Italian) songs with Arabic melodies.214 He consequently uses the word fann for music
in this chapter, but perhaps implies that it is a “branch”
of the sciences.
Apropos visual culture, when speaking about Bru
nelleschi and Giotto in Kashf al-mukhabbā (his travels
in England and France in the 1840s), al-Shidyaq uses
the word ṣanʿa: “the first who revived the art of carving
sculptures was Brunelleschi, while Giotto was celebrated in painting” (awwal man aḥyā ṣanʿa naqr
al-tamāthīl Brunelleschi wa kān Giotto nabihān fī
taṣwīr).215 Al-Shidyaq did not use the word fann in connection with the European visual arts, but most probably followed the Ottoman Turkish model of ṣanʿat,
unlike the Azhar-educated al-Tahtawi.
In the 1840s, the Lebanese-Syrian doctor Mikhaʾil
Mushaqa/Mishaqa (d. 1888)216 wrote a book on music
that was left in manuscript form for decades (though its
English translation was published in 1847, it was not
printed in Arabic until 1899).217 In it, he reaches back
to the medieval Arabic understanding of music: “Music
is one of the exact sciences, from the branch of natural
knowledge (Physics). It is a craft/science (ṣināʿa).”218
Nonetheless, he also uses the expressions fann al-ṭarb
and fann al-mūsīqā,219 and variously refers to music as
al-ṣināʿa and al-fann. This also convincingly demonstrates that despite al-Tahtawi’s use of fann, and his
pathbreaking role in many other aspects as well, the lexicographic and popular canonization of fann was a long
process in Arabic. In this, the role of the early Arabic
press was crucial.
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The Arabic Press
In the early public dissemination of “art,” of particular
interest are the following Arabic journals that appeared
prior to 1876, the year when al-Ahrām began publication: al-Waqāʾiʿ al-Miṣriyya (Cairo/Bulaq, 1828),
Ḥadīqat al-akhbār (Beirut, 1858), Nafīr sūriyya (1860,
Beirut), al-Jawāʾib (Istanbul, 1861), Wādī al-Nīl (Cairo,
1867), Nuzhat al-afkār (Cairo, 1869), al-Janna (Beirut,
1870), al-Jinān (Beirut, 1870), Rawḍat al-madāris
al-Miṣriyya (Cairo, 1870), Thamarāt al-funūn (Beirut,
1874), and Rawḍat al-Akhbār (Cairo, 1874). The Ottoman Turkish press of the same period is richer, and
most likely exercised a certain influence on the Arabic
press. For instance, one of the first Ottoman journals,
Taḳvīm-i Veḳāyiʿ (Taqwīm-i Waqāʾiʿ, 1832), regularly
contained a section entitled Fünūn (Funūn), in which
new books were announced and poems, linguistic
issues, and scientific news were printed.
The most important early Arabic cultural magazine
was Wādī al-Nīl, of which only three volumes (those
from 1869, 1870, and 1871) have survived. It was under
the direction of the remarkable Abu ’l-Suʿud Effendi,
and on its title page it carried a slogan alluding to and
reviving al-Ibshihi’s literary compilation from the fifteenth century, al-Mustaṭraf fī kull fann mustaẓraf,
which was discussed earlier (fig. 1).
The journal Wādī al-Nīl also made a distinction
between different kinds of information, advertising
itself as an “Egyptian national220 weekly—political, scientific, literary—commercial, industrial, agricultural”221
(ṣaḥīfa ahliyya Miṣriyya usbūʿiyya—siyāsiyya, ʿilmiyya,
adabiyya—tijāriyya, ṣināʿiyya, zirāʿiyya). The choice to
use al-Ibshihi’s title as a slogan and to separate politics,
science, and adab from commerce, industry, and agriculture reflects a new type of classification of knowledge
via the repository of medieval Arabic traditions mixed
with contemporary European classification.
The editors also wrote about theater and opera but
more or less understood “art” as adab, now considered
to mean amusing literature: a section entitled Mawādd
ʿilmiyya wa-niqāt adabiyya (Scientific materials and
entertaining literary remarks) included poems, a treatise on modern agriculture (translated from the French),
parts of a history of commerce (from the Italian), and
an introduction/catalogue to the Egyptian Museum
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Fig. 1. Title page of Wādī al-Nīl 3, 1 (11 Muharram 1286 [April 23, 1869]). La Bibliothèque de l’Institut dominicain d’Études
orientales, Cairo. (Photo: Adam Mestyan)
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(al-Antīqa-khāna al-Khidīwiyya [The Khedival
Museum]) by August Mariette entitled Furjat al-mutafarrij (The Pleasure of the Spectator) in the Arabic
translation by Abu ’l-Suʿud Effendi.222
This last piece is of particular importance since it was
the first time that detailed descriptions providing the
French perspective on ancient Egyptian sculptures were
presented to the Arab public in Arabic. Mariette specifically wrote this catalogue for an Egyptian audience.223
Although this work needs to be thoroughly researched
and analyzed, I have so far not found the word fann in
it —only the phrases al-āthār al-jamīl224 and al-āthār
al-fakhīma,225 which might be the translation of the
French “oeuvre d’art” and also reflect the contemporary
Ottoman Turkish usage. Unfortunately, the French
original has not yet been identified; it may perhaps
remain only in manuscript form.
One must note, however, that every issue of Wādī
al-Nīl contained a part of an edited medieval Arabic
book, thus echoing the practices of European Orientalists, who privileged medieval texts over contemporaneous ones. (At the same time, Wādī al-Nīl also regularly
published train timetables and ticket prices.) It might
be said that this journal was the first attempt in Egypt
to preserve the knowledge and traditions of the medieval Muslim/Arab sciences while at the same time
enriching them with the contemporary European sciences and arts (?) within the same framework in Arabic.
The real popularization of fann as “art” for a wide
readership and in a more and more canonized form in
the Egyptian Arabic press starts in the 1880s. An 1884
article in al-Ahrām (Alexandria, 1876) about a new
Arab theater group mentions that in the play “the actors
enriched the acting with all kinds of sophisticated art”
(tafannana al-mumaththilūn bi ’l-tamthīl kull tafannun).226 Yet the journal used the expression al-funūn
al-sharqiyya for “Orientalist sciences” in a report about
the Orientalist Congress in Vienna in 1886.227 Even
later, in an article from 1891, the expression fann
al-tamthīl228 is found in the sense of “art of acting,”
though one might argue that al-fann al-tamthīlī rather
signified the concept of art in its entirety.
As for the visual arts, in 1887 an essay entitled
“al-Funūn al-jamīla,”229 appeared in the monthly scien
tific journal al-Muqtaṭaf (published first in Beirut and
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later in Cairo). In this article, Ahmad Fahmi, who was
a member of a student mission sent to Paris to study at
the École des Beaux-Arts, treats the “beaux arts” from
a theoretical perspective in Arabic. Fahmi connects the
arts and sciences to civilization and modernity230 and
says: “there is no word which causes more disagreement
in its philosophical definition and of which opinions
could be more diverse than ‘art’ [al-fann].”231 This sentence clearly shows an already canonized usage of fann.
Fahmi cites d’Alembert (the philosopher and editor
of the great Encyclopédie, d. 1783) and presents a
(French?) classification of the sciences and the arts. The
first overarching category is al-funūn al-badaniyya (the
physical crafts, which are connected to nature, such as
agriculture). It has two branches: al-funūn al-ṣināʿiyya
(here mechanical arts, such as photography and lithography) and al-funūn al-yadiyya (handicrafts, such as the
works of a goldsmith). The second overarching category
is al-funūn al-ʿaqliyya (intellectual arts—the products
of thinking and imagination) and it, too, has two
branches: one (without a name) is that which needs only
the intellect, such as grammar, while the other is
al-funūn al-jamīla, “fine arts,” which “need the intellect
and sensations/emotions [ḥawās] at the same time.” The
latter has two further branches, the “arts of the voice”
(ṣawtī), such as poetry and music, and the “arts of drawing” (rasmī), such as sculpture and painting.232 According to Shaw, only two years later, in 1889, similar
explanations of art were published in Ottoman Turkish, by Abdülhalim Memduh in the journal Muḥīṭ and
by Mahmud Esad in his book on the history of art
(Tāʾrīḫ-i Ṣanāyi).233
The literary and artistic output of Arab artists of the
1880s and 1890s234 signaled the full blossoming of the
“cultural revival” known in Arabic as the Nahḍa, in
which globalized concepts were negotiated, appropriated, or reevaluated, producing new types of works of
art.
CONCLUSION
In the earliest Arabic lexicographical entries, fann had
a wide semantic field (in the sense of “kind, branch”)
that is still retained today in Modern Standard Arabic.
Later medieval Arabic dictionaries register some new
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derivatives with new meanings, such as “ornamentation,” but it is only in the nineteenth century that fann
is connected to knowledge/crafts in al-Bustani’s dictionary.
In its non-lexicographical usages, the tradition of
calling the genres of poetry funūn intersected with the
custom among tenth-century intellectuals of also referring to the Neo-Platonic system of sciences as funūn (in
the sense of branches of knowledge), resulting in a
metonymy according to which fann acquired the meanings “science, ars, art, craft.” In the case of poetry (which
was a fann in the sciences and a type of scholarship),
the words ṣināʿa and fann were used interchangeably.
Yet fann acquired a plurality of meanings.
From the fifteenth century onwards, ṣināʿat and
mostly ṣanʿat were used in Ottoman Turkish and Persian to denote a creative expression in the form of a
beautiful work, principally in connection with the visual
arts and architecture. In Arabic, this meaning was
rather attached to poetry and adab, the arts of elegant
behavior. Fann became the word used for these arts and
was associated with the concept of the ẓarīf, an elegant
and witty gentleman.
Thus, nineteenth-century European and non-European dictionaries employed both words (fann and
ṣināʿa/ṣanʿa) in reference to “art,” with slightly different meanings. It is in Bochtor and Caussin de Perceval’s dictionary published in 1828 that fann appeared on
its own in the meaning of “art, craft.” Two years later,
al-Tahtawi used fann in the Western European sense of
art (via French) as an independent knowledge that had
both practical and theoretical dimensions. He was, consequently, the first one to translate into Arabic the
Western European (in this case, particularly French)
concept of art. The word fann was transported from the
field of poetry/adab in order to denote also the visual
and the performative arts.
However, various factors have to be taken into consideration for the canonization of the word fann as art.
First is the influence of Ottoman Turkish on nineteenth-century Arabic and ṣanʿat as a rival word. More
studies are needed on the exact relationship between
nineteenth-century Arabic and Ottoman Turkish in
order to determine the scope of the interplay between
the two languages, not to mention earlier interactions.

Second, education and administration should be
investigated more deeply as institutions that were conduits for new concepts and sometimes vehicles of cultural colonization. Comparative studies of Ottoman
Turkish, Persian, and Arabic art education in the nineteenth century would perhaps reveal both the theoretical transformation and the effect of “art” as it related
to the public sphere and social change. From this point
of view, Ottoman Turkish soldier-painters and their
schools are crucial, since this was where some of the
early Arab painters were also trained,235 not to mention
late nineteenth-century Ottoman Turkish and Ottoman
Armenian painters.236
Third, the early Arab press is highly important, as it
provided the Arabic-speaking public with a venue in
which to discuss and negotiate the exact usages of words
and concepts. In this regard, it can be said that the real
canonization of fann started only in the 1880s in the
Egyptian and Lebanese–Syrian press.
Almost all the nineteenth-century translators made
use of the Arabic/Ottoman Turkish/Persian mixed cultural heritage as a continuous reference, even if they
were ethnically Greeks, Armenians, or Copts. This is
most obvious in the case of Egyptian Arabs and the
journal Wādī al-Nīl making use of the fann ẓarīf tradition. Yet one might add that while ṣanʿat in Ottoman
Turkish was connected to the visual arts, in Arabic fann
was instead associated with literary types of knowledge.
Thus, the history of fann is of central importance for
the study of the Nahḍa, the Arab renewal.
History Department
Central European University, Budapest
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li-mā dhahaba min al-ʿArab shamaṭīṭ, 4 vols. (Cairo:
al-Hayʾat al-Qawmiyyat al-ʿAmma li ’l-Kitāb, 1977–80
[repr. of the 1301 (1884) ed. of al-Maṭbaʿat al-Amīriyya]),
4:252.
C. Brockelmann, EI2, s.v. “Muḥammad Murtaḍā.”
Muḥammad Murtaḍā al-Ḥusaynī al-Zabīdī, Tāj al-ʿarūs
min jawāhir al-Qāmūs, 40 vols. (Kuwait: Maṭbaʿat Ḥukūmat
al-Kuwayt, 1965–2001), 35:515–21.
See the section below entitled “Fann as sophisticated knowledge.”
Buṭrus al-Bustānī, Muḥīṭ al-muḥīṭ (Beirut: Maktabat
Lubnān, 1983), 703.
See the section below on “Non-lexicographical usages
(1820s–60s).”
Al-Khalīl, Kitāb al-ʿAyn, 1:304–5.
Lane, An Arabic–English Lexicon, 4:1732–1735.
Al-Jawharī, Ṣiḥāḥ, 3:1245–1246.
Al-Zamakhsharī, Asās al-balāgha, 431–32.
Al-Kāshgarī, Compendium of the Turkic Dialects, 1:95.
Al-Zamakhsarī, Samachscharii Lexicon, 180.
No new meanings are provided in the Lisān al-ʿArab,
al-Qāmūs al-muḥīṭ and Tāj al-ʿarūs. Ibn Manẓūr, Lisān
al-ʿArab, 4:2508; al-Fīrūzābādī, al-Qāmūs al-muḥīṭ, 3:50–
51; al-Zabīdi, Tāj al-ʿarūs, 21:363–77.
A. Ghabin, EI2, s.v. “Ṣināʿa.”
Al-Bustānī, Muḥīṭ al-muḥīṭ, 520.
Lidia Bettini, Encyclopaedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics, ed. Kees Versteegh (Leiden: Brill, 2006–9), s.v.
“Mutarādif.”
Entries on fann are not found in the following works: ʿAbd
al-Malik b. Qurayb al-Aṣmaʿī, Mā ikhtalafat alfāẓu-hu waittafaqat maʿānī-hu (Damascus: Dār al-Fikr, 1987); Abū
Hilāl al-ʿAskarī, al-Furūq al-lughawiyya (Cairo: Dār al-ʿIlm
wa ’l-Thaqāfa, 1998); Aḥmad ibn Yaḥya Thaʿlab, Majālis
Thaʿlab (internet ed., PDF by www.al-mostafa.com).
Al-ʿAskarī, al-Furūq al-lughawiyya, 135.
There is an enlarged, modernized, and thus altered Lebanese edition: Muḥammad Aʿlā ibn ʿAlī al-Tahānawī,
Mawsūʿat kashshāf iṣṭilāḥāt al-funūn wa ’l-ʿulūm = Encyclopaedia of Artistic and Scientific Terminology (Beirut:
Librairie du Liban Publishers, 1996). It is characteristic
that the original title was changed because funūn in the
original meant “sciences,” but today is used in opposition
to ʿulūm (meaning “sciences”). Although I checked this
edition, too, I used another one: Muḥammad ʿAlī al-Fārūqī
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al-Tahānawī, Kashshāf iṣṭilāhāt al-funūn, 4 parts in 2 vols.
(Cairo: al-Muʾassasa al-Miṣriyya al-ʿĀmma li ’l-Taʾlīf
wa ’l-Tarjama wa ’l-Ṭibaʿa wa ’l-Nashr, 1963–77, unfinished). In his introduction, al-Tahanawi used fann in several senses, at one point employing funūn and ʿulūm separately, but here they are instead synonyms. He also says
that he arranged his book into two fanns, “one fann for the
Arabic and one fann for the Persian expressions.” In this
sentence, fann means simply “part”: al-Tahānawī, Kashshāf
(Cairo ed.), 1:1–2.
Al-Tahānawī, Kashshāf (Cairo ed.), 2:4, 235–36.
See the section below entitled “Fann as sophisticated knowledge.”
In this section, to facilitate the research, I in some cases
used the online database of the al-Warraq website,
www.alwaraq.com. However, I verified every result in a printed
edition of the book; thus, the references are given here according to those printed versions. If there was any discrepancy,
I always gave preference to the printed material.
The first philologists, such as Abu Saʿid ʿAbd al-Malik b.
Qurayb al-Asmaʿi (d. 831), prepared vocabulary lists of
Bedouin words for the needs of the urban scholar: Carter,
“Arabic Lexicography,” 106.
Cf. the introduction of al-Khalīl, Kitāb al-ʿAyn, 1:47:
“Arāda an taʿrifa bi-hi al-ʿArab fī ashʿāri-hā wa-amthāli-hā
wa-mukhāṭibāti-hā.” See Haywood, Arabic Lexicography,
28, for his translation of the Baghdad manuscript: “His aim
was that through it the Arabs should be known through
their poetry, proverbs, and discourse, in an unequivocal
manner.”
Nichomachus of Gerasa, Kitāb al-Madkhal ilā ʿilm al-ʿadad,
11.
Ricardus Hoche, Nichomachi Geraseni Pythagorei: Introductionis Arithmeticae Libri II. (Leipzig: B. G. Teubneri,
1866), 6.
Nichomachus of Gerasa, Kitāb al-Madkhal ilā ʿilm al-ʿadad,
14.
R. Rashed and R. Morelon, EI2, s.v. “Muḥammad Thābit b.
Qurra.”
Elaheh Kheirandish, “Organizing Scientific Knowledge: The
‘Mixed’ Sciences in Early Classifications,” in Organizing
Knowledge: Encyclopaedic Activities in the Pre-EighteenthCentury Islamic World, ed. Gerhard Endress (Leiden: Brill,
2006), 149–50.
ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Badawī, Arisṭūṭālīs: Fann al-shiʿr
(Beirut: Dār al-Thaqāfa, 1973).
For the difficulties in tracing the previous translations
by Yaḥyā b. ʿAdī or Isḥāq b. Ḥunayn and the question of
al-Kindi’s translation, see ibid., 50–53.
Ibid., 198.
Al-Badawī, Arisṭūṭālīs: Fann al-shiʿr, 161. Cf. Dimitri Gutas,
“The Greek and Persian Background of Early Arabic Encyclopaedism,” in Endress, Organizing Knowledge, 91–101,
at 95.
Al-Badawī, Arisṭūṭālīs: Fann al-shiʿr, 201.
Kristaller, “Modern System of Arts I,” 498–99.
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Yet one must note that al-Badawi naturally uses the title
Fann al-shiʿr as the modern title of the whole collection.
A. Arazi, EI2, s.v. “Shiʿr.”
Gerhard Endress, “The Cycle of Knowledge: Intellectual
Traditions and Encyclopaedias of the Rational Sciences in
Arabic–Islamic Hellenism,” in Endress, Organizing Knowledge, 103–33, at 105.
Necipoğlu, “L’idée de décor,” 11; Behrens-Abouseif, Beauty
in Arabic Culture, 22, 37, 107.
Sheila S. Blair and Jonathan M. Bloom, “The Mirage of
Islamic Art: Reflections on the Study of an Unwieldy Field,”
Art Bulletin 85, 1 (March 2003): 171.
Arazi, EI2, s.v. “Shiʿr.” See the section below entitled “Fann
as sophisticated knowledge.”
Proceedings of the conference “The Making and Reception
of Painting in the Pre-Modern Islamic World,” held at the
Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture at Harvard
University (May 1999), ed. David J. Roxburgh, Muqarnas
17 (2000).
Literature on Arabic, Persian, Ottoman Turkish, or “Is
lamic” calligraphy is abundant; among the most important works are those by Yasser Tabaa, Sheila Blair, Irene A.
Bierman, and Estella Whelan.
Roxburgh, Prefacing the Image, 213, and glossary.
It is perhaps telling that in the online library of al-Warraq
(www.alwaraq.net), the search for fann al-khaṭṭ did not
produce any result, but fann al-kitāba is found in nineteen
books. Compare this to ṣināʿat al-khaṭṭ (eleven results) and
ṣināʿat al-kitāba (102 results in fifty books). Of course, the
collection of al-Warraq is restricted and such an inquiry
can always be misleading.
Necipoğlu, “L’idée de décor,” 15.
Mimar Sinan, Sinan’s Autobiographies: Five Sixteenth-Century Texts, ed. and trans. Howard Crane and Esra Akın,
with an introd. by Gülru Necipoğlu (Leiden: Brill, 2006).
Sanʿat is rendered as “art” in the English translations: ibid.,
66, 75, 91 (as God’s art [craft]), 115, 118, 125, 131, 132. It
must be noted that for some reason the majority of the
occurrences of ṣanʿat are to be found in the lyrical parts of
the text.
I follow here Crane and Akın’s transliteration and transcription: Crane and Akın, Sinan’s Autobiographies, 59
(English translation), 62 (transcription), and 419 (2b in
facsimile).
Ibid., 120 (translation), 146 (transliteration), 534 (7a in
facsimile).
The letter of the royal architect Ilyas to Sultan Murad III,
dated 1589, uses the expression “binā[-ı] ʿilm.” As quoted
in Necipoğlu, Age of Sinan, 124.
See the section below on “Fann in the Nineteenth Century.”
Crane and Akın, Sinan’s Autobiographies, 74 (translation),
85 (transcription), 441 (13b in facsimile).
Ibid., 91 (translation), 104 (transcription), 482 (8a in facsimile).
Ibid., 118 (translation), 145 (transcription), 532 (5b in facsimile).
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Ibid., 131 (translation), 156 (transcription), 551 (15b in
facsimile).
Necipoğlu, “L’idée de décor,” 15.
Roxburgh, Prefacing the Image, 107–8.
Ibid., 213–15.
For instance, there are numerous later copies of Sinan’s
autobiographies preserved in Cairo. Gülru Necipoğlu,
“Preface,” in Crane and Akın, Sinan’s Autobiographies, xiv.
Necipoğlu, Age of Sinan, 135–47, esp. on Sinan’s and contemporary concepts about architecture.
Cafer Efendi, Risāle-i Miʿmāriyye: An Early SeventeenthCentury Ottoman Treatise on Architecture, trans. Howard
Crane (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1987), 31 (16v in the facsimile).
Ibid., 96–97 (78v in the facsimile).
Shaw, Ottoman Painting, 119–21.
Arazi, EI2, s.v. “Shiʿr.”
Li ’l-shiʿr ṣināʿa wa-thaqāfa yaʿrifu-hā ahl al-ʿilm ka-sāʾir
aṣnāf al-ʿilm wa ’l-ṣināʿāt min-hā mā tathqafu-hu al-ʿayn
wa-min-hā mā tathqafu-hu al-udhn wa-min-hā mā
tathqafu-hu al-yad wa-min-hā mā tathqafu-hu al-lisān.
Muḥammad b. Sallām al-Jumahī, Ṭabaqāt al-shuʿarāʾ, ed.
Joseph Hell (Leiden: Brill, 1916), 3. Cf. the critical edition:
Muḥammad b. Sallām al-Jumaḥī, Ṭabaqāt fuḥūl al-shuʿarāʾ,
ed. Maḥmūd Muḥammad Shākir (Cairo: Dār al-Maʿārif
li ’l-Ṭibāʿa wa ’l-Nashr, 1952), 6. Rina Drory translated this
opening passage in the following manner: “In poetry there
is a kind of professional knowledge (sina’a, skill, techne as
in Greek philosophy), which only its possessors recognize,
just as is the case with other types of knowledge and in other
professions like occupations which require keenness of the
eye, the ear, the hand or the tongue.” Drory did not draw a
distinction between ṣināʿa and thaqāfa. Rina Drory, “The
Abbasid Construction of the Jahiliyya: Cultural Authority
in the Making,” Studia Islamica 83 (1996): 33–49, at 45.
Abu ’l-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī, Kitāb al-Aghānī, 24 vols. (Cairo:
Dār al-Kutub al-Miṣriyya [various publishers], 1927–74),
10:69. Ṣanʿa as a verb in the sense of “composing poetry” is
found in numerous places of al-Isfahani’s work: one might
say that this is the verb that signified composing poetry, in
connection, for instance, with Ishaq b. Ibrahim, who made
a ṣawt so beautiful that it surprised the Caliph al-Muʿtasim:
al-Iṣfahānī, Kitāb al-Aghānī, 5:417.
Arazi, EI2, s.v. “Shiʿr.”
Drory, “Abbasid Construction of the Jahiliyya,” 44.
Gutas, “Greek and Persian Background,” 91.
One reason is the already present “multiple traditions.”
Endress, “Cycle of Knowledge,” 106.
Ibid., 116–17.
Among his teachers were Yahya b. ʿAdi (a disciple of al-Farabi and Matta b. Yunus) and al-Sijistani (another disciple of
Matta b. Yunus): Ibrahim Keilani, Abū Ḥayyān al-Tawḥīdī:
Essayiste arabe du IVe s. de l’Hégire (Xe s.); Introduction
à son oeuvre (Beirut: Institut français de Damas, 1950),
22–23. Cf. S. M. Stern, EI2, s.v. “Abū Ḥayyān al-Tawhīdī”;
Endress, “Cycle of Knowledge,” 112–13.
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117. Abū Ḥayyān al-Tawhīdī, Kitāb al-Imtāʿ wa ’l-muʾānasa, 3
pts. in 1 vol. (Beirut: Manshūrāt Dār Maktabat al-Ḥayāt,
1966), pt. 2, p. 70.
118. However, al-Tawhīdī has his own classification of sciences,
known as the Risāla fi ’l-ʿulūm.
119. Abū Ḥāmid al-Ghazālī, Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-dīn (Beirut: Dār
al-Ṣādir, 2000).
120. Ibn Khaldūn, Muqaddimat Ibn Khaldūn, ed. ʿAlī ʿAbd
al-Wāḥid al-Wāfī (Cairo: Dār Nahḍat Miṣr, 1981), 1277.
121. See the section below entitled “Fann as sophisticated knowledge.”
122. Al-Jumaḥī, Ṭabaqāt al-shuʿarāʾ (Leiden, 1916), 18;
al-Jumaḥī, Ṭabaqāt fuḥūl al-shuʿarāʾ (Cairo, 1952), 54.
123. Al-Iṣfahānī, Kitāb al-Aghānī, 2:157.
124. Cf. R. Jacobi, EI2, s.v. “Nasīb.”
125. Al-Iṣfahānī, Kitāb al-Aghānī, 9:109.
126. Abū Manṣūr ʿAbd al-Malik al-Thaʿālibī al-Nīsābūrī, Yatīmat
al-dahr fī maḥāsin ahl al-ʿaṣr, 5 vols. (Beirut: Dār al-Kutub
al-ʿIlmiyya, 1983), 4:132.
127. Shahāb al-Dīn Muḥammad b. Aḥmad al-Ibshīhī,
al-Mustaṭraf fī kull fann mustaẓraf (Beirut: Dār al-Maktabat
al-Ḥayāt, 1988). For the difficulties in translating the title,
see the section entitled “Fann as sophisticated knowledge.”
128. Ibid., 210.
129. Kātib Çelebi, Kitāb Kashf al-ẓunūn ʿan asāmī al-kutub
wa ’l-funūn, 2 vols. (Beirut: Dār Ihyāʾ al-Turāth al-ʿArabī,
n.d. [orig. pub. Beirut: Maarıf Matbaası, 1941]), 2:1079.
130. Al-Nuwayrī, Nihāyat al-arab fī funūn al-adab, 2nd ed., 33
vols. (Cairo: Dār al-Kutub al-Miṣriyya, 1929).
131. Ibid., 1:2–3.
132. One may argue that fann was already being used in this
sense in the twelfth century, by religious scholars such
as Ibn al-Jawzi. His work Funūn al-afnān fī ʿuyūn ʿulūm
al-Qurʾān uses the expression in the title, though here it is
still rather a metaphor for the diversity of topics concerning the sciences in the Koran rather than a reference to
fixed fields of knowledge, based on the custom of giving
playful titles. Different manuscripts give different titles:
see the wonderful introduction of Ḥasan Ḍiyāʾ al-Dīn ʿItr
in Abū al-Faraj ʿAbd al-Raḥmān ibn ʿAlī Ibn Jawzī, Funūn
al-afnān fī ʿuyūn ʿulūm al-Qurʾān (Beirut: Dār al-Bashāʾir
al-Islāmiyya, 1987), 121–24.
133. Al-Ibshīhī, al-Musṭatraf fī kull fann mustaẓraf, 1.
134. Behrens-Abouseif, Beauty in Arabic Culture, 85–86.
135. Federico Corriente, A Dictionary of Andalusi Arabic
(Leiden: Brill, 1997), s.v. “f-n-n.”
136. Al-Tahānawī, Kashshāf (Cairo ed.), 1:1, 3–76.
137. See the section above on “Ṣ-n-ʿ as craft/knowledge/art.”
138. Al-Zabīdī, Tāj al-ʿarūs, 1:2.
139. Ibid., 1:3.
140. O. Wright, EI2, s.v. “Mūsīqī.”
141. Behrens-Abouseif, Beauty in Arabic Culture, 73–77.
142. The most cited criticism is that of Ibn Taymiyya, Kitāb
al-Samāʿ wa ’l-raqṣ = Musique et danse selon Ibn Taymiyya, le livre du Samâʿ et de la danse, compilé par le Shaykh
Muhammad al-Manbijī, trans. and ed. Jean R. Michot
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(Paris: J. Vrin, 1991). Cf. also Ibn Taymiyya’s Fatāwā, or
Ibn al-Jawzī in his Talbīs Iblīs. For the rich literature written
in favor of samāʿ, see J. During, EI2, s.v. “Samāʿ.”
Ibn ʿArabī, Futūḥāt al-Makkiyya, 4 vols. (Cairo: Dār
al-Kutub al-ʿArabiyya al-Kubrā, 1911), 3:501 and 4:330
(“awwal ʿilm ḥaṣala li ’l-ʿālam bi-Allāh ʿilm al-samāʿ
bi ’l-īqāʿ min Allāh”).
Wright, EI2, s.v. “Mūsīqī.”
Ibn Naṣr al-Fārābī, Ārāʾ ahl al-madīna al-fāḍila
wa-muḍāddātu-hā (Beirut: Dār Maktabat al-Hilāl, 1995),
135.
Ibn Sīnā, al-Shifāʾ, 22 pts. in 10 vols. (Cairo: al-Maṭbaʿa
al-Amīriyya, 1952), vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 184 (al-Mantiq-alMaqūlāt, al-Maqāla al-Khāmisa, Faṣl al-Thālith).
Katib Çelebi, Kitāb Kashf al-ẓunūn, 1:16 and 1:911.
Suna Suner, “Of Messengers, Messages and Memoirs:
Opera and the Eighteenth-Century Sefāretnāmes,” unpublished paper given at the conference “Musical Societies
and Politics: Ottoman and Early Republican Turkey in Its
European Context,” European University Institute, Florence, and Boğaziçi University, Istanbul, held at Boğaziçi
University, October 29–31, 2009.
Such research is now being conducted by Suna Suner, who
is currently working on this topic in the Don Juan Archive
of Vienna. The latest Turkish publication is by Hasan Korkut, Osmanlı Elçileri Gözüyle Avrupa (Istanbul: GökkubbeBilimevi Basın Yayın, 2007).
Quoted in Naẓariyyāt al-masraḥ (Theories of Theater),
ed. Muḥammad Kāmil al-Khaṭīb (Damascus: Manshūrāt
Wizārat al-Thaqāfa, 1994), 13.
Nermin Menemencioğlu, “The Ottoman Theatre 1839–
1923,” Bulletin of the British Society for Middle Eastern
Studies 10, 1 (1983): 48–58, at 49. Namık Sinan Turan and
Ayşegül Komşuoğlu, “From Empire to the Republic: The
Western Music Tradition and the Perception of Opera,”
International Journal of Turcologica, 2, 3 (2007): 7–31, at
12.
Menemencioğlu, “Ottoman Theatre”; Turan and
Komşuoğlu, “From Empire to the Republic,” 10. Cf. Metin
And, A History of Theatre and Popular Entertainment in
Turkey (Ankara: Forum Yayınları, 1963–64). For an introduction, see Esin Ulu, “The First Operatic Activities in
Istanbul,” Istanbul, 1, 2 (1993): 109–15.
Shaw, Ottoman Painting, 119.
“Maṣdar bi-maʿnā ’l-ʿilm [...] wa-ʿinda ’l-ahl al-ʿArabiyya
kalām yuqṣad bi-hi ’l-wazn wa ’l-taqfiyya” (It is a verbal
noun in the meaning of science/knowledge […] it is used as
an expression in the sense of poetic measure and rhyming
by those who speak Arabic): al-Bustānī, Muḥīṭ al-muḥīṭ,
468.
Jacobus Golius, Lexicon Arabico-Latinum: Contextum ex
Probatioribus Orientis Lexicographis; Accedit index latinus
copiosissimus qui lexici latino-arabici vicem explere possit
(Lugduni Batavorum: Typis Bonaventurae & Abrahami
Elseviriorum, Prostant Amstelodami apud Johannem Janssonium, 1653).
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156. For some reason, Haywood says that Golius worked on the
basis of the al-Qāmūs (J. Haywood, EI2, s.v. “Qāmūs”), but I
did not find any evidence pointing to this in the copy I consulted. Golius says he mainly used the Ṣiḥāh of al-Jawhari,
indicated with a Gi. in the text.
157. Golius, Lexicon, 1824–25. Of course, Golius also gives the
various derivatives, such as finn, fanan, fannān, funna,
tafnīn, etc., but I did not consider these here.
158. Ibid., 495.
159. Ibid., 599.
160. Ibid., 1385.
161. Ibid., 1438.
162. Ibid., 1437.
163. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Freytag, Lexicon Arabico–Latinum ex Opere Suo Maiore in Usum Tironum Excerptum
(Halle: Schwetschke et Filium, 1837), 481.
164. J. F. Ruphy, Dictionnaire abrégé françois–arabe: À l’usage
de ceux qui se destinent au commerce du Levant (Paris:
L’Imprimerie de la République, 1802), 12.
165. Don Raphaël de Monachis, Dizionario italiano e arabo, che
contiene in succinto tutti i vocaboli che sono più in uso e più
necessari per imparar a parlare le due lingue correttamente
= Qāmūs Iṭāliyānī wa-ʿArabī yataḍamman bi ’l-ikhtiṣār kull
al-alfāẓ al-ḥārī bi-hā al-ʿāda wa ’l-alzam li-taʿlīm al-kalām
wa ’l-mafhūmiyyat al-lughatayn ʿala ’l-ṣaḥīḥ wa-qad
yuqassim ilā qismayn (Bulaq, 1822 [1238]), 28. The author
(d. 1831) was professor of Arabic at the École des Langues
orientales. Cf. P. C. Sadgrove, Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature, 2 vols., ed. Julie Scott Meisami and Paul Starkey
(London: Routledge, 1998), s.v. “Zakhūr, Père Rufāʾīl.”
166. Ibid., 239.
167. Ellious Bochtor, Dictionnaire français–arabe, revue et augmenté par A. Caussin de Perceval (Paris: Firmin Didot,
1828), 58. I am particularly grateful to the anonymous
reviewer of Muqarnas for both this important suggestion
and the reference.
168. In the fourth edition of Bochtor’s dictionary (Paris: Librairie Firmin Diderot Frères, 1869), 57.
169. Alain Silvera, “The First Student Mission to France under
Muhammad Ali,” in Modern Egypt: Studies in Politics and
Society, ed. Elie Kedourie and Sylvia G. Haim (London:
Frank Cass, 1980), 1–19, at 10.
170. Bochtor, Dictionnaire, preface (4th ed. [1869]), page i.
171. Ibid.
172. Ibid., page ij.
173. Alexandre Handjéri, Dictionnaire français–arabe–persan et
turc: Enrichi d’examples en langue turque avec des variantes,
et de beaucoup de mots d’arts et des sciences, 2 pts. in 1 vol.
(Moscow: Imprimerie de l’Université impériale, 1840–41),
1:153.
174. Ibid., 1:157.
175. [Anonymous], Dictionnaire français–arabe (Beirut:
Imprimerie Catholique, 1857), 43–44.
176. Albert de Biberstein-Kazimirski, Dictionnaire arabe–
français, contenant toutes les racines de la langue arabe,
leurs dérivés, tant dans l’idiome vulgaire que dans l’idiome
littéral, ainsi que les dialectes d’Alger et de Maroc, 2 vols.
(Paris: Maisonneuve, 1860), 1:1375–1377.

177. Ibid., 2:636.
178. Reinhart Dozy, Supplément aux dictionnaires arabes, 2nd
ed., 2 vols. (Leiden: Brill; Paris: Maisonneuve Frères, 1927
[orig. pub. 1877–81]), 2:283.
179. P. J-B. Belot, Dictionnaire français–arabe, 2 vols. (Beirut:
Imprimerie Catholique, 1890), 1:73.
180. Habib Anthony Salmoné, An Advanced Learner’s Arabic–
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221. The earliest surviving copy of Wādī al-Nīl is dated
April 23, 1869 (11 Muharram 1286)—I quote the title page
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“Invocation of Abu ’l-Suʿud” in Furjat al-mutafarrij, which
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Mariette emphasizes “j’offre aux visiteurs indigènes du
Musée un Catalogue écrit pour eux.” Mariette, Une visite,
n.p.
Wādī al-Nīl, July 2, 1869, 336. Colla notes that by this time
athār had acquired “the technical meaning” of “antiquities”
in Arabic. Colla, Conflicted Antiquities, 128. Yet, as we have
seen, athār was in use much earlier in Ottoman Turkish in
an artistic context. I have no data as to whether Abu ’l-Suʿud
knew Ottoman Turkish, but it is likely that he was very
much exposed to it, having served in the administration of
the Egyptian pashas.
Wādī al-Nīl, September 23, 1869, 685.
Al-Ahrām, October 27, 1884.
Al-Ahrām, November 12 and 23, and December 1, 1886.
Al-Ahrām, May 22, 1891.
Aḥmad Afandī Fahmī, “Al-funūn al-jamīla,” Al-Muqtaṭaf
(February 1887): 260–65.
Ibid., 263–64.
Ibid., 264.
Ibid., 264–65.
Shaw, Ottoman Painting, 119–20. However, earlier Ottoman Turkish periodicals may contain such explanations.
Such as the Lebanese painters Kenaan Dib (d. 1873); Daoud
Corm (d. 1930) (see Sarah Rogers, “Producing the Local:
The Visual Arts in Beirut,” MESA Bulletin 42, 1 and 2
[2008]: 19–25); Habib Srour (d. 1938); the famous Egyptian sculptor Mahmud Mukhtar (d. 1934); the Iraqi ʿAbd
al-Qadir al-Rassam (d. 1952); the Syrian Tawfiq al-Tariq
(d. 1940?); and the Lebanese Ahmad Fahmi, etc.
To the best of my knowledge, Wijdan Ali is the only one
to have surveyed art education in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, but in this book the data is given
according to the current political geography of (some)
“Islamic countries,” and without citing archival sources.
Wijdan Ali, Modern Islamic Art, 9–11 (Ottoman Turkish soldier-painters), 35 (Lebanese Christian painters), 46
(ʿAbd al-Qadir al-Rassam, trained in Istanbul), 87 (Tawfiq
al-Tariq, trained in Istanbul).
Shaw, Ottoman Painting, introduces Suleyman Seyyid and
Ahmet Ali (pp. 60–66), Osman Hamdi (pp. 66–75), Ömer
Adil (p. 89), Mehmed Vahit (p. 119), etc.
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FROM POET TO PAINTER: ALLEGORY AND METAPHOR IN
A SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY PERSIAN PAINTING BY
MUHAMMAD ZAMAN, MASTER OF FARANGĪ-SĀZĪ
This study is dedicated to making a “voyage of discovery” of a seventeenth-century Persian painting that fuses
aspects of Iranian and European approaches to representation to retell one of the great works of classical
Persian literature. The painting, dated 1086 (1675–76),
is signed by Muhammad Zaman (figs. 1 and 2).1 At the
Persian court of the Safavid ruler Shah Sulayman (r.
1666–94), the imperial painter Muhammad Zaman ibn
Haji Yusuf (fl. ca. 1670–1700), who was unsurpassed in
his sensitive handling of different artistic idioms, radically introduced the “Europeanizing” style to the art of
manuscript illustration, a medium bound to a long
iconographic tradition in the Persianate world.2 A composition by Muhammad Zaman identified as Bahram
Gur and the Indian Princess in the secondary literature
is the basis for this study (fig. 1). It is adjoined to one of
the most celebrated manuscripts in the history of Persian painting, a sixteenth-century copy of the Khamsa
(Quintet) for the Safavid ruler Shah Tahmasp (r. 1524–
76).3 A foundational text of Persian literature, the
Khamsa is set of five compositions in verse form by the
renowned twelfth-century poet Nizami Ganjavi.4
Extolled in sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century
Persian sources as one of the greatest calligraphers of
all time, Shah Mahmud Nishapuri copied Shah Tahmasp’s Khamsa in the early Safavid capital of Tabriz
between Jumada II 946 (October–November 1539) and
Dhu ’l-Hijja 949 (March–April 1543).5 Eleven of fourteen sixteenth-century illustrations remaining in the
manuscript are attributed to Tahmasp’s court artists
(fig. 3), who are also immortalized in Safavid biographical texts (sing. tadhkira) and royal chronicles.6 In Dust
Muhammad’s sixteenth-century preface to the Bahram
Mirza Album (written 951 [1544–45]), for example, the

royal painter Sultan Muhammad is referred to as nādir
al-ʿaṣr (the rarity of the age), and Agha Mirak, acclaimed
as a courtly confidant, is described as vaḥīd al-ʿaṣr
(unique one of the age).7 Such words of praise were preserved in cultural memory through histories, biographies, and, one would imagine, discussions among the
literati. The quality of this deluxe imperial copy of the
Khamsa would not be compromised.
At Shah Sulayman’s court, Tahmasp’s Khamsa was
extensively refurbished: sixteenth-century paintings
were cut from their supports, repositioned, and given
new borders; illumination was added; and full-page
paintings in the “Europeanized” style were adjoined.8
The 1675 renovation followed a long-standing practice
in the Persianate world of refurbishing manuscripts.9
Although one can easily understand the practical and
economic advantages of renovating earlier manuscripts
instead of commissioning original ones, we may wish
to consider further the symbolic significance of restoration. In the act of refurbishment, patron and artist
took possession of their artistic inheritance as they
branded the manuscript with contemporary markings
such as royal seals and scribal notes.10 The addition of
paintings representing new aesthetic ideals at court was
a subtler but by no means less powerful act. Refurbishment maintains a dialogue with the past; it also clearly
indicates contemporary artistic ambitions.
By drawing from a fresh visual language, Muhammad Zaman imposed his own particular brand of novelty onto the practices of Persian manuscript painting,
renegotiating the intersections between Persian literary
and visual modes of representation.11 The three seventeenth-century paintings bearing Muhammad Zaman’s
name and adjoined to Tahmasp’s sixteenth-century
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Fig. 1. The so-called Bahram Gur and the Indian Princess, identified here as Turktazi and the Queen of the Faeries, Turktaz.
Signed by Muhammad Zaman and dated 1086 (1675–76). Opaque watercolor on paper, 25.2 x 18 cm (painting). Added to
the Khamsa for Shah Tahmasp, copied between 946 and 949 (1539–43). London, British Library, Ms. Or. 2265, fol. 221b.
© The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of the British Library)
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Fig. 2. Close-up of inscription on the so-called Bahram
Gur and the Indian Princess, identified here as Turktazi
and the Queen of the Faeries, Turktaz (fig. 1). It reads: “dar
balda-i ṭayyiba-i Ashraf bi-raqam-i kamtarīn-i bandagān
Muḥammad Zamān itmām yāft sana 1086” (In the felicitous
city of Ashraf, by the hand of [signed by] the humblest of
servants, Muhammad Zaman, it [the painting] was finished
[in] the year 1086.).

Khamsa are Bahram Gur Killing the Dragon (fol. 203b,
21.9 x 18.1 cm [fig. 4]), Fitna Astonishes Bahram Gur
(fol. 213a, 21 x 13 cm), and the so-called Bahram Gur
and the Indian Princess (fol. 221b, 25.2 x 18 cm [fig. 1]).
The last work, upon which this article concentrates, is
one of the most sophisticated examples of farangīsāzī—literally, the making of European, or Europeanized, style—in late Safavid painting.
Farangī-sāzī may be used to denote a syncretic mode
of painting that blended Safavid artistic traditions with
adaptations of European iconography and pictorial
techniques such as linear and atmospheric perspective,
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modeling, and chiaroscuro; it was developed by artists
around the 1630s.12 By the final third of the seventeenth
century, farangī-sāzī had become a way to signify core
themes, values, and beliefs of Safavid society in arts of
the book: artists used it to depict scenes from Persian
literature and religious history and notions of royal
power and authority, as well as erotic and Neo-Platonic
ideas of love. This “hybrid” mode realized by local artists had clearly captivated the attention of the Safavid
aʿyān (grandees, or elite), particularly those residing at
Isfahan, the seat of Safavid power since the late 1590s
and a bustling international city.13
Isfahan’s diverse population was composed largely
of Persian Tajik and Turko-Mongol Muslims, Georgians, Armenians, Circassians, Jews, and Zoroastrians.
During the seventeenth century, the capital’s European
population grew exponentially. Shah ʿAbbas I (r. 1587–
1629) permitted Catholic missionaries to settle within
and outside the capital.14 He also granted licenses to the
English East India Company and the Dutch East India
Company.15 Shah ʿAbbas II (r. 1642–66) permitted the
establishment of the Jesuit order in his domain and
signed trade agreements with the French East India
Company.16 Conceived in this context, farangī-sāzī
became highly significant for certain sectors of Safavid
society.
Modern critics, on the other hand, have yet to appreciate farangī-sāzī, which has been described as a “lamentable failure.”17 Much effort has been put into
defining what the Europeanized idiom of Persian painting is not—that it neither conforms to “traditional” Persian painting nor measures up to European standards.
The essentialist definition of Persian painting, formulated largely by early twentieth-century collectors and
Orientalists, continues to be employed, despite our
increasing awareness of the complexity and diversity of
Persian art through time and place. Persian manuscript
painting has been rigidly defined as decorative, colorful, and two-dimensional. As Laurence Binyon, James
Vere Stewart Wilkinson, and Basil Gray have declared,
“as a race the Persians are born decorators.”18 Persian
painters, it is maintained, were unconcerned with volume and form, uninterested in such effects as light and
shade, and apprehensive of emotional expression.
Again, to quote Binyon, Wilkinson, and Gray:
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Fig. 3. Khusraw and Shirin Listening to Stories Told by Shirin’s Maidens. Attributed to Agha Mirak. Opaque watercolor on
paper, 30 x 18 cm (painting). Khamsa for Shah Tahmasp, copied between 946 and 949 (1539–43). London, British Library,
Ms. Or. 2265, fol. 66b. © The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of the British Library)
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Fig. 4. Bahram Gur Killing the Dragon. Signed by Muhammad Zaman and dated 1086 (1675–76). Opaque watercolor on
paper, 21.9 x 18.1 cm (painting). Added to the Khamsa for Shah Tahmasp, copied between 946 and 949 (1539–43). London,
British Library, Ms. Or. 2265, fol. 203b. © The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of the British Library)
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… [the Persians] had none of the zest in exploration
which has made European painting a voyage of discovery; they were content to express themselves in an art
without atmospheric effect, without light and shade, an
art which owed nothing to the study of anatomy or the
study of perspective.19

The views of Persian painting expressed by these
scholars epitomize the Orientalist mindset of a changeless “East.” Further, they continue to lead twenty-firstcentury scholars to circuitous explanations of what is
untraditional or unconventional about the Europeanized style of seventeenth-century Persian painting. Such
postures construct a binary opposition between European and non-European painting,20 and tend to limit
scholarship on farangī-sāzī to a review of European
“influences” and the historical context for their circulation that privileges the movement of Europeans and
their goods.
In 1979, Willem Floor published an article citing the
Dutch artists mentioned in the records of the Dutch
East India Company who were known to have been in
Iran in the period between the reigns of ʿAbbas I and
ʿAbbas II.21 Art historians have reiterated Floor’s findings as a backdrop for the Europeanized style, without
attempting to gauge the impact these Dutch artists may
have had in Iran. Were they esteemed painters of their
time, or simply amateurs? Further, to get a critical perspective, it is necessary to know the level of access these
artists had to the Safavid court and with whom they
interacted. Although Floor supplies important details
in his article, the information has yet to be analyzed in
the context of the visual evidence from the Safavid
court.
Focusing on Muhammad Zaman’s 1675 manuscript
addition, which combines long-established iconography, compositional formulae, and other stylistic features of Persian manuscript painting with atmospheric
effect, chiaroscuro, modeling, and “Western” perspective, this essay broadens the discussion of farangī-sāzī
to consider the ways in which a Safavid painter availed
himself of European artistic idioms to pay homage to
Persian literary and visual traditions. Emphasis is thus
shifted from the passive reception of foreign influences
to artistic agency.22 This shift is particularly important
for the study of Persian painting because all too often

the painter is subjected to taxonomic approaches concerned with establishing an artistic oeuvre. The artist is
thus made the subject of a “biography” on the basis of
signed and attributed works as well as snippets of information from textual sources.23 While the biographical
approach imposes serious limitations on the field of
Islamic art, formal analyses of paintings give the opportunity to discuss artistic choices and the creative thought
processes behind them.
Partially because Muhammad Zaman’s subject matter remains unexplored and has very likely been misidentified, scholars have overlooked the mastery of this
painting and its importance for our understanding of
how farangī-sāzī came to relate complex themes and
symbols of Iranian culture, as found in Nizami’s
Khamsa. By analyzing Nizami’s text in relation to
Muhammad Zaman’s painting, we come to appreciate
the painter’s acute sensitivity to the Persian literary heritage and his desire to translate Nizami’s words into a
different medium using a “fresh” artistic language.24
This was no small feat, as the long history of illustrating Persian literature did not encourage much flexibility, due to the set narrative requirements and the weight
of an expected, self-reinforcing iconographic tradition.
More exceptional still was that Muhammad Zaman
drew upon European representational strategies to
relate a medieval text filled with complex allegory and
metaphor.
The late Safavid painter not only interprets Nizami’s
text anew but also offers a view to his own era’s notions
of foreignness, gender, and kingship. This will be demonstrated by connecting the artist’s presentation of such
themes to late Safavid history, as conveyed in seventeenth-century poetry, local histories, and travel
accounts. Muhammad Zaman’s ability to depict abstract
ideas that relate either to Nizami’s text or to contemporary viewpoints presupposes a familiarity with foreign
iconography on the part of the viewer. I shall substantiate the readability of these signs in the courtly milieu
by turning to other Europeanized works. Muhammad
Zaman’s manuscript addition deserves as sophisticated
an analysis as that employed in the study of European
painting. The late Safavid manuscript page was not simply constructed from a pattern book of foreign models,
nor was it conditioned merely by a taste for the “exotic.”
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Rather, it was informed by and in dialogue with a range
of intellectual and visual associations, framed by a network of individuals who circulated within and outside
the cosmopolitan capital of Isfahan.
Here, the artistic choices that Muhammad Zaman
made for his 1675 addition are examined in relation to
the interests and activities of the Dutch artist and theoretician Philips Angel (b. Leiden ca. 1618; d. Batavia
ca. 1664). The author of Lof der schilder-konst (In Praise
of Painting), Angel was one of the few established European artists commissioned in Safavid Iran. His theoretical and practical experience in painting and his network
of connections at court, which included a royal painter,
are highly significant and warrant investigation. Looking at Muhammad Zaman’s manuscript page in relation to certain artistic and theoretical principles of
which Angel was a proponent, this essay represents an
initial step towards addressing the need for more inclusive and global perspectives on hybrid idioms in late
Safavid painting and the historical circumstances of
their development.
DEFINING THE TEXT, IDENTIFYING
THE PAINTING
Imitated by later poets and illustrated by artists in the
Persianate sphere for centuries, Nizami’s Khamsa is an
exceedingly popular and learned text, rich with allusions to such fields as astronomy, history, philosophy,
music, and the visual arts.25 The Khamsa brings to the
fore the dynamic relationship between poetry and
painting through frequent reference to the skills of
painters and the magical qualities of painting. Also reinforcing links between the literary and visual realms is
Nizami’s highly descriptive language.26 The Haft paykar
(Seven Portraits [or Beauties]), one of the Khamsa’s five
poems, recognized as Nizami’s masterpiece, is a particularly evocative text. This epic romance, which relates
the life of the Sassanian king Bahram V (r. 420–438)
and his transformation from a pleasure-seeking prince
to a wise and just king, is replete with allegory and
metaphor. Muhammad Zaman’s three additions to
Shah Tahmasp’s Khamsa illustrate the Haft paykar, and
it is tempting to suggest that Muhammad Zaman was
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drawn to this particular tale because of its profound
literary sensitivities.
Of Muhammad Zaman’s three additions to Shah
Tahmasp’s Khamsa, the so-called Bahram Gur and the
Indian Princess is the only nocturnal scene. The evening
reception takes place on a raised porch. In the foreground, attendants and musicians surround the two figures seated in the center. Wine vessels and trays laden
with food have been set out for the evening meal. On
the right-hand side, there lies a fantastically verdant
landscape, on the left, a winding river and a mountain
range. Candles and torches theatrically cast their glow,
creating shadows in the foreground. The luminous central scene is in dramatic contrast with the dark shadows
of the middle and background.
Since Muhammad Zaman’s painting was first catalogued in the nineteenth century, the depiction has been
identified as Bahram Gur and the Indian Princess, a
popular illustration for narrating the central part of the
Haft paykar, where Bahram Gur visits, one by one, each
of the Princesses of the Seven Climes.27 The attribution
Bahram Gur and the Indian Princess is based on an
expectation of a standardized iconography of Nizami’s
Haft paykar. Many illustrated cycles of this story present depictions of the pavilion receptions, in accordance
with the order in which the Princesses are visited and
the associated coloring related in the narrative poem
(in each case, a particular color emblematically identifies the Princess, the day of the week on which she is
visited, and that day’s planetary sign). Illustrating this
point are depictions of Bahram Gur and the Indian
Princess from: a manuscript dated 922 (1516) that was
copied by Yar Muhammad al-Haravi, with later repainting (fig. 5);28 a Khamsa dated 1543;29 and a Khamsa
dated 1649.30 The black robes worn by the protagonists
and the black tiling of the pavilion inform the viewer
that Bahram is visiting the Indian Princess on Saturday,
which is associated with the planetary sign of Saturn
and thus the color black.
Each respective reception scene visually indicates
that the reader has reached the chapter heralding Bahram’s arrival at that particular Princess’s pavilion. Illustrations of Bahram Gur and the Indian Princess are fixed
in the text near the rubric (section heading) entitled
“How Bahram Sat on Saturday in the Black Dome and
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Fig. 5. Bahram Gur and the Indian Princess. Opaque watercolor on paper, 12.5 x 10 cm (painting). Khamsa dated 922 (1516),
copied by Yar Muhammad al-Haravi, with later repainting. Baltimore, Walters Art Museum, Ms. W.609, fol. 213b. © The
Walters Art Museum. (Photo: courtesy of the Walters Art Museum)
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the Tale of the Princess of the First Clime.” In a sampling
of illustrated copies of the Haft paykar that depict the
meeting of Bahram Gur and the Indian Princess, we see
that the verse appearing immediately before the illustration, signposting the painting’s content, is generally
one of the five initial verses after the section heading.31
These initial verses describe Bahram entering the muskscented dome (gunbadsarāy-i ghāliya) and greeting the
Indian maiden.32 Thus, there is a formula: the rubric
and the initial verses signify the beginning of the chapter and anchor in the text the associated image, visually
defined by black pavilion and robes.
In Muhammad Zaman’s painting, the absence of a
pavilion identified by a dominant color, the compositional importance of the garden and nocturnal setting,
and, most importantly, the text facing and on the recto
of the full-page illustration, all point to a different part
of the narrative. In Nizami’s Haft paykar, each reception is followed by an edifying story on kingly virtues
related by the welcoming Princess; these stories were
occasionally depicted. 33 The Indian Princess, for
instance, recounts the story of the once fortune-favored
King Turktazi (meaning “Turkish Raider”), who, on his
quest to learn the secret of the city whose inhabitants
all dress in black, lands in the verdant garden of Turktaz, Queen of the Faeries. Illustrated depictions of the
story told by the Indian Princess include Turktazi and
Turktaz, the Queen of the Faeries (fol. 129a), from a
fourteenth-century Khamsa produced in Baghdad,34
and a fifteenth-century example in the Chester Beatty
Library, Dublin (fig. 6).35 Both illustrations feature an
outdoor garden in which faeries serve two central figures seated on a takht (throne) under a night sky. Further, both illustrations are situated within the text of the
tale told by the Indian Princess. For example, the following verses (32:219–21) precede the Chester Beatty
version:
Each maid a candle in her hand;
Sugar and candles are well joined.
The garden filled with cypress forms,
All brilliant jewels, with shining lamps.
That Fortune-favored queen approached;
bird-like, sat on her royal couch.
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The iconography of these illustrations is similar to that
found in Muhammad Zaman’s painting, except that the
latter’s faeries do not have wings; the lack of wings is
the only important iconographic element that supports
the identification of the painting as Bahram Gur and
the Indian Princess. Nevertheless, the painter’s decision
to depict faeries without wings should not deter the
viewer from making an identification based on the text
and other iconographic features. First, a diachronic
view of the illustration of such Persian texts as the
Khamsa and Shāhnāma (Book of Kings) shows that it
was not unusual for an artist to look askance at the
iconographic tradition.36 Here it should be noted that
at least three of Muhammad Zaman’s 1675 manuscript
additions to the royal Khamsa and Shāhnāma deviate
from the relatively formulaic visual language normally
found in illustrated versions of these two works.37 It
should also be emphasized that the poet himself makes
barely any reference to the faeries’ wings.38 Nizami
describes the faeries’ physical aspects in terms of the
attributes of mortal women: they have ruby lips like
tulips, their necks and ears are decorated with lustrous
virgin (unpierced) pearls, and each holds a tapered
candle in her hand. Although the mise-en-scène is
described in unmistakably otherworldly terms, when
picturing the Queen and her maidens, both poet and
artist privilege their non-celestial physical qualities and
erotic possibilities, as will become clear in the discussion
below.
Lastly, and most significantly, the text facing Muhammad Zaman’s painting is indeed a section from the tale
of the Indian Princess (32:223–64), beginning with how
one of the faerie maidens leads the King to the Queen
of the Faeries.39 Humbly kissing the ground before her,
the King is offered a place beside Turktaz. This is their
first nocturnal encounter in the fantasy-like garden
“untouched by the dust of men.”40 The text on the facing
page ends with the King’s description of how food was
laid out on trays for their banquet while the Queen’s
maidens poured wine and entertained them. In sum,
instead of the frequently illustrated pavilion reception
scene of the Indian Princess welcoming Bahram Gur,
Muhammad Zaman depicted the protagonists of the
Indian Princess’s story, namely, the once fortunefavored King Turktazi and the Queen of the Faeries,
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Fig 6. Turktazi and the Queen of the Faeries, Turktaz. Opaque watercolor on paper. Khamsa, fifteenth century. Dublin,
Chester Beatty Library, Ms. 141, fol. 205a. © The Chester Beatty Library. (Photo: courtesy of the Chester Beatty Library)
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Fig 7. Forest Landscape with Pool. From the series “Six Landscapes in Tyrol,” Aegidius Sadeler II (d. 1629), after Roelandt
Savery (d. 1639). Engraving, 12.2 x 15.4 cm. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. RP-P-1969-172. © Collection Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam. (Photo: courtesy of the Rijksmuseum)

Turktaz. However, as will be demonstrated, through its
sophisticated iconography, the late Safavid painting
embodies not only the text facing the illustration but all
the themes central to the Indian Princess’s story.41

AN ALLEGORICAL JOURNEY THROUGH
MAJESTIC WOODLANDS
The story of the fortune-favored King and the Faerie
Queen underscores the importance of nature imagery
in the Persian literary tradition.42 Nizami describes in
great detail the garden that is the locus of activity
throughout the tale of the Indian Princess. While on his
journey to learn the secret of the city whose inhabitants
all dress in black, the King lands in an unfamiliar land.
According to the written word, the reader may envision
a place of thick green grass, blossoming trees, and calm

waters, “girt by a mount of emerald hue, where cypress,
pine, and poplar grew.”43 The artist’s visual presentation
effectively translates Nizami’s poetic vision of bīsha
(32:190), denoting a very dense forest, a wild uncultivated land.44
The thick and unruly terrain and shadowed seclusion
of Muhammad Zaman’s seventeenth-century page are
comparable to northern European forest landscapes circulating at that time in paint and print, such as those
by Gillis van Coninxloo III (d. 1607),45 David Vinckboons (d. 1633), Alexander Keirincx (d. 1652),46 and
Roelandt Savery (d. 1639). The latter served as court
landscape painter to Emperor Rudolf II (r. 1576–1612),
and his compositions were transmitted in prints by
Aegedius Sadeler II (d. 1629) (fig. 7).47 Parallels between
the work of these artists and the Safavid painting include
the large, gnarled tree roots, the contrasts of light and
shade that accentuate the foliage, the distant view com-
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prised of mountains and a winding river, and a particular attention to the cracked and scale-like nature of the
tree bark.48 The Safavid composition appears to have
been based on a number of sources, including nocturnal forest scenes, as will be discussed shortly. European
landscapes, such as those by and after Roelandt Savery,
which circulated in ink and paint, could have entered
Iran through commercial and diplomatic channels.
Additional evidence pointing to Safavid familiarity with
European landscape morphology includes Muhammad
Zaman’s 1675 Bahram Gur Killing the Dragon (fig. 4),
with its distant mountains, leafy trees, tree stumps, and
craggy cliffs,49 as well as the landscape composition
dated 1059 (1649) and signed ʿAli Quli ibn Muhammad,
which was based on a print by Marco and Aegidius
Sadeler.50 Drawing on material derived directly from
Europe and, perhaps, indirectly from Mughal India as
well, Muhammad Zaman reimagined the medieval
poet’s garden in his own fantastically rich setting of
majestic woodlands filled with different types of trees,
green grass, flowing water, and hillocks.
Muhammad Zaman integrates the cypress into his
artistic vision of bīsha. Commonly found in Persian
painting, the cypress is a frequent motif in Iranian literature, often used as a metaphor for a beautiful woman,
as found in the tale of the Indian Princess: “A cypress
she, those maids her mead; they jasmine, she a rose of
red” (32:218),51 and again in “The garden filled with
cypress forms, all brilliant jewels, with shining lamps”
(32:220).52 Julie Meisami, who has discussed such metaphors, elucidates the allegorical significance of the garden as a place to learn and transform in the Haft
paykar.53 She points out that Bahram Gur’s progress
from garden to garden symbolizes his development in
the lessons of kingship and that these venues are crucial features in three of the seven tales told by the Princesses of the Seven Climes.54 The garden in the first tale
as told by the Indian Princess (where the lesson is the
virtue of contentment) is “the most remote from reality.”55 Meisami elaborates: “the garden’s location in the
realm of fantasy and dream, and its corresponding isolation from real time and space facilitated an iconographic manner of presentation that reinforces its
function as a symbolic centre embodying an important
lesson.”56

The painter conveys the fantastic nature of Nizami’s
garden in his forestscape, with its exaggerated forms,
particularly the mound of large, gnarled roots in the
middle ground.57 The misty haze that embraces the
background forms and the night sky with its emphatic
contrasts of light and dark further enhance this impression. Muhammad Zaman’s moonlit wooded landscape
brings to mind European works in which a full moon
dramatically illuminates dense forests, as represented
in the œuvres of the pioneer of the subject matter, Adam
Elsheimer (d. 1610), as well as his followers Nicholaes
Berchem (d. 1683), Aelbert Cuyp (d. 1691), and Aert
van der Neer (d. 1677).58 The emphatic contrast between
light and shadow in the clouded night sky suggests that
one of Muhammad Zaman’s sources might have been
a print. The work of Adam Elsheimer, for example, was
circulated in print by the engraver Hendrick Goudt
(d. 1648) (fig. 8).59 Goudt’s work was widely disseminated in seventeenth-century Europe, where printed
night landscapes became increasingly popular. Through
assimilation of a variety of models, the Safavid artist
created a dramatic scene pulsating with the possibilities
of discovery, the perfect setting for the King to learn the
value of contentment and patience. Indeed, the dreamlike effect of the painter’s landscape matches the fantasy-like character of Nizami’s description.

TENEBRISM AS A PICTORIAL TOOL FOR
THE METAPHORICAL CONTENT OF
NIZAMI’S TEXT
Darkness and the transition from day to night figure
prominently in the story told by the Indian Princess.
Indeed, the crucial events of the tale occur at night: it
was then that the King feasted with the Queen and her
maidens, and that, in Nizami’s words, “the King’s bird
of hope lit on the branch.”60 Finally, it was on the thirtieth night, when the King could no longer contain his
physical desire, that he was denied both the Queen’s
company and the garden’s beauty. In a conventional
Persian painting of a night scene such as the sixteenthcentury Khusraw and Shirin Listening to Stories Told by
Shirin’s Maidens bound in Shah Tahmasp’s Khamsa
(fol. 66v [fig. 3]), a blue background and a candle, with-
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Fig. 8. The Flight into Egypt. Hendrick Goudt (d. 1648), after Adam Elsheimer (d. 1610). Engraving, 35.2 x 39.5 cm.
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. RP-P-OB-52.972. © Collection Rijksprentenkabinet, Amsterdam. (Photo: courtesy of
the Rijksmuseum)

out any real effects of illumination, emblematically indicate nocturnal events. Muhammad Zaman, however,
utilized a technique popular in contemporary European
painting known as pittura tenebrosa, characterized
by a preponderance of dark shadow and few light
areas, and offers a night scene dimly lit by candles and
the moon.61 In agreement with tenebrist principles,
Muhammad Zaman emphasizes the effects of light emanating from specific sources: the moon, the candles, and
the torches. He illuminates the figures from below with
artificial light and positions the central candle behind
foreground objects to create repoussoir effects.
The metaphorical values of tenebrism are perfectly
suited for the scene Muhammad Zaman selected to represent. In the story told by the Indian Princess, the fortune-favored Queen is repeatedly compared to the

moon and the purity of its effulgence. As Meisami
observes,
the lady herself takes on the aspect of a spiritual guide—
an aspect supported by her being consistently described
in terms of brightness and illumination in contrast to the
darkness of night symbolic of the king’s spiritual ignorance, which makes him succumb to his baser nature
and thus lose all.62

Muhammad Zaman’s use of light–dark contrasts, as
achieved by the glow of the candle at night, may have
been intended to evoke the distinction between the
Queen’s spiritual illumination and the King’s unbridled passion. His unyielding attraction to the Queen is
visually represented by the moth over the candle in the
central foreground, which seems to be a quotation from
a northern European seventeenth-century still life; this
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Fig. 9. Khusraw Makes Love to an Attendant. Inscribed
“raqam-i kamtarīn-i bandagān Muḥammad Zamān 1087”
(signed by the humblest of servants, Muhammad Zaman,
1087). Opaque watercolor on paper, 8.7 x 12.0 cm (painting). Khamsa, copied 1085–86 (1675–76). New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. M.469, fol. 111b. © The Pierpont
Morgan Library. (Photo: courtesy of the Pierpont Morgan
Library)

beautifully evokes a favorite image in Persian poetry of
the proverbial moth being drawn to the candle’s flame,
a theme that is highlighted in the story of the Indian
Princess.63
The Safavid artist may have also appreciated the pictorial possibility of portraying the positive value of
darkness, as a state conducive to knowledge and transformation, and associated it with Nizami’s text. Belief

in the constructive aspect of darkness is, of course,
found in both the Islamic and European traditions.
According to the twelfth-century Persian philosopher
Shihab al-Din al-Suhrawardi, founder of the school
referred to as Ḥikmat al-ishrāq (Philosophy of Illumination),64 the state of the soul unbound from the fetters
of physical perception is represented by darkness, in
which the world of the senses may be covered and the
noetic powers of the soul awakened.65 This theme
emerges in Suhrawardi’s Āvāz-i par-i Jibraʾīl (Rustling
of the Wings of Gabriel): as night falls, man may release
himself from earthly ties, awakening his unconscious
soul. This night of the senses heralds the mystical dawn,
the ishrāq, on the way to the world of “mystery” (ghayb)
and the spiritual realm.66
A strong conviction concerning the positive value of
darkness is also found in the work of a contemporary
of the court painter Muhammad Zaman, namely, the
poet-philosopher Qadi Saʿid Qummi (d. 1691), who sees
the absence of light as part of Night’s aptitude to receive
the influx of the Lights of the malakūt (Realm/World
of the Angels).67 The powerful aspect of night is represented visually in paintings of Muhammad’s Night
Journey, known as his Ascension (miʿrāj), as found in
Shah Tahmasp’s Khamsa, to which Muhammad Zaman
adjoined his own painting.68 In Tahmasp’s Khamsa, the
Ascension is depicted in the first painting illustrating
the Haft paykar. Night is also defined in Christian texts
as the progress of the soul towards its union with God.69
Rzepińska discusses the “theology of darkness” in medieval and later writings, including those of the Catholic
mystic Saint John of the Cross (d. 1591), who saw night
as a time for pious activity. The Carmelite orders and
the Jesuits, whose activities are documented in seventeenth-century Iran, recommended darkness for pious
contemplation.
Intellectual and personal development is at the core
of both the Indian Princess’s tale and the Haft paykar
itself. The fortune-favored King must learn the virtue
of contentment, as must the central character of the
Haft paykar, Bahram Gur, who moves from garden to
garden, mastering a new lesson in each, as he is transformed from a precocious hunter into a just and wise
king. A shared basis of the medieval metaphysics of
light, which informs Nizami’s text as well as European
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tenebrist principles, would have supported the integration of technical and painterly effects of “real” light and
darkness for the illustration of Perso-Islamic themes.
In tenebrism the Safavid artist Muhammad Zaman
found a representational tool to recast the inherent metaphorical content of Nizami’s text.
There is indeed evidence to suggest that Safavid and
Mughal artists symbolically translated aspects of tenebrism into their own works. In the Pierpont Morgan
Library Khamsa, copied between 1085 and 1086
(1675–76) for the vizier of Rasht,70 light–dark contrasts
are exaggerated in scenes of unrestrained passion
(e.g., Khusraw Makes Love to an Attendant, fol. 111b
[fig. 9])71and sorrow (e.g., Shirin Stabs Herself, fol.
129a), as well as in representations of discovery (e.g.,
Khizr Bathes in the Fountain of Light, fol. 243b).72 As
for the depiction of darkness as a setting for transformation and enlightenment, Persian and Indian artists
adapted nocturnal settings dramatically lit by artificial
light as the backdrop for discussions among wise men
(philosophers, theologians, and astronomers). This can
be seen in works by the Mughal artist Payag (fl. ca.
1595–1655), the pioneer in representing twilight scenes
and chiaroscuro effects.73 Facing compositions in the
Davis Album, which have been attributed to the Safavid
artists Muhammad Zaman and his contemporary ʿAli
Quli Jabbahdar, have been compared to Payag’s work.
In the one inscribed with ʿAli Quli’s name and dated
1085 (1674–75), two men, conceivably astronomers, are
positioned outside a hut, under a night sky; they are
marked by the light of a comet (fig. 10).74 The other
work represents a mullah and an old man conversing
at night; the inscription has been read as ghulām
Muḥammad and the date interpreted as the seventh year
of the reign of Aurangzib (i.e., 1665).75 It may be suggested that such references and their symbolic interpretations in Safavid and Mughal visual culture encouraged
Muhammad Zaman to illustrate the story of the Indian
Princess, which provided the perfect opportunity to
relate Nizami’s light–dark symbolism in painterly
terms.
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Fig. 10. Two Men [Possibly Astronomers] outside a Hut.
Inscribed “ʿĀlī Qulī Jabbadar” and dated 1085 (1674–75),
with later borders. Watercolor on paper. New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Davis Album, 30.95.174, fol. 2.
© The Metropolitan Museum of Art. (Photo: courtesy of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art)

RECEPTION OF A FOREIGN FEMALE TYPE
Muhammad Zaman adapted a European royal type for
his portrayal of Turktaz, the Queen of the Faeries. The
countenance of the fortune-favored Queen, together
with her western clothes, jewels, and crown, brings to
mind images of Queen Henrietta Maria (d. 1669), consort of King Charles I of England (r. 1625–49).76 On
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April 16, 1638, the English agent Thomas Merry presented royal portraits of the king, the queen, and their
offspring to the Safavid ruler Shah Safi (r. 1629–42),
who, we are told, observed them carefully:
… the King viewed the pictures with a serious eye as
if he were much taken with them and after dinner
we were told that hee was viewing them in a private
room (whether for the time they were sent) a long time
together and the next day the Ettamon Dowlett [Iʿtimad
al-Dawla] sent to know the names of the Queene and
the children as also to have the letters translated out of
English into Persian.77

A Safavid composition (ca. 1650s) inscribed with the
name ʿAli Quli, a contemporary, as noted earlier, of
Muhammad Zaman, depicts the children of Charles I,
after a work by Anthony van Dyck. This would suggest
that Stuart court portraiture was preserved in the
Safavid royal treasury and continued to draw interest.78
In fact, Shah ʿAbbas II reportedly discussed art with the
French traveler and merchant Jean-Baptiste Tavernier
(d. 1689) and showed him two oil portraits of European
women that his Armenian subjects had purchased for
him. In the shah’s view, art was valuable for documenting both a woman’s beauty and a monarch’s physical
presence.79
It is not possible, however, to determine whether
Muhammad Zaman based his heroine specifically on
the likeness of Henrietta Maria, given that her idealized
facial features were common in seventeenth-century
European portraits of royal and aristocratic females, as
evidenced, for example, by prints of Elizabeth, Countess of Devon, and Rachel, Countess of Middlesex, after
Anthony van Dyck (fig. 11). The decorated neckline,
lace-edged sleeve cuffs, and pearl-drop necklace of the
Queen of the Faeries could have derived from a variety
of models.80 In light of the frequency with which European powers sent portraits abroad as diplomatic gifts
and Safavid interest in the visual representation of royalty and feminine beauty, we may indeed assume that
Muhammad Zaman had a selection of European
prototypes at his disposal in the royal treasury.
Why would Muhammad Zaman depict the Queen of
the Faeries as a European woman? After all, according
to Nizami, Turktaz is a Turk: “She said, ‘A lissome Turk
I am, Turktaz the Beautiful my name.’ ”81 The “Turk” is

Fig. 11. Rachel, Countess of Middlesex. Pierre Lombart
(d. 1682), after Anthony van Dyck (d. 1641). Engraving, 35.7 x 24.3 cm. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum,
inv. no. RP-P-OB-69.499. © Collection Rijksprentenkabinet,
Amsterdam. (Photo: courtesy of the Rijksmuseum)

traditionally regarded as an emblem of beauty, depicted
in Persian art and literature as moon-faced, with narrow eyes and a round mouth.82 Said to be from a far
away land, Turktaz is repeatedly described in reference
to the foreign (32:224): “A queen came forth from her
palace dome, Greek troops before, Ethiops behind,”
which Meisami interprets as “unveiled she displayed a
fair (Greek) face and black (Ethiop) curls.”83
Nizami’s portrayal of Turktaz is multifaceted. Here
I would like to consider her erotic and seductive aspects,
as vividly related in verses 32:278–79:
Her glance said, ‘Tis your time to play; come; Fortune
smiles on you this day.’
Her smiles encouraged me to seek, sweet kisses, for my
love is weak84
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Nizami later writes (32:339–41):
Her wish to favour me increased; her kind attentions
never ceased.
With glances at her friends she signed, until they left us
quite alone.
Such privacy, a love so fine: my heart’s hot fire assailed
my brain.85

Discussion of erotic elements in Islamic art has generally been limited.86 The charged sexuality and erotic
iconography of Muhammad Zaman’s manuscript page
are, however, difficult to ignore.87 As she beckons the
viewer to behold her sensuous beauty, which is unveiled
and enhanced by her décolletage, Turktaz’s confidently
seductive nature is communicated by her flirtatious
glance. Turktaz gestures invitingly to her male
companion with her hand, as she plies him with more
wine. The phallic shapes of the vessels in the foreground
and the suggestive way the female figure on the left side
of the composition (standing behind the balustrade)
holds the long tapered candle underscore the theme of
sexual delight, in which the King engages each night
with one of the Queen’s maidens.88
Turktaz, the beautiful and alluring Turk, personifies
erotic and exotic romantic wonder. Her uninhibited
posture and dress enhance her powers of seduction and
unleash the desires of Turktazi (Turkish Raider),89 leading him to a dangerous state of irrationality. The loss of
his wits drives him to return repeatedly to what will ultimately consume him—desire. According to Annemarie
Schimmel, “from the late 16th-century onward the role
of the Turk as dangerous beloved was taken over at least
in part by the Frank (farangī).”90 This assertion finds
support in the verses of the late Safavid poet Ismaʿil
Zabihi, which Muhammad Tahir Nasrabadi recorded
in his biographical note dedicated to Shah Sulayman,
the patron of Muhammad Zaman’s painting. The first
and fifth verses may be translated as follows:
dāram dilī az chashm-i sīyāh-i tu, farangī
vaḥshītar az āhū-yi nigāh-i tu, farangī
Because of your black eyes, farangī (European), I have
a heart wilder than the gazelle of your glance, farangī.
khūrshīd-i falak rang chu mahtāb bibāzad
az sharm bar-i rūy chū māh-i tu, farangī.
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The sun of the heavens would lose [its] brilliance, like
moonlight/ from shame when compared to your beauty,
farangī. 91

This poem reveals late Safavid views of the European
beloved as highly desirable and distinctly “other.” The
seventeenth-century artist Muhammad Zaman may
have associated the otherworldliness and eroticism of
Nizami’s Faerie Queen from a faraway land with the
exoticism and allure of a European woman. In both
Ismaʿil Zabihi’s poem and Muhammad Zaman’s painting, we find evidence of Iranian perceptions of the European female as a focus of desire and temptation,
replacing the image of the Turk in text and image. The
late Safavid painter modernizes Nizami’s narrative by
showing a geographical shift in male attention and
sexual curiosity through adaptation of the image of a
royal European type.
Muhammad Zaman’s portrayal of the Faerie Queen
may have been intended to be read on multiple levels.
According to Nizami’s narrative, the fortune-favored
Queen is made of pure light (32.226), her nature is
angelic (32.241), her “treasure sealed” (32.422): her
chastity and beauty are thus strongly emphasized in
Neo-Platonic terms. In Europe, analogous attributes
were ascribed to aristocratic women, particularly those
of the ruling class. The importance of the feminine
characteristics of modesty, chastity, and devotion was
highlighted in literature and in art. Such notions were
widely circulated in print, as found in the series of portraits illustrating Thomas Heywood’s The Exemplary
Lives and Memorable Acts of Nine of the Most Worthy
Women of the World (1640).92 As for the oral transmission of European notions of feminine beauty, it is conceivable, for example, that Thomas Merry, the English
envoy who had presented the royal portraiture to the
shah (including a painting of Henrietta Maria),
expanded on female virtues. One might also consider
the possible role of the French Capuchin Raphaël du
Mans, who resided in Iran from 1644 to 1696: proficient
in Persian, he served as an interpreter and informant at
the time Muhammad Zaman was a court painter and
may have discussed ideas about virtuous European
women.
On one level, the Safavid artist may have equated
aspects of Nizami’s Queen of the Faeries with those of
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sible that the translation process only pertained to foreign feminine beauty: the Faerie Queen was from a
faraway land and Shirin was an Armenian princess.
However, in light of the shared notions of Neo-Platonic
beauty circulating in image, text and, perhaps, discussion, it is indeed possible that the signification of
Muhammad Zaman’s European female portrait for the
Queen of the Faeries was far more complex.
SULAYMAN AS TURKTAZI

Sitting beside the female figure in European dress is the
male protagonist of Nizami’s narrative, the fortunefavored King Turktazi. This handsome figure of fair
skin, with blue eyes and a closely trimmed moustache
and beard (a thin strip of hair markedly adjoins the
lower lip with the beard), bears strong physiognomic
similarities to portraits of Shah Sulayman (fig. 13).93
Those distinctive features identify the shah in certain
late seventeenth-century court scenes compiled in the
St. Petersburg Album. Contemporary observers commented upon Sulayman’s light complexion and blond
hair, which the monarch was in the habit of dyeing
black. The French jeweler Jean Chardin, who was in Iran
between 1666 and 1667 and then again between 1672
Fig. 12. Shapur Kneeling Before Shirin. Inscribed “raqam-i
and 1677, attended both of Sulayman’s coronations and
kamtarīn-i bandagān Muḥammad Zamān 1086” (signed by
the humblest of servants, Muhammad Zaman, 1086). Opaque described the young monarch:
watercolor on paper, 8.7 x 12.0 cm (painting). Khamsa, copied 1085–86 (1675–76). New York, Pierpont Morgan Library,
Ms. M.469, fol. 87b. © The Pierpont Morgan Library. (Photo:
courtesy of the Pierpont Morgan Library)

the well-bred European lady: both are defined by NeoPlatonic notions of beauty as reflected in the purity and
chastity of the soul. The possibility that Safavid artists
and viewers were drawing parallels between Islamic and
European themes of femininity is suggested by the
depiction of another of Nizami’s great heroines: the
Armenian princess Shirin, of Khusraw and Shirin, one
of the five poems that comprise the Khamsa. The poet
emphasizes Shirin’s integrity, loyalty, kindness, and
intelligence. On folio 87b of the Pierpont Morgan
Library Khamsa, mentioned above, Shirin is depicted
as a European queenly type (fig. 12). It is, of course, pos-

Sa taille est haute, dégagée et pleine de grâce; son visage est rond, qui porte dans ses traits un air agréable,
un peu marqué de petite vérole; il a les yeux bleus et le
poil blond; mais il se le teint en noir, parce que le poil
de cette couleur est le plus estimé chez les Perses.… En
un mot, on ne remarquoit rien en ce prince qui ne fût
alors très-agréable. 94

The portrayal of ruling figures as protagonists of the
historical and literary past garbed in contemporary
dress was not uncommon in Persian manuscripts. It has
been persuasively argued that certain paintings, and
even entire illustrative programs, of classical Persian
literature depict individual royal personages and allude
to contemporary interests.95 In addition to a legitimizing enterprise of associating contemporary rulers with
great historical figures, such images served as a mirror
for princes, highlighting personal and moral aspects of
the ideal ruler.96
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Fig. 13. Portrait of Shah Sulayman. Inscribed “Shāh
Sulaymān,” ca. 1670 (with later borders). Watercolor and
ink on paper pasted on cardboard. Dublin, Chester Beatty
Library, Album 298. © The Chester Beatty Library. (Photo:
courtesy of the Chester Beatty Library)

If Shah Sulayman is depicted as Turktazi, it is perhaps not inconsequential that the text facing Muhammad
Zaman’s illustration contains the verse “No place for
demons, Sheba’s throne; ’tis fit for Solomon alone”
(32:242), spoken by Turktazi himself, who believes that
only the legendary Sulayman is fit to sit beside Turktaz.
The shah took the name Sulayman upon his second
accession, in 1668, on the recommendation of his court
astrologers.97 According to Chardin, at the end of the
investiture ceremony and the reading of the khutba, the
new name of the shah was announced in a loud voice,
and it was wished that “ce prince surpasse la gloire et le
bonheur du sage monarque qui porta le premier ce
nom” (that is, the Koranic Sulayman [Solomon]).98
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Chardin and, later, Engelbert Kaempfer, a German doctor who had visited Isfahan, relate that just four hours
after the coronation, the royal seal and impression for
coinage had been changed, and messengers were dispatched to all the provinces to inform the governors of
the shah’s new name.99 Although Islamic rulers would
frequently draw upon Solomonic references to highlight their reign,100 in the Iranian monarchical tradition, the name Sulayman was relatively rare.101 This
change in appellation was very deliberate and clearly
reflects a desire to associate the young shah with the
Koranic prophet and monarch, venerated for his just
and fair rule.102
The associations are clear: Sulayman, a great figure
in the Islamic tradition, was known for his discernment
and wisdom, and the universality of his kingdom. If we
read the image in relation to the written word, Shah
Sulayman is portrayed as Turktazi, a Solomonic figure
fit to sit beside the Faerie Queen who, in Nizami’s text,
is compared to Bilqis (Sheba); in the illustration, she is
portrayed as a European queen. Sura 27:20–44 relates
how Bilqis, the first to recognize Sulayman as a ruler,
was summoned to Islam after she had witnessed his
kingdom and wisdom.103 This Koranic narrative was
highlighted in Hayat al-qulub (Lives of the Heart), written in the late seventeenth century and dedicated to
Shah Sulayman by the renowned theologian Muhammad
Baqir Majlisi, who eventually became the shaykh
al-Islām of Isfahan, the highest religious dignitary of
the city. Therein Muhammad Baqir relates a tradition
giving an account of Bilqis’s submission: “Ali ibn
Ibrahim narrates that when the messenger of Bilqis
returned to her and described the majesty and dignity
of Sulayman, she understood that she had not the power
of waging a war and therefore obeyed Sulayman and
went to him.”104
By introducing the image of a European queen, or
princess, and the portrait of Shah Sulayman, the Safavid
artist seems to have been commenting on contemporary Safavid notions of a universal ruling positioning,
if not power, as perceived by a queen from afar—in the
illustration, from Europe; in the Islamic narrative, from
Arabia, understood as a distant land.105
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MUHAMMAD ZAMAN AND PHILIPS ANGEL:
PARALLEL INTERESTS?
“For (many scholars say), a painting is silent poetry and
poetry a speaking painting.” So reads the treatise Lof
der schilder-konst by the artist and theoretician Philips
Angel, based on a lecture he gave to an assembly of
painters on Saint Luke’s Day in 1641.106 Lacking a
formal education, Angel put forth his theories on painting in a “vernacular tone,” arguing for its supremacy
above all other arts.107 He thus engaged the discourse
of ut pictura poesis (“as is painting, so is poetry”), a
preoccupation of European art theory. Having served
as headman of the St. Lucas Guild in Leiden, Angel left
behind his life as an artist in Holland for financial reasons and joined the Dutch East India Company. He
initially arrived in Iran in 1651–52, with an embassy
sent by the Company,108 and later had a studio built in
Isfahan, where he produced paintings for Safavid officials in the early 1650s (ca. 1653–55). Although his time
in the empire was brief, Angel was one of the few Dutch
artists to move in Persian court circles. Contemporary
documentation indicates that his associations included
the Grand Vizier, a royal physician, and a court painter
by the name of ʿAli Beg.109 Moreover, according to JeanBaptiste Tavernier, Angel was one of the Dutch painters
who taught Shah ʿAbbas II how to draw.110
After providing a historical account of painting in his
Lof der schilder-konst, Angel concentrates on the qualities of a successful painting, extolling Gerrit Dou
(d. 1675) and other Leiden artists for their precision and
accuracy of execution. In effect, Angel singles out the
school that was later to be known as the “Leiden fine
painters” (Leidse fijnschilders).111 Highly valued in
European circles, the work of these artists is characterized by small-scale formats, clarity of minute details,
precision of drawing, and highly polished surfaces. Here
I wish to emphasize the fact that these are the same
artistic qualities to which historic and modern critics
alike refer when praising elements of the Iranian artistic
tradition.
“Miniature” in concept, both Muhammad Zaman’s
manuscript page and compositions by the Leiden fine
painters are intended to be viewed closeup. The immediate visual experience of Muhammad Zaman’s work
and that of the Leidse fijnschilders is largely defined by

jewel-toned colors, enamel-like finishes, and meticulously rendered details. In many Leiden compositions,
as well as in Muhammad Zaman’s Turktazi and the
Queen of the Faeries, Turktaz, purple, blue, and aqua
are set off against a tonal range of brown.112 Following
the tradition of court production in the manuscript
medium, Muhammad Zaman conceals his brushwork,
another feature he shares with his counterparts in
Leiden. Muhammad Zaman and the Leiden fine painters delighted in rendering the surfaces of objects and
textiles. Like the European artist, Muhammad Zaman
employs painterly techniques to convey the illusionistic
effects of such material reflecting light. The rendering
of the glass baubles in the foreground of the Safavid
page—their shape and the way light is reflected on their
curves and indentations—may be compared to still-life
paintings and still-life details in Dutch and Flemish
works, including those by the Leiden artists (fig. 14).
Muhammad Zaman mined northern European
sources rather than drawing upon conventionalized
compositional motifs anticipated by the Safavid viewer.
The kneeling woman feeding the torch on the right side
of the Safavid painting, for example, finds parallels in
the work of—and prints after—Dou, Jan Lievens
(d. 1674), and Godfried Schalken (d. 1703), all of whom
often employed the formula of a leaning figure holding
a candle in the right hand. The fact that the individual
in Muhammad Zaman’s work initiates the action with
her left hand—that is the reverse of the Western formula—suggests that the image may have been pounced
from a European print or preparatory drawing. The
European-derived female figure in Muhammad
Zaman’s composition stands in lieu of a stock figure in
Persian manuscript painting, often found in the lower
foreground, who either holds a candle or feeds a flame,
as seen in Khusraw and Shirin Listening to Stories Told
by Shirin’s Maidens (fig. 3), which was bound in Shah
Tahmasp’s Khamsa (fol. 66b). Another example is the
figure with loose, uncovered hair playing a lute with her
back to the viewer in the left foreground of Turktazi and
the Queen of the Faeries, Turktaz. This recognizably
Western musician, perhaps an angel with a lute, stands
in place of a seated figure with his or her back to the
viewer in Persian painting; the latter is generally found
in the lower left foreground, as seen in Mourning for
Layla’s Husband, from a fifteenth-century copy of the
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Fig. 14. Detail of the so-called Bahram Gur and the Indian Princess, identified here as Turktazi and the Queen of the Faeries, Turktaz (see fig. 1).

Khamsa dated 1494.113 Such borrowings can be understood as a nod to the rich tradition of Persian manuscript painting.
There is a tendency to explain the incorporation of
foreign elements into Persian painting as blind imitation guided by the painters’ and patrons’ willful eclecticism. While the dialogue between Mughal artists and
patrons and European art and artists is granted intellectual merit, exchanges between Safavid and European
artists are often portrayed as instances of the passive
acceptance of foreign influence and thereby denied a
historical and conceptual understanding. Such scholars
as Ebba Koch and Gauvin Bailey have paid great
attention to the channels through which European
visual culture was mediated in South Asia, demonstrating the sophisticated ways in which European pictorial
devices and iconography adapted in Mughal painting
resonated in the Mughal imperial milieu.114
The artistic ambitions that the Leidse fijnschilders
shared with their Isfahani counterparts, as reflected in
their painting, would have drawn the attention of the
Safavid court. Angel’s focus on the rhetorical debate
over the nature and attributes of painting and poetry—
the “Sister Arts”—may be considered in relation to
Muhammad Zaman’s exploration of a painting’s possibilities (or possibility) of conveying complex allegory
and metaphor, as demonstrated in this essay. Since both

Angel and Muhammad Zaman emerged from artistic
traditions that emphasized intersections between painting and poetry, it is not difficult to imagine that Angel’s
interest and initiative in relating theoretical principles
concerning the Sister Arts in a simplified manner reverberated in certain Safavid circles. A full discussion of
this point is beyond the scope of the present essay. Suffice it here to point out that Angel was active in Iran at
a turning point in the history of Persian painting: Safavid artists and viewers were experimenting with different styles and seem to have had evolving expectations
of the image.115 Angel, a bold and enthusiastic spokesman for the art of painting, who was in contact with
Safavid officials and at least one court painter, would
have been in a good position to communicate his artistic
interests, ones that he shared with Safavid painters and
their patrons.
Not long after his arrival, Angel presented Shah
ʿAbbas II with five paintings, including the Sacrifice of
Abraham, which were executed in the studio he had
built at Isfahan. It is conceivable that these works
remained in the royal treasury (as did the portraits of
Charles I, Henrietta Maria and their offspring, discussed
earlier), and were later studied by Muhammad Zaman.
Angel and Muhammad Zaman may have even directly
interacted with one another. Angel was reportedly commissioned to execute murals in the residence of the
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Chief of the Royal Slaves (Qūllar āghāsī bāshī), as well
as in a room in one of the Shah’s palaces.116 Although
we have no documented dated evidence that Muhammad Zaman was active in the 1650s when Angel was in
Iran, it is indeed possible that the Safavid painter, who
had a natural talent for working in a variety of artistic
idioms, began his career in the medium of mural painting, where the Europeanized style seems to have first
been developed, as early as the mid-1600s. Architectural
campaigns such as the Chehel Sutun (ca. 1650) brought
together painters schooled in different traditions (European, Armenian, and Persian), allowing for the mastery
of new techniques.117 Muhammad Zaman and Philips
Angel may have thus crossed paths while working on
such projects. Alternatively, if the aforementioned court
painter ʿAli Beg, with whom Angel was in contact, can
be identified as the known imperial artist ʿAli Quli Jabbahdar, whose activity during Shah ‘Abbas II’s reign is
documented, it is also possible to suggest an indirect
line of transmission from Angel to ʿAli Quli to Muhammad Zaman.

CONCLUSIONS
Over a century after Shah Tahmasp’s Khamsa was made
in the workshops of Tabriz, it was refurbished by royal
order in 1675, during the reign of Shah Sulayman. At
this time, Muhammad Zaman, the leading practitioner
of farangī-sāzī, added at least three paintings to the
manuscript. These had to match, if not surpass, the
legendary achievements of the previous century. The
imperial painter rose to the occasion, interweaving features of European art into Persian manuscript painting.
More interesting still was that Muhammad Zaman drew
upon European representational strategies to relate a
classical Persian text of complex imagery and symbolism.
My examination of text and iconography suggested
that in the painting long identified as Bahram Gur and
the Indian Princess Muhammad Zaman portrayed not
the oft-depicted pavilion reception scene between those
two figures, but rather the tale within the tale told by
the Indian Princess—the story of King Turktazi in the
magical garden of the Queen of the Faeries. This new
identification was supported by comparing the image

with the facing text, i.e., the tale told by the Indian Princess. The painting was also subject to a detailed iconographic analysis. The new identification offered here is
not so important as an end in itself but rather for the
light it sheds on the painter and the world of images he
inhabited.
Inventing new compositions for Shah Tahmasp’s
illustrious Khamsa, Muhammad Zaman was in a lively
dialogue with the great medieval poet Nizami Ganjavi.
The principal aim of this essay was to explore the
dynamic relationship between painter and poet. I thus
wished to underline artistic agency and qualify notions
of influence as found in the traditional scholarship,
according to which the “actor,” Muhammad Zaman, is
seen as a passive recipient of European models. I hope
to have also demonstrated that Muhammad Zaman’s
introduction of occidental motifs and techniques was
not appreciated merely as “exotica” by the Safavid
viewer. By 1675, such “novelties” had become part of a
local visual language that could not only be read but
inspired additional images in the mind of the Safavid
viewer. This was demonstrated by looking at Muhammad
Zaman’s iconography in association with other “Europeanized” works. By the final third of the seventeenth
century, Safavid artists used farangī-sāzī to express core
cultural elements of a highly visually literate society that
was versed in a variety of artistic idioms.
Drawing upon a wide range of European material,
Muhammad Zaman communicated symbolic aspects
of one of the great works of classical Persian literature,
the Haft paykar. Muhammad Zaman’s manuscript page
clearly demonstrates the power of a painting to relay
substantial parts of the narrative and to translate allegorical and metaphorical understandings of the penned
word into visual terms. In addition to giving an intellectual and poetic depiction of a complex text,
Muhammad Zaman’s 1675 painting offers a commentary on seventeenth-century attitudes towards feminine
beauty, foreignness, and universal kingship. Using the
written word as my guide, I explored how the Safavid
artist recreated the Persian poet’s nature imagery and
light–dark symbolism by incorporating European elements. I then analyzed Muhammad Zaman’s adaptation of European female types to represent Nizami’s
Queen of the Faeries, and interpreted his artistic choice
by referring to contemporary notions of the European
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woman as expressed in visual and written sources. Late
seventeenth-century views of Solomonic kingship were
addressed to gain a better appreciation of the intersections between the text and the artist’s portrayal of Shah
Sulayman as King Turktazi. Arguably, Muhammad
Zaman was drawn to the tale of the Indian Princess
because it offered him a particularly rich opportunity
to exhibit the magical qualities of farangī-sāzī. A
hypothesis to be examined in future research is that
Muhammad Zaman’s enterprise was part of a larger cultural process, in which the visual medium was being
mined for its narrative possibilities as never before.
This, of course, would be part of the broader, global phenomenon of the enhanced status of the pictorial arts.
So far, scholars have focused on the appeal of the
“exotic” or the “unfamiliar” in discussions of the Europeanized mode of Safavid painting. Here I suggest that
there was an equally strong attraction to the familiar.
An artist like Philips Angel would have been well
received in Iran precisely because the visual tradition
he represented was in important respects similar to that
of Persian manuscript painting, as practiced in the
courtly milieu. By comparing Muhammad Zaman’s
painting to the work of the Leidse fijnschilders, of which
Angel was an outspoken proponent, it is possible to
appreciate the overlapping aesthetics in two cosmopolitan cities, Isfahan and Leiden, of an increasingly interconnected world. Indeed, it becomes more and more
difficult to sustain the constructed binary opposition
between “Eastern” and “Western” modes of representation in discussions of early modern painting.
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Author’s note: This article, drawn from my doctoral thesis, is based
on two papers: “Visual Narrative in 17th-Century Shahnama and
Khamsa Illustrations,” presented at the conference Visual Art as
Contact Zones: Europe and the Three Empires of Islam in the
Early Modern Period (Ashmolean Museum, 1999), and “Muhammad Zaman’s European Style and the Reception of a Queen’s
Image,” presented at the Third Biennial Conference on Iranian
Studies (Bethesda, Md., 2000). I am grateful to Sussan Babaie,
Massumeh Farhad, Oleg Grabar, Thomas Dacosta Kaufmann,
Julian Raby, David Roxburgh, and the two anonymous read-
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London, British Library (henceforth BL), Khamsa,
Ms. Or. 2265, fol. 221b. In the inscription on the tambourine (see fig. 2), the Persian bandagān may be rendered into
English as “slaves” or “servants.” I have chosen the latter
translation, in the sense of “servants of the court,” since the
connotations of the English word “servant” are historically
accurate and thus suitable. In this way, I also avoid the term
“slave,” with its modern associations. It is possible that the
phrase ḥasb al-amr al-aʿlā (in accordance with the most
high order) in the upper left corner of the tambourine was
inscribed at a later point in the manuscript’s history.
For two studies dedicated to this painter, see Eleanor Sims,
“Towards a Monograph on the 17th-Century Iranian
Painter Muhammad Zamān ibn Hāji Yūsuf,” Islamic Art 5
(2001): 183–99, and Amy Landau, “Farangī-Sāzī at Isfahan:
The Court Painter Muhammad Zaman, The Armenians of
New Julfa and Shah Sulayman (1666–1694)” (PhD diss.,
University of Oxford, 2009).
London, BL, Khamsa, Ms. Or. 2265. For catalogue descriptions of this manuscript, see Charles Rieu, Catalogue of the
Persian Manuscripts in the British Museum, 3 vols. (London, 1879–83), 3:1072–73, and Norah Titley, Miniatures
from Persian Manuscripts: A Catalogue and Subject Index
of Paintings from Persia, India and Turkey in the British
Library and British Museum (London, 1977), 139. Also see
such works as Laurence Binyon, The Poems of Nizami (London, 1928); Ivan Stchoukine, Les peintures des manuscrits
safavis de 1502 à 1587 (Paris, 1959), 69–75; B. W. Robinson,
Persian Miniature Painting from Collections in the British
Isles (London, 1967), 55, cat. no. 39; Stuart Cary Welch,
Wonders of the Age: Masterpieces of Early Safavid Painting, 1501–1576 (Cambridge, Mass., 1979), esp. 134; and
Sims “Towards a Monograph on the 17th-Century Iranian
Painter.”
The Khamsa is alternatively referred to as Panj ganj (Five
Treasures). Nizami is the pen name of Abu Muhammad
Ilyas ibn Yusuf ibn Zaki Muʾayyad of Ganja: see Niẓāmī
Ganjavī, The Haft Paykar: A Medieval Persian Romance, ed.
and trans. Julie Scott Meisami (Oxford, 1995), esp. vi–xxiv,
and P. Chelkowski, Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition
(henceforth EI2) (Leiden, 1954–2004), s.v. “Niẓâmî Gandjawî,” including bibliography therein.
For a thorough account of the life and œuvre of Shah
Mahmud Nishapuri, see Marianna Shreve Simpson and
Massumeh Farhad, Sultan Ibrahim Mirza’s Haft Awrang:
A Princely Manuscript from Sixteenth-Century Iran (New
Haven, 1997), 254–69 and 385–406.
The names inscribed on the sixteenth-century paintings are
Agha Mirak, Muzaffar ʿAli, Sultan Muhammad, Mirza ʿAli,
and Mir Sayyid ʿAli. These attributions are likely to be later.
See n. 10 below.
Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library (henceforth
TSK), Bahram Mirza Album, Ms. H. 2154. For the Persian
and English text, see Wheeler M. Thackston, Album Pref-
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aces and Other Documents on the History of Calligraphers
and Painters (Leiden, 2001), 4–18, esp. 16. For a thorough
analysis of this preface in its cultural and historical contexts,
see David J. Roxburgh, Prefacing the Image: The Writing of
Art History in Sixteenth-Century Iran (Leiden, 2001), esp.
160–208.
The full extent and circumstances of the 1675 refurbishment of Shah Tahmasp’s Khamsa have yet to be defined.
A systematic codicological study of the manuscript is necessary for a clearer understanding of the resources, both
physical and financial, that the project demanded. The
forthcoming study of Shah Tahmasp’s Khamsa by Priscilla
Soucek and Muhammad Isa Waley will undoubtedly clarify
the complex history of this codex. At this stage, we may say
that after production in the ateliers of Tabriz, the manuscript was revisited on at least two occasions: one was the
1675 refurbishment, of which Muhammad Zaman’s additions were a part; another was during the Qajar period
(1785–1925), when a new lacquer binding was attached: see
n. 10 below. It is possible that folios, perhaps even paintings
by Muhammad Zaman, were removed in the nineteenth
century. At some point, perhaps after the 1675 refurbishing,
the codex suffered water damage. The other manuscript to
which Muhammad Zaman’s 1675 paintings are adjoined
is a late sixteenth-century copy of the Shāhnāma (Book
of Kings), preserved in the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin
(henceforth CBL), as Ms. 277. On the basis of the quality of the illumination and the illustration of this manuscript, Arthur John Arberry, Basil William Robinson, Edgar
Blochet, and James Vere Stewart Wilkinson suggested that
it was an accession copy for Shah ʿAbbas I (r. 1587–1629);
see Arthur John Arberry et al., The Chester Beatty Library:
A Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts and Miniatures,
3 vols. (Dublin, 1959–62), 3:49–50. Although there is no
codicological study to confirm that the manuscript was
produced in the royal ateliers for the court of ʿAbbas I,
the quality of the illustrations and the authorship of the
illumination do indeed suggest that it was a commission of
the highest order. The fourteen unsigned sixteenth-century
paintings are associated with ʿAbbas I’s court painters Riza
ʿAbbasi and Sadiqi Beg, as well as a third, unidentified artist:
see Sheila Canby, The Rebellious Reformer: The Drawings
and Paintings of Riza-yi ʿAbbasi of Isfahan (London, 1996),
esp. 34–38 and 181, cats. 9–12. Further, the manuscript’s
illumination is linked with the painter, calligrapher, and
illuminator Zayn al-ʿAbidin Tabrizi (fl. 1570–1602), whose
signature is found on folio 1b; he is believed to have worked
exclusively for royal and noble patrons. For a discussion of
this artist, see Anthony Welch, Artists for the Shah: Late
Sixteenth-Century Painting at the Imperial Court of Iran
(New Haven, 1976), 212–13. It is my hope to one day carry
out a codicological study of this manuscript.
For example, see Titley, Persian Miniature Painting, 74, for
a description of the Khamsa produced at Herat in 1442 (BL,
Ms. Add. 25900), to which paintings in the late fifteenthcentury Timurid style, the celebrated “Bihzadian” mode,

10.

11.
12.

were added. The manuscript was later taken to Tabriz,
where paintings in the court style of that metropolitan
center were adjoined (ca. 1535). Another well-known
instance is studied by Marie Lukens Swietochowski, “The
Historical Background and Illustrative Character of the
Metropolitan Museum’s Mantiq al-Tayr of 1483,” in
Islamic Art in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, ed. Richard
Ettinghausen (New York, 1972), 39–72. That 1483 copy of
Farid al-Din ʿAttar’s Manṭiq al-Ṭayr (The Language of the
Birds), the work of the celebrated calligrapher Sultan ʿAli
Mashhadi, was refurbished at the court of ʿAbbas I and
presented to the family shrine of Shaykh Safi at Ardabil. For
the addition of paintings in an Ottoman context, see Zeren
Tanındı, “Additions to Illustrated Manuscripts in Ottoman
Workshops,” Muqarnas 17 (2000): 147–61.
Scribal notes included attributions to well-known artists.
The names of early Safavid artists found on the sixteenthcentury paintings in Shah Tahmasp’s Khamsa were likely
inscribed at a later point in the manuscript’s history, perhaps during the seventeenth-century refurbishments, or in
the nineteenth century, when the manuscript was rebound
at the court of the Qajar ruler Fath ʿAli Shah (r. 1798–1834).
The lacquer covers (ca. late 1820s) are adorned with scenes
of that Qajar ruler hunting. These book covers have been
discussed in the following studies: Basil William Robinson,
“A Pair of Royal Book-Covers,” Oriental Art 10, 1 (Spring
1964): 3–7; Basil William Robinson, “Painting in the PostSafavid Period,” in The Arts of Persia, ed. R. W. Ferrier
(New Haven, 1989), 225–31; Basil William Robinson,
“The Court Painters of Fath ʿAli Shah,” Eretz Israel 7, L. A.
Mayer Memorial Volume (Jerusalem, 1963): 94–105. On
folio 348b, there is an inscription dated 1243 (1827–28),
documenting that the shah ordered this manuscript to be
placed in the palace of a certain Qajar princess: see Rieu,
Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the British Museum,
3:1073. John Seyller has several systematic studies on scribal
notations in Mughal manuscripts: see John Seyller, “The
Inspection and Valuation of Manuscripts in the Imperial
Mughal Library,” Artibus Asiae 57, 3–4 (1997): 243–349;
John Seyller, “A Mughal Code of Connoisseurship,”
Muqarnas 17 (2000): 178–203; and John Seyller, “Scribal
Notes on Mughal Manuscript Illustrations,” Artibus Asiae
48, 3–4 (1987): 247–77.
A full exploration of this point awaits further study.
Farangī-sāzī is a compound word consisting of two elements: a) the adjectival form of farang (Europe), farangī,
which denotes an individual from any region of Europe, or
Western Christendom, and is often translated as “Frankish,” or “European”; and b) a form based on the present
stem of the verb sākhtan (to make), which may be rendered into English as “making.” See ʿAlī Akbar Dihkhudā,
Lughatnāma, comp. Muḥammad Muʾīn and Sayyid Jaʿfar
Shahīdī, 15 vols. (Tehran, 1372–73 [1993–94]), s.v. “farangīsāzī,” where farangī-sāzī is defined both as an individual
who works in a European manner and as a work made
in a European style. For an expanded discussion on the
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13.
14.

15.

16.
17.

18.

19.

definition and the development of farangī-sāzī in different
media, see Landau, “Farangī-sāzī at Isfahan,” esp. 31–35,
44–51, and 238–41, where the importance of architectural
decorative campaigns for the formation of farangī-sāzī
is emphasized. Also see the work of Layla Diba, who has
highlighted the importance of the medium of lacquer for
the introduction of what she terms the “Perso-European”
mode: Layla Diba, “Lacquerwork of Safavid Persia and Its
Relationship to Persian Painting” (PhD diss., New York
University, 1994); Layla Diba, Royal Persian Paintings: The
Qajar Epoch, 1785–1925 (London and New York, 1998).
Abolala Soudavar, Art of the Persian Courts: Selections from
the Art and History Trust Collection (New York, 1992), 365,
sees a progression toward a Europeanized mode in a contemporary school indebted to Indian models. He reasons
that the Indian style, with its inherent Westernization,
“had prepared the ground for the introduction of a limited
realism” under the influence of European painting. For a
thorough treatment of the development and definition of
this style, also see Sheila Canby, “Farangi Saz: The Impact
of Europe on Safavid Painting,” in Silk and Stone: The Art
of Asia, Third Hali Annual (London, 1996), 46–59.
Evidence suggests that the Persian court and wealthy Armenian merchants residing in New Julfa largely defined the
patron base for this mode of representation.
The most detailed studies of the missionary presence in Iran
are by Francis Richard: see, for example, Francis Richard,
“Catholicisme et Islam chiite au ‘Grand Siècle’ autour de
quelques documents concernant les missions catholiques
au XVIIe s.,” Euntes Docete 33, 3 (1980): 339–403; Francis
Richard, Encyclopaedia Iranica (London, 1982–), s.v.
“Capuchins”; and Francis Richard, Raphaël du Mans, missionnaire en Perse au XVIIe siècle, 2 vols. (Paris, 1995).
For activities of the English and Dutch East India Companies, see John Emerson, “Ex Occidente Lux: Some European
Sources on the Economic Structure of Persia between about
1630 and 1690” (PhD diss., Cambridge University, 1969);
R. W. Ferrier, “British–Persian Relations in the Seventeenth
Century” (PhD diss., Cambridge University, 1970); Willem
Floor, “The Dutch and the Persian Silk Trade,” in Safavid
Persia: The History and Politics of an Islamic Society, ed.
Charles Melville (Cambridge, 1996), 323–69.
For the Jesuits, see Richard, “Catholicisme et Islam chiite,”
339–403.
John Carswell, “Eastern and Western Influence on Art of
the Seventeenth Century in Iran,” in The Memorial Volume
of the Vth International Congress of Iranian Art and Archaeology, Tehran, Isfahan, Shiraz, 11th–18th April 1968, 2 vols.
(Tehran, 1972), 2:277–82.
Laurence Binyon, James Vere Stewart Wilkinson, and Basil
Gray, Persian Miniature Painting: Including a Critical and
Descriptive Catalogue of the Miniatures Exhibited at Burlington House, January–March, 1931 (Oxford, 1933), 7.
Binyon, Wilkinson and Gray, Persian Miniature Painting, 5.
This is quoted and thoroughly analyzed in David Roxburgh,
“The Study of Painting and the Arts of the Book,” Muqarnas
17 (2000): 1–16, esp. 9.
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21.
22.

23.
24.
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As is borne out in F. R. Martin’s comparison of European
miniaturists with the late fifteenth/early sixteenth-century
Persian master Bihzad and his successor, Agha Mirak:
“How does the work of Bihzad and Mirak stand in comparison with the great contemporary miniatures in Europe …
The Eastern artists are superior in the fineness of the lines,
in the decorative sense, in the richness of the colours; the
Europeans have more feeling in their faces, more religious
sentiment, are more developed in their landscapes. Perhaps the Eastern [sic] better understood what a miniature
required, as their pictures belong more to the books they
illustrate.” See F. R. Martin, The Miniature Painting and
Painters of Persia, India and Turkey, from the 8th to the 18th
Century (London, 1912), 49.
See Willem Floor, “Dutch Painters in Iran during the First
Half of the 17th Century,” Persica 8 (1979): 145–61.
Here it is appropriate to quote Michael Baxandall: “ ‘Influence’ is a curse of art criticism primarily because of its
wrong-headed grammatical prejudice about who is the
agent and who the patient: it seems to reverse the active/
passive relation which the historical actor experiences and
the inferential beholder will wish to take into account. If
one says that X influenced Y it does seem that one is saying
that X did something to Y rather than that Y did something
to X. But in the consideration of good pictures and painters the second is always the more lively reality.” Michael
Baxandall, Patterns of Intention: On the Historical Explanation of Pictures (New Haven and London, 1985), 58–59.
The importance of Baxandall’s “Excursus against Influence”
(pp. 58–59) for the study of farangī-sāzī is discussed in
Landau, “Farangī-sāzī at Isfahan,” esp. 35–43. I wish to
thank Sussan Babaie, who first pointed me to Baxandall’s
work and repeatedly underscored its importance for my
study of late Safavid painting. My views of artistic agency
are also informed by the work of Alfred Gell, Art and
Agency: An Anthropological Theory (New York, 1998).
This point is discussed by Roxburgh in “Study of Painting
and Arts of the Book,” esp. 3.
Here I am making reference to tāza-gūʾī (speaking the new),
a term employed by the Safavid and Mughal audience in
reference to the literary arts. Paul Losensky has brilliantly
analyzed novelty and tradition in Safavid poetry in Welcoming Fighānī: Imitation and Poetic Individuality in the
Safavid–Mughal Ghazal (Costa Mesa, Calif., 1998).
As discussed by Chelkowski, EI2, s.v. “Nizâmî Gandjawî.”
For example, the greatest Persian-writing poet of medieval
India, Amir Khusraw Dihlavi (d. 1325), based his own
Khamsa on Nizami’s work. For focused discussions on illustrated copies of Dihlavi’s Khamsa, see John Seyller, Pearls
of the Parrot of India: The Walters Art Museum Khamsa
of Amīr Khusraw of Delhi (Baltimore, 2001), and Barbara
Brend, Perspectives on Persian Painting: Illustrations to
Amīr Khusrau’s Khamsah (London and New York, 2003).
Such scholars as Christoph Bürgel, Priscilla Soucek, and
Oleg Grabar have eloquently discussed these points. See
Johann Christoph Bürgel, The Feather of Simurgh: The “Licit
Magic” of the Arts in Medieval Islam (New York, 1988);
Priscilla Soucek, “Nizami on Painters and Paintings,” in
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Ettinghausen, Islamic Art in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, 9–21; and Oleg Grabar, Mostly Miniatures: An Introduction to Persian Painting (Princeton, N.J., 2000).
See, for example, Vincent A. Smith, A History of Fine Art
in India and Ceylon, from the Earliest Times to the Present
Day (Oxford, 1911), 466; Titley, Miniatures from Persian
Manuscripts, 139; J. M. Rogers, Islamic Art and Design
1500–1700 (London, 1983), 66–67; Diba, “Lacquerwork of
Safavid Persia,” 313; and Eleanor G. Sims, Peerless Images:
Persian Painting and Its Sources (New Haven and London,
2002), 206–7.
Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, Ms. W.609, fol. 213b. This
copy of Nizami’s Khamsa contains thirty-five illustrations
that were repainted in India sometime in the eighteenth or
early nineteenth century.
Library of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of
Oriental Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, Khamsa,
Ms. D-212, fol. 198b. This manuscript has been attributed
to the Shiraz school. See Yuri A. Petrosyan et al., Pages of
Perfection: Islamic Paintings and Calligraphy from the Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg (Lugano, 1995),
245.
Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, Khamsa, Ms. W.611,
fol. 148a. This copy, likely produced in Isfahan, is dated 8
Shaʿban 1059 (August 17, 1649).
The principle of the “breakline” is adopted from recent
research on illustrated Shāhnāma texts. Breaklines are
the verses immediately before and after the painting: see
the work of Farhad Mehran and Shreve Simpson in the
Cambridge Shāhnāma project and its related publications,
including Shahnama: The Visual Language of the Persian
Book of Kings, ed. Robert Hillenbrand (Aldershot, 2004).
Different breaklines appear before the illustration Bahram
Gur and the Indian Princess in the following manuscripts:
Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, Ms. W.609, fol. 213b, 32:3;
Library of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, Ms. D-212,
fol. 198b, 32:3; Walters Art Museum, Baltimore,
Ms. W.611, fol. 148a, 32:1; and Walters Art Museum, Balti
more, Ms. W.608, fol. 187b, 32:4.
For the first five verses of the Persian text, see Niẓāmī
Ganjavī, Heft Peiker: Ein Romantisches Epos des Niẓāmī
Genǧe’ī, ed. Hellmut Ritter and Jan Rypka (Prague, 1934),
120; for an English translation, see Niẓāmī, The Haft Paykar,
trans. Meisami, 105–6.
In the following copies of the Khamsa, one or more episodes from the tales are depicted. In BL, Ms. Add. 25900,
one finds “Mahan Confronted by Divs” (fol. 188a), from
the story told by the Princess of the Turquoise Pavilion;
the manuscript is dated 846 (1442) and contains four later
sixteenth-century illustrations: see Titley, Miniatures from
Persian Manuscripts, 137. Another example is BL, Ms. Or.
6810; this fifteenth-century manuscript was studied by Ivan
Stchoukine, “Les peintures de la Khamseh de Nizami du
British Museum, Or. 6810,” Syria 27 (1950): 301–13. A
Mughal example is BL, Ms. Or. 12208, known as Akbar’s

34.

35.
36.

37.
38.

39.

Khamsa, dated 1004 (1595), where three episodes from
the tales are illustrated: “The Man Carried Away by the
Simurgh” (fol. 195a), from the story by the Indian Princess;
“The Princess Who Painted a Self-Portrait” (fol. 206a), from
the story by the Russian Princess; and “The Owner of the
Garden Discovering Maidens Bathing in a Pool” (fol. 220a),
from the story of the Greek Princess. The last is discussed
in Barbara Brend, The Emperor Akbar’s Khamsa of Niẓāmī
(London, 1995). In such manuscripts of Akbar’s Khamsa,
depictions of these stories replace portrayals of pavilion
receptions between Bahram and the respective welcoming
Princess.
BL, Ms. Or. 13297: see Norah Titley, “A FourteenthCentury Khamsa of Nizami,” British Museum Quarterly,
36: 8–11. Another example from the British Library
is the double-page Turktazi and the Queen of the Faeries, Turktaz, from a Khamsa dated 823 (1420): BL, Ms.
Or. 12087, fols. 153b–154a. This manuscript also has an
illustration of The Owner of the Garden Discovering Maidens Bathing in a Pool (fol. 173a), from the story told by the
Greek Princess: see Titley, Miniatures from Persian Manuscripts, 142. In her index, Larisa Nazarovna Dodkhudoeva
cites instances of the relatively infrequent appearance of
illustrations of the tale of the Indian Princess: see the list
of examples under the heading “The King in the Garden
of the Fey,” in Larisa Nazarovna Dodkhudoeva, Poémy
Nizami v Srednevekovoi Miniatiurnoi Zhivopisi (Moscow,
1985), esp. 225–26. These include BL, Ms. Or. 13297 (dated
1386–88); BL, Ms. Add. 27261 (dated 1410–11); BL,
Ms. Or. 12087 (dated 1420); Uppsala University Library,
Ms. Vet 82 (dated 1439); TSK, Ms. H. 753 (fifteenth century); John Rylands University Library, University of Manchester, Ms. Pers 36 (dated 1444–45); TSK, Ms. H. 768
(dated 1485); TSK, Ms. H. 785 (dated 1527); TSK,
Ms. H. 765 (dated 1538); TSK, Ms. H. 755 (dated 1540);
TSK, Ms. H. 764 (ca. 1540). I wish to thank Oleg Grabar
and Nefali Papoutsakis for assisting me with reading this
work. For examples housed in the Topkapı Palace Museum
Library, Istanbul, also refer to Ivan Stchoukine, Les peintures des manuscrits de la “Khamseh” de Niẓâmî au Topkapı
Sarayı Müzesi d’Istanbul (Paris, 1977).
CBL, Ms. 141, fol. 205a, in Arberry et al., Chester Beatty
Library.
Or, for that matter, at details of the poet’s text, as discussed
by Jerome W. Clinton, “Ferdowsi and the Illustration of
the Shahnameh,” in Islamic Art and Literature, ed. Oleg
Grabar and Cynthia Robinson (Princeton, N.J., 2001),
57–74, esp. 58.
As discussed in Landau, “Farangī-sāzī at Isfahan,” esp.
chap. 3.
Nizami makes reference to the maidens’ ability to fly immediately after the King lands in the garden and is subsequently found by a faerie, who brings him by flight before
the Faerie Queen.
The text facing the illustration (fol. 222a) begins with line
32:223: “She sat a moment, then removed her veil, and bent
to doff her shoes,” and ends with line 32:264 “I, strong with
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40.
41.
42.

43.
44.

45.

46.

love, with wine’s excuse, behaved as one who’s drunk too
much”; for the English translation, see Niẓāmī, The Haft
Paykar, trans. Meisami, 117–19; for the Persian text, see
Niẓāmī, Heft Peiker, ed. Ritter and Rypka, 133–35.
Niẓāmī, The Haft Paykar, trans. Meisami, p. 115, 32:181.
The same approach is exemplified by some of Muhammad
Zaman’s other 1675 additions: see Landau, “Farangī-sāzī at
Isfahan,” esp. chap. 3.
The interpretation offered here of the literary aspects of
Nizami’s nature imagery is wholly indebted to Julie Scott
Meisami, “Allegorical Gardens in the Persian Poetic Tradition: Nezami, Rumi, Hafez,” International Journal of
Middle Eastern Studies 17 (1985): 229–60, and Julie Scott
Meisami, “The Body as Garden: Nature and Sexuality in
Persian Poetry,” Edebiyat 6 (1995): 245–74.
Niẓāmī, The Haft Paykar, trans. Meisami, p. 115, 32:190;
Niẓāmī, Heft Peiker, ed. Ritter and Rypka, 131.
Francis Joseph Steingass, A Comprehensive Persian–English
Dictionary, including the Arabic Words and Phrases to be
Met with in Persian Literature; Being Johnson and Richardson’s Persian, Arabic, and English Dictionary, Revised,
Enlarged and Entirely Reconstructed (first ed. London, 1892;
new impress. Beirut, 1970), s.v. “Bīsheh.”
1604, Vaduz, Sammlung Liechtenstein. Published in color
in Martin Papenbrock, Landschaften des Exils: Gillis van
Coninxloo und die Frankenthaler Maler (Cologne, 2001),
pl. 43. The work of Gillis van Coninxloo has been cited and
discussed as a possible source for an anonymous Mughal
painting dated to the second quarter of the seventeenth
century, now housed in the British Museum, 1942.1-24.03.
For discussions of that Mughal work, see Robert Skelton,
“Landscape in Indian Painting,” in Landscape Style in Asia:
A Colloquy Held 25–27 June 1979, ed. William Watson,
Colloquies on Art & Archaeology in Asia 9 (London, 1980),
158; J. M. Rogers, Mughal Miniatures (New York, 1993),
esp. 86, where the author also cites the Dutch painter Jacob
Savery (d. 1602); Milo C. Beach, “Characteristics of the
St. Petersburg Album,” Orientations 26, 1 (1995): 66–79;
Ebba Koch, Dara-Shikoh Shooting Nilgais: Hunt and Landscape in Mughal Painting (Washington, D.C., 1998), 35;
Ebba Koch, “Netherlandish Naturalism in Imperial Mughal
Painting,” Apollo 152, 465 (2000): 29–37, esp. 35–36, where
Koch also refers to the wooded landscapes of Jan Breughel
the Elder.
Examples by the Flemish painter Alexander Keirincx
include Wooded Landscape with Deer and A View over
the River with Trees in the Foreground, which are both oil
on panel and in the Frick Collection, New York. Keirincx
frequently employed the compositional formula of setting
mythical or religious figures against wooded backgrounds,
as seen in The Temptation of Christ (1635). Muhammad
Zaman’s painting, in which the protagonists are dwarfed
by the vitality of the landscape, is somewhat comparable.
For the work of Keirincx, see Yvonne Thiéry, Le paysage flamand au XVIIe siècle (Paris and Brussels, 1953),
82–83.
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For Savery at the court of Rudolf II, see the following: Eliška
Fučíková, ed., Rudolf II and Prague: The Court and the City
(Prague, London, and New York, 1997); Thomas DaCosta
Kaufmann, The School of Prague: Painting at the Court of
Rudolf II (Chicago and London, 1988). Also see Joaneath
Ann Spicer-Durham, “The Drawings of Roelandt Savery,”
2 vols. (PhD diss., Yale University, 1979). I wish to express
my gratitude to Joaneath Spicer for her assistance in looking at Muhammad Zaman’s painting in relation to Savery’s
work.
See Spicer-Durham, “Drawings of Roelandt Savery,” 82.
BL, Ms. Or. 2265, fol. 203b. This composition has been
compared to the work of the Dutch Italianates (artists who
either worked in Italy or were inspired by those who did,
and who painted views of the Roman Campagna), prominently represented by artists working in seventeenthcentury Utrecht and Amsterdam, such as Bartholomeus
Breenbergh (d. 1657), Cornelis van Poelenburch (d. 1667),
and Jan Asselyn (d. 1652). Layla Diba was the first to draw a
comparison between the work of the late Safavid artist and
that of the Dutch Italianates: see Layla Diba, “Lacquerwork
of Safavid Persia.” The craggy hills with architectural elements and trees on the right side of the Safavid composition
are comparable to those in the work of the Dutch painter
Herman Saftleven (fl. 1609–85): see Wolfgang Schulz, Herman Saftleven (1609–1685): Leben und Werke, mit einem
kritischen Katalog der Gemälde und Zeichnungen (Berlin,
1982). The strong recessive diagonal is a characteristic of
compositions by, for example, Aelbert Cuyp (d. 1691) and
Aert van der Neer (d. 1677). For a discussion of these artists, see Wolfgang Stechow, Dutch Landscape Painting of
the Seventeenth Century (London, 1996).
Museum of Oriental Art, Moscow, inv. no. 1973-11; for
color illustration and discussion of this single page, see
Vladimir Loukonine and Anatoli Ivanov, Persian Art: Lost
Treasures (London, 2003), cat. 235, p. 208.
Niẓāmī, The Haft Paykar, trans. Meisami, 117; for the Persian text, see Niẓāmī, Heft Peiker, ed. Ritter and Rypka, 132.
Niẓāmī, The Haft Paykar, trans. Meisami, 117; for the Persian text, see Niẓāmī, Heft Peiker, ed. Ritter and Rypka, 132.
See Meisami, “Allegorical Gardens in the Persian Poetic
Tradition”; Meisami “Body as Garden,” 245–74.
See Julie Scott Meisami, “The Theme of the Journey in
Nizami’s Haft Paykar,” Edebiyat 4 (1993): 155–72.
See Meisami, “Allegorical Gardens in the Persian Poetic
Tradition,” 232.
Ibid., 233.
It is tempting to suggest that this hillock may allude to
the mountain at the core of the universe in cosmological
descriptions, evoking the image of the garden as a symbolic center, as described by Meisami, “Allegorical Gardens
in the Persian Poetic Tradition,” 231. See Seyyed Hossein
Nasr, Science and Civilization in Islam (Cambridge, Mass.,
1968), 99; Ralph Pinder-Wilson, “The Persian Garden: Bāgh
and Chahār Bāgh,” in The Islamic Garden, ed. Elisabeth B.
MacDougall and Richard Ettinghausen (Washington, D.C.,
1976), 71–85.
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I first suggested the work of these artists as sources of inspiration for the Safavid painting in Landau, “Farangī-sāzī at
Isfahan,” 109. I wish to thank Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann,
who has confirmed this possibility. Personal communication, January 2010.
See Keith Andrews, Adam Elsheimer: Paintings, Drawings,
Prints (New York, 1977).
Niẓāmī, The Haft Paykar, trans. Meisami, 119, 32:268; for
the Persian text, see Niẓāmī, Heft Peiker, ed. Ritter and
Rypka, 135.
A thorough examination of tenebrism is offered by Maria
Rzepińska, “Tenebrism in Baroque Painting and Its
Ideological Background,” Artibus et Historiae 13 (1986):
91–112.
Meisami, “Allegorical Gardens in the Persian Poetic Tradition,” 234.
See Annemarie Schimmel, A Two-Colored Brocade: The
Imagery of Persian Poetry (Chapel Hill and London, 1992),
198–99; for the use of this motif in a Mughal context, see
Koch, Dara-Shikoh Shooting Nilgais, 27.
H. Ziai, EI2, s.v. “al-Suhrawardi,” 782–84; also see Niẓāmī,
The Haft Paykar, trans. Meisami, xxxi.
Henry Corbin, En Islam iranien: Aspects spirituels et philosophiques, 4 vols. (Paris, 1971–72), vol. 2, Sohrawardî et
les platoniciens de Perse, 219.
Ibid., 274.
Corbin, En Islam iranien, vol. 4, L’école d’Ispahan, l’école
shaykhie, Le Douzième Imâm, 170–74.
Khamsa, BL, Ms. Or. 2265, fol. 195a. For a detailed study
on the Ascension of Muhammad, see Christiane Gruber,
“The Prophet Muhammad’s Ascension (Mi‘raj) in Islamic
Art and Literature, 1300–1600” (PhD diss., University of
Pennsylvania, 2005); Christiane Gruber, The Ilkhanid Book
of Ascension: A Persian–Sunni Devotional Tale (London
and New York, 2010). Also see Grabar, Mostly Miniatures,
esp. 91–93, and Sims, Peerless Images, esp. 151–52.
Rzepińska, “Tenebrism in Baroque Painting,” esp. 99–102.
Khamsa, Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. M. 469. See Barbara
Schmitz, Islamic and Indian Manuscripts and Paintings
in the Pierpont Morgan Library (New York, 1997), 49–58.
According to Schmitz, these paintings were “randomly
attributed” to Muhammad Zaman and Haji Muhammad
and date to ca. 1700–1715. Her argument that the compositions were made after the dates inscribed on them revolves
around the suggestion that their compositions are based
on the royal additions of 1675, as well as on Muhammad
Zaman’s religious painting Mary and Elizabeth of 1678 and
a lacquer pen case of 1712 signed by Haji Muhammad. This
view presupposes that the latter two works represent the
origin of their iconography, but there is no solid evidence
of this. They are simply the earliest attestations known to
us; such iconography could have been circulating earlier in
various forms. For a discussion of the authorship and dating of the Pierpont Morgan Library Khamsa, see Landau,
“Farangī-sāzī at Isfahan,” esp. 73–74 and 169–83.
This painting is inscribed “raqam-i kamtarīn-i bandagān
Muḥammad Zamān 1087” (signed by the humblest of ser-
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73.

74.

75.

76.

vants, Muhammad Zaman, 1676). See Schmitz, Islamic and
Indian Manuscripts and Paintings, 56.
Inscribed “Muḥammad Zamān 1086.” Ibid., 57–58.
See, for example, Holy Men, ca. 1650–55. Calcutta, Indian
Museum, inv. no. 13031, illustrated in Master Artists of
the Imperial Mughal Court, ed. Pratapaditya Pal (Bombay,
1991), cat. 13, and Officers and Wise Men, illustrated in
Edward Binney, Indian Miniature Painting from the Collection of Edwin Binney, 3rd: An Exhibition at the Portland Art
Museum, December 2, 1973–January 20, 1974; The Mughal
and Deccani Schools with Some Related Sultanate Material
(Portland, Ore., 1973), no. 59, 84. Robert Skelton proposed
that these works date to the end of Payag’s career (i.e., the
1650s), during the reign of Shah Jahan: Robert W. Skelton,
“Indian Painting of the Mughal Period,” in Islamic Painting and the Arts of the Book, ed. B. W. Robinson (London,
1976), 261–62. Muhammad Zaman’s application of
tenebrist principles in the royal addition differs from Payag’s. First, Muhammad Zaman positions the central candle
behind objects in the foreground to give the impression
of spatial recession. Second, his figures are not hidden in
murky shadows, as they are in Payag’s nocturnes and in the
Davis Album. Third, Muhammad Zaman demonstrates a
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THE SO-CALLED “TURABEG KHANOM” MAUSOLEUM IN
KUNYA URGENCH: PROBLEMS OF ATTRIBUTION
Located in the town of Kunya Urgench (Old Gurganj)
on the west bank of the Amu Darya (Oxus River) in
Turkmenistan, the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum has
received little notice because until recently travel there
was difficult to arrange (fig. 1). Yet already when
Yakubovskii first published this mausoleum in 1930, he
declared: “There is nothing like it in the whole Muslim
world” (fig. 2).1 Its extraordinary mosaic faience, composed of thousands of pieces of ceramic tile displaying
colors that are found nowhere else, creates a model of
the heavens in the interior surface of the great dome

Fig. 1. Regional map of Samarkand. (Map: Lisa Golombek)

(fig. 3). Mosaic faience also coats the muqarnas vaults
of its internal vestibules and exterior niches. Glazed tile
set within the lattice design of the majestic cylindrical
drum on the roof sparkles beneath what was once a
turquoise-tiled conical dome. This two-chambered
mausoleum takes its name from Turabeg Khanom, wife
of Qutlugh Timur, who governed Khorezm between
1321 and 1336 for Uzbek Khan of the Golden Horde,
from what was then known as Gurganj. Yakubovskii
praised the monument for its elegant design and stunning tile decoration but harbored doubts about dating
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Fig. 2. The Turabeg Khanom mausoleum, from the south. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

Fig. 3. Mosaic-faience revetments in the dome of the large hall, Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)
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it so early. He could find no adequate contemporary
parallels, noting that some of the architectural features,
particularly the mosaic faience, do not appear in the
other monuments of Urgench built during the lifetime
of Turabeg Khanom, around 1330.
These features do, however, show up in Central Asia
much later, during the reign of Timur (ca. 1370–1405).
A warlord of Turco-Mongol descent, Timur rose to
power in Central Asia and went on to conquer Iran,
with forays further afield into Syria, India, and the route
to China. The new technologies, such as mosaic faience,
show up in Timur’s earliest buildings, such as the Aq
Saray palace in Shahrisabz/Kesh, begun in 1379–80
(781) but still unfinished at the time of Clavijo’s visit in
1404.2 Citing historical texts that state that after Timur’s
conquest of Khorezm in 1388 he brought its craftsmen
to build this palace at Shahrisabz,3 Yakubovskii came
to the conclusion that the mausoleum was closer in date
to the Aq Saray than to the lifetime of the alleged occupant herself. Abandoning the attribution of the mausoleum to Turabeg Khanom, Masson, the next scholar to
take up this problem, sought a possible sponsor closer
in date to Timur’s conquest of Urgench. He came up
with the suggestion that it was the tomb of Husayn Sufi
of the local Qongrat Turkish tribe, which founded the
Sufid dynasty (ca. 1360–88). Timur toppled this clan’s
rule but did not eliminate its members.4 Writing subsequently in 1967, Pugachenkova concurred with Masson and suggested a date for the mausoleum of around
1370.5 Her dating places the monument prior to Timur’s
domination of Khorezm. She was not, however, entirely
convinced of this attribution.
What particularly bothered Pugachenkova (and anyone who specializes in the study of Timurid architecture) is that if the building really dates from around
1370 it is extremely “precocious,” incorporating some
features that seem to have appeared in Transoxiana only
after Timur’s conquest of Fars and ʿIrāq-i ʿAjam in 1388
and 1393, respectively. The monuments that exhibit
these features bear the names of architects with nisbas
(element of a name indicating a relationship to a place,
etc.) showing that they were from towns in those provinces of Iran (i.e., Shiraz, Isfahan, Yazd, and Tabriz) and
suggest that the innovations were due to the arrival of
the masters from Iran.6
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While the information provided by Pugachenkova
and others was tantalizing, it was not sufficiently
detailed to allow further examination of this problem.
However, recent fieldwork by archaeologists and architects in Turkmenistan and a visit to the site by the
author in May 2006 greatly expanded the pool of information about this monument.7 Before turning to an
examination of the building, a brief summary of what
is known about the site of Kunya Urgench will help in
understanding its historical context.
KUNYA URGENCH: THE SITE
Kunya Urgench, referred to as Jurjaniyya/Gurganj/Gurganch in the medieval Arabic and Persian sources, lies
west of the left bank of the Amu Darya in present-day
Turkmenistan. Sections of walls and almost two dozen
architectural monuments dot the deserted landscape of
what once constituted one of the leading cities of Central Asia (fig. 4). The city was watered by a canal that
ran from the Amu Darya along the south side of the site.
South of the Achaemenid settlement (the fortified
mound known as Kirk Mulla [see fig. 4]), the Arabs
created a town in the eighth century, designated today
as Tash Kala.8 Based on an orthogonal grid, it had four
gates and contained at least one very large hypostyle
mosque and a cylindrical minaret, founded by the
Mamunid Khorezmshahs (995–1017; inscription dated
1011).9 The eleventh century under Ghaznavid and
Seljukid domination was the age of Khorezm’s most
illustrious sons, among whom were Avicenna (d. 1037)
and al-Biruni (d. 1048).
The next significant period of growth occurred under
the second Khorezmshah dynasty (1097–1231), when
the city flourished as a major entrepôt on the Silk Road.
To its north, a series of lavish tombs developed along a
road that led from the city to the route heading toward
the west. Of these only two remain standing. They are
attributed on the basis of style to two of the Khorezmshahs—Il-Arslan (r. 1156–72)10 and Tekesh (r. 1172–
1200) (fig. 5).11 However, there is no epigraphic data for
these specific identifications. The Tekesh mausoleum
was part of a larger building, perhaps a madrasa.
This northern area was subsequently surrounded by
a wall that enclosed the Arab city as well. Ten kilome-
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Fig. 4. Map of the archaeological remains of Kunya Urgench. (After Mukhammad Mamedov and Ruslan Muradov, Gurganj:
Architectural and Historical Guide, trans. Andrej Bulakhov, ed. Gabriele Rossi-Osmida and G. A. Pugachenkova [Padua,
2001], 26)
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Fig. 5. View of the twelfth-century mausoleums and the minaret of Qutlugh Timur. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

ters in perimeter, it is attributed by archaeologists to the
Mongol period (1224–1360).12 It is likely that this suburb was already under development in late Abbasid
times and that the diagonal street once used to transport goods in and out of the city gradually became the
major artery of a new suburb. Its absorption into the
urban fabric may have begun with its use as a linear
burial ground, such as developed on the slopes of Afrasiyab in pre-Mongol Samarkand, ultimately to become
the Shah-i Zinda complex,13 or a similar growth of elite
tombs at Shahrisabz.14 The Turabeg Khanom mausoleum, the subject of our investigation, is the farthest
standing monument along this route, although others
beyond it may have disappeared.
Monuments within this northern region continued
to be built or restored during the Mongol period.
A large minaret15 bears the name of Qutlugh Timur
(fig. 5). On the basis of its decorative brickwork, including Kufic inscriptions, the minaret is thought to be an

earlier construction, only restored by Qutlugh Timur
around 1330. Nearby were excavated fragmentary
remains of a building with glazed tile decoration, possibly a mosque or muṣallā (prayer station for the celebration of great outdoor festivals). The Mongol ruler’s
interest in restoring these monuments, if indeed they
were not new constructions, may indicate that this area
in general underwent new development during his
reign. In the vicinity of the Tekesh mausoleum a
remarkable ceramic cenotaph was excavated, painted
in polychrome glaze and datable to the middle of
the fourteenth century (fig. 6). Of particular interest
is the inscription, which refers to a woman, although
the name has disappeared. The placement of the
tomb within the earlier courtyard or its surrounding structures would again demonstrate the Mongols’
re-development of the earlier institution. We concur with Mamedov’s remark that this area north of
the Abbasid city should be identified with the
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Fig. 6. Undated cenotaph reveted with painted tiles. Excavated near the Tekesh mausoleum, Kunya Urgench. (Photo:
Lisa Golombek)

suburb developed by the Mongols, known as Qaʾan
(= Khan).16
Qutlugh Timur also erected a major building for the
tomb of the renowned Sufi leader Najm al-Din Kubra
(d. 1220), far north of these monuments, beyond the
Mongol walls.17 While this was certainly not the first
building at his tomb, anything pre-Mongol must have
been thoroughly reconstructed. Its exquisite underglaze-painted tiles demonstrate the skills of Khorezmian
potters in the 1320s and 1330s (fig. 7).18 Of outstanding beauty and importance is the underglaze-painted
cenotaph. Qutlugh Timur’s name appears in the tile
inscriptions on the portal. This monument will be
examined below as representative of the state of the art
before Timur’s arrival on the scene.
The last monument along the diagonal route from
the Abbasid city to the gate in the Mongol walls is the
so-called “Turabeg Khanom” mausoleum. As shall be
seen later, the wife of Qutlugh Timur was indeed a luminary in her own right and might well have built herself
a tomb or at least a tomb chamber within a religious
complex. Unfortunately, like the two pre-Mongol mausoleums, it is anepigraphic.
Before discussing this monument, I have attempted
to contextualize it within the historical development of
the city of Gurganj. The location will be significant in
reassessing its identification. It stood along the same
route as the other major elite tombs and religious monuments and was situated among other building projects

Fig. 7. Underglaze-painted tiles from the portal of the mausoleum of Najm al-Din Kubra, Kunya Urgench (ca. 1330).
(Photo: Lisa Golombek)

of the Mongol period. Further archaeological investigation of the area should bring the context of these
monuments into closer focus.
The site of Kunya Urgench contains many other
monuments that are not our concern here because their
present structures all postdate the Timurid period (ca.
1370–1507), although some may represent reconstructions of earlier buildings.19 After Timur’s devastation
of Kunya Urgench in 1388, the town never recovered
its former vitality. Members of the Sufid dynasty continued as local governors through the fifteenth century,
subject either to the Timurids or the Khans of the
Golden Horde (ca. 1240s–1502). After the brief rule of
the Shaybanids (1506–10), a local Uzbek tribe, the
Arabshahids gained power in 1511 and governed
Khorezm from Khiva, which eclipsed Kunya Urgench
thenceforth as a seat of power.
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Fig. 8. Plan of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. (After Mamedov and Muradov,
Gurganj, fig. 44)

Fig. 9. Section of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum, showing replacement structure on the site of the tomb chamber before
its recent demolition. (Drawing: A. N. Vinogradov [1958], after Mamedov and Muradov, Gurganj, fig. 50)

THE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OF THE
TURABEG KHANOM MAUSOLEUM
The original building had two chambers—a large domed
hall and a smaller one behind it (fig. 8). The large chamber is twelve-sided on the exterior and hexagonal on the
interior. It is preceded by an entrance portal and a ves-

tibule. The portal is so broad and dominant that it
obscures three of the twelve facets of the large dome
chamber.
This dome chamber would have served as the
ziyāratkhāna (antechamber), leading to a small domed
vestibule, followed by a rectangular room over the
crypt. Only a fragment of the rear vestibule dome sur-
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Fig. 10. Reconstruction based on excavations by M. M. Tuhtaev. (After Mamedov and Muradov, Gurganj, fig. 49)

vived into the last century and the rectangular room
was replaced sometime before then by a low domed
structure (fig. 9).20 Recent excavations revealed the original foundations of the room, and it has been reconstructed according to the plan of the restorer M. M.
Tuhtaev (fig. 10).21 The reconstruction added a secondary entrance portal behind this room, as found in the
sixteenth-century Sultan ʿAli mausoleum (opposite the
Najm al-Din Kubra shrine), which in many respects
(but not all), appears to be a copy of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum.
Tuhtaev’s cross-section shows that the staircase
going down to the crypt was entered from the floor
beneath the arch that opened into the rear vestibule.
The crypt itself extends from the center of the domed
vestibule to the end of the building. This is rather awkward, since the true burial chamber (gūrkhāna) is not
the domed space alone but all of the area up to the
ziyāratkhāna. The apparent lack of correspondence

between the crypt and its superstructure suggests that
they may belong to different periods of construction.
More information about the architecture of the crypt
and its roofing, as well as about the burials (or lack
thereof), might resolve this question.
The exterior facets of the dodecagon that do not
accommodate the main and secondary portals have
deep, arched niches that accentuate the height of the
outer walls (fig. 2). There are openings where the niches
lie in front of the sides of the interior hexagon; the other
facets are carved out as semi-octagonal bays. This treatment gives the exterior a sense of movement not found
in the simple blind arcades found on so many other
polygonal mausoleums.
Two-chambered mausoleums are not uncommon in
Central Asia for both secular and holy tombs, as in the
(secular) mausoleum of Buyan Quli Khan in Bukhara
(fig. 11), dated to around 1358,22 or the shrine of Ahmad
Yasavi in Turkestan, built by Timur between 1397 and
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1399 (fig. 27 [see p. 152]).23 A second chamber was often
added later to the original tomb, making it bicameral.
At Kunya Urgench, the tomb chamber is much smaller
than the hexagonal room, and its external dome ter
minated below the drum of the large dome. Its tomb
chamber is also relatively small compared with that of
the Yasavi shrine, but it is larger than the one built into
the Buyan Quli Khan. The neighboring bicameral mausoleum, erected next to the Buyan Quli Khan for the
Sufi shaykh Sayf al-Din Bakharzi in the fifteenth century, has an even larger tomb chamber relative to its
ziyāratkhāna.24 The enlargement of the tomb chamber
in relation to an adjoining ziyāratkhāna may perhaps
be viewed as a chronological phenomenon. If so, the
Urgench monument would fall closer in date to that of
the Yasavi shrine at Turkestan.
The external shape of the ziyāratkhāna, a dodecagon,
is relatively rare and appears to have had symbolic significance when employed. Alluding to the Twelve
Imams, the dodecagon was used for the tomb chamber
in several mausoleums associated with Shiʿite personages25 but, to my knowledge, it was not used for a
ziyāratkhāna. The other possible symbolism is cosmological. Ghazan Khan’s mausoleum in Tabriz, according to Vassaf, was a twelve-sided polygon to correspond
to the auspicious signs of the Zodiac, which were
depicted on it.26
While the juxtaposition of a tomb chamber and a
ziyāratkhāna does not pose problems of dating, the
presence of the vestibule does. Such vestibules became
common in Timurid architecture, but do not normally
appear earlier.27 Timurid architects favored this device
(called a dihlīz in contemporary literature) because it
appealed to their taste for rationally conceived spaces,
both horizontal and vertical. The Timurid historian
ʿAbd al-Razzaq al-Samarqandi describes the shrine at
Gazurgah in detail: “…on either side of the vestibule
[dihlīz], north and south, are arranged two assemblyhalls [jamāʿatkhāna] of perfect elegance.”28 The vestibule creates a space that removes the visitor from the
external world and allows him to prepare for entry into
a more sacred environment. In the Turabeg Khanom
monument, the visitor moves from the small, easily
grasped, cave-like space of the vestibule into the awesome, soaring space of the central hall (fig. 15 [see
p. 144]). Light pours through the many windows under
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Fig. 11. Plan of the Buyan Quli Khan mausoleum, Bukhara.
(After N. B. Nemtseva, Khanaka Saif al-Dina Bakharzi v
Bukhare: K istorii arkhitekturnogo kompleksa [Bukhara,
2003], fig. 59)

the dome, perhaps blinding him for a moment, as he
gazes upward to the model of the cosmos pictured in
the dome. The vestibule also offers the visitor a chance
to change direction. To the right, he may ascend a spiral staircase. To the left, he enters a very small chamber, perhaps meant for storing items such as candles
and books, or for use as a chillakhāna, a room for Sufi
retreat.
The design of the vestibule is also worth considering
(fig. 12). It is not a simple square room but rather a
square with deep, arched niches on the sides giving
entry to the two lateral spaces. The room is therefore a
chahār-tāq, as often seen in Timurid buildings. The
superstructure is supported not on four walls, but on
four arches. The spaces under the arches on the longitudinal axis are filled in to look like walls, but the lateral arches open into niches. The roofing is actually a
small dome resting on the four arches and the brackets
laid between them. The original structure can still be
seen above the remnants of the mosaic-faience muqarnas. The small dome preceding the gūrkhāna has also
been constructed in this manner, although the sides are
closed in (fig. 13). This novel solution created a sense of
openness not possible when solid walls penetrated by
doorways were employed. The chahār-tāq system occurs
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Fig. 12. Entrance vestibule of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

extensively in Timur’s buildings at Turkestan and
Samarkand, and in Timurid architecture throughout
the period, but it is not seen in this region prior to
the 1390s. Some of the best examples are found in
the Tuman Aqa complex (1405–6) at the Shah-i Zinda
(fig. 14), and in the shrine of Ahmad Yasavi at Turkestan (1397–99) (figs. 27 and 28 [see p. 152]).
Domes
The dome over the hexagonal hall rises over a transitional zone consisting of two horizontal rings: a dodecagon and a twenty-four-sided ring with twelve windows
(fig. 15). The reconstruction by Tuhtaev shows a conical
outer dome rising from a circular drum around a
spheri-conical inner dome (fig. 10).29 The lower dome,
which has the profile of a pointed three- or four-centered arch, is concealed on the inside by the tile work
(set in a plaster shell). From the twenty-four-sided ring
that supports this dome also springs, on the roof, the
cylindrical drum, encasing the dome outside and rising

almost to its apex (figs. 16 and 17). From the upper lip
of the drum rose the thin shell of an external dome that
was clad in turquoise tiles. It was supported by spur
walls attached to the middle dome.
The shape of the outer dome has not been satisfactorily resolved since so little of it remains. It is generally
thought to have been conical, as seems to be apparent
from the remaining fragment (fig. 17), and in a photograph of the south side taken in 1929. Most scholars,
including Tuhtaev, Pugachenkova, and Bulatov, tend
to concur with this reconstruction. Other double domes
in Kunya Urgench favor the conical over the curved
dome, and this may have been the reason for its use
here.
Experiments with constructing inner and outer
domes go back to the Kharraqan tombs of the late
eleventh century in Iran,30 but it is only around 1350
that architects seized upon the idea of combining the
double dome with the high drum. Both domes did not
have to spring from the roof of the building as they do
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Fig. 13. The rear vestibule of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

Fig. 14. Chahār-tāq type structure in the tomb chamber of the Tuman Aqa complex, Shah-i Zinda, Samarkand. (Photo: Lisa
Golombek)
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Fig. 15. Interior of the large dome chamber (ziyāratkhāna),
Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

at Sultaniyya, the tomb built by the Mongol ruler
Uljaytu between 1305 and 1313.31 One could begin constructing the outer dome from the top of the drum,
using the inner dome as its support, as seen in the midfourteenth-century mausoleum Do Minar Dardasht in
Isfahan.32 Spur walls were already in use in Khurasan
around 1300 for the conical domes of the Mil-i Radkan.33
Timur’s Dar al-Siyada (after 1375) at Shahrisabz had a
conical dome that overlies the inner dome and is
attached to spur walls.34 By 1400, most of Timur’s buildings had double domes rising on ever-taller cylindrical
drums.35
Also to be examined under the discussion of vaulting are the muqarnas compositions found in the domes
of the vestibule (fig. 18) and gūrkhāna, the niche heads

of the exterior, and the cornice crowning the external
cylindrical drum. Their striking mosaic-faience revetments will be considered later. A distinction between
two types of muqarnas was drawn by the Timurid mathematician Ghiyath al-Din Jamshid ibn Masʿud al-Kashi,
author of the treatise Miftāḥ al-ḥisāb (Key to Arithmetic, ca. 1430). The “simple” muqarnas had “only four
possible measures for the bases of the facets…[while in
the Shirazi muqarnas] one finds triangles, squares, pentagons, hexagons, star polygons, etc. that are flat as well
as curved.”36 The very elements that distinguish the
Shirazi muqarnas, particularly star polygons, proliferate in the muqarnas of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum.37 The term “Shirazi” associates this type of
muqarnas with the city of Shiraz in south central Iran.
Notkin distinguished between two types of muqarnas
found in early Timurid monuments in Samarkand. He
identified a special type of muqarnas seen in the later
monuments of the Shah-i Zinda, such as the Shirin Bika
Aqa mausoleum (ca. 1390), or the shrine of Ahmad
Yasavi in Turkestan (1397–99), as “radial,” in contrast
to the earlier forms that were generated by an orthogonal
grid (corresponding to al-Kashi’s “curved” type)
(fig. 19).38 Although Notkin did not identify the radial
muqarnas with the term Shirazi, this association has
been strengthened through the work of Necipoğlu and
al-Asad.39 The stellate roofs of the Shirazi muqarnas
evolve from its radial composition.
Tracing the arrival of the Shirazi muqarnas in Central Asia will provide a post quem dating for the mausoleum. It first appeared in Central Asia only around
1390, one of the earliest occurrences being in the aforementioned Shirin Bika Aqa mausoleum at the Shah-i
Zinda (erected after 1385–86).40 The very use of the
term Shirazi, denoting an origin foreign to Central Asia,
suggests a period during which craftsmen were being
brought from Iran to Central Asia. We shall see that this
occurred several times during Timur’s reign, as recorded
in texts and suggested by the nisbas of craftsmen signing their works.
It is evident that the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum
is a highly sophisticated work of architecture, both in
its conceptualization of spaces and its engineering. Both
are fully utilized in a conscious way to achieve an effect,
visual, aesthetic, even spiritual.
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Fig. 17. Fragment of tiled outer dome, Turabeg Khanom
mausoleum. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

Fig. 16. Cylindrical drum with remnants of dome shell,
encircling inner dome, with spur walls, Turabeg Khanom
mausoleum. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

Surfaces
The entire exterior and at least the superstructure of the
interior were reveted in glazed tile. Most of the work
was executed in mosaic faience, although the main
inscription framing the portal was made up of large,
rectangular painted tiles, combining underglaze and
overglaze techniques (fig. 20).41 The technique of painting tiles with a wide-ranging palette, including low-fire
pigments such as red and gold, enjoyed a brief period
of popularity in the region, as testified by several of the
mausoleums at the Shah-i Zinda in Samarkand. These
seem to range in date from the 1380s (the so-called
“Ustad ʿAli Nasafi” mausoleum) (fig. 21) to the 1390s
(Anonymous 2).42 They are prominent in the dated
mausoleum of Amirzada (1386).43 At the Turabeg
Khanom mausoleum they occur to such a limited extent
one might suggest that the building falls at the tail end
of this fashion. While mosaic faience occurs in the so-

called “Caravansaray”44 at Kunya Urgench, the palette
is limited to two blues, white, and black, and the designs
are strictly geometric, completely in accord with the
state of development in Iran in the mid-fourteenth century.
What Donald Wilber called “complete” mosaic
faience, with the full range of colors (two blues, white,
black, green, ochre, and eggplant purple), evolved in
Iran in the mid-fourteenth century.45 It is a more costly
technique as it involves cutting out thousands of pieces
from different colored glazed tiles and laying them out
to form intricate patterns. This is more labor intensive
than painting the pattern on tile surfaces. Mosaic faience
was used extensively only on the most princely of monuments erected by the Timurids and the amount of coverage displayed at the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum is
exceptional even for a royal monument. What is most
extraordinary is the palette of the mosaic faience here:
the usual blue and white dominate, but green, bright
yellow, bright red, brown, and gold also appear.
Pugachenkova observed that the greens shade into pistachio (fig. 22). These colors are not characteristic of the
fully developed Iranian mosaic faience. However, their
occurrence in the painted tiles at Kunya Urgench and
at the Shah-i Zinda suggests that local Khorezmian potters were at work adapting the older technology of
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Fig. 18. Mosaic-faience muqarnas in the entrance vestibule of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

a

b

Fig. 19. Analysis of muqarnas at the Shah-i Zinda, Samarkand: a) orthogonal; b) radial. (After I. I. Notkin, “Stalaktity XIV
v. iz ansamblia Shakhi-Zinda,” Zodchestvo Uzbekistana 2 [1970]: figs. 4a, 10)
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Fig. 20. Painted tiles from the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum (in the site museum). (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

Fig. 22. Mosaic faience in the exterior niches, Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

Fig. 21. Painted tiles on the so-called “Ustad ʿAli Nasafi”
mausoleum at the Shah-i Zinda, Samarkand. (Photo: Lisa
Golombek)

painted tiles to what seems to have been a newly
imported technique.
Little tile revetment remains on the entrance portal.
Traces of the cursive inscription once framing the portal survive in small areas, and the large fragment preserved in the site museum probably came from the
portal (fig. 20). The muqarnas panels on the entrance
portal are inscribed with some of the Ninety-nine Beau-
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Fig. 23. Interior of dome and transition zones, Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

tiful Names of God (asmāʾ al-ḥusnā), including the
eightieth, al-Tawwāb (Repentant); the eighty-fourth,
Mālik al-Mulk (King of the dominions); and the ninetyfifth, al-Badīʿ (Creator-inventor).46 Only two other
Timurid monuments with such inscriptions are known
to the author, and they are both mid-fifteenth century
(the Masjid-i Shah at Mashhad, and the Blue Mosque
at Tabriz),47 while their occurrence in Ilkhanid architecture is also rare.48
All of the framing borders of the exterior, as well as
the arch spandrels, were reveted with mosaic faience in
vegetal patterns. The cylinder of the drum is overlaid
with a hexagonal grid of unglazed, polished terracotta
(fig. 16). Mosaic tiles fill in the hexagons. There is a
striking resemblance between the revetments of the
drum, with their arched panels of hexagonal tiles, and
the treatment of the drum under the dome of the
Gawhar Shad mausoleum in Herat (1417–32).49 Even

the proportions of the drum and dome suggest an affinity with the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum.
How the interior below the zone of transition was
treated is not clear. No trace of tiles seems to remain
(fig. 15), although there may have been at least a tile
dado, perhaps of hexagonal tiles, as was typical of Timurid architecture. The walls would likely have been plastered and painted. The arches of the twelve-sided
transition zone form an undecorated arcade. The
muqarnas-filled corner arches alternate with flat, arched
panels, both reveted in mosaic faience (fig. 23). The flat
panels feature large, tear-shaped medallions against a
background of arabesque. Similar panels occupy the
spaces between the windows in the twenty-four-sided
zone.
The dome is truly a tour de force,50 reflecting the
heavens with its extraordinary geometric design radiating from a central star. The outer rings contain large
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Fig. 24. Detail of the mosaic faience in the dome. (Photo:
Lisa Golombek)

decagrams with round medallions in the centers
(figs. 3 and 24). Each one appears to be different. Unlike
Pugachenkova, I do not see any stylistic resemblance
between the mosaics here and those of the Aq Saray at
Shahrisabz, which Timur built, allegedly with the help
of Khorezmian workmen. The individual pieces of
mosaic used for the Aq Saray are very small compared
with the usual Timurid practice, but those employed for
the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum are much larger than
both. This anomaly suggests that the technique was not
altogether familiar to the tile makers at Kunya Urgench
when they were commissioned to ornament the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. The style of the ornament is,
in fact, very close to that seen on the portal of the
madrasa of Muhammad Sultan at Samarkand, built
around 1400 by an architect from Isfahan.51
CONCLUSIONS
Many of the features of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum discussed above show kinship with monuments
belonging to what we have called the “Imperial Timurid
Style,” spanning the years 1390 to 1405, ending with
Timur’s death. These features are not limited to the
mosaic-faience revetments, although the latter alone are
strong indications of date. Masson’s proposed dating of
the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum to around 1370 led
scholars such as Pugachenkova and Bulatov to attribute
the new developments at Samarkand to the craftsmen
taken from Urgench in 1388 by Timur. However, if the
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Turabeg Khanom mausoleum had existed as early as
1370, the advanced technology it exhibits would have
shown up in contemporary buildings in Samarkand. It
does not. Timur’s family would surely have sent such
remarkable craftsmen to work at the Shah-i Zinda. One
must ask why none of these features appear in the mausoleum built at the Shah-i Zinda by Turkan Aqa
(d. 1383), the elder sister of Timur, for her daughter
Shad-i Mulk (d. 1371).52 If mosaic faience had been
available at that time (between 1371 and 1383), Turkan
Aqa would surely have used it. Instead, Turkan Aqa’s
building is lavishly decorated with painted tilework
both inside and out. This technology was well advanced
in Khorezm, as evidenced by the undated cenotaph near
the mausoleum of Tekesh mentioned above (fig. 6).
Indeed, all of the buildings at the Shah-i Zinda from the
1380s up to the time of the Shirin Bika Aqa mausoleum
(after 1385–86) have similar painted tilework. Thus, the
Turabeg Khanom mausoleum could not have been built
as early as 1370, as suggested by Masson and Pugachenkova, and probably postdates the Shad-i Mulk mausoleum.
The same conclusion must be reached if one looks at
the spatial design (use of a vestibule), system of vaulting (chahār-tāq support system), and advanced Shirazi
muqarnas of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. I have
argued elsewhere that the introduction of these features
into the architecture of Timur was due to the arrival of
craftsmen from Iran following the campaigns Timur
waged after he had razed Khorezm.53 Working together
in Timur’s realms perhaps for the first time, the architects and engineers brought from various centers in Iran
formulated a new canon that revolutionized the
aesthetics of Islamic architecture. 54 They may have
come in at least two waves, the first group after the campaign of 1388 and another in 1393. Inscriptions on
some of the new buildings give the names of builders
and tile makers with Iranian nisbas: “Shirazi” on the
Turkestan shrine; “Isfahani” on the madrasa of Muhammad Sultan; and “Tabrizi”(?) on the Tuman Aqa and
Aq Saray. The builder who signed the dome of the
Turkestan shrine appears to have been a descendant of
the Shirazi builder of the madrasa adjoining the Seljuk
mosque of Isfahan, dated 1376–77.55
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Fig. 25. Section of the Shirin Bika Aqa mausoleum, Shah-i
Zinda, Samarkand. (After Lisa Golombek and Donald Newton Wilber, The Timurid Architecture of Iran and Turan
[Princeton, N.J., 1988], fig. 18)

Fig. 26. Portal of the Shirin Bika Aqa mausoleum, Shah-i
Zinda, Samarkand. (Photo: Lisa Golombek)

The first monument in Transoxiana to display signs
of the change in technology and aesthetics is the Shirin
Bika Aqa mausoleum,56 which faces the Shad-i Mulk
tomb across the corridor at the Shah-i Zinda (fig. 25).
It was probably Timur himself who erected it for his sister after her death in 1385–86. Its tall cylindrical drum
and elevated double dome protrude high above the earlier mausoleums that surround it, dwarfing the mausoleum built by Timur’s elder sister. The portal of the
Shirin Bika Aqa mausoleum appears to soar as a result
of the elongation of its tympanum above the doorway
(fig. 26). It is about twice the height of the actual doorframe.57 This, the heightened drum, and the double

dome are features also employed to great advantage at
the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum. The elongated portal was fashionable in the Muzaffarid buildings of Iran
in the late fourteenth century.58 Finally, it is the display
of fine mosaic faience on the Shirin Bika Aqa portal that
differentiates the mausoleums of the two sisters of
Timur.
These are small monuments, built primarily for the
Timurid royal family. We shall see the same innovative
features on a larger scale in the major monument of this
period, the great shrine dedicated to Ahmad Yasavi at
Turkestan.59 Texts date this structure to 1397–99, but
Mankov’skaia found two periods of construction and
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suggested that the project had been started perhaps five
years before. An even earlier period was discovered
within the walls of the gūrkhāna, the original mausoleum of the shaykh (who died in 1166). As mentioned
above, the succession of portal, large ziyāratkhāna, and
small gūrkhāna, which occurs in the Turabeg Khanom
mausoleum, is found in this building as well (figs. 27
and 28). The similarity between the two buildings
becomes apparent if the auxiliary rooms flanking the
central tract of the Turkestan shrine are stripped away.
The spur walls of the large dome and its very tall cylindrical drum closely resemble the dome structure and
drum of the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum, although
the outer contour of the domes may have differed (the
latter possibly being conical). Mosaic faience was used
inside for the mihrab of the masjid and for the dado in
the ziyāratkhāna, but the predominant technique was
painted tiles and bannāʾī tilework.60 The painted tiles
resemble those of Timur’s Aq Saray in Shahrisabz (the
tile there is dated 798 [1395–96]), but the mosaic faience is the closest stylistically to that of the Turabeg
Khanom mausoleum, although the palette is more traditional. As for structural features, the Turkestan shrine
shows numerous usages of the chahār-tāq support system, which we noted in the vestibules of the Turabeg
Khanom mausoleum.61
All of these novel features—the mosaic faience, the
portal with elongated proportions, the chahār-tāq system, the double dome and drum, the vestibule, the
Shirazi muqarnas—had a history of development in the
architecture of Ilkhanid Iran. The technology can be
seen evolving in the Muzaffarid monuments of Isfahan,
Kirman, and Yazd from the mid- to late fourteenth century. The advanced muqarnas also appears in these
same monuments (e.g., the mosques of Kirman and
Yazd, and the madrasa attached to the Great Mosque
of Isfahan). The relevant point is that if we try to date
the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum on the basis of building design, technology, and decorative techniques, we
have no choice other than to place it after Timur’s conquests of Iran. It could not, therefore, have been built
by a member of the Sufid dynasty, which Timur defeated
just before the campaigns in Iran. The question is, how
much later and for what purpose was it actually built?
The inscriptions on the portal (asmāʾ al-ḥusnā) and the
preexistence of the tomb suggest that it could just as
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easily have been a shrine or khanaqah of a revered person as the tomb of a royal princess. This question cannot be resolved without further archaeological
investigation of the site. However, the dating of the
monument can be established with our present knowledge of the architecture and comparable buildings.
The insertion of a complex vestibule structure is
characteristic of monuments from the second phase of
Timurid architecture, known as the “Metropolitan
Style,” between 1410 and 1445.62 The emphasis placed
on star-shaped roofs in the muqarnas also belongs to
this second phase (see, particularly the monuments
around Yazd of the mid-fifteenth century).63 Yet certain features that figure prominently in Timurid architecture after around 1420 are missing here. The most
obvious one is the arch-net, a system of crisscrossing
arches executed in plaster, later referred to by terms
such as rasmī sāzī or gulāb sāzī, which eventually
replaced the muqarnas.64 The Turabeg Khanom mausoleum would therefore postdate the arrival of architects from Iran in 1388, but at least three possible
moments can be suggested within the Timurid period.
The first would coincide more closely with Timur’s
major projects of around 1395. The second corresponds
to the period of Shah Malik’s governorship of Khorezm
(1413–26), which his son continued to rule until 1430–
31. A prominent amir of Shahrukh (r. 1409–47), the son
also built extensively in Khurasan.65 The third possible
moment would fall within the period of the revival of
Khorezm under Khan Mustafa, with the founding of
the town of Vazir in 1464. While the third period seems
unlikely because of the lack of features that became popular in Timurid architecture by the middle of the fifteenth century (e.g., the arch-net), the second period
remains plausible. However, until further evidence
comes to light, I would like to consider a hypothesis for
the dating of the monument to Timur’s lifetime.
We have ruled out two propositions explaining the
origins of the remarkable so-called “Turabeg Khanom”
mausoleum: 1) that it was built in the 1330s by the wife
of the ruler, and 2) that it was erected by the Sufid governors around 1370. It is unlikely that the weak governors of the Sufid dynasty who hung on after the
ruination of Kunya Urgench would have had the
resources to build such a first-class monument.66 While
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Fig. 27. Plan of the shrine of Ahmad Yasavi at Turkestan. (After Golombek and Wilber, Timurid Architecture, fig. 59, based
on L. Iu. Man’kovskaia, “Towards the Study of Forms in Central Asian Architecture at the End of the Fourteenth Century:
The Mausoleum of Khvāja Aḥmad Yasavī,” trans. Lisa Golombek, Iran 23 [1985], fig. 1)

Fig. 28. Section of the shrine of Ahmad Yasavi at Turkestan. (After Golombek and Wilber, Timurid Architecture, fig. 57,
based on Man’kovskaia, “Towards the Study of Forms in Central Asian Architecture,” pl. 1)

the “turabeg khanom” mausoleum in kunya urgench: problems of attribution
rejecting the second attribution, we must, however,
qualify our assessment of the first. What is the possibility that the present building is actually a reconstruction
of a tomb or other religious monument associated with
Turabeg Khanom?
Let us first take a closer look at Turabeg Khanom.
We know that she was a real historical figure, whom the
traveller Ibn Battuta met during his visit to Urgench en
route to India circa 1330. Finding the bazaars packed
with people and goods arriving from the Far East and
travelling north of the Caspian to the Volga, he headed
for the Friday Mosque, which, he says, was built by Qutlugh Timur’s remarkable wife, Turabeg, the “pure Khatun.” He visited other significant places, such as the
tombs of Najm al-Din Kubra and al-Zamakhshari, and
was entertained in the lavishly furnished majlis of the
kadi, apparently a relative of the ruler, in a room spread
with carpets, its walls hung with textiles and its niches
filled with precious silver vessels, embellished with gold.
The ruler himself was ill, but Ibn Battuta paid him a visit
as well, in a large wooden room with a wooden dome,
draped in silk. He then narrates a story about the wife
of the ruler, demonstrating her great kindness toward
him and mentioning her hospitality at the zawiya (Sufi
lodge) that she had built. He thus attributes to her two
public monuments—a Friday mosque and a zawiya,
where food was distributed to the poor and to travelers.
We cannot know whether the mosque mentioned by
Ibn Battuta was the one to which the surviving minaret
might have belonged.67 Nevertheless, this possibility
cannot be ruled out just because it bears an inscription
naming Turabeg’s husband, Qutlugh Timur. For the
queen to have been credited with the building of a
mosque that was actually erected or restored by her husband was not a unique occurrence: Timur’s Friday
mosque in Samarkand eventually became known by his
queen’s name (in folk culture, the “Bibi Khanom”).68
Had the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum existed during his visit, Ibn Battuta would surely have commented
on it, but perhaps no tomb had yet been erected for her.
Nevertheless, it is possible that either she or her husband did build a mausoleum on the site of the present
building attributed to her, perhaps within the very zawiya that Ibn Battuta does mention. If so, it must have
been completely razed when the current building was
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erected. The lack of correspondence between the crypt
beneath the tomb chamber and the articulation of the
superstructure, discussed above, does suggest that the
present building incorporated something that existed
before. The dodecagonal shape of the large dome chamber may also be a reference to an earlier building that
could have been inspired by Ghazan Khan’s zodiacal
twelve-sided tomb, mentioned above. A religious meaning is unlikely for the fourteenth or fifteenth century,
as Twelver Shiʿism was out of favor in Urgench under
Qutlugh Timur.69 Timur himself was Sunni and is
reported to have denigrated Shiʿism at times (viz., his
conversation with the Sayyids of Mazanderan).70 Reverence for the family of Ali, which was certainly current
throughout this period, does not imply Shiʿite affiliation.
If the present building is actually a reconstruction of
the tomb of Turabeg Khanom, who might have undertaken this project? Since the mausoleum is datable stylistically to Timur’s reign, could he himself have
commissioned it? If so, what could have motivated him
to order so costly a project, given that its association
was with an earlier ruler? Turabeg Khanom was the wife
of Qutlugh Timur but she was also a Chinggisid princess. The “Chinggisid” (i.e., Mongol) association may
be the very key to explaining this phenomenon. Timur
sought to legitimize his claim to rule by inventing or
creating (through marriage) links with the Chinggisids,
the descendants of the great Mongol emperor Chinggis
Khan. Timur also asserted his descent from Mongol lineage twice in his Friday Mosque at Samarkand: over the
entrance portal carved in stone and over the door to the
sanctuary in unglazed tile. The direct association with
the lineage of Chinggis Khan was made by his grandson Ulugh Beg, on the cenotaphs of the Gur-i Amir.71
It is helpful to review Timur’s relationship with
Khorezm and its chief city. The historian Yazdi speaks
of three different occasions on which Kunya Urgench
figures in his strategy. Timur defeated the ruler of
Kunya Urgench, Yusuf Sufi, in 1379–80 (781), but
although he took away craftsmen72 at this time, he did
not destroy the city. When he returned in 1388 (790),
he utterly razed the city such that no population
remained.73 Three years later (in 1391 [793]), however,
he ordered Amir Musaka Qaʾuchin74 to rebuild a quar-
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ter in Urgench known as Qaʾan, which had been developed by the descendants of Chinggis Khan.75 This
quarter most likely can be identified as the area around
the minaret of Qutlugh Timur (1321–36); this is the
same area in which the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum
is also situated. By restoring the mausoleum and perhaps having plans to repopulate the town, Timur was
making the same statement that he had in his genealogical inscriptions in the mosque of Samarkand, mentioned above.
I have tried to show that the Turabeg Khanom mausoleum comprises many elements that appear to have
been in the process of development, such as mosaic
faience. Some colors that occur here were never used
again in mosaic faience. I have also pointed out the close
resemblance between this building and the shrine of
Ahmad Yasavi, which Timur erected, I believe, only a
few years later. Perhaps the ruined city of Kunya
Urgench should be viewed as a sort of laboratory,
indeed, a crucible, to which Timur sent his imported
architects and engineers to experiment in anticipation
of building the great shrine at Turkestan. The Turabeg
Khanom mausoleum might then be regarded as a working model for this new monumental project, as well as
an homage to his own Mongol heritage.
Only future studies, including detailed drawings and
further excavations of the city, will determine which of
the three Timurid generations actually produced this
building. There remains no doubt, however, that it
stands among the greatest architectural masterpieces of
the Islamic world and deserves further study.
Professor Emeritus, University of Toronto,
Curator Emeritus of Islamic Art,
Royal Ontario Museum,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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FRONTIERSCAPE: RECONSIDERING BITHYNIAN STRUCTURES
AND THEIR BUILDERS ON THE BYZANTINE–OTTOMAN CUSP
A moon arose from the holy man’s breast and came
to sink in Osman Ghazi’s breast. A tree then sprouted
from his navel, and its shade compassed the world…
[When Osman awoke] he went and told the story to the
sheikh, who said, ‘Osman, my son, congratulations for
the imperial office [bestowed by God] on you and your
descendants.’
—ʿAşıkpaşazade1
For a long time it has been said that the Ottomans do
not have an architecture particular to their nation; being
tribes with tents, they remained strangers to the art of
construction, and their public edifices are the works of
foreigners, Arab and Persian architects initially, and
Greek architects afterwards. No other type of edifice
provides better proof of this fact than their religious
monuments.
—Charles F. Texier2

We return once again to the dream of Osman (d. 1324),
in which the eponymous founder of the Ottomans
inherits the responsibility to lead his people forward.
The imagery in the dream, as noted by many previous
commentators, is sublime and mythic, and it is delivered
through a divine medium. But the rise to power of the
Ottomans, which took place at least a couple of decades
after the purported dream, required more than myth or
the intervention of a divine hand; it necessitated the
conquest of people, villages, and cities.
Cultural overlays and a political wilderness in which
rivalries played themselves out may be said to characterize the Ottoman-lands-to-be in the late thirteenth
century, the time of Osman’s dream. Clusters of Byzantines, Mongol-Ilkhanids, and Seljuks still held on to
power in select areas, and various groups cooperated
amongst themselves to keep their political and stately
careers alive. Osman himself took part in this chaotic

scene, leading raids by his forces, seizing booty, and
constructing a set of alliances and allegiances to fulfill
his dream of spreading his domain and influence.3 In
particular, as noted by Cemal Kafadar, Osman’s political career seems to have been given a jolt in the last years
of the thirteenth century, when he rose from leading a
group of nomadic warriors to become chieftain of a beylik (principality) after seizing a number of fortresses in
Bithynia.4 Ultimately, the success and sovereignty5 of
the Ottomans would culminate in the expansion of their
lands into the region of Bithynia (northwest Anatolia,
today). This occurred mainly in the years following
Osman’s death.
The Ottomans’ far-reaching success heralded more
than just a political transition; it also brought about the
many shifts in aesthetics and commerce that attend to
any change in regime. One of these shifts involved the
architectural culture of the region. Where Osman’s
dream may deceive us in its suggestion of a mythic people arising from a void, an equally problematic situation confronts us when we extend the discussion to
architecture. The Ottomans could trace their origins to
a humble nomadic tribe in Central Asia, and this lack
of rootedness helps to explain Texier’s claim that the
Ottomans did not have “an architecture particular to
their nation.”6 Of course, the idea that the Ottomans
lacked an architecture is what I will attempt to challenge
here.
In this essay, I focus on the transformation of the
Bithynian region beginning in 1326, when the Ottomans established their first capital at Bursa (known to
the Byzantines as Prousa),7 and lasting until 1402, when
Timur’s army sacked the city. In Bithynian cities such
as Nicaea and Yenişehir as well as Bursa, the construction, placement, and orientation of a series of edifices
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had by 1380 already altered the urban landscape dramatically. Given this background, I plan first to discuss
historiographical approaches to the structures before
and during the Turkish Republican era (roughly, from
the late nineteenth century through the early 1960s).
The texts produced by this select group of scholars,
while highly valuable in many respects, have contributed to reinforcing historiographical impasses in the
study of early Ottoman architecture. Second, I will consider three prominent structures from the fourteenthcentury Bithynian landscape: the mosques of Orhan
Gazi (1339) and Murad I (1365–85) in Bursa and the
church of the Panagia Pantobasilissa (built after 1336)
in Trigleia (Zeytinbağı, also known as Trilye, located in
Mudanya). In revisiting early Ottoman architecture in
view of the scholarly discourse, this piece offers a fresh
interpretation for the routes along which architectural
styles and their practitioners traveled in the early
decades of Ottoman power in Bithynia.
Accordingly, I would like to argue that it is possible
to view fourteenth-century Bithynian structures
through two cultural lenses. From a Byzantine perspective, late Byzantine architecture in Bithynia represents
the end of a regional tradition, while, from the Ottoman viewpoint, early Ottoman buildings mark the
beginning of a syncretic tradition that endured for
about a hundred years: the Ottoman buildings in
Bithynia are distinct from the canons of the later, classical Ottoman architecture to emerge in Istanbul.
Moreover, while scholars have traditionally viewed
the Byzantines and Ottomans as separate peoples and
their architecture as belonging to distinct traditions, a
study of Bithynia’s material culture serves to eliminate
such divisions imposed by political history. The similarities between the regional styles in art and architecture are so striking that they must be studied in tandem.
A CHECKLIST FOR EARLY OTTOMAN
BUILDINGS: ARCHITECTURAL STYLE AND
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
Key elements in the architectural style of early Ottoman
buildings are alternating brick- and-stone masonry,
banded voussoirs, dogtooth friezes, decorative roundels

(or bull’s eyes), brick patterning, and spoliated elements
such as those that appear in the mosques of Alaeddin
(1335), Orhan Gazi, and Murad I in Bursa, and Hacı
Özbek (1333) in Iznik. This architectural style has been
identified as both “hybrid” and “semi-Byzantine,”8 but
oftentimes comparisons between Byzantine and Ottoman buildings fail to go beyond a discussion of superficial similarities, such as the development of the portico
façade and decorative brick patterning. As a result, the
appearance of Byzantine forms in Ottoman architecture
is attributed principally to imitation,9 as if the Ottoman
builders “simply looked and copied, just as they borrowed columns, capitals, and other building materials.”10 In line with this viewpoint, it has been proposed
that the alternating brick-and-stone masonry in early
Ottoman buildings actually did not follow the Byzantine practice, because in the Byzantine style the stones
are roughly cut and the bricks are longer, thicker, and
embedded in wider mortar beds, whereas the early
Ottoman buildings, by contrast, have ashlar blocks,
which are short, thin, and jointed, and set in shallower
mortar beds.11 A more convincing interpretation is that
the early Ottoman builders—some of whom almost
certainly served as late Byzantine builders—borrowed
from previous styles, translating them for a new context.
In addition, whether the early Ottoman buildings bore
superficial details or followed Byzantine workshop
practices, they represented a “dual heritage,” through
which masons were able to work in an essentially
unchanged masonry tradition for Ottoman patrons.
While the layout of the buildings proclaimed Muslim
decorum and ritual, their “skin” was Byzantine and
reflected the mixed ethnicity of the groups in Bithynia
under Ottoman rule.12
Yet the Ottoman buildings of this period reveal different function and design ideals alongside surface similarities to their predecessors. And, as this paper
demonstrates, the Ottomans did not simply look and
copy. It is crucial to recognize to what extent masons
preserved their own local knowledge—that is, the ways
in which Byzantine construction techniques, decorative
details, and forms were transmitted or translated into
their new works. For example, the façade and window
arch in the mosque of Murad I in Assos (built after
1363) in Mysia, the region that neighbors Bithynia, and
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the mosque at Lentiana (Tophisar) (built around 1400)
in Bithynia, among others, follow the Byzantine construction method known as “brick-filled mortar
joints.”13 Who were the practitioners in charge of producing and reproducing Ottoman buildings? Often
Christian builders-turned-slaves are credited with this
role. Yet would “Nikomedianus,” “Christodoulos,” and
“Stephanos”14 really have been the master builders
working for Ottoman sultans? And, if so, how can we
explain why their work was limited to the construction
of walls and the insertion of spoliated pieces in appropriate places, while they did not take part in other construction activities, such as the execution of vaulting
systems and other decorative details?15 Did the Christian builders act in this way in order to evoke particular meanings through the architectural forms they were
creating—by fragmenting the prototypes into individual elements and then reassembling them, so that they
bore different relationships to one another, hence building completely new structures?16 The continuity in
masonry techniques underlines the role of masons
and workshops in the transmission and translation of
Byzantine construction styles. The study of the materials and workshop practices of the Byzantines and
Ottomans to be conducted in this essay helps to clarify
the patterns of transmission of Bithynian local knowledge.
In a sense, this study was begun in 1968, when Professors Cyril Mango and Ihor Ševčenko, with the financial support of the Byzantine Studies Program at
Dumbarton Oaks, initiated a three-year study of surviving Byzantine churches and monasteries on the
southern shore of the Sea of Marmara. Following in the
footsteps of F. W. Hasluck, who suggested continuity
in construction techniques from the Byzantine to the
Ottoman periods,17 Mango and Ševčenko were the first
Byzantinists to draw our attention to the similarities
between late Byzantine and early Ottoman architecture
in Bithynia.18 Another scholar to address the issue was
Richard Krautheimer, who wrote a seminal work on the
history and development of Byzantine architecture. In
the chapter he devotes to the late Byzantine period,
however, he cautions that the “after-life of Byzantine
culture in the Ottoman Empire and the architecture it
produced is beyond the [book’s] scope.” All the same,

Krautheimer covers Byzantine architecture from 324 to
1450, with content stretching beyond the last Byzantine
dynasty (the Palaiologan [1261–1453]) and including
the architecture of Balkan lands such as Bulgaria and
Serbia, outside Byzantium’s borders.19 Much later, Slobodan Ćurčić, in an article examining regional workshops in fourteenth-century architecture, analyzed the
similarities between early Ottoman and late Byzantine
monuments, heralding the then-forthcoming studies of
these monuments by Robert Ousterhout. The latter
scholar elaborates on the similarities mentioned by
Ćurčić in two works, one from 1991, the other from
1995, arguing that the emerging Ottoman architecture
of Bithynia in the 1300s was rooted in a strong local tradition. Ousterhout points to continuity in workshop
practices (and the role of masons in this continuity)
from the late Byzantine to the early Ottoman period,
albeit with certain changes in religion and patronage.20
Let it be noted that considering buildings as cultural
artifacts offers an alternative to textual study and
another window into the complexities of the period. In
Bithynia, architecture provides insights that texts cannot and do not. Indeed, historian Colin Imber has called
the fourteenth century a “black hole” in the formation
of the Ottoman state in Bithynia because of the paucity
of textual evidence. And yet no recent studies on the
early Ottoman state have looked beyond the scarce written evidence in constructing a history.
Further, a glance into the region’s built environment
indicates how the Byzantine heritage and urbanism significantly shaped the architectural tradition of the
emerging Ottoman state. Many Ottoman buildings in
the region borrow from Byzantine construction techniques, sometimes simply for aesthetic reasons, sometimes to make a political statement, and in all cases
suggesting an overlay between the Byzantines and Ottomans. In effect, the buildings function as “synecdoche”
in place of their builders, and enjoyed a public profile
that could be appreciated by all members of society,
Christian and Muslim alike.21
The Byzantine legacy in Bithynia is represented primarily in churches and city walls, the latter of which
include Pegea (Kara Biga),22 Lentiana (Tophisar),23 and
Katoikia (Ürünlü),24 built during the Laskarid period
(1204–1261), and Lopadion (Ulubat),25 constructed in
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the 1130s. Throughout the fourteenth century, such fortresses were meant to form a chain of security posts for
the Byzantines—particularly those located along the
Sangarius River, which provided the final defenses protecting Nicaea and Constantinople. In the 1280s and
1290s, Osman took complete control of the city of Dorylaion by conquering a series of forts and fortresses. By
the early 1300s, the remaining fortresses were captured
and the blockade of Nicaea (Iznik) was complete.26
Overall, the construction of walls and fortification
architecture is virtually identical before and after the
arrival of the Ottomans, suggesting continuity in workshop practices through the transition.
A similar pattern of continuity existed for religious
buildings as well. Details of the church of Panagia Pantobasilissa in Trigleia, for example, demonstrate that
Christian construction persisted well after the Ottoman
conquest of the region.27 At the same time, the church
of Pantobasilissa (fig. 1), and the Orhan Gazi mosque
in Bursa (fig. 2), built to honor the second sultan of the
Ottoman state (r. 1324–61), are virtually identical in
construction techniques (as shown by alternating brickand-stone masonry, with occasional cloisonné and
banded voussoirs), suggesting that masons from the
same workshops may have constructed buildings for
patrons of both religions. Furthermore, the mosque of
Murad I (r. 1362–89) closely resembles the façade articulation and monumentality of contemporaneous Byzantine churches. Buildings in transition that were both
symbolically appropriated and actually transformed
from churches into mosques and mausolea offer important clues into the Ottoman strategies of using structures to legitimate power and landownership. Examples
of such conversions to mausolea are found in the tombs
of Osman and Orhan Gazi in Bursa and Lala Şahin in
Mustafakemalpaşa. These buildings were appropriated
for reuse, creating a new syntax of visual elements by
which the Ottomans could identify themselves, while
at the same time preserving aspects that likely kept the
structures relevant to the Byzantines.28
The early Ottomans intervened in the urban environment for multiple purposes. Individual building types
fall into this category, such as multifunctional invertedT or reverse-T plan buildings and mosques, which proclaim the presence of a new religion and a new culture.

Nevertheless, these structures share certain features
with earlier regional developments, such as alternating
brick-and-stone masonry and banded voussoirs, as well
as spoliated architectural elements; they also contained
new vaulting and planning concepts, including socalled Turkish triangles (the transformation of the
curved space of the traditional pendentive into a fanlike set of long and narrow triangles built at an angle
from each other). Examples of such structures include
the Mehmed Dede zawiya (hostel) in Yenişehir (1360–
89) and the Nilüfer Hatun imaret (hospice) in Iznik
(1380s), both of which were constructed with Byzantine-style façades. These two buildings, which have the
inverted-T or reverse-T plan of the multifunctional
mosque, facilitated both social and ritual use, irrespective, as will be seen, of religious affiliation.
Indeed, from a spatial perspective, one of the most
interesting and original of the early Ottoman mosque
types is the aforementioned inverted-T plan.29 In scholarship, this architectural type—which served functions
beyond the religious—has been referred to by many
names, including “special,”30 “Bursa type,” and “multifunctional.”31 Beginning in the 1960s, new terms were
introduced as a way to better explain the forms and
functions of these fourteenth- and fifteenth-century
structures. Assessing Orhan Gazi’s’s imaret in Iznik,
Oktay Aslanapa proposed the term “mosque with side
spaces.”32 We also see monikers such as “mosque with
subsidiary spaces,” and “zawiya mosque,”33 as well as—
by Aptullah Kuran—“cross-axial mosque,” “eyvan or
iwan mosque,” and even “axial eyvan mosque.”34 Much
later, in 1994, Sedat Emir followed Kuban in labeling
these buildings “multifunctional.”35 In my view, a central problem with the existing terminology is its emphasis on religious identity. Semavi Eyice, for example,
suggests that we examine the development of this form
with respect only to its central iwan and mihrab niche,36
an approach that neglects the side rooms, which functioned as guestrooms and kitchens open to people of all
religious persuasions. Calling the buildings “mosques”
leads one to assume incorrectly that they bore only a
religious function, whereas their actual uses were much
broader.
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Fig. 1. South wall, church of the Pantobasilissa (after 1336), Zeytinbağı, Bursa. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)
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Fig. 2. North wall, Orhan Gazi mosque (1339), Bursa. (Photo:
Suna Çağaptay)

THOUGHTS ON HYBRIDITY:
DIGGING DEEPER INTO THE CULTURAL
ENCOUNTER
By appreciating hybridity, one imagines simultaneously
the pre-Ottoman histories of Bithynian residents and
the enormous cultural and urban transformation
that occurred in the early fourteenth century. The
region’s architectural hybridity hints further at the
emergence of a new culture of Byzantine–Ottoman
frontier society, one quite different from that depicted
in the models offered in older historiographical studies
of the period, such as those of Wittek, Vryonis, or İnalcık.37 More recent studies, especially Kafadar’s historiographical narratives,38 have claimed that “if anything
characterized Bithynian frontiers, it was mobility and
fluidity.”39

The idea of the frontier was not only spatial but also
conceptual. The Ottomans’ success in Bithynia, which
owed in part to a series of poorly defended fortresses,
had a flipside. Bands of warriors and townsmen from
the Byzantine realm, as well as dervishes and religious
leaders from the centers of Islamic culture, were
attracted to an area in ferment. The Ottomans’ conquest
of Prousa (Bursa) (1326), Nicaea (Iznik) (1331), and
Gallipoli (Gelibolu) (1354), the last being the strongest
of the Byzantine forts, elicited challenges not from the
Byzantine emperors in Constantinople but from the
better established beyliks such as Aydın and Menteşe.40
This was a fragmented and diverse social and political
landscape marked by small units such as hamlets, small
towns, nomadic tribes, dervish communities, monastic
establishments, and attached estates. Local leadership,
therefore, made the decisions regarding “war and peace”
and “alliance and conflict.”41 As Kafadar has noted, natural and social constraints on mobility existed on both
sides of the frontier, “but still one could move from
place to place, allegiance to allegiance, and identity to
identity with an ease and acceptability hard to imagine
in more settled societies. People not only crossed from
one side of the frontier to the other but also moved from
one faith to another and even from one ethnic identity
to another.”42 The Bithynian frontier in this period
might therefore be described as a “melting pot” of religions, races, and cultures.43 Over the centuries, the two
sides of the frontier would form overlapping planes of
social and cultural interaction; in many respects, people of varying backgrounds living on either side of the
border might have had more in common with one
another than with members of their own ethnicity who
lived farther away.44
FROM EAST TO WEST: HISTORIOGRAPHICAL
TREATMENT OF THE BYZANTINE AND
OTTOMAN ENCOUNTER IN ARCHITECTURE
From the perspective of frontierism, the built environment in Bithynia offers an alternative to conventional
Turkish historiography, which views the early Ottoman
period through the lens of the later Ottoman Empire,
often depicting the demise of the centuries-old Byzantine state in an Ottoman-centric way. As far as archi-
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tecture goes, this means highlighting ethnic “Turkish”
and “Islamic” elements from the early Ottoman period
over Byzantine or Christian ones.
But this does not mean that Ottoman sources ignore
the Byzantine contribution to architecture entirely. It
is interesting that such a contribution is addressed
openly, though briefly, in Uṣūl-i miʿmārī-i ʿOsmānī
(Fundamentals of Ottoman Architecture, hereafter
Uṣūl, or L’architecture ottomane), the famed study of
Ottoman architecture commissioned by Ottoman officials for presentation at the 1873 World Exposition in
Vienna.45 This text was composed in the waning years
of the Tanzimat reforms of the mid–nineteenth century, through which the Ottoman leadership attempted
both to bring the empire up to date and to craft a coherent and convincing cultural and artistic historical narrative on which contemporary Ottomans could draw.
While acknowledging that the Byzantine role had clear
value, the Uṣūl did so to a limited extent, mentioning
the commissions of the early Ottomans only in passing.
The French version of the text describes early Ottoman
architecture as “massive, heavy, and certainly not reminiscent of any school of architecture.” 46 The text
attempted more broadly to redefine the Ottoman building tradition, identifying perfection of style and technique in the Yeşil (Green) Mosque built by Mehmed I
(r. 1413–21) in Bursa.47
An Ottoman focus on architectural scholarship continued into the next several decades. Such an emphasis
is especially apparent in the early- to mid–twentieth
century works of Ekrem Hakkı Ayverdi, who was a former student of Mimar Kemaleddin, an influential educator at the Academy of Fine Arts in Istanbul, as well
as a restorer for the Evkaf (Pious Foundations) Ministry and a professional architect.48 Ayverdi undertook a
major study of early Ottoman architecture, categorizing
it as purely Turkish and Ottoman and rejecting any suggestions of a Byzantine impact in the Bithynian region.
Likely encouraging Ayverdi in his vehemence were the
historically contemporaneous strains of nationalism
then infiltrating Europe. Influenced by Kemaleddin,
Ayverdi harshly criticized both the revolutionary modernizing reforms of the Republican era (1923–60) and
the accompanying hostility of the reforms’ proponents
toward Ottoman culture.49 The case of Ayverdi offers a

clue into the ways in which the perpetual neglect and
denial of the impact of Byzantine culture in both general cultural studies and Ottoman cultural studies in
particular has been mostly ideological.50
Both the early years of the Turkish republic and the
decade of the 1950s were, for complex reasons, marked
by an ambivalence regarding nationalist historiography.51 Scholarly and literary circles gave an impetus to
the notion that the Turks were a sealed cultural and ethnic entity whose motherland was inherently Turkish
before the arrival of the Ottoman Turks and simply
reverted to its natural “Turkishness” after the “invaders” (read Byzantines) had been expelled. Against this
notion, a group led by Remzi Oğuz Arık supported the
idea of Anatolianism,52 which is based on a historical
and racial principle that celebrates the shared cultural
background of all Ottoman residents. Yet, to a certain
extent, Arık’s reading lumped the Ottomans and the
Byzantines into a camp of similarly discarded groups.
In these ways and others, Turkish scholars hoped to create a revised historical memory through which citizens
could justify and celebrate their emerging state by
remolding past traditions and images for the present
day.53 Anatolia’s architectural heritage was made to fit
this “invented tradition.” According to Sibel Bozdoğan,
the message to be conveyed through art, architecture,
and ritual was that the “Turkish nation had existed from
time immemorial, albeit in a latent state, and that the
new republic was the political expression of this
‘national essence.’ ”54
The pan-Turkism of the early years of the Republic,
which posited racial connections with distant Sumerian
and Hittite cultures while rejecting the legacy of more
recent civilizations such as the Byzantines and Ottomans, benefited to a great extent from Kemal Atatürk’s
direct support beginning in the 1930s.55 In Republicanera texts on architectural history, the term “Ottoman”
was identified only as a period. Then, as the multiethnic and multireligious Ottoman Empire was transformed into a nominally homogenous and presumably
idyllic Turkish nation, “Ottoman” lost even its designation as a period, and Ottoman architecture became
“Turkish architecture.”56
Scholarly ambivalence toward the study of Ottoman
architectural culture has meant that the origins and evo-
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lution of Ottoman architecture remain a matter of
debate. During the early Republican period, Turkish
scholars attempted to argue against a broad, blurring
“Orientalist” classification by emphasizing the “TurcoMuslim” element in, respectively, Seljuk, Turkish beylik, and Ottoman architecture. Writing in the late 1920s
and early 1930s as part of a cultural nationalist push,
Celal Esad Arseven sought to distinguish Turkish and
Ottoman art by regarding it as separate from Persian
and Arab art and having roots in Central Asia.57 According to Bozdoğan, the Republican framing of Ottoman
architecture helped constitute a “Turkic genealogy for
its citizens—a national essence” that was distinct from
both Byzantine and other Islamic architectural traditions.58 Such an analysis follows Fuad Köprülü’s foundational thesis, which constructs an uninterrupted
continuum of Asiatic Turco-Muslim power from the
prehistoric Central Asian cultures to the limits of Seljuk
Anatolia59 and up until the modern era, a classification
that encompasses Ottoman/Turkish art and architecture. In this formulation, Arseven and others praised
the Seljuk architectural tradition as the vehicle for transmitting Central Asian themes and details into Anatolia, even as they agreed that Ottoman architecture
“transcended [that of] the Seljuks in creating a purer
and more tectonic architecture.”60 To show that early
Ottoman architecture surpassed that of contemporaneous cultures such as the Karamanids, as well as predecessors such as the Seljuks, scholars have often discussed
Ottoman architects’ interest in the problems of space,
form, and structure, whereas, in their estimation, Karamanid architects were unable to move away from Seljuk
tendencies such as stone masonry and an introverted
façade appearance.
From the 1940s to the 1960s, another group of scholars, led by Sedat Çetintaş, countered Arseven and his
peers by arguing that the architectural and artistic
achievements of the Ottomans between 1324 and 1923,
which they openly praised,61 should be appreciated in
isolation from their Islamic connotations. The movement drew its energy from secularizing Kemalist
reforms centered on the abolition of the sharia in 1924
and the adoption of the Swiss civil code in 1926.62 By
the 1940s, paraphrasing Bozdoğan, social, functionalist, and secularist readings of the Ottoman architectural

tradition reached such an extreme that the religious
connotations of buildings were shunned entirely.63
This scholarly neglect continued for several decades,
with one exception, among others, being the work of
Eyice in the early 1980s. Eyice has made an important
contribution by examining the possible ties between
Byzantine forms, construction techniques, and decorative details in Constantinople and early Ottoman monuments in Bithynia. But even he has strongly opposed
the idea of continuity between the Byzantines and Ottomans, aligning himself with those who posit a rupture
between the two cultures. His first basis for this position is what he judges to be a time lapse of at least two
or three generations separating the end of the Byzantine period (the fall of the city to the Ottoman Turks in
1453) from the start of the Ottoman period in Bithynia
around the 1300s. He nevertheless compares late Byzantine monuments in Constantinople with early Ottoman monuments in Bithynia, despite the large gap in
time and the wide geographical horizon, rather than
concentrating on the Bithynian context alone. It is reasonable to assume that temporal and geographical
parameters posed a problem for Eyice: although he discusses the Bithynian monuments, he fails to adequately
acknowledge the role of Byzantine architectural vocabulary in their reconceptualization at a point when the
interaction between Byzantine and Ottoman construction techniques was richest. Eyice has further proposed
that even if one accepts Byzantine masons’ participation in the construction of Ottoman monuments, their
contribution was insufficient to affect the Ottoman
character of the buildings, thereby implying the emergence of a distinctively Turkish architectural identity.
Moreover, Eyice has argued that Ottoman architecture,
which was well recognized before the conquest of Constantinople, led Byzantine builders to adopt the tastes
and ideals associated with Ottoman construction.64
In contrast with Turkish scholarly approaches to the
Byzantine–Ottoman divide—emphasizing either
mythic roots in Central Asia or divesting structures of
their religious character—the common approach of
early twentieth-century Western scholars such as Heinrich Glück (d. 1930) and Hans Wilde (d. 1935) was to
emphasize the Ottomans’ “Oriental” nature and to
accept the essentially Turco-Muslim identity of the
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founders of the Ottoman state.65 The Ottomans are thus
distinguished from “nomadic” Turks. Turkish historiographers, by contrast, called upon “Turkic” and
“Islamic” roots to validate Ottoman architecture alongside that of Persian and Arab civilizations, which were
regarded by Western Orientalists as encompassing
purer and more sedentary concepts in architecture.
Such claims are often made as though the Ottomans did
not posses an architecture in durable materials,66 an
outlook evoked by the nineteenth-century French
archaeologist and historian Charles Texier (d. 1871)
(excerpted at the start of this paper). Albert Gabriel
(d. 1972) focused on the rationality, creativity, and formal purity of Ottoman architecture, which he viewed
as “unique among other Islamic civilizations.”67
However, the historical and archaeological evidence
demonstrates that as soon as the Ottomans first established themselves on the outskirts of Phrygia at Bilecik
and in other fortified towns, their new architecture projected a style and technology comparable to that of the
contemporaneous Turkish beyliks of western Anatolia,68 following Byzantine models. Upon closer inspection of the architectural heritage of the other emirates
sharing borders with the Ottomans in Bithynia, such as
Saruhan, Karesi, Menteşe, and Aydın, one notices a similar strategy in reusing and translating the architectural
heritage of Byzantium. These buildings also reveal alternating brick-and-stone construction and decorative
details, as well as the reuse of Byzantine architectural
elements such as opus sectile floors and columns. Circulation of Byzantine construction techniques and decorative details in the region’s beyliks shows that the
legacy of Byzantium was quite strong not only in
Bithynia but also in regions of Western Anatolia such
as Ionia, Lydia, Pisidia, and Mysia. Ottoman architecture of this period surpassed that of the Turkish beyliks
in quality and originality because of the resources Ottoman artisans had at their disposal as a result of Ottoman political hegemony.
Moreover, unlike a number of Seljuk and beylik
buildings69 that were converted from earlier structures,
only a few of which displayed antique fragments in
prominent locations, entire structures in fourteenthcentury Bithynia were recycled. Such a practice, as in
the case of the founders’ mausolea in Bursa, included

the genealogy of Christian believers in the Ottoman
built environment,70 giving residents reason to imagine a shared past between Byzantines and Ottomans
rather than a clean break between two civilizations.
PRESENT DISCUSSIONS: LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
AND TRANSLATION
Eyice’s work was conducted during a period when
nationalism and the propagation of the concept of a
purely Ottoman origin for Ottoman architecture had
begun to ebb somewhat. Contemporary Turkish scholars such as Doğan Kuban—who has written on Ottoman architecture since the 1960s—suggested the local
nature of this period’s architecture and the role of both
Muslim and non-Muslim masons in creating this
style.71 Afife Batur72 in 1970 and Filiz Yenişehirlioğlu
in the mid-1980s openly acknowledged the possibility
of Byzantine “influence” on Ottoman architectural
practices. Batur pointed out not only likenesses obvious
at a glance but, in particular, similarities in wall construction. Although Yenişehirlioğlu recapitulated the
similarities between the two architectures of the region,
she was careful not to identify the workers as “Christian” or “Greek” mason(s) and to mention continuity
without including the Byzantine churches and fortifications of Bithynia in her discussion.73 This statement in
itself suggests a slant against the notion of cultural interaction during the fourteenth-century political transition, although Yenişehirlioğlu acknowledges elsewhere
in her work a certain level of continuity for builders
between the Byzantine and Ottoman eras.
Moving from the 1980s to the present day, it is worrying to see that the dominant scholarly attitude has
remained unchanged. For example, in the recently published Early Ottoman Art and the Legacy of the Emirates, which appeared in the series Museum with No
Frontiers, little attention is drawn to the contribution
of non-Muslim masons to the construction of new
buildings. This work focuses instead on the role of Ottoman rulers and patrons of other Turkish principalities
in shaping the architectural tradition of the region.74
There is a kernel of truth in this focus, but money may
well have been the most important contribution of the
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emerging cadre of Ottoman patrons, rather than stylistic choices. More often, architectural style was defined
by the experience of the masons and the builders—
including where and by whom the master mason was
trained and the particular structures he had seen. These
were the men who built and decorated buildings and
advised their patrons on the most current and suitable
models. This is not meant to imply that the new Ottoman patrons offered no creative input, but rather
acknowledges that local masons already living in
Bithynia took steps to identify the aspirations of these
patrons as a means of survival and adaptation in a
changed political–cultural scene. The use of brick-andstone masonry, therefore, can be viewed not only as a
practical decision deriving from the experience of the
workers but also as the result of an aesthetic choice.
Stated differently, it may be beneficial to consider the
effect of transregional and transcultural phenomena in
shaping local architecture, whereby the details of visual
language “can be imported and exported, and combined
with other goods to create whatever ensemble is in fashion at the moment.”75
In Bithynia, monuments that were built simultaneously during the transition in power shared the same
masonry technique, redeployment of spolia, structural
features, and other styles, all demonstrating the heterogeneity of the builders’ backgrounds. The inverted-T
plan and Turkish triangles and pendentives characterized these structures, and decorative innovations
included the arcaded portico, which was likely imported
from Syria–Palestine76 but inspired by the local Byzantine tradition of classical narthexes. This courtyard
example shows that while architectural production
occurs locally, not all of its idioms or choices of design
are rooted in a particular place’s building traditions.77
The vibrancy of architectural production in fourteenthcentury Bithynia can thereby be explained by the term
“local Bithynian knowledge,” even as members of this
“local” scene were open to outside currents as well.78
My aim is not to attribute the architectural idiom in
the early Ottoman era to indigenizing features, claiming that the Ottomans were an empty vessel in cultural
terms, eager to assimilate the architectural details and
techniques of the various peoples with whom they came
into contact. On the contrary, instead of identifying the

Byzantines and Ottomans as monolithic groups that
produced static works of architecture, we can emphasize the dynamic patterns of their encounters. Instead
of focusing on origins, we can observe areas of confluence, divergence, and resulting transformation in
Bithynia—“routes rather than roots,” as James Clifford
has suggested.79
Borrowing from Ousterhout, who has claimed that
building is a conservative profession and that masons
learn by doing and by participating in workshop production,80 we can focus on the practices of circulation,
transmission, and translation of Byzantine construction
and decorative details in an Ottoman context:
As far as Anatolia is concerned, whatever the neologism
one chooses to describe the cultural experience of the
Muslim Turks in the region, whether transplantation,
osmosis, diffusion, or acculturation, the most widespread and on-going process was one of translation.81

Here, “translation” is not meant in its linguistic sense82
but rather as a means of mediating between and within
cultures. In particular, we can invoke the term to indicate how a Byzantine architectural detail or form is
translated in an Ottoman context. As Ousterhout wrote,
“style is something that can be learned through observation” but construction practices “could be learned
through active participation in the construction process.”83 Alternating brick-and-stone masonry is an
example of the former case, whereas detection of a Byzantine construction detail, such as brick-filled mortar
joints, exemplifies the latter. Hence, architectural style
and construction techniques are two different components, although they are often confused. This understanding can be crucial in differentiating between
superficial similarities such as displaced details of translation and the actual application of construction techniques.

THE QUESTION OF CHRISTIAN BUILDERS:
TEXTUAL AND MATERIAL EVIDENCE
The material evidence extant today is confirmed by
Gregoras, one of the most versatile Byzantine writers of
the fourteenth century, who discussed the extensive and
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lavish architectural program carried out under the Laskarid dynasty, which in the thirteenth century extended
from Magnesia on the Meander to Smyrna and Prousa.84
Analyzing the textual record on the movements of
masons and builders as they contributed to Palaiologan
architecture in Constantinople, Ousterhout contended
that the regulations promulgated by the major guilds
do not seem to have held much authority outside the
capital. Nevertheless, our limited knowledge of the era’s
masons and their guilds suggests that the former were
quite mobile, often traveling great distances to earn a
living in line with the financial means of their patrons.85
Several references support the idea that over the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries certain Christian architects of Greek and Armenian heritage—though they
may have converted to Islam—worked alongside
Muslim architects. Perhaps the best known of these
Christian architects is one Kaloyan, a Greek from Iconium, who worked on two major Seljuk buildings.86
Besides royalty, religious figures and community leaders also hired local talent liberally. Shams al-Din Ahmad
Aflaki’s mid–fourteenth-century hagiographical text
based on the oral and written records of Jalal al-Din
Rumi, a famous poet and theologian of the preceding
century, mentions that Rumi employed one Greek
architect to build a chimney for his house and another
to pave his terrace. In a different incident, Aflaki cited
Rumi, saying,
For this construction, the Greek workmen should be
employed; for the demolition, on the contrary, the Turkish workmen are necessary; because construction is a
talent special to the Greeks, and demolition is something
reserved to the Turks.87

In sum, the comparative study of construction techniques in the Byzantine and Ottoman architectural cultures suggests a strong continuity. The textual evidence
takes this assertion to another level. For example, a story
in Haci Bektaş Veli’s Vilayetnāme (Book of Sanctity), a
semi-legendary autobiography written in the late fifteenth century, centers on the figure of a Christian
mason by the name of Nikomedianus (as transliterated
by Vryonis and Gross) or Yanko Madyan (as transliterated by Gölpınarlı),88 who supposedly played a prominent role in the construction campaigns of Orhan

Gazi and Murad I in Bursa. I am not sure whether
Nikomedianus was actually involved in the building of
this mosque but, whatever the case, the likely presence
of a Christian mason in the Ottomans’ service is significant.
Yet another reference speaks to the likelihood of Byzantine masons’ active involvement in construction
activities once the Ottomans had fully established themselves in Bithynia. Hoca Saadeddin, a late sixteenth-century Ottoman historian, noted in his Tācüʾt-tevārīḫ
(Crown of Histories) that Murad I had heard of a very
skilled mason by the name of Christodoulos, or Hristovoulos, among the captives from the siege of Yalova.89
He adds that the Ottoman ruler decided to put the
Byzantine mason in charge of the construction of his
mosque complex in Bursa in 1365. An equally instructive case is the now-destroyed mausoleum of Malkoçoğlu
Mehmed Bey in Gebze, which was built in 1385 and had
an inscription that followed Byzantine writing practices—that is, the Ottoman letters were inscribed in low
relief rather than high. The inscription is also said to
have borne several words in Greek in the margins,
including the name Istephanos (Stephanos), who is
referred to as the “master.” The construction of the
mausoleum by a Christian mason is indicated in the
modern architectural drawings and reports, along with
its Byzantine details: the columns, capitals, imposts, and
stringcourses were all reused Byzantine materials and
had alternating brick-and-stone masonry with voussoirs.90
In a chronicle by Ruhi Edrenevi, we find mention of
a Muslim architect collaborating with a Greek Christian architect named “Yani” in the construction of the
Great Mosque (1396–1400) of Bayezid I (r. 1389–1402)
in Bursa.91 Yet another project commissioned by Bayezid I is known to have provided employment to an
unnamed Genoese architect from the Di Negro family,
who constructed a castle on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus.92
One way to understand the masons’ background
would be to examine their marks (i.e., symbols and patterns) in early Ottoman buildings, though no such systematic study has yet been conducted.93 While the
evidence points strongly to continuity in architectural
practices, we cannot speak of continuity in other forms
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Fig. 3. Five-bay portico, Orhan Gazi mosque (1339), Bursa. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)

of material culture, such as epigraphy and numismatics.94
DISPELLING THE MYTHS:
THE MOSQUES OF ORHAN GAZI AND
MURAD I
The Orhan Gazi mosque in Bursa (fig. 3) is one of the
earliest surviving buildings from the Ottoman period.
Constructed in 1339,95 it was repaired in 1417 and
underwent heavy restoration in the nineteenth century
following a massive earthquake in 1855.96 Nevertheless,
most of the wall construction visible today seems original, although rather intricate forms of vaulting must
have been added in later periods. The mosque follows
an inverted-T plan (fig. 4), characteristic of early
mosques in Bursa.97 The plan of the building incorporates four side rooms along with two subsequent domed

spaces on the entrance axis, the second of which is elevated by a few steps. Two small chambers are accessed
via a central space enveloping the vestibule. These
chambers lead to laterally vaulted rooms, symmetrically
arranged on either side, which were used as passages to
domed side rooms. Thick double arches to the north
and south of not only the central space but also the
domed side space contribute to a sense of axiality and
recall somehow a Byzantine building interior. The
façade is articulated with blind arcades and banded
voussoirs of alternating brick and stone. Many of the
arches are semicircular and outlined with dogtooth
bands. The building also has a decorative roundel with
radiating elements of brick and stone; a more intact
example of this feature can be seen at the church of
Panagia Pantobasilissa in Trigleia and the church of
Pammakaristos in Constantinople.
Another striking feature on the façade of the Orhan
Gazi mosque is the widespread appearance of a variety
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Fig. 4. Ground plan, Orhan Gazi mosque (1339), Bursa. (Drawing: Safa T. Demirkan and Çağda Özbaki)

of juxtaposed arches (fig. 5), including slightly pointed,
ogival, and round ones. For decades, scholars, ignoring
the large number of round arches on the façades of early
Ottoman buildings, claimed that one of the characteristics of this period in Bithynia was the regular use of
slightly pointed arches.98 They further asserted that the
“Ottoman” builders in this period were not trained in
the execution of round arches. Yet round arches can be
found in early Ottoman buildings in Bursa, Iznik,
Yenişehir, and Bilecik.99 And on the walls of the Orhan
Gazi mosque we see the successive use of this architec-

tural feature: a small pointed arch is covered by a slightly
larger round arch, both of which are topped by an even
slightly larger round arch; all of these arches are framed
by a slightly pointed arch lined with a dogtooth frieze.
In a study of late medieval arches, Ćurčić claimed that
in early Ottoman buildings the Byzantine round arch
was suppressed. I propose that the round arch form was
not suppressed but rather framed, so that it could be set
side by side with other arches, thereby helping to
strengthen an architectural pedigree for burgeoning
Ottoman architecture.100 The “orderliness” provided by
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Fig. 5. Juxtaposed arches, Orhan Gazi mosque (1339), Bursa. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)
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Fig. 6. Survey drawing of the front façade, Orhan Gazi mosque (1339), Bursa. (Drawing: Safa T. Demirkan and Çağda Özbaki)

this kind of formal integration in the simultaneous disposition of different types of arches at the mosque of
Orhan Gazi would suggest this was a deliberate aesthetic
choice, rather than the result of a technical process and
experimentation.101 A similar debate persists, it bears
noting, in the transitional period from Romanesque to
Gothic architecture.102 Accordingly, the juxtaposition
of different types of arches cannot be taken as signifiers
that the buildings were erected either by a single group
of masons working over a long period of time or by several groups of masons operating at the same time. It is
also plausible that the juxtaposition of different arches
was almost an endemic tendency in the architecture of
Palaiologan Constantinople, one that may have been
transported to Bithynia.103 While the Bithynian architectural enterprise continued under the aegis of the
Ottomans, the architectural vocabulary in Constantinople included ogival, round, and pointed arches in the

fourteenth-century church of the Pammakaristos and
church of the Chora.
Comparable Byzantine architectural details are not
limited to the masonry and the use of a variety of arches.
The five-bay portico (fig. 6) supported by piers is
another curious feature of the mosque that recalls the
exonarthexes of Byzantine churches. The arcades are
characterized from left to right as follows: banded voussoirs with setbacks; arch with a tooth pattern; arch
with a zigzag pattern (a detail erroneously omitted in
figure 6); arch with a tooth pattern; and banded voussoirs with setbacks. The arcades on the lateral ends of
the façade have pointed arches with twin openings,
which are decorated with brick and stone. Baha Tanman has labeled this as the work of Mamluk masons
and compared it to the mausoleum of Abu Hurayra,
circa 1274, in Jamnia in Israel (fig. 7).104 Although
scholars such as Tanman have noted that new architec-
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Fig. 7. The mausoleum of Abu Hurayra (ca. 1274), Jamnia, Israel. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)

tural campaigns in Bithynia stimulated a demand for
Mamluk stonemasons from Syria, such a thought-provoking proposition nevertheless leaves questions unanswered—regarding, for example, the importance of
craftsmen and builders who were responsible for stylistic innovations but limited in their ability to copy from
other regions. One wonders, in addition, why the evidence of such workers’ contributions appears only on
the front portico and not in the support system and
other decorative details.105
Interestingly enough, just as Greek participation is
evident principally in walls and masonry and in elevation compositions—rather than in plan and layout—
Mamluk participation was limited to the front portico,
as in the case of the Orhan Gazi mosque in Bursa, and
to decorative details, as on Bayezid’s Great Mosque in
Bursa and the mosque of Mehmed I in Didymoteichon
(circa 1420).106 Whatever the limitations of the Mamluks’ work, it is important to note that not only Byzantine but also other masons and builders added their
efforts to Ottoman buildings in elevation and plan,
decoration, and construction techniques. As Gülru

Necipoğlu discusses in her Age of Sinan, in Ottoman
buildings starting with the Green Mosque (1419–21),
established by Mehmed I, we witness a combination of
Syrian, Timurid, and local Anatolian–Balkan elements.107 Circulation of Mamluk artisans in Ottoman
territory was especially evident before 1453, with Syrian motifs also visible during the Seljuk period.108 Even
much later, we observe references in the Süleymaniye
defters (registers) showing the collaboration of multiethnic builders.109
The mosque of Murad I discussed in this study
(fig. 8) is located three kilometers to the west of the city
of Bursa. The two-story structure houses the mosque
on the first floor, while a madrasa occupies the second
floor. The first level is symmetrically organized around
a domed space entered via two successive vestibules.
With the exception of the two lateral rooms that are
entered through the first vestibule, all of the spaces are
accessed through the domed central space, which ends
with a protruding pentagonal niche functioning as a
mihrab, and four more rooms are located on either side.
On the upper floor, circulation is provided by a corri-
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Fig. 8. Front façade, Murad I mosque (1365–85), Bursa. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)

dor that envelops the domed space and the iwan below.
Cells used by the students in the madrasa are located
on both sides, with one on each side of the stairs and
another over the mihrab; they are all arranged symmetrically, in harmony with the layout of the ground floor.
According to foundation (waqf) records, Murad I commissioned the construction of the mosque in 1365, and
the building was completed in 1385.110 The overall plan
(fig. 9 [a and b]) is unique among Ottoman mosques.
Further details, such as alternating brick-and-stone

masonry and the two-story layout, resemble those of
the church of St. Sophia at Ohrid (1313–14) (fig. 10),
with particular resemblances in the execution of the
“multitiered arcade.”111 The structure has also been
compared to the two-story church of Panagia Parigoritissa (1283–96) in Arta (fig. 11).112 The double-window
openings on the mosque’s second story (fig. 12) bear
similarities to several mid-thirteenth-century windows,
such as those in the Canon’s House in Porec in Dalmatia.113 These apertures are among several decorative and
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9a
Fig. 9, a and b. Ground plan, Murad I mosque (1365–85), lower level (9a) and upper level (9b), Bursa. (Drawings: Safa
T. Demirkan and Çağda Özbaki)
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9b
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Fig. 10. Front façade, church of St. Sophia (1313–14), Ohrid
Macedonia. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)

construction details, such as the twin-window openings
and double-storied elevation, in the vocabulary of medieval Dalmatian architecture, which had long been
exposed to Apulian and Lombard influence.114 While
the masonry follows Byzantine practice and the com-

parisons are all with Christian buildings, no clear allusion to Christianity was apparent. More interestingly,
the elevation is transformed with an artistic vocabulary
unique to Islamic architecture in Asia Minor. The combination of a mosque and a madrasa in one building
creates a design puzzle, and the architectural form heralds a scheme and façade decoration that seems logically conceivable as Byzantine alone, although with
Latin flavor from the Balkan territories and beyond,
stretching from Albania to Dalmatia, where Murad I
conducted his campaigns.115 Part of the uniqueness and
originality of Murad I’s mosque derives from this visual
riddle—that is, Byzantine masonry and decorative elements that do not openly betray any associations with
Christian practice and identity but hint at the presence
of an “other” and the challenges associated with the
confrontation of two (or more) cultures.
To scholars’ knowledge, the unique plan of the building housing the mosque of Murad I was never repeated
in its entirety in any later Ottoman buildings, except for
the Ak Medrese in Niğde (fig. 13), built in 1409 by the
Karamanid Ali Bey, whose wife was an Ottoman prin-

Fig. 11. Front façade, church of Panagia Parigoritissa (1283–96), Arta, Greece. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)
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Fig. 12. Survey drawing of the front façade, Murad I mosque (1365–85), Bursa. (Drawing: Safa T. Demirkan and Çağda
Özbaki)

cess.116 As a result, descriptions of the mosque are
speckled with references to other centers of production:
“a curious mosque built in a semi-Byzantine style”;117
“recalls the Venetian palaces”;118 “Eastern like Cypriot
or Western like Italian”;119 and “Mamluk in origin combined with features from Crusader–Ayyubid style.”120
It is curious to see that with the exception of the Uṣūl,
all the sources attribute the building to a non-Byzantine pedigree. In attempting to delineate the routes and
agency by which architectural forms could have found
their way to Bithynia from either Italy, Latinized Western Byzantium, or Syria and Palestine, these scholars
still fail to account for the transfer of specific details.
Stated differently, “[a]rchitectural forms do not float
freely across the regions; they require a human agent to
effect the passage.”121 A portrait of the cultural interactions of the period could, therefore, be aided by an
attempt to identify the ethnicities and places of origin

of masons who worked on the Bithynian frontier
beyond those known to us at present, such as, perhaps,
Venetians and Mamluks. Given the Genoese alliance
forged by Murad I, and the reference later to Bayezid I
using a Genoese architect for fortifications, one can postulate a presence from that city-state as well. (The Genoese were well established in Pera, as well as in the
Foça-Chios region.)122 The project we begin to see here,
however, may suggest an intent to create taxonomies
and classifications of monuments into different “microstyles” or “manners.” We might likewise attribute such
structures to a particular type of mason, from a particular background. In my view, though, an approach such
as this could lead us to shift attention from the building as a whole to an overemphasis on its details.123 As I
have implied throughout this piece, I prefer to imagine
the structures in question as the hybrid, “unrepeatable”
outcomes of the techniques of masons and builders
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Fig. 13. Front façade, Ak Medrese (1409), Niğde. (Photo: courtesy of Walter B. Denny)

from many backgrounds. Thus, we should see a multifarious whole, rather than the sum of numerous, disparate parts.124
A close study of the details, however, is still necessary. In the case of Bithynia, an investigation of indigenous and nonindigenous forms reveals the emergence
of a hybrid and synthetic style that combines the
masonry technique and decorative vocabulary of Laskarid and late Byzantine architecture with the historicizing idioms of spolia and pseudo-spolia. At Murad’s
mosque, just as in numerous Ottoman examples in
Bithynia, Byzantine spolia were used for the same purpose that they served in their original context.125 Examples of these reused architectural pieces are column
capitals, corbel friezes, cornice pieces, and marble doorjambs. The process of reuse suggests that these spolia
were not simply surviving fragments or remnants of
past styles. On the contrary, when used within a new
Ottoman context, they demonstrated the continuity of
workshop practices and traditions. Furthermore, the
marble stringcourses (fig. 14) in the building were

pseudo-spolia. Scholars have often miscategorized the
marble stringcourses as genuine spolia because they
were placed and carved onsite following Byzantine
models.126 Evidence that they are not spolia includes
their crudeness and rough execution; indeed, only one
small piece used in the lower-level mid-left arch may be
a Byzantine original.
Another example of pseudo-spolia is the door panel
decorated with rosettes and other floral ornaments
adorning the entrance to the mausoleum of Lala Şahin
Paşa (fig. 15) in Mustafakemalpaşa, constructed in
1348.127 Ousterhout claimed that the mausoleum began
its life as a Byzantine church, probably a single-aisled
basilica.128 In the early fourteenth century, it was reconstructed in its present form and transformed into a
mausoleum. The tomb may have originally been a late
Byzantine church that was destroyed in part due to its
location on an unstable river bank—as implied by the
Greek name of the city, Kremasti, or Kirmasti, meaning “a place suspended.” While the panel on the entrance
is an example of pseudo-spolia (fig. 16), a look to the
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Fig. 14. Pseudo-spolia stringcourses, Murad I mosque (1365–
85), Bursa. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)

south wall (fig. 17) shows several features that can be
related directly to Byzantine workshops, such as the
alternating brick-and-stone construction with banded
voussoirs in rounded arches, the use of blind arcades
with stepped pilasters, and the decorative roundel. The
marble stringcourses seem to have been specially made
for the building, as they follow the outline of the stepped
pilasters, which are comparable to the exonarthex wall
of the Pammakaristos church (fig. 18). The sculpted
arch window is also worth mentioning: it has counterparts in Constantinople, such as one with a curled leaf
motif in the monastery of Chora.
Whether true or pseudo, the spoliation of Byzantine
pieces prompts the following statements: first, Ottoman-era masons and builders placed an emphasis on
the aesthetic qualities of each piece; second, the Christian connotations of the spolia were perceived; and
third, each example’s stated antiquity and affiliations
with the region itself were embraced.129
PRODUCTIVE IN TRANSITION: THE EMERGENCE OF A BITHYNIAN ARCHITECTURAL
IDIOM AND BEYOND
“Hybridity” in architectural vocabulary, as displayed in
the structures discussed thus far, suggests more than an
agglomeration of details from bordering religious and

cultural spheres. Rather, it implies a deeper commonality held by people of different backgrounds in the frontier culture. The inclusion of Byzantine subjects, details,
and architectural elements within the wider perspective
of Ottoman architectural representations presages an
overarching system of a shared visual vocabulary, with
local Muslims and Christians serving as participants in
and inhabitants of the same visual world. As a result, it
is possible to perceive the architectural production of
this period as something beyond the “overlap” principle
suggested by “hybridity,” and rising to the level of
autonomous works of architecture rooted deeply in the
rich architectural heritage of the region and receptive
to new developments brought by mobile masons. The
notion of the transposition and reemployment of architectonic features from one cultural-historical setting to
another has often been ascribed by scholars either to
“utilitarian opportunism” or to a “triumphalist” impulse
posited on the basis of Islam.130 It is with this narrow
view that I will now raise objections.
Although the Ottomans had a well-developed architecture prior to their capture of Prousa, they looked to
the Byzantines for inspiration as they gradually took
control of the region. Prior to 1326, Ottoman attempts
at construction focused on building mosques in Söğüt,
Bilecik, and Yenişehir. Whereas the late thirteenth/early
fourteenth-century mosque complex at Söğüt was renovated largely at the behest of Sultan Abdülaziz (r. 1861–
76) in the nineteenth century, the Orhan Gazi mosque
in Bilecik was built and rebuilt by Orhan Gazi after the
first completed iteration of the mosque was destroyed
by an earthquake. This latter mosque was composed
of alternating brick-and-stone masonry and blind
arches on the wall plane. Although the plan conforms
to a church plan known as the “atrophied Greek cross,”
as has been identified by Ousterhout, the dome is
supported on deep recesses under arches, suggesting
an Ottoman structural system.131 In Yenişehir, circa
1300, a bathhouse was also commissioned by the Ottoman sultans. Moreover, the Ottoman chroniclers
ʿAşıkpaşazade and Neşri discussed an ambitious campaign of construction in and around Yenişehir that included houses, hans (inns), bathhouses, and palaces.132
The evidence strongly suggests that local former Byzantine builders helped to nourish a shared visual vocab-
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Fig. 15. Distant view of the mausoleum of Lala Şahin Paşa (1348), Mustafakemalpaşa, Bursa. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)
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Fig. 16. Pseudo-spolia panel at the entrance to the mausoleum of Lala Şahin Paşa (1348), Mustafakemalpaşa, Bursa. (Photo:
Suna Çağaptay)

Fig. 17. South wall, mausoleum of Lala Şahin Paşa (1348), Mustafakemalpaşa, Bursa. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)
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Fig. 18. Exonarthex wall, church of the Pammakaristos
(1315), Istanbul. (Photo: Suna Çağaptay)

ulary in constructing the mosques of Orhan Gazi and
Murad I. While following the designs put forth by their
Ottoman patrons, the builders used their traditional
workshop practices, for example, when constructing
walls.
On the one hand, this shared vocabulary of construction methods, forms, and decorative details served as
the visual vehicle for the Ottomans to lay claim to their
newly conquered land; on the other hand, Byzantine
masons seem to have continued producing buildings
for inhabitants of both faiths. The Panagia Pantobasilissa at Trigleia was a Byzantine church built by Greek
masons for the Greek community. Textual evidence
shows that Trigleia was still in Byzantine hands in 1337
when the church was constructed, although the date of
the town’s ultimate capitulation is unknown.133 The
ground layout of the building is an elongated cross-insquare (fig. 19), a variation of the cross-in-square type
seen frequently in the ninth-century monastic context
of Bithynia.134 The construction of buildings like the
Pantobasilissa hints at the fluidity of the Bithynian frontier in the early fourteenth century. Perceived borders
expanded and contracted, and the area was more porous
than hedgelike, with trade, cultural interactions, and
intermarriages and conversions occurring between the
Byzantines and Ottomans.135 After half a century, the

region had successfully absorbed a generation of settlers and began to witness steady growth from within.
Protected by water and hills and surrounded by rich
farmland that had been neatly cultivated for generations, with fruit trees arranged in rows, the people of
Bithynia could see, from every direction, order fashioned from chaos.
How can we interpret the architectural innovations
that emerged as new building types in Bithynia? Are
they steps leading to what we now think of as the classical Ottoman style, the foundations of which were laid
in the second half of the fifteenth century? Or, instead
of seeing them as steps, would it make more sense to
analyze them as independent expressions? The latter
stance is certainly closer to my own. To begin with,
builders in Bithynia experimented with alternating
brick-and-stone construction, a technique embedded
in the rich, local architectural heritage of the region. But
up to the present time, scholarly impasses have clouded
our understanding of the architectural context of the
period, even as regards a seemingly straightforward
matter such as brick-and-stone masonry. Rather,
today’s textbooks treat early Ottoman buildings in
Bithynia in a way that does not go beyond the discussion of formal and typological notions.136 The fear may
be that by considering these buildings as liminal, we
strip them of their status as members of the canon. But
perhaps it is our view of the canon that needs adapting.
The Bithynian structures under consideration here
are the material expressions of early Ottoman civilization. For example, while the wall construction and
decorative features resemble and refer to Byzantine
techniques, the period also witnessed a conscious choice
to omit these techniques and details. When, toward the
end of the fourteenth century, a transition occurred
from brick-and-stone to more expensive stone-andmarble masonry, and from juxtaposed arches to unified
arch forms, this “[implied] a shift in taste and identity.”137 At first glance, this scenario would hint at nothing more than a change in workshop practices. But I
believe an alternative reading exists, whereby the buildings constructed in the period between 1300 and 1402
become independent proclamations of the architectural
culture of Bithynia, constituting a unique group. In displaying the aspirations of builders and patrons, the
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Fig. 19. Ground plan, church of the Pantobasilissa (after 1336), Zeytinbağı, Bursa. (Photo: courtesy of Dumbarton Oaks
Research Library)

architectural culture in Bithynia becomes distinctly
“transitive,” a process that entailed the transmission of
several themes, such as alternating brick-and-stone
masonry, spoliated items, and brick patterning, over the
course of a century. This also reflects the rather limited
economic and organizational means of the Ottomans
at that time, a reality evident as well in the relatively
small-scale construction projects they undertook. During the reign of Bayezid I between 1389 and 1402, the
architectural culture experienced an important shift to
stone-marble ashlar masonry. This leads us to the possible conclusion that the Timurid sack of 1402 did not
so much disrupt the Ottoman empire-building project
as mark a continuation carried out with similar materials but an evolving vocabulary.

The Ottoman imperial project was resumed in full
when Timur left Asia Minor a few years later, in 1413,
to pursue his longtime ambition of conquering Asia
itself.138 As for construction techniques, the use of alternating brick-and-stone masonry is a distinguishing feature in both early religious and nonreligious Ottoman
buildings of Bithynia from the 1300s and 1400s. Several
centuries later, the reappearance of this type of masonry
coincided with a period during which the Ottomans
began to redefine their dynastic building tradition in
ways that were enshrined by historians in the nineteenth-century Uṣūl. This redefinition included a depiction of the rise of the Ottomans in late medieval
Anatolia and the development of a Seljuk-inspired
architectural style with Arab, Eastern, and Greek inflec-
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tions.139 Buildings commissioned during this nineteenth-century period encompass an eclectic array of
forms, ranging from reinterpreted early Ottoman elements to details recalling the European Orientalist style.
As Ahmet Ersoy discusses, the cultural hybridity apparent in this architectural revival allowed the Ottomans
to view their own history as multilayered and complex.140 The sudden proliferation of brick-and stonemasonry is further confirmation of Ersoy’s argument,
even though he does not mention this technique explicitly. Indeed, in the twentieth century, Bruno Taut’s141
1937 design for the Faculty of Languages, History, and
Geography Building at Ankara University’s downtown
campus made references to just such an Ottoman
masonry technique.142
This story of brick-and-stone masonry may sound
somehow humble when juxtaposed against Osman’s
momentous dream, with the moon rising from a man’s
breast and a tree “sprouting from his navel.” But if we
examine the details closely, we can gain deep insight
into the ways in which reuse, translation, and innovation—when enacted concomitantly in Bithynian monuments—visually expressed not a mere mingling of two
static cultures but rather a dynamic encounter in which
the architectural idiom was “revived and rehistoricized
and read anew.”143
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Emerick and Deborah M. Deliyannis (Mainz, 2005), 65–73.
As noted by Finbarr Barry Flood, “Lost in Translation:
Architecture, Taxonomy, and the Eastern ‘Turks,’ ” Muqarnas 24 (2007): 79–115, and more recently, the introduction
to Objects of Translation, 1–14. On problems of “origins”
and “originality,” see Cemal Kafadar, “A Rome of One’s
Own: Reflections on Cultural Geography and Identity in the
Lands of Rum,” Muqarnas 24 (2007): 7–25; Sibel Bozdoğan
and Gülru Necipoğlu, “Entangled Discourses: Scrutinizing Orientalist and Nationalist Legacies in the Architectural Historiography of the ‘Lands of Rum,’ ” Muqarnas 24
(2007): 1–6; Necipoğlu, “Creation of a National Genius.”
On the transmission/nontransmission of architectural
forms and techniques, see Robert Ousterhout, “Review: In
Pursuit of the Exotic Orient,” Journal of Aesthetic Education 35, 4 (2001): 113–18, esp. 115 (this is a review of Venice
and the East: The Impact of the Islamic World on Venetian Architecture, 1100–1500, by Deborah Howard [New
Haven, 2000]). For modes of transmission of architectural
forms, see Krautheimer, “Introduction to an ‘Iconography
of Medieval Architecture,’ ” 17 and 19. Krautheimer claims
that literary descriptions played a role in architectural copying in the Christian medieval world, but such descriptions
were often complemented by plans. The modes of transmission between Byzantine and Islamic architecture have been
dealt with extensively by Finbarr Barry Flood, “Umayyad
Survivals and Mamluk Revivals: Qalawunid Architecture
and the Great Mosque of Damascus,” Muqarnas 14 (1997):
57–79, and Jonathan M. Bloom, “On the Transmission
of Designs in Early Islamic Architecture,” Muqarnas 10
(1993): 21–28.
Yorgos (George) Dedes, “The Battalname, an Ottoman
Turkish Frontier Epic Wondertale: Introduction, Turkish Transcription, English Translation and Commentary”
(PhD diss., Harvard University, 1996).
As noted by Flood, Objects of Translation, 8.
Ousterhout has encouraged this distinction elsewhere:
Robert Ousterhout, Master Builders of Byzantium (Princeton, N.J., 1999), 200; Robert Ousterhout, “French Connection? Construction of Vaults and Cultural Identity in Crusader Architecture,” in France and the Holy Land: Frankish
Culture at the End of the Crusades, ed. Daniel H. Weiss and
Lisa Mahoney (Baltimore, 2004), 77–79 and 91–92.
Nicephorus Gregoras, Nicephori Gregorae Byzantina Historia, ed. Ludwig Schopen and Immanuel Bekker, 3 vols.
(Bonn, 1829–55), 1: 44–45. H. Buchwald, “Lascarid Architecture,” Jahrbuch österreichischen Byzantinistik 28 (1979):
261–96, suggests a relative chronology and it bears inaccuracies. For a long time, the geographical boundaries of
the Laskarid empire-in-exile were confined to Bithynia,
Mysia, Ionia, and the island of Chios. Postdating Buch-
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wald’s publication, a discovery made in the mid-1980s by
Argyrios Petronitis on the island of Samos, at the church
of the Panagia near Karlovasi, leads us to reconsider the
boundaries of the architectural and spatial context of the
emperors-in-exile; see G. Velenis, “Building Techniques
and External Decoration during the Fourteenth Century
in Macedonia,” in L’art de Thessalonique et des pays balkaniques et les courants spirituels au XIVe siècle: Recueil
des rapports du IVe Colloque serbo-grec, Belgrade 1985, ed.
Radovan Samardžić (Belgrade, 1987), 95–110. Velenis’s
book also provides a solid account of Laskarid architecture:
Geōrgios M. Velenēs, Hermēneia tou exōterikou diakosmou
stē vyzantinē architektonikē, 2 vols. (Thessaloniki, 1984),
1:90–96, 152–53, and 300–301. It should be noted that
our knowledge about the scale of architectural activity in
Constantinople and its immediate surroundings in Thrace
and Macedonia before the capture of the capital is flimsy:
see suggestions by Charalambos Bouras, “The Impact of
Frankish Architecture on Thirteenth-Century Byzantine
Architecture,” in The Crusades from the Perspective of By
zantium and the Muslim World, ed. Angeliki E. Laiou and
Roy. P. Mottahedeh (Washington, D.C., 2001), 247–62,
and, much earlier, Ousterhout, “Constantinople, Bithynia,
and Regional Developments,” 75.
Ousterhout, “Constantinople, Bithynia, and Regional
Developments,” 76, draws from a tenth-century text to
make this claim, prompting him to warn that the same
may not have been true for the Palaiologan period. This
view has also been encouraged by Velenēs, Hermēneia tou
exōterikou diakosmou, esp. chap. 1. Quoting Ousterhout,
“Constantinople, Bithynia, and Regional Developments,”
79, but contradicting his conclusion on the question of
whether Constantinopolitan masons worked elsewhere in
the late Byzantine period, Ćurčić underlines the importance
of a builder’s mobility in earning his living: see Slobodan
Ćurčić, “Architecture in the Age of Insecurity,” in Secular
Medieval Architecture in the Balkans (1300–1500) and Its
Preservation, ed. Evangelia Hadjitryphonos and Slobodan
Ćurčić (Thessaloniki, 1997), 25.
On hiring Christian architects, see Vryonis, Decline of
Medieval Hellenism, 235–38. On the controversy concerning the Greek or Armenian identity of masons and artists
working for the Seljuk and Ottoman courts, see Kafadar,
“Cultural Geography and Identity in the Lands of Rum,”
11 n. 18.
Shams al-Dīn Aḥmad Aflākī, Les saints des derviches tourneurs (Manâqib ul-ʿârifîn), trans. Clément Huart, 2 vols.
(Paris, 1918–20), 2:208. The contemporary literal interpretations of this passage notwithstanding, I do not intend to
imply that “the Turks” in this quotation are interchangeable with residents of twenty-first-century Turkey. Rather,
I would like to suggest that one has to problematize and
systematically historicize the concept and challenge its
meaning over time and across place.
For different transliterations of this name, see Vryonis,
Decline of Medieval Hellenism, 236; Eric Gross, Das Vilâ-
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92.

93.

jet-nâme des Hâǧǧi Bektasch: Ein türkisches Derwischevangelium (Leipzig, 1927), 151–52; Abdülbāki Gölpınarlı,
Manakıb-ı Hacı Bektâş-ı Veli: Vilâyet-nâme (Istanbul,
1958), 91. Stephanos Yerasimos, Türk Metinlerinde Konstantiniye ve Ayasofya Efsaneleri (Istanbul, 1998), claims that
the reading “Yanko Madyan” would result from a mistake
in the transliteration of the term “Nicomedia.” For the representation of Yanko Madyan as the mythical founder of
Byzantium and the origin of this name, see pp. 63–68, esp.
67.
Hoca Sadeddin Efendi, Tâcü’t-Tevârîh, trans. İsmet
Parmaksızoğlu, 5 vols. (Ankara 1992) 1:81. For a critical
introduction to the primary sources involving the name
of Christodoulos, see Ayverdi, Osmanlı Mi’mârîsinin İlk
Devri, 232 and 235. Ahmet Ersoy claims that attributing
Murad I’s mosque to a Greek architect named Christodoulos is a groundless assumption fabricated by Ottoman and
foreign authors. The name Christodoulos is encountered in
other Ottoman building projects, such as the Fatih mosque
in Istanbul: see Mehmet Aga-Oglu, “The Fatih Mosque at
Constantinople,” The Art Bulletin 12, 2 (June 1930): 179–95.
In Bithynia, we occasionally find the names of the builders
and masons in the waqf charters and court registers (e.g.,
Hacı Ivaz Paşa worked on the Green Mosque in Bursa,
Hacı Ali on the Hacı Hamza mosque in Iznik, and Hacı
bin Musa on the Green Mosque, also in Iznik). The only
Christian name associated with building in Bithynia that
was not Turkicized is Stephanos, who was in charge of the
construction of the mausolea of Malkoçoğlu Mehmed Bey,
dated to the late fourteenth century, as mentioned in n. 90
below, and Wilde, Brussa, 12–20.
Halil Edhem, “Gekbūze’de 787 Tārīḫli bir ʿOsmānlı
Kitābesi,” Tārīḫ-i ʿOsmānī Encümeni Mecmūʿası 40 (1332
[1917]): 228–35, claims that this title might refer to the
individual in charge of inscribing the stone rather than the
architect. Hasan R. Ergezen, “Malkoç Türbesi,” Türkiye
Turing ve Otomobil Kurumu Belleteni 73 (1948): 15–17.
Unfortunately, Ergezen did not provide a photograph of
the inscription but rather a transliteration of the text in
Ottoman Turkish. For a photo of the building before it was
destroyed, see Ayverdi, Osmanlı Mi’mârîsinin İlk Devri, 460
R.
V. L. Ménage, “Edirne’li Ruhi’ye Atfedilen Osmanlı Tarihinden İki Parça,” selections in İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı’ya
Armağan (Ankara, 1976), 311–33.
In a forthcoming piece by Gülru Necipoğlu, “Visual Cosmopolitanism and the Aesthetics of Fusion: Artistic Interactions with Renaissance Italy at the Court of Mehmed II.”
I am indebted to Professor Necipoğlu for sharing a portion
of her work with me prior to its publication.
For an introductory study, see Demet Ulusoy Binan,
“Osmanlı’da Beylikten İmparatorluğa Geçişte Yapı Üretim Süreci ve İlişkileri Üzerine Bir Deneme,” in Osmanlı
Mimarlığının 7 Yüzyılı: Uluslarüstü Bir Miras, ed. Nur Akın
et al. (Istanbul, 1999), 387–95. The author briefly summarizes the distinctions between masons’ marks in Seljuk Ana-
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tolian buildings and the ways in which such marks refer to
different backgrounds. For the Ottoman period, only the
masons’ marks in the Muradiye complex in Bursa were
examined.
Only one piece of such epigraphic evidence exists: the bilingual inscription plate from the mausoleum of Malkoçoğlu
Mehmed Bey, as mentioned earlier. For the numismatic
evidence, see Konstantin Zhukov, “Ottoman, Karasid,
and Sarukhanid Coinages and the Problem of Common
Currency in Western Anatolia,” in Zachariadou, Ottoman
Emirate (1300–1389), pl. 1b. For more on the numismatic
evidence, see Scott Redford, “Byzantium and the Islamic
World, 1261–1557,” in Byzantium: Faith and Power, 1261–
1557, ed. Helen C. Evans (New York, 2004). The three-dot
pattern on these coins is attributed to the Mongol-Ilkhanid
standards of the time, while the bow is identified as a TurcoMongol symbol of sovereignty. Redford also describes the
mobility of the three-dot pattern in the Byzantine context.
A study by Rudi Paul Lindner fleshes out the numismatic
evidence around the transition of power. Among the coins
he describes, some bearing Orhan’s name are imitations
of coins struck by the Seljuk sultan Alaeddin I a century
earlier, and yet another group, struck before Bursa’s fall,
are imitations of Ilkhanid predecessors. At the time, the city
was still in Byzantine hands, while the Ottomans were based
in the immediate surroundings of the city walls; see Rudi
Paul Lindner, Explorations in Ottoman Prehistory (Michigan, 2007), 95–97.
The inscription on the door indicated the date of construction as 740 (1339). Ousterhout, “Constantinople,
Bithynia and Regional Developments,” 85, identified the
construction date as 735 (1334). For analyses of the inscription and the date, see Ayverdi, Osmanlı Mi’mârîsinin İlk
Devri, 61–89; Ekrem Hakkı Ayverdi, “Bursa’da Orhan Gazi
Camii ve Osmanlı Mimarisinin Menşei Meselesi,” Vakıflar
Dergisi 6 (1965): 75; Godfrey Goodwin, A History of Ottoman Architecture (New York, 1971), 34–35; Kuran, İlk
Devir Osmanlı Mimarisinde Camii, in English transl., The
Mosque in Early Ottoman Architecture, 98–101. The dedicatory inscription has been studied by Robert Mantran, “Les
inscriptions arabes de Brousse,” Bulletin d’études orientales
de l’Institut français de Damas 14 (1952–54): 90, and, more
recently, by Colin Heywood, “The 1337 Bursa Inscription
and Its Interpreters,” Turcica 36 (2004): 215–30.
Scholars seem to disagree on the extent of the damage and
how much of the present-day structure was rebuilt in 1417–
18 and after the 1855 earthquake. For example, see Wilde,
Brussa, 11–12; Ayverdi, Osmanlı Mi’mârîsinin İlk Devri, 62;
and Sedat Çetintaş, Türk Mimari Anıtları, Osmanlı Devri:
Bursa’da İlk Eserler (Istanbul, 1946), 18–19. For a recent
view on the function and timeline, and the extent of the
repairs, see Emir, Erken Osmanlı Mimarlığında Çok İşlevli
Yapılar, 35 and 44, who claims, on the basis of textual evidence and structural analysis, that the edifice was built to
function as a convent and regained the status of a mosque
in the second half of the sixteenth century, when a minaret
was added.
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99.
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101.
102.
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See n. 29 above. Although the origins of this plan have been
traced to Anatolian Seljuk domed cruciform madrasas, I
must add here that no such prototype exists with quite the
same arrangement. Emir, Erken Osmanlı Mimarlığında Çok
İşlevli Yapılar, 3–5 and 13, analyzes earlier approaches, such
as that of Eyice, arguing that the initial plan came from
Ilkhanid/Mongol planning principles, rather than from
those of the Central Asian Turks. Emir describes the plan
as having come from the Mongols, but he does not establish
any links supporting this connection. Although he makes a
compelling case for continuity in the treatment of building
divisions in central Anatolia—namely between central and
northwest Anatolia—the formal relationship between the
types emerging in both regions remains uncertain. Ousterhout, however, following the historical details outlined by
Lindner, suggests that the design of this plan may have been
created by a Muslim master who came from inner Anatolia in the 1320s and 1330s along with other immigrants,
including schoolmasters and elites fleeing the disorder of
Mongol rule: see Ousterhout, “Constantinople, Bithynia,
and Regional Developments,” 78; Lindner, Nomads and
Ottomans, 6–7.
Tunay claimed that the key to distinguishing fourteenthcentury Byzantine buildings from their Ottoman counterparts is to analyze the form of the windows and openings,
which were round in the former and had pointed arches in
the latter: see Tunay, “Masonry of the Late Byzantine and
Early Ottoman Periods,” 76–79. For a penetrating reply to
Tunay’s statements, see Robert Ousterhout, “The Byzantine
Heart,” Zograf 17 (1986): 36–44. Ousterhout developed this
theory further in Master Builders of Byzantium, chap. 6, esp.
p. 200.
To name a few examples: the mosques of Alaeddin, Orhan
Gazi, and Murad I in Bursa; the Hacı Özbek mosque and
the Nilüfer Hatun imaret (hospice) in Iznik; the Mehmed
Dede zawiya (hostel) in Yenişehir; and the Orhan Gazi
imaret in Bilecik.
Ćurčić, “Architecture in the Age of Insecurity,” 49.
Although at first glance the use of the Byzantine round arch
at the mosque of Orhan Gazi seems to be overshadowed by
the slightly pointed arch, in some of the wall planes of the
same period, such as those mentioned in n. 98 above, the
Byzantine round arch form overpowers the other types of
arches.
Ibid.
In the late Romanesque and early Gothic periods, both
types of arches existed side by side, such as in Notre Dame
la Grande at Poitiers and St. Denis. These may reflect eclectic uses of architectural forms from different cultures: see
Marvin Trachtenberg, “Gothic/Italian ‘Gothic’: Toward a
Redefinition,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 50 (1991): 22–37.
The juxtaposition of different types of arches was common not only in the capital but also in other centers of
production such as Greece and Serbia. For the church of
Hagia Moni near Nauplion (1149, although it may actually
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have been built in the thirteenth century under the Latins) and the chapel of the Virgin and refectory of St. John
the Theologian on Patmos, see Anastasios K. Orlandos, Hē
architektonikē kai hai Vyzantinai toichographiai tēs Monēs
tou Theologou Patmou (Athens, 1970). In “The Impact of
Frankish Architecture” (p. 258), Bouras has suggested the
presence of two centers of production for the juxtaposed
arches, one Byzantine, the other Islamic. The development
of side-by-side arches was very much in evidence in the
fifteenth- and sixteenth-century architecture of the Ottoman Balkans—namely, in the fortification systems, such
as the so-called Jezava Gate (1430–39) in Serbia and the
westernmost tower of the Heptapyrgion in Thessaloniki,
with round arches finished with a slightly pointed arrangement of cover tiles: See Ćurčić, “Architecture in the Age of
Insecurity,” 48–50. For its appearance in Islamic architecture, see K. A. C. Creswell, A Short Account of Early Muslim
Architecture (Harmondsworth, 1958), 55, 58–86, 101–104,
116, 131, 143, 157, and 195.
Baha Tanman, “Erken Dönem Osmanlı Mimarisinde Memlûk Etkileri,” in Akın, Osmanlı Mimarlığının 7 Yüzyılı:
Uluslarüstü Bir Miras, 85, fig. 12.
Tanman, “Erken Dönem Osmanlı Mimarisinde Memlûk
Etkileri,” 82–90. In discussing “influence” from the East
using a wide geographical spectrum (p. 85), Tanman
strengthens his argument by citing Michael Meinecke, Patterns of Stylistic Changes in Islamic Architecture: Local Traditions versus Migrating Artists, Hagop Kevorkian Series on
Near Eastern Art and Civilization (New York and London,
1996), 102.
Necipoğlu, Age of Sinan, 79.
Ibid., 223–24; 227–28. As Necipoğlu mentions (p. 79), this
is the case not only in Ottoman architecture but also in the
architecture of other emirates, such as that of the Aydınids
(Aydınoğulları) at the İsa Bey mosque near Selçuk. We
know that the architect of this project was of Damascene
origin.
Scott Redford, “The Alaeddin Mosque in Konya Reconsidered,” Artibus Asiae 51, 1–2 (1991): 57–74, esp. 59 and 70.
Several examples dating to the Seljuk period are attributed
to Syrian builders, such as the castles of Alanya, Antalya,
and Sinop, the Sultan Han near Aksaray, and the Alaeddin
mosque in Konya.
Necipoğlu, Age of Sinan, 564.
Albert Gabriel, Une capitale turque: Brousse, Bursa, 2 vols.
(Paris, 1958), 1:59; Ayverdi, İstanbul Mi’mârîsinin İlk Devri,
231–64.
Ćurčić notes similarities such as the banded wall construction technique. The banded voussoirs, the occasional use of
brick patterning, and the large decorative tympana recall
several Palaiologan churches. Ćurčić, “Architecture in the
Byzantine Sphere,” 66.
For a discussion of the Ohrid Hagia Sophia, see Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture,
417–28; also see Oktay Aslanapa, Osmanlı Devri Mimarisi:
Orhan Gaziden Başlayarak Sonuna kadar Padişahlara göre
Gelişmesi (Istanbul, 1986), 18.

113. R. Ivančević, “Two Thirteenth-Century Portals in Istria:
Models of Traditional and Innovative Uses of Classical
Art,” Hortus Artium Medievalium 2 (1996): 57–64.
114. Bratislav Pantelić, The Architecture of Dečani and the Role
of Archbishop Danilo II (Wiesbaden, 2002), 4 and 26–29.
115. Halil İnalcık, Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslâm Ansiklopedisi
(henceforth İA) (Istanbul, 1988–), s.v. “Murad I.”
116. As discussed by Nermin Şaman Doğan, “Bursa Murad
Hüdavendigâr Camii ve Niğde Ak Medrese’nin
Düşündürdükleri,” in Prof. Dr. Zafer Bayburtluoğlu’na
Armağan—Sanat Yazıları, ed. Mustafa Denktaş and
Yıldıray Özbek (Kayseri, 2001), 211–20. It must be noted
that the building in Niğde is constructed completely of
stone masonry and functioned only as a madrasa and not
as a mosque. In addition, although the building has two
stories, the first floor lacks openings and the second has
twin pointed openings carried on single colonnettes.
117. Uṣūl, 10; Wilde, Brussa, 12–13.
118. Ali Saim Ülgen, Bursa Abideleri: Bursa Albümü (Istanbul,
1950), 17; Albert Gabriel, “Bursa’da Murad I Camii ve
Osmanlı Mimarisinin Menşei Meselesi,” Vakıflar Dergisi
2 (1942): 3, 36.
119. Ayverdi, Osmanlı Mi’mârîsinin İlk Devri, 235.
120. Tanman, “Erken Dönem Osmanlı Mimarisinde Memlûk
Etkileri,” 85–88. Sedat Çetintaş, Türk Mimari Anıtları,
Osmanlı Devri: Bursa’da Murad I ve Bayezid I Binaları
(Istanbul, 1952), 28, attributes the structure to Turkish
builders.
121. Ousterhout, “Review: In Pursuit of the Exotic,” 113–18.
122. See Necipoğlu, “Visual Cosmopolitanism and the Aesthetics of Fusion” (forthcoming). For Murad I’s campaigns in
the Balkans, and his alliance with the Genoese against the
Venetians, see İnalcık, İA, s.v. “Murad I.”
123. Eva Hoffman, “Pathways of Portability: Islamic and Christian Interchange from the Tenth to the Twelfth Century,”
Art History 24, 1 (2001): 17–50; Jas Elsner, “Significant
Details: Systems, Certainties, and the Art-Historian as
Detective,” Antiquity 64 (1990): 950–52; Dimitra Kotoula,
“ ‘Maniera Cypria’ and Thirteenth-Century Icon Production on the Island of Cyprus: A Critical Approach,” Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 28 (2004): 89–100.
124. James R. Sackett, “Style and Ethnicity in Archaeology: The
Case of Isochretism,” in The Uses of Style in Archaeology, ed.
Margaret W. Conkey and Christine A. Hastorf (Cambridge,
1990), 32–43.
125. As previously noted by Ousterhout, “Ethnic Identity and
Cultural Appropriation,” 55; Ousterhout, Master Builders
of Byzantium, 140–45; and Ousterhout “The East, the West,
and the Appropriation of the Past,” 121.
126. The use of pseudo-spolia was common in Anatolian Seljuk
architecture, with the Alaeddin Camii in Konya providing
a good example of this phenomenon. I would like to thank
Scott Redford, who shared his knowledge and thoughts on
the pseudo-spolia in Seljuk architecture with me. Pseudospolia in the context of Crusader Jerusalem has been examined by Robert Ousterhout, “Architecture as Relic and the
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Construction of Sanctity: The Stones of the Holy Sepulchre,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 62,
1 (2003): 4–23, esp. 21–23.
The building inscription offers 744 (1348) as the date of
construction. This would imply the complete reuse of the
south wall of the single-aisled Byzantine church and the
complete reconstruction of new walls on the other three
sides.
There are several takes on the building’s uses and history.
According to Ayverdi, Osmanlı Mi’mârîsinin İlk Devri,
303–5, it was a typical Seljuk iwan tomb, with a clearly
defined square interior, topped by a conical roof. As to
the construction, Ayverdi regarded it as “Byzantinizing”
in style, and this seems to be the commonly held opinion.
For a recent analysis, see Ousterhout, “Ethnic Identity and
Cultural Appropriation,” 53–55.
For comments on the misuse of the terms “survival” and
“continuity,” see Peregrine Horden and Nicholas Purcell,
The Corrupting Sea: A Study of Mediterranean History
(London, 2000), 27 and 308–311, and Wolper, “Khidr,
Elwan Çelebi, and the Conversion of Sacred Sanctuaries,”
309–22.
Finbarr B. Flood, “The Medieval Trophy as an Art Historical Trope: Coptic and Byzantine ‘Altars’ in Islamic Contexts,” Muqarnas 18 (2001): 41–72, esp. 41. Flood also notes
that reused architectural material in Islamic contexts has
been systematically examined. For two works that contain a detailed analysis of spolia in the Islamic context, see
Redford, “Seljuqs of Rum,” 148–156, and Godfrey Goodwin, “The Reuse of Marble in the Eastern Mediterranean
in Medieval Times,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of
Great Britain and Ireland 1 (1977): 17–30.
Ousterhout, “Ethnic Identity and Cultural Appropriation,”
57. For a general introduction to the building, see Goodwin,
History of Ottoman Architecture, 16–19, who also notes that
the second phase was built after the Orhan Gazi mosque in
Bursa, though its plan is older.
In Ayverdi, Osmanlı Mi’mârîsinin İlk Devri, 15;
ʿĀşıḳpaşazāde, Die altosmanische Chronik des Āšıḳpašazāde,
ed. Friedrich Giese (Osnabrück, 1972), 21; Neşrī, Kitâb-ı
Cihan-Nümâ, ed. Faik Reşit Unat and Mehmed A. Köymen,
2 vols. (Istanbul, 1949–57), 1: 215.
Considering the dates when other Bithynian towns and
cities fell—Prousa in 1326, Nicaea in 1331—and keeping
in mind that Trigleia was an unfortified site open to both
sea and land attacks, one may assume that it did not remain
under Byzantine control for long. Nonetheless, records suggest that the Christian community remained vital—note the
conversion of the Hagia Stephanos (the present-day Fatih
Camii) into a mosque in 1560–61 (968)—whether under
Ottoman rule or not. For a discussion of the demographic
evidence and thriving Christian architectural and artistic
efforts postdating the Ottoman conquest in Trigleia, see
Çağaptay, “Church of the Panagia Pantobasilissa” (forthcoming).

134. For the proliferation of monasteries on holy mountains
in the ninth century, see Klaus Belke, “Heilige Berge
Bithyniens,” in Heilige Berge und Wüsten: Byzanz und
sein Umfeld, ed. Peter Soustal (Vienna, 2009), 1–14. Cyril
Mango and Ihor Ševčenko attributed the Pantobasilissa to
the “Greek school”—and in particular to Mistra in Greece.
They explain the connection in terms of the lengthening of
the nave, the presence of six columns instead of four, and
the interpenetration of the nave and sanctuary areas: Cyril
Mango, Byzantine Architecture (New York, 1976), 178–80.
Also see Vincenzo Ruggieri, Byzantine Religious Architecture (582–867): Its History and Structural Elements (Rome,
1991), 139–41; Ousterhout, Master Builders of Byzantium,
17 and 29–30, claims that the association of this type with
monastic purposes fails to explain the wide diffusion of
the building type and its use for a variety of other purposes, including as palace churches and burial chapels. In
Çağaptay, “Church of the Panagia Pantobasilissa” (forthcoming), I have proposed that the lengthening of the nave
may have been intended to provide more space for tombs
and burials.
135. For discussions on courtly chivalric ethos, cultural overlays,
and conversions in Anatolia, see Kafadar, Between Two
Worlds; Redford, “Byzantium and the Islamic World”; for
intermarriages, see Anthony Bryer, “Greek Historians on
the Turks: The Case of the First Byzantine-Ottoman Marriage,” in The Writing of History in the Middle Ages: Essays
Presented to Richard William Southern, ed. R. H. C. Davis
and J. M. Wallace-Hadrill (Oxford, 1981), 471–93.
136. Books by Goodwin, History of Ottoman Architecture;
Çetintaş, Türk Mimari Anıtları; Ayverdi, Osmanlı
Mi’mârîsinin İlk Devri; and Gabriel, Une capitale turque,
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THE COMPLEX OF SULTAN MAHMUD I IN CAIRO
The madrasa of Sultan Mahmud I in Cairo, called the
Takiyya Maḥmūdiyya and dated 1750, is the first religious foundation to be built by an Ottoman sultan in
Egypt, two and a half centuries after its conquest by
Sultan Selim (r. 1512–20) in 1517. This belated imperial
interest in architectural patronage in Egypt adds to the
peculiarity of the monument, as a foundation and as a
construction. This paper explores the architecture of the
madrasa and the attached fountain house and primary
school (sabīl-maktab), which has not been the subject
of a dedicated study so far, in search of the motivation
behind this imperial patronage.
At the time of the Ottoman conquest, Cairo had the
densest concentration of religious foundations and
monuments of any city in the Muslim world; the Ottomans neither perpetuated nor needed to compete with
the pious and monumental patronage of their Mamluk
predecessors. Whilst Sultan Selim in the course of his
military campaign in Syria founded a mosque with mausoleum to commemorate the Sufi saint Ibn ʿArabi in
Damascus,1 he did not order any new building in Egypt.
Ottoman governors of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries founded some handsome mosques in Cairo.2
However, Ottoman patronage was more significant in
the promotion of major shrines and saints’ tombs, and
in boosting the Fatimid foundation of al-Azhar to
become the major mosque and academic institution of
Egypt.3 The academic distinction that it maintains to
the present day was a development that took place
mainly during the Ottoman period. The Ottoman
regime also contributed to Cairo’s welfare and architecture by improving its water supply through the proliferation of sabīl-maktabs.4 This type of philanthropic
foundation, which combined a fountain house with a
primary school and sometimes an oratory, was widespread under the Mamluk sultanate, and it continued
to be sponsored by Ottoman governors and officials of

the military corps, as well as by eunuchs of the imperial
palace and other notables.
At the time when Mahmud I (r. 1730–54) built his
madrasa and sabīl-maktab in Cairo, Egypt was enjoying a period of prosperity and relative emancipation
while the central Ottoman authority was receding, as
numerous studies in this field have demonstrated. During the eighteenth century, the main challenge to the
Porte came from the regiment of the Janissaries, who
controlled Egypt’s economic resources through the taxfarming system. They were heavily invested in commerce, participating as self-appointed partners and
protectors of the craftsmen and merchants. In this
period, which coincided with the apogee of the coffee
trade, their resources allowed the Janissaries to
strengthen their military recruitment and at the same
time their bonds with the urban population.5 The most
powerful figure in Egypt at the time when Sultan
Mahmud I founded his madrasa was the head of the
Janissary corps, Ibrahim Katkhuda (d. 1754). His successor until 1765 was the emir ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda, the wealthy son of a Janissary emir. With his
political career overshadowed by that of his master,
Ibrahim Katkhuda, ʿAbd al-Rahman concentrated his
attention on commercial activities and, most of all, the
patronage of religious buildings, which earned him the
historic image of a passionate benefactor and an artistic connoisseur. As the wealth and power of the Janissaries and their urban protégés grew in the eighteenth
century, the Ottoman sultan’s share in Egypt’s resources
(dispatched from Cairo to Istanbul as a yearly remittance) diminished.6 Sometimes it was not even sent at
all, as in the three years from 1752 to 1754.7 The Ottoman central authorities, who had to cope sometimes
with the dismissal of their governors by military officials in Cairo, had no choice but to adapt to the new
political reality. The Ottoman governors had to ally
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themselves with one or another of these powerful
groups, as did the chief black eunuchs of the Imperial
Harem or Dār al-Saʿāda (Abode of Felicity), who also
belonged to the notables in Egypt. Since the sixteenth
century, it had become customary for the imperial black
eunuchs to retire to Cairo, where their presence was
linked to their duty to administer the endowments of
the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina, the awqāf
al-Ḥaramayn. Their function, the considerable waqf
(endowment) resources they administered, and their
private wealth gave them the authority to act as major
players in Egyptian politics and to figure among the
patrons of charitable foundations in Cairo.8
Seven sabīl-maktabs can be associated with the
names of imperial eunuchs in the century preceding the
foundation of Sultan Mahmud.9 In 1718 (1131), al-Hajj
Beşir Agha, the famous and prominent patron of architecture in Istanbul and the Ottoman provinces, built the
sabīl-maktab on the southern side of the future complex of Sultan Mahmud, in the quarter called Habbaniyya (fig. 7 [figs. 1–31 are placed together at the end of
the article]).10 On the western side of Habbaniyya, a new
Ottoman quarter emerged, called Dawudiyya after
Dawud Agha, the chief eunuch of Sultan Murad III
(r. 1574–95). After transferring the tanneries from Habbaniyya to the western outskirts of Bab al-Luq, Dawud
Agha erected in 1610 the mosque known today by the
name of Malika Safiyya, the widow of Murad III.11 In
the late eighteenth century, Dawudiyya was known as
the Quarter of the Black Eunuchs (see map, fig. 1).
THE FOUNDATION OF SULTAN MAHMUD I
The reign of Mahmud I was overshadowed by the aftermath of the Tulip Age and the uprising of the Janissaries in 1730, which had forced Ahmed III (r. 1703–30)
to abdicate. Mahmud spent the first decade of his reign
trying to stabilize the situation and prevent further
unrest. In the following two decades, he was busy with
border disputes with the Russians, the Habsburgs, and
the Safavids.12 However, as is often the case in Islamic
art history, crises did not halt architectural patronage.
The sultan’s mosque, the Nur-u Osmaniye, was completed after his death, in 1755. It was the first royal
mosque to be built in the imperial capital since that of

Sultan Ahmed I (r. 1603–17), completed almost one and
a half centuries earlier, in 1616, and its novel baroque
architecture and decoration heralded an aesthetic
renewal. Mahmud I also expanded the hydraulic infrastructure and built a number of fountains in Istanbul,
as did the members of his establishment.13 His madrasa
in Cairo was founded during the later years of his reign,
in 1750.
The inscriptions on the façade of the complex and
the endowment deed identify the foundation as a
madrasa with a sabīl (fountain house) and a maktab
(primary school). In the late eighteenth century, the
Description de l’Égypte14 described it as a takiyya, which
is how it is commonly known today.15 The term takiyya
in Arabic, from the Turkish tekke, refers to a Sufi foundation or a hospice. Although it was the only religious
building established by an Ottoman sultan in the Egyptian capital, it was not the only building associated with
a royal patron: Sultan Mustafa III (r. 1757–73) founded
a sabīl-maktab shortly afterwards. Neither is it the only
religious building attributed to a member of the Ottoman royal family, if we include the mosque of Malika
Safiyya, Murad III’s widow, which was initially endowed
by the imperial black eunuch Dawud Agha before the
queen mother confiscated the endowment and built the
mosque herself.
The epigraphy and the waqfiyya of the madrasa,
which date it to 1164 (1750), indicate that Beşir Agha,
chief eunuch of the Imperial Harem, acted as the proxy
of Sultan Mahmud I in establishing the foundation.16
During the eighteenth century, several consecutive
eunuchs were named Beşir Agha.17 The one associated
with this madrasa was already the sultan’s companion
at the time of his accession to the throne, and maintained a close relationship with him until he fell from
grace and was executed in 1752. He never went to
Egypt.18 His predecessor (d. 1746), the founder of the
sabīl-maktab near which the madrasa of Sultan Mahmud
was erected, was the most prominent among the bearers of that name and title, and the one who raised this
office to great prestige. During the uprising of 1730, he
played a major role in bringing about the dismissal of
Grand Vizier Ibrahim Pasha, as well as his eventual execution.19
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The madrasa, maktab, and sabīl according to the
waqf stipulations
The madrasa was designed to accommodate forty students, to be taught by a Koran teacher (raʾīs qurrāʾ). The
staff included a waqf administrator, a secretary, an
imam for the madrasa, a muezzin, a timekeeper, a
librarian, a book restorer, an Arab person (ʿarabī) qualified as a writer and an accountant, two clerks, two
builders (a muhandis [architect, surveyor] and a
murakhkhim [marble worker]) for the maintenance of
the premises, a doorman, a cleaner, and two waterwheel
attendants. The waqf deed does not further describe the
teaching curriculum of the madrasa, nor does it stipulate that the imam or teachers belong to the Hanafi or
any other madhab (school of Islamic law). Generally,
though, the foundations of Ottoman officials in Cairo
gave preference to the Hanafi madhab.
The primary school (maktab) was dedicated to
twenty schoolboys, to be taught by a Koran teacher and
an assistant. The employees of the sabīl included two
attendants, a doorman, ten men to perform invocations
for the sake of the sultan, eleven Koran readers, an
imam to lead the prayer, and an Arab teacher to teach
“useful subjects” (ʿulūm nāfiʿa). The composition of the
staff and the presence of a mihrab niche in the eastern
wall indicate that the sabīl served as an oratory and
classroom as well.
The revenue for this foundation was to come from a
village called Bahna al-Ghanam in the province of
Manufiyya, which belonged to the imperial estate. The
supervision of the endowment was assigned to the chief
eunuchs of the Dār al-Saʿāda.
From a functional and academic point of view, the
foundation of this complex could not have held any
major significance for the Egyptian capital; the activities stipulated in the endowment deed are rather modest. It may have been intended to serve a small
community that might have been Turkish, as is suggested by the requirement that the primary school
teacher be Arabic-speaking, as should the accountant.
This stipulation seems to have been based on the
assumption that the other members of the staff might
not be native speakers of Arabic. The madrasa might
indeed have been a takiyya, as it was subsequently
named, in the sense of a Sufi convent or a hospice.
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THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE SULTAN
MAHMUD I COMPLEX
The layout (elevations and plan [figs. 3, 4, and 5])
All mosques founded in Cairo after the Ottoman conquest display in one way or another a fusion style, combining a variety of individual Ottoman and Mamluk
elements. The mosque of Sulayman Pasha (1528) has an
Ottoman plan and Mamluk decoration, the mosque of
Mahmud Pasha (1568) a Mamluk layout with an Ottoman minaret; the mosque of Sinan Pasha (1571) has a
Mamluk interior and an Ottoman exterior,20 while the
mosque of Malika Safiyya has an Ottoman plan executed with local architectural modules and no trace of
Ottoman decoration. The sabīl-maktabs built under
Ottoman rule maintained a Mamluk architectural configuration; the one built by ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda
at Bayn al-Qasrayn in 1744 (fig. 21), however, was innovative for the Ottoman decorative elements on its façade
and the imported Ottoman tiles inside.21 The complex
of Sultan Mahmud I introduced its own interpretation
of fusion between Turkish Ottoman and Cairene Ottoman architecture. Its remarkable façade (figs. 2, and
8–10) earned the attention of the French architect
Pascal Coste, who included it in his album on Islamic
architecture of Cairo published in 1839 (fig. 6).22
The madrasa and the sabīl-maktab, which are fairly
well preserved, once overlooked the Khalij or canal of
Cairo (see map, fig. 1).23 The complex stands above
shops, twelve of which are along the main façade, the
others opening onto side streets. Today the northern
side abuts a modern building.24
The horizontal format of the façade, elongated and
centered by an elevated portal with a pīshtāq (portal
projecting above the façade of a building), was and
remained unusual in the context of Cairene architecture. Conforming to Ottoman practice, but contrary to
Mamluk tradition, the madrasa has no minaret.
The ground plan shows a divergence between the
exterior and the interior axes: the central position of the
main entrance in the façade does not correspond to its
position in relation to the courtyard of the madrasa,
where it is asymmetrically pushed towards the south.
This arrangement was for the sake of the façade’s symmetry, to counterbalance the southern extension of the
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sabīl by integrating it partly into the façade of the
madrasa. The sabīl is an autonomous structure, however, with a separate, small, ornate entrance included
in the design of the main façade (fig. 9), while the
entrance to the maktab on the upper floor is on the rear
lane (fig. 10).
The Ottoman layout of the madrasa of Sultan
Mahmud is not the first of its kind in Cairo, having a
precedent at the madrasa of Suleyman Pasha, built in
1543. This building, however, lacks the spectacular
façade of Sultan Mahmud’s building, with its well-structured arrangement of windows and shops. The front
wall of the Sulayman Pasha madrasa is concealed behind
shops and apartments, showing only a portal of late
Mamluk style.25
The interior
The madrasa is reached from the street through a flight
of steps between the shops. The students’ cells are preceded by a portico of Ottoman tradition, facing the
courtyard with round arches and roofed with shallow
domes (fig. 11). The façade of the prayer and gathering
hall, set in the middle of the eastern arcade, is slightly
elevated above the surrounding portico, with a trilobed
recessed entrance (fig. 12). Due to the divergence
between the courtyard’s axis and the Mecca orientation,
the inner walls of the mosque hall are set askew to its
façade, which is aligned to the courtyard. Unlike Ottoman madrasas, Cairene madrasas were traditionally
oriented toward Mecca, allowing the main hall to
function as a mosque.26 In the center of the courtyard,
which is planted with trees, a fountain basin is roofed
with a rectangular wooden canopy crowned by a small
dome.
The maktab is a bright room with large, arched windows displaying in their lunettes stucco grilles with colored glass. The underground cistern, which has the
same D-shaped ground plan as the sabīl and the maktab, is roofed with six shallow domes supported by a
pair of columns in its center.
Unlike the plain madrasa, but consistent with its
exterior, the interior of the sabīl is densely decorated,
as was common among Mamluk sabīls (figs. 6, 7, 13, 14,
19, and 20). The spacious D-shaped room is visible from
the street through its multiple large windows, through

which water was served to passersby. It has a small, flat
marble mihrab on its eastern wall, fulfilling the waqf
stipulations that the premise also serve as an oratory
with its own imam (fig. 15). The combination of the
sabīl with an oratory was common in Cairo from the fifteenth century, and is also found in the sabīl-maktab of
ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda mentioned earlier. The interior of the sabīl of Sultan Mahmud can be described as
the most Ottoman that Cairo had hitherto seen. The
walls are paneled with Ottoman tiles of various styles.
Two tile panels centered by oval medallions of highquality Iznik ceramic of the late sixteenth century form
the major attraction of the sabīl’s decoration. Placed in
the upper part of the northern wall, they are illuminated
by the three large windows facing them. The panels were
probably not in pristine condition when they arrived in
Cairo; both lack their original lower border, which has
been replaced by tiles with repetitive motifs. The space
between the two panels is also filled with repetitive seventeenth-century tiles in shades of blue. There are also
some tiles of the Tekfur Saray production established
in Istanbul by Sultan Ahmed III, while others may be
of European origin. The resulting patchwork indicates
that it was not easy for Cairene craftsmen to work with
imported tiles and fit them into the inner decorative
scheme, as can also be seen in all other Cairene monuments of the period that are decorated with tiles.
Turkish tiles were regularly imported into Ottoman
Egypt27 and can be seen on a number of mosques and
residences. A prominent example of Ottoman ceramic
decoration is the prayer hall of the Mamluk mosque of
Aqsunqur (restored in the 1650s by the emir Ibrahim
Agha of the Janissary corps), as well as the interior of
his mausoleum therein.28 The interior of the sabīlmaktab of ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda is likewise paneled with tiles with repetitive motifs, with the exception
of a panel functioning as a mihrab displaying a view of
Mecca.29 Ceramic decoration was also common in residential architecture, as can be seen today at the Suhaymi
house and in many Orientalist illustrations of Cairene
interiors.30 However, with their wide range of colors,
the two high-quality Iznik panels within the sabīl of Sultan Mahmud may have been unparalleled in Cairo and
could not have passed unnoticed. They may have been
made for some princely monument in Istanbul in the
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sixteenth century and then transferred to Cairo when
they became redundant in the course of some renovation or “baroquification” of this monument, as often
happened in eighteenth-century Istanbul.
The façade
In contrast with the functional interior of the rather
unpretentious religious foundation, it is the façade that
seems to represent the intent of its imperial founder,
and which may lead to some conclusions regarding the
significance of this monument.
The façade of the sabīl is markedly higher than that
of the madrasa, making it stand out as a separate structure in an incoherent ensemble (figs. 3 and 16). The
sabīl-maktab was obviously intended to be the pièce de
résistance of this complex and was perhaps even its raison d’être. Its rounded profile—the most characteristic
feature of the complex31—was an unprecedented sight
on the streets of Cairo at that time, and advertises the
architectural fashions of Istanbul.32 Its bold curve is further accentuated by two timber eaves, one above the
sabīl and the other above the maktab.
A carved horizontal band with unusual arabesques
running above and below the windows of the madrasa
emphasizes the horizontal format of the façade (figs. 2
and 9). Another band with a different pattern frames
the spandrel of the main portal’s arch. Whereas the horizontal band has no extant precedent in Cairo, the bands
that decorate the portal recall the decoration of the
façade of a small oratory, or zawiya, built by the Janissary commander ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda on
Mugharbilin Street in 1730–31 (figs. 17 and 18). This is
not the only feature of this building to be repeated at
the complex of Sultan Mahmud I. The cushion voussoir
of the main portal and the lobed arch of the maktab portal (figs. 8 and 10), both citations from the Fatimid gate
Bab al-Futuh built in 1087, were previously applied on
the façade of this zawiya, which is the earliest of a series
of striking façades attributed to the patronage of this
Janissary commander.33 The use of Iznik tiles to fill the
relieving arches above the windows and lintels (fig. 25),
adding color to the entire façade, was already common
in earlier Ottoman Cairo.
The layout of the composite structure and most of
the decoration, with the exception of the inscriptions
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and the window grilles, are in the local tradition. However, the sabīl-maktab, while following the Mamluk
device of a double-storied structure, interprets it in a
different manner: the increased proportions of the sabīl
in relation to the madrasa reverse the Mamluk order,
which fully integrates the double structure within the
façade. The emphasis on the sabīl of Sultan Mahmud
disturbs the architectural unity between the two parts
of the complex and thus the harmony of the façade. The
façade of the sabīl is, moreover, emphasized by a number of elements that are not shared with the façade of
the madrasa: striped masonry with black and red stone
combined with white marble, marble columns flanking
the window recesses, and elaborate epigraphy and window grilles (figs. 19 and 20). The main feature of the
carved decoration is a chain molding with angular loops
running above and between the three windows of the
sabīl. The chain molding is a typical feature of late Ottoman architecture in Cairo. The roundels connected with
the molding are another innovation introduced previously at the aforementioned zawiya of ʿAbd al-Rahman
Katkhuda; they were later repeated on a number of
other façades of his and other buildings.
The relationship between the decoration of the façade
of Sultan Mahmud I and Cairene decorative traditions
is complex and interwoven. The style of architectural
decoration recently created by ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda and displayed for the first time on the façade of
his zawiya was obviously the main source of inspiration
for the decoration of this complex. In the course of his
extensive architectural patronage, this Janissary commander left a remarkable legacy on the streets of Cairo,
stamping his works with his own flamboyant decorative style—one that justifies the label “ʿAbd al-Rahman
Katkhuda style,”34 and which consisted mainly of carved
façade decoration. Since the Ottoman conquest in 1517,
no other official or dignitary had contributed so extensively to the aesthetics of the Egyptian capital. This programmatic initiative is paralleled only by that of the
Mamluk sultans, in particular al-Ashraf Qaytbay
(r. 1468–96), who began a restoration campaign on a
grand scale, emphasizing his works with the creation of
a new style of architectural decoration. The carving style
of ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda, which displays a synthesis of patterns copied from or inspired by Cairo’s mon-
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umental legacy reaching as far back as the Fatimid
period, has a revivalist component in which new
designs, including Turkish Ottoman motifs, were
merged. The decoration of the zawiya on Mugharbilin
Street ushered in the new style by combining Fatimid
elements with pierced muqarnas introduced in the
Qaytbay period, compressed into a narrow façade in a
novel and eclectic manner. The carved marble spandrels
of the sabīl at Bayn al-Qasrayn (figs. 21 and 22), which
were repeated at the mosque of al-Mutahhir (both built
in 1744), display Ottoman patterns that were not used
in architectural decoration but are rather reminiscent
of textiles. The craftsman ʿAli Shaltut, whose signature
is carved in the center of the portal conch of the mosque
of al-Mutahhir, may have been instrumental in the crea
tion of the new carving style under the aegis of the
Janissary commander. The fine conch with a radiating
shell motif crowning a muqarnas vault goes back to a
Fatimid tradition elaborated in Mamluk portals.
Located in the heart of the capital, it effectively advertised the decorative revival.
However, careful consideration of the chronology of
the buildings erected during the fifth decade of the
eighteenth century reveals that the decoration of the
façade of Sultan Mahmud’s complex did not consist
merely of borrowed features but introduced some new
elements as well, which in turn inspired the subsequent
evolution of this style. The complex of Sultan Mahmud
I was founded while ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda was in
exile in Mecca (between 1747 and 1751) and his building activity had been temporarily interrupted. The horizontal carved bands of the façade of Sultan Mahmud’s
madrasa predate, and, therefore, must have inspired the
decoration of the al-Azhar mosque commissioned by
the Janissary commander in 1167 (1753–54) after his
return from exile (fig. 24).35 The extent of the renovation of the al-Azhar mosque was unprecedented in the
history of this sanctuary and the most spectacular contribution of ʿAbd al-Rahman to the pious patronage and
the aesthetics of Ottoman Cairo. He substantially
enlarged the prayer hall, added three minarets and two
portals, and attached his own lavishly carved mausoleum to the premises. It thus seems that the carving
workshop established by ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda

continued to function during his exile, while expanding its repertoire.
OTTOMAN EPIGRAPHY AND CALLIGRAPHY
A most important innovation introduced by the foundation of Sultan Mahmud I was the reintroduction of
monumental epigraphy in Cairene architecture, with a
novel Ottoman interpretation.36 The inscriptions, which
were an unprecedented feature in the architecture of
this period, occupy a prominent place in the design of
the sabīl’s façade. Only one inscription is carved on the
façade of the madrasa, however: located above the door
of the main entrance, it includes the foundation text in
Arabic thuluth naming Sultan Mahmud I as the founder,
along with the date. The panel is flanked by a pair
of medallions, one inscribed Allāh and the other
Muḥammad (fig. 25).
The sabīl is adorned with several inscriptions in different forms. The lintel of the entrance door is carved
with three tiers of four cartouches, inscribed with a
foundation text in the form of a mediocre poem (fig. 9).
The use of such cartouches, which was unprecedented
in Cairo, must have been inspired by the epigraphic
innovations of Sultan Ahmad III seen on his spectacular fountain near the Topkapı palace in Istanbul.37 The
calligraphic style of these cartouches, however, differs
from that of the main entrance and is of lesser quality.
A cartouche above each of the three large windows
of the sabīl is carved with the tughra of Sultan Mahmud
(fig. 23). The use of the imperial tughra on façades was
a recent phenomenon in Istanbul, where it seems to
have been applied for the first time on the mosque of
Nişancı Mehmed Pasha, during the reign of Ahmed III,
Mahmud’s predecessor. Its occurrence there is a reference to the patron’s position as nişancı, the official in
charge of designing the tughra on Sultanic decrees.38
However, tughra panels were already in use on interior
walls: Evliya Çelebi mentions a golden tughra of Sultan
Murad IV (r. 1623–49), designed by the ruler himself,
hanging on a large panel on a wall in one of the pashas’
palaces at the Cairo citadel.39 The quality of the craftsmanship of the tughra on the sabīl of Sultan Mahmud
in Cairo is less accomplished than that of his tughras in
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Istanbul, such as those found at the Yeraltı mosque or
the arsenal (Tophane) (fig. 26).
Two epigraphic medallions set between the three
windows of the sabīl identify Sultan Mahmud as the
founder (fig. 19). This manner of inserting the sultan’s
name within a roundel divided in three horizontal
bands, which is not common in Ottoman art, is characteristic of the Mamluk royal blazon. In the Ottoman
period, however, this epigraphic roundel with the sultan’s name regularly occurred on the band (ḥizām) of
the curtain (kiswa) of the Kaʿba, which was traditionally woven in Cairo in the name of the Ottoman sultan
(fig. 29).40 The earliest such medallion identifying an
Ottoman sultan on the band of the kiswa bears the name
of Sultan Selim II (r. 1566–74); however, a Mamlukstyle marble blazon in the name of Sultan Suleyman the
Magnificent (r. 1520–66), recently published, was found
in Mecca.41 This Egyptian tradition, inherited from
Mamluk heraldry and perpetuated on the kiswa and
other pilgrimage-related objects of the Ottoman period,
may have been the inspiration for the carved epigraphic
medallion on this sabīl. Here again, the role of the black
eunuchs as a link between the Holy Cities, Cairo, and
Istanbul, seems to have been the source of inspiration.
The longest inscription is included in a chain of epigraphic cartouches beneath the wooden eaves; it is an
Arabic poetic text in praise of the madrasa, the maktab,
and the sabīl, and refers to Beşir Agha, who founded
them (anshāʾuhu) on behalf of the sultan.42 The poem
is followed by an attribution (ḥarrarahu, meaning “has
composed”) to Hasan al-Zuhdi and the year 1164
(1750).43 The style of this inscription is of higher calligraphic quality than that of the previous inscriptions
and may have been the design of Beşir Agha himself.
This assumption is supported by the fact that it is the
only inscription to name him as the sultan’s proxy. Beşir
Agha was an acknowledged calligrapher, who designed
monumental inscriptions in the Ottoman capital. His
signature figures on a ḥilya (calligraphic verbal portrait
of the Prophet)44 and on the foundation inscription of
the imaret (soup kitchen) at the Topkapı palace in Istanbul (figs. 27 and 28). According to Müstakim-zade,
Beşir Agha studied thuluth and naskh under the supervision of the imam of the Hasırcılar mosque, Mustafa
Efendi, continuing with Mumcu-zade Mehmed Agha
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at the Imperial school, from which he received a
diploma (icāzetnāme); his style was influenced by Abdi
Efendi of Edirne. Müstakim-zade adds that Beşir Agha
was a relentless collector of calligraphic works, which
he would acquire even by illicit means.45 It is therefore
most likely that Beşir Agha was involved in the design
of some of the remarkable inscriptions of this monument, which he founded on behalf of the sultan and
which bears his name. His involvement would explain
the significance of epigraphy in the decorative program
of the sabīl. Having not been in Egypt himself, he would
have sent the patterns. Although the presence of Turkish Ottoman calligraphers in Cairo is documented during the eighteenth century, their contribution to
monumental epigraphy is not attested hitherto, and
may have been confined to the palaces of the pashas,
which are no longer extant.46

FUSION
Neither Sultan Mahmud nor his proxy ever saw the
monument they commissioned; the supervision of the
construction of this madrasa must have been delegated
to Ottoman officials, probably from the community of
the black eunuchs, who would have been instructed to
create a monument that stood out from the ordinary,
suitable to imperial patronage and yet within reasonable
and feasible limits. Although the curved façade of the
sabīl, the Iznik tile decoration, and the elaborately
wrought iron grilles point to Istanbul, these still do not
provide evidence for the involvement of imperial craftsmen in the actual construction work of the complex.
The tiles were imported, while the grilles might have
been either imported or produced locally with the
expertise of an Ottoman master. The epigraphy was
based on patterns provided by calligraphers in Istanbul
or Cairo. The curved façade, which looks like a Cairene
interpretation rather than the replica of a specific building in Istanbul, is likely to have been erected by local
masons with the help or instructions of an Ottoman
supervisor. The architecture of a rounded façade must
have been familiar to the masons of towers. The design
concept of the complex is neither connected to the contemporary Ottoman Baroque aesthetics of the sultan’s
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mosque, the Nur-u Osmaniye, completed after his
death, in 1755, nor to the decorative program of contemporary fountains in Istanbul. This is not surprising,
since the craftsmen who worked on imperial monuments would not have been sent to work in the province. Rather, the construction and decoration seem to
have relied on local manpower, such as the recently
established workshop of ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda.
This was a matter of convenience rather than principle.
In view of the traditional significance of fountains as
an urban and aesthetic feature in Cairo, long before the
Ottomans discovered their passion for them, the
emphasis on the fountain house must have had particular significance for the patronage of this foundation.
It may not be speculating too far even to interpret the
taste for fountains in eighteenth-century Istanbul as
having been stimulated by the fountain patronage of
Ottoman officials in Cairo, notably the black eunuchs.
This Egyptian connection may have also influenced the
appearance of the sebils that were combined with mektebs in Istanbul, and in some cases even their architectural superposition in the Cairene manner.47
Reversely, in Cairo, the complex of Sultan
Mahmud I introduced an intricate version of fusion
between Ottoman and Cairene Ottoman architecture,
with its curved sabīl façade, iron grilles with arabesque,
and epigraphic decoration. The decorative innovations
of ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda only included epigraphy
after the complex of Sultan Mahmud I was established.48
The appearance of epigraphic bands and mirrored calligraphic compositions on his portal at the al-Azhar
mosque, although of different style, must have been
stimulated by the significance of epigraphy in the decorative program of the complex of Sultan Mahmud I
(fig. 24).49
The fusion created here did not remain confined to
this monument; it continued to characterize the façades
of the next two decades, as can be seen, for example, at
the gate of the citadel known as Bab al-ʿAzab, which was
built in 1754.50 The curved sabīl combined with the ʿAbd
al-Rahman Katkhuda carving style characterized all
subsequent sabīl-maktabs in Cairo, such as that of
Ibrahim Katkhuda, ʿAbd al-Rahman’s master, built in
1167 (1753–54) in the Dawudiyya quarter,51 and the
sabīl-maktab of Sultan Mustafa III, near the shrine of
Sayyida Zaynab (1759–60) (figs. 3052 and 31).

PATRONAGE
After more than two centuries of Ottoman rule in Egypt,
the imperial foundation of the madrasa of Sultan
Mahmud I with its lavish sabīl-maktab raises questions
as to the motivation for its construction. One may argue
that the foundation of a monument bearing the names
of the sultan along with that of Beşir Agha enhanced
the prestige of the latter and the black eunuchs in
general. The position of the complex next door to the
sabīl-maktab of the previous Beşir Agha creates an
architectural ensemble that commemorates the imperial
eunuchs. However, the involvement of the sultan’s
name can hardly have been secondary to the interests
of the eunuchs; rather, the sultan must have played a
decisive role in the building of this foundation.
The imperial interest in Egypt is further confirmed
by the foundation a few years later of two sabīl-maktabs
in Cairo by Sultan Mustafa III. The earlier one, no longer extant, was built in 1170 (1756–57), near the shrine
of Sayyida Nafisa;53 the second one (mentioned above)
likewise served a highly venerated shrine—that of Sayyida Zaynab. This sabīl-maktab introduces its own highly
unusual and contemporary feature—its interior is decorated with Dutch blue-and-white tiles, most likely sent
from Istanbul.54
Among all the monuments founded in Cairo between
1517 and the emergence of Muhammad ʿAli in the early
nineteenth century, the façade of the complex of Sultan
Mahmud I occupies a prominent place. The foundation
was designed primarily as a showpiece, to mark the
imperial presence in Cairo; the modest interior of the
madrasa-takiyya appended to the lavish sabīl-maktab
suggests that its contribution to the academic life of
Cairo was of less significance than its aesthetic function.
If the construction of this foundation was motivated by
concerns about the future of the Ottoman presence in
the central Arab provinces, it would have been in vain.
The open disobedience of Egypt’s military grandees
towards the Ottoman sultan had yet to reach the dramatic proportions of two decades later, with the rebellion of the emir ʿAli Bey al-Kabir, who evicted two
Ottoman governors between 1768 and 1769. ʿAli Bey’s
eventual defeat could not bring Egypt back to the Ottomans; the arrival of Napoleon’s troops in 1798, and
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Muhammad ʿAli’s accession to power shortly thereafter
terminated the de facto dominance of Istanbul in Cairo.
The impact of Sultan Mahmud’s foundation remained
a matter of art.
School of Oriental and African Studies,
The University of London

Fig. 1. Map of eighteenth-century Cairo: 1) the complex of Sultan Mahmud I; 2) the sabīl-maktab of Beşir Agha I; 3) the
mosque of Malika Safiyya; 4) the sabīl-maktab of Ibrahim Katkhuda; 5) the zawiya of ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda; and 6)
the madrasa of Sulayman Pasha. (Plan: Nicholas Warner, based on the Cairo map in the Description de l’Égypte, ou, Recueil
des observations et des recherches qui ont été faites en Égypte pendant l’éxpédition de l’armée française, publié par les ordres
de Sa Majesté l’empereur Napoléon le Grand [Paris, 1809–22]).
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Fig. 2. Main façade of the madrasa of Sultan Mahmud I. (Photo: Faisal Ali Rajper)
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Fig. 3. Elevation of the main façade of the madrasa and sabīl of Sultan Mahmud I, surveyed by Heba Ali.

Fig. 4. Elevation of the rear façade of the madrasa and sabīl of Sultan Mahmud I, surveyed by Heba Ali.

Fig. 5. Plan of the madrasa and sabīl of Sultan Mahmud I. (Plan: courtesy of the Organization of Egyptian Antiquities)
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Fig. 6. The sabīl-maktab of Sultan Mahmud I. (After Pascal Coste, Architecture arabe, ou Monuments du Kaire, mesurés et
dessinés, de 1818 à 1826 [Paris, 1839])

Fig. 7. The sabīl-maktabs of Sultan Mahmud I (left) and al-Hajj Beşir Agha (right). (Photo: Doris Behrens-Abouseif)
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Fig. 8. The main portal of the madrasa of Sultan Mahmud I. (Photo: Faisal Ali Rajper)

Fig. 9. The portal of the sabīl of Sultan Mahmud I. (Photo: Faisal Ali Rajper)
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Fig. 10. The portal of the maktab of Sultan Mahmud I. (Photo: Faisal Ali Rajper)

Fig. 11. The courtyard of the madrasa of Sultan Mahmud I.
(Photo: Faisal Ali Rajper)

Fig. 12. Façade of the oratory of the madrasa of Sultan
Mahmud I. (Photo: Faisal Ali Rajper)
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Fig. 13. Interior view of the sabīl of Sultan Mahmud I. (Photo: Faisal Ali Rajper)

Fig. 14. Tile panel in the sabīl of Sultan Mahmud I. (Photo:
Doris Behrens-Abouseif)
Fig. 15. The mihrab of the sabīl of Sultan Mahmud I. (Photo:
Faisal Ali Rajper)
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Fig. 16. View from the west of the sabīl façade of Sultan Mahmud I. (Photo: Faisal Ali Rajper)
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Fig. 17. The zawiya of ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda. (Photo: Nicholas Warner)

Fig. 18. The zawiya of ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda.
(After Coste, Architecture arabe, pl. XXXVII)
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Fig. 19. Detail of the sabīl façade of Sultan Mahmud I, with epigraphic medallion. (Photo:
Faisal Ali Rajper)

Fig. 20. Detail of the sabīl façade of Sultan Mahmud I, with window grille. (Photo: Faisal
Ali Rajper)
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Fig. 22. Detail of carving on the façade of the sabīl-maktab of ʿAbd
al-Rahman Katkhuda at Bayn al-Qasrayn. (Photo: Doris BehrensAbouseif)

Fig. 21. The sabīl-maktab of ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda at
Bayn al-Qasrayn. (Photo: Doris Behrens-Abouseif)

Fig. 23. Tughra of Sultan Mahmud I on the sabīl façade. (Photo: Faisal
Ali Rajper)
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Fig. 24. Façade of ʿAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda at the al-Azhar mosque. (Photo: Doris
Behrens-Abouseif)

Fig. 25. Detail of the main portal of the madrasa of Sultan Mahmud I. (Photo: Faisal
Ali Rajper)
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Fig. 26. Tughra of Sultan Mahmud I at the Tophane in Istanbul. (Photo: Burak Çetintaş)

Fig. 27. Ḥilya panel signed by Beşir Agha. Private collection.
(Photo: Bora Keskiner)

Fig. 28. Epigraphic panel designed by Beşir Agha for the imaret of the Haghia Sophia in Istanbul. (Photo: Burak, Çetintaş)
Fig. 29. Medallion on the band of the kiswa inscribed with
the name of Sultan Selim II. London, The Nasser D. Khalili
Collection of Islamic Art, text. 0280. (Photo: Nahla Nassar,
courtesy of the Khalili Collection)
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Fig. 30. The sabīl-maktab of Ibrahim Katkhuda. (After Iván Forray, Utazási Album [Travel Album] [Pest, 1859], no. 35:
Egyiptomi kút [Egyptian fountain])

Fig. 31. The sabīl-maktab of Sultan Mustafa III opposite the shrine of Sayyida Zaynab. (Photo: Doris Behrens-Abouseif)
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Another poem, similarly mediocre, is painted on a wooden
frieze in the interior of the sabīl’s chamber, beneath the
ceiling: al-Ḥusaynī, al-Asbila al-ʿUthmāniyya bī-madīnat
al-Qāhira, 246.
Ibid., 244. I could not identify this poet.
This ḥilya, which was brought to my attention by Bora
Keskiner, is in a private collection.
Müstaḳīm-zāde Süleymān Saʿadeddīn Efendi, Tuhfe-i
Ḫaṭṭāṭīn (Istanbul, 1928), 142; Şevket Rado, Türk Hattatlari: XV. Yüzyıldan Günümüze kadar Gelmiş Ünlü
Hattatların Hayatları ve Yazılarından Örnekler (Istanbul,
1980), 150–51.
Sabri Seyyid Mehmed Efendi, who was born in Rumeli
and trained as a kadi before he became a Mevlevi dervish,
designed the inscriptions of the palace of Yahya Pasha
(r. 1741–43), which is no longer extant. The eighteenthcentury author Mehmed Necib Efendi, who reported this,
added that he had the opportunity to admire this calligrapher’s work during a visit to Egypt. Another calligrapher
was Cezari Hüseyn Efendi el-Misri, a master in naskh,
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thuluth, and jalī. He studied calligraphy with Dervish
ʿAli the Elder, and came to Egypt during the reign of
Mahmud I, where he was reported to have trained many
Egyptian students. Suyolcu-zāde Meḥmed Necīb, Devḥatül
Küttāb (Istanbul, 1942), 33. See also François Deroche,
“Istanbul Seen from Cairo,” in M. Uğur Derman Armağanı:
Altmışbeşinci Yaşı Münasebetiyle Sunulmuş Tebliğler =
M. Uğur Derman Festschrift: Papers Presented on the Occasion of His Sixty-fifth Birthday, ed. İrvin Cemil Schick
(Istanbul, 2000), 261–69.
The earliest example of a sebil combined with a mekteb in
Istanbul is attributed to the black eunuch Mehmed Agha,
who was in charge for the first time of the endowments of
the Ḥaramayn: see Necipoğlu, Age of Sinan, 498. It was built
in 1779–80 and the same patron restored a sabīl-maktab in
Medina in 1578. The fountains of Recai Mehmed Efendi
(1775) (Egemen, İstanbul’un Çeşme ve Sebilleri, 702); the
Hamidiye, formerly at Eminönü (1777); and Shahsultan at
Eyüp (1800) display this pattern, but even before that there
were primary schools (mekteb) that had fountains attached
to them, such as the mekteb of Sultan Ahmed (ca. 1617) and
that of Nazperver Kalfa (1796) (Egemen, İstanbul’un Çeşme
ve Sebilleri, 657). I thank Professor Baha Tanman for this
information.
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It is interesting to note, however, that the taʿlīq style, introduced earlier in the epigraphy of Istanbul fountains, was
not applied in Cairo at that time, nor even on the later
fountain of Sultan Mustafa III.
Mubārak, al-Khiṭaṭ, 4:13, 14.
This gate, an obvious imitation of the Fatimid gate Bab
al-Futuh built in 1087, further attests to the revivalist trend
of this period.
Coste, Architecture arabe, pl. LII; Raymond, “Les fontaines
publiques,” 275; al-Ḥusaynī, al-Asbila al-ʿUthmāniyya
bī-madīnat al-Qāhira, 248–49, 522.
I thank Professor István Ormos for drawing my attention
to this image.
No. 394 in the Index of the Islamic Monuments of Cairo:
Survey of Egypt (1951). André Raymond includes this sabīl
in his list; however,ʿAli Mubarak does not refer to it.
Mubārak, al-Khiṭaṭ al-Tawfīqiyya al-jadīda li-Miṣr,
3:108–9, 6:63; Raymond, “Les fontaines publiques,” 278,
279; al-Ḥusaynī, al-Asbila al-ʿUthmāniyya bī-madīnat
al-Qāhira, 255; Hans Theunissen, “Dutch Tiles in 18thCentury Ottoman Baroque-Rococo Interiors: The SabilKuttab of Sultan Mustafa III in Cairo,” Electronic Journal
of Oriental Studies 9, 3 (2006): 1–38. In Istanbul, Dutch tiles
were applied in the Hünkâr Sofası at the Topkapı palace.
However, these tiles have no figural representations.
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Selections from Jalayirid Books In the Libraries
of Istanbul
The Jalayirid tribe was a branch of the Mongols that
migrated to eastern Persia (ʿIrāq-i ʿAjam) in the retinue
of the Ilkhanids (1256–1353). Their tribal leaders rose
to prominence within the Ilkhanid military aristocracy
and one of them, Hasan (d. 1356), established an independent state in Baghdad in 1340, during the turmoil
that followed the death of the Ilkhanid ruler Abu Saʿid
(r. 1317–35).1 When Sultan Hasan died, the throne was
assumed by his son, Shaikh Uvays (r. 1356–74),2 who
continued to fight with the Muzaffarid Shah Shujaʿ
(r. 1357–84) in Isfahan and Shiraz, the Shirvanshah Kay
Kaʾus b. Kay Qubad (d. 1372–73) in Azerbaijan, and
the Karakoyunlu Turkmans (r. 1351–1469). Throughout his reign, Shaikh Uvays managed to retain Baghdad
as the capital of his realm. He intermittently occupied
Tabriz and maintained relations with the Italian states
to encourage them to trade in the Iranian market.3 His
son Husayn became the Jalayirid ruler in 1374. Two
years later, the Muzaffarids briefly occupied Azerbaijan, including Tabriz, from Isfahan.4 Upon Husayn’s
death in 1382, his territory was divided among his three
brothers, one of whom, Ahmad, subsequently defeated
the other two to become the sole ruler, between 1382
and 1410.5 After Sultan Ahmad’s death, the Jalayirid
state lost its power, but his descendants continued to
rule Khilla, Wasit, and Basra as vassals of first the Karakoyunlu Turkmans and later the Timurids (1380–1507),
until 1431.6
Shaikh Uvays and his son Sultan Ahmad were prominent rulers both politically and as patrons of the arts.
There is no doubt that Tabriz and Baghdad were among
the most important centers of art and culture during
their reigns, and musicians, poets, calligraphers, painters, and binders flourished under their sponsorship.7
Turkish became the second spoken language after Arabic in the ʿIrāq-i ʿAjam.8

Citing documentary and contemporary sources,
illustrated manuscripts, and album paintings from
various museums and libraries, recent scholarship has
addressed the high-quality art and cultural patronage
of the Jalayirid period. However, it has not taken into
account some of the Jalayirid manuscripts found in the
Topkapı Palace Museum Library, nor has it established
a connection between these and ones from other libraries and museums in Istanbul. This article attempts to fill
this void, using these heretofore unexamined manuscripts to shed light on the roles played by Shaikh Uvays
and Sultan Ahmad as patrons of the arts of the book.
Books Produced Under
the Patronage of Shaikh Uvays
The importance of the contribution of neighboring
Muzaffarid and Mamluk patrons to the arts of the book
during the reign of Shaikh Uvays is well known. Shaikh
Uvays used Tabriz and Baghdad as his administrative
centers, but during the reign of the Muzaffarid ruler
Shah Shujaʿ he occupied Shiraz as well and had coinage
struck there in his own name in 1364. Staying in the Fars
region for two years, Shaikh Uvays also forged family
relationships with the Muzaffarid rulers.9 However,
this did not prevent the Muzaffarids from occupying
Jalayirid Tabriz for short periods later on during his
reign and that of his son Husayn.10 These not always
peaceful interactions caused the migration of artists
between Shiraz, Tabriz, and Baghdad, and thus led to
the formation of a common taste in these cities.11
The names of the artists encountered in the manu
scripts under examination here demonstrate changes
in patronage over the years. For example, the calligra
pher Ahmad Shah appears to have been in the ser-
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vice of first Shaikh Uvays at Najaf and Baghdad and
then the Muzaffarids at Shiraz, while the scribe and
illuminator (mudhahhib) Lutf-Allah al-Tabrizi must
have worked for Shaykh Uvays at Tabriz before being
employed by Shah Shujaʿ.12 During this time, Mamluk sultans were also important patrons of manuscripts.
Especially during the reign of Sultan Ashraf Shaban
(d. 1377), Mamluk arts of the book were exemplified
by the monumental (haykal) Korans that were donated to Mamluk madrasas and reflected the illumination style of mudhahhib Ibrahim Amidi,13 as well as by
scientific manuscripts that possessed luxurious bind
ings and were sometimes illuminated.
Shaikh Uvays ruled mainly from Baghdad but also
at times from Tabriz, which was often occupied by
neighboring polities. In Najaf, he had the tomb of ʿAli
repaired, and also had a tomb built in the same spot
for his father, Sultan Hasan. Marjan b. ʿAbdallah, the
governor of Baghdad during the reigns of both Shaikh
Uvays and his father, had a complex (kulliya) built in
that city between 1357 and 1359. The decoration and
inscription panels of these structures must have been
produced by local artists, who had been there since the
Ilkhanid period.14 The inscriptions on both of the tombs
in Najaf as well as on Marjan’s Baghdad complex were
the work of the calligrapher and illuminator Ahmad
Shah, who was known as the “Golden Pen” (zarrīnqalam) of Tabriz.15
One of the Topkapı Palace albums, Ms. B. 411, contains many calligraphic examples by well-known scribes
of the period, including Haji Muhammad, who referred
to himself as bandgīr (stucco master) and mushaharriji
(the designer of the waterworks of structures).16 One
example of his work, done in the muḥaqqaq and thuluth scripts and dated 783 (1381), specifically mentions
“Shaykh Uvays Bahadur Khan” (Ms. B. 411, fol. 107a).17
Up to the present time, the only known manuscript with
a colophon indicating that it was prepared for the scriptorium (kitābkhāna) of Sultan Ahmad Khan is a copy of
the ʿAjāʾibnāma (History of Wonders) of Muhammad
Tusi. However, the rather low-quality miniatures in this
work, which was produced on 2 Rabiʿ I 790 (March 10,
1388), do not reflect the style of the period. No other
manuscripts that refer by name to either Shaikh Uvays
or Sultan Ahmad have been published.18

Publications about the arts of the book of the Jalayirid
period premise their assertions concerning the artistic nature and patronage of these two sultans solely on
two sources: the Timurid writer Dawlatshah (d. 1495)
and the Safavid writer and painter Dust Muhammad
(d. 1564). In the same publications, manuscripts have
been assigned to the Jalayirid period based on evidence
found in their colophons such as: a reference to a location under the rule of Shaikh Uvays or Sultan Ahmad;
a date that falls within their reigns; or a signature of, or
an attribution to, an artist whose name corresponds to
one referred to in documentary sources as having lived
during the period of their rule.
According to the Tazkira-i shuʿarā of Dawlatshah,
written in 1487, Shaikh Uvays was talented in di
art forms and known for his good taste and artistic nature. He was also a generous administrator and
apparently so handsome that when he rode through
the streets of Baghdad the citizens rushed out of their
houses to look at him. Dawlatshah refers to his skill in
reed pen and ink paintings (vāṣitī ṣūrāt), stating that
artists greatly admired Shaikh Uvays’s designs. Since
the sultan trained his son Ahmad in the art of the thuluth and naskh scripts, one may infer that he himself
had earned a diploma (ijāzat) in calligraphy. Dawlatshah also reinforces Shaikh Uvays’s role as a patron when
he mentions that ʿAbd al-Hayy, the most famous painter of the period, worked for the sultan, who also sponsored poets, including the famous Salman Savaji.19 ʿAbd
al-Qadir Maraghi (d. 1435), the most famous musician,
composer, music theorist, instrument maker, and performer in the Islamic world, earned his reputation at
the court of Shaikh Uvays.20
Information on artists and patrons in the Islamic
world is also found in the preface (muqaddima) to
an album from the Topkapı Palace Museum Library
(Ms. H. 2154) that was produced for Bahram Mirza (d.
1549), the brother of the Safavid Shah Tahmasp (r. 1524–
76) and the governor of Herat. Apart from its significant
preface, which was written by Dust Muhammad in 951
(1544–45), this album also contains splendid examples of painting, calligraphy, and illumination from the
Islamic world and the Far East between the thirteenth
and the mid-sixteenth centuries.21 Dust Muhammad’s
introduction provides the names of some Jalayirid
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artists, establishing links between them and artists from
the Ilkhanid period. According to the writer, Ahmad
Musa lifted “the veil from the face of painting” during
the reign of the Ilkhanid ruler Abu Saʿid, illustrating
manuscripts of the Abūsaʿīdnāma, Kalīla va Dimna, and
the Miʿrājnāma produced by the calligrapher ʿAbdullah
Sayrafi, as well as a copy of the Tārīkh-i Chingīzī
beautifully calligraphed by an unknown scribe. All
of these works later became part of the library of the
Timurid sultan Husayn Mirza (r. 1470–1507).22 Dust
Muhammad writes that during the reign of Shaikh
Uvays the artist Shams al-Din—who had been a student of Ahmad Musa—embellished the Shāhnāma-i
Firdawsī copied by Mir ʿAli with square-shaped images. He adds that after Shaikh Uvays’s death Shams
al-Din did not enter into anyone else’s service; instead,
he spent the rest of his life teaching the renowned painter ʿAbd al-Hayy, whose master had taken Shams al-Din
under his protection.23 This shows that Shaikh Uvays
inherited a territory that had enjoyed a lively art scene
for more than fifty years both in Tabriz and in Baghdad during the Ilkhanid period, and that it continued
to flourish under his patronage as well.
The surviving Jalayirid manuscripts that have already
been published do not truly reflect the artistic and cultural environment of the Jalayirid period, nor do they
show the importance of Shaikh Uvays and his patronage. However, two hitherto unpublished manuscripts
in the Topkapı Palace Museum Library prepared in his
name significantly contribute to our knowledge about
the period and Shaikh Uvays’s role as a sponsor of the
arts of the book. One of these is the only known copy
of al-Tuḥfat al-najībiyya li-haḍrat al-salṭanat al-Uwaysiyya (A Beautiful Present for the Ruler of the Uvaysid Sultanate), an Arabic work in nastaʿlīq script (Ms.
A. 656) that contains information on the Islamic sciences and the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad
(hadith).24 The other work, to be discussed below, is
the Farhādnāma.
Al-Tuḥfat al-najībiyya li-haḍrat al-salṭanat
al-Uwaysiyya
The Persian preface (fols. 1b–2a), which was also written in nastaʿlīq script, outlines the contents of the book
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and includes praises for Shaikh Uvays Bahadur Khan.
It then states that the work was composed for the sultan
in Arabic through the efforts of Haji Muhammad b.
Husayn al-Damghani, though it does not mention the
date of composition nor does it carry a copying date.
The book opens with a dedication medallion within an
illuminated border (fig. 1 [figs. 1–58 are placed together
after the appendix]).25 This page, which was damaged
and then repaired at an unknown date and place, is
inscribed in gold riqʿa script with the title of the book
and the name of the sultan (Shaikh Uvays Abu’l-Fath
Bahadur Khan), together with various praises for him.
The oval seal of Sultan Bayezid II (r. 1481–1512) below
the dedication medallion demonstrates that the book
was in the Ottoman palace treasury since the time of
his reign. As the second seal on the same page is highly
damaged, it is not possible to decipher its owner’s name.
Measuring 37.8 x 22 cm, the brown leather binding
of the book, decorated with both geometric and vegetal
designs and bearing a number of long inscriptions, is
unique among contemporary bindings. The top cover,
which was torn in places and subsequently repaired
(fig. 2), has a scalloped central shamsa (medallion)
with finials and four corner pieces. The interior of the
shamsa is decorated with rosettes within an interlocking
geometrical design. Two wide inscription bands used
to run across the upper and lower edges of the cover,
but the top band was torn off and has disappeared. The
lower band is also partially torn and the inscription on
it cannot be deciphered. The name ʿAli (the son-in-law
of the Prophet) was written in the empty squares along
the sides of the inscription bands in maʿqilī calligraphy, a geometric variant of the Kufic script. The original
leather facing of the back outer cover has been removed,
but the markings that remain on the cardboard core
show that the back cover was decorated in the same
manner as the front. The chestnut-colored leather doublures are decorated with a simple central rhomboidal shamsa. The outer cover (miqlab) and fore edge
(sertāb) of the flap are undamaged; they are inscribed
with the title al-Tuḥfat al-najībiyya li-haḍrat al-salṭanat
al-Uwaysiyya in large thuluth script over a background
decorated with rūmī scrolls, which proves that the binding was originally produced for this manuscript (fig. 3).
Flanking the title are more inscriptions, in Persian, that
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remark on the beneficial value of the manuscript. The
outer face of the miqlab is decorated with rūmī patterns
within borders of rosettes and leaves. The name ʿAli is
written in maʿqilī script in the large square spaces in
the corners. This must refer to ʿAli b. Abi Talib, the
son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammad and the fourth
caliph.
The doublure of the flap has a scalloped oval shamsa
the interior of which is decorated with an interlocking pattern. The doublure of the fore edge of the flap
(sertāb) has two narrow, rectangular spaces on its sides
that are covered with inscriptions in Persian praising
the book (fig. 4). The central inscription contains Arabic words written in Kufic script on a background decorated with rūmī patterns; it includes a wish that God
grant the sultan a long and successful life. The Persian
inscription bands in thuluth script surrounding the central inscription on four sides indicate that the manuscript was prepared “under the patronage of the son of
the all-conquering and victorious Shah Uvays, through
the efforts of one of his subjects, Muhammad b. Husayn,
who wishes that the book will be auspicious for the sultan and declares that this work, which contains useful
information, was completed and decorated in Tabriz
in the year 775 (1373–74).” The tooled decorations
and inscriptions are gilded and, in places, painted in
blue.
Neither the central shamsa and corner-piece design
of the outer covers nor the central shamsa of the doublures are unusual among the bindings that were used
in fourteenth-century Anatolia or within the territories
of the Mamluks.26 However, no other binding is known
to have contained such informative inscription bands.
The inscriptions both on the fore edge of the flap and
in the preface of the book indicate that Haji Muhammad b. Husayn Damghani was an important personage who belonged to Shaikh Uvays’s inner circle and
played an active role in the adornment of the binding.
These inscriptions are not the work of an ordinary calligrapher. Indeed, some of their features are reminiscent
of the inscription bands found on monumental architecture of the fourteenth century: e.g., the harmony of
the bands in the inscription on the fore edge of the flap,
the central inscription in Kufic script, the design of the
background surface, the information provided about
the time and place in which the book was produced,

and the fact that the name of the royal subject Muhammad b. Husayn is mentioned together with that of the
sultan.27 It is possible that the calligrapher may have
also designed architectural inscription bands. It is well
known that during the reign of Shaikh Uvays, master
calligraphers of the monumental scripts designed architectural inscriptions in Baghdad and Najaf.
The similarity between the hand in the calligraphy
specimens from the Topkapı album discussed earlier
(Ms. B. 411), which were signed by a scribe named
Haji Muhammad (who sometimes referred to himself
as bandgīr or mushaharriji and thus may have been
involved with architecture in some way),28 and the calligraphy of the al-Tuḥfat al-najībiyya is interesting.
Indeed, the fact that Shaikh Uvays’s name appears in
one of the samples of Haji Muhammad’s calligraphy
from the Topkapı album Ms. B. 411 suggests that the
latter might also have been the calligrapher responsible
for the inscriptions on the binding of the al-Tuḥfat
al-najībiyya. “Muhammad b. Damghani,” the name of
the individual who was instrumental in the preparation
of the al-Tuḥfat al-najībiyya, as well as in the decoration of the binding, is also found in the inscriptions of
a tomb and a mosque from the beginning of the fourteenth century in Bistam in Iran, where he is referred
to as “the engineer and master plasterer of buildings.”29
Although it is difficult to assert that this scribe (the one
in Bistam), who worked for the Ilkhanids in the early
1300s, would still have been working for the Jalayirid
sultan Shaikh Uvays sixty to seventy years later, one
could say that the two artists were related. It is therefore
possible that Haji Muhammad b. Husayn al-Damghani,
the scribe of the al-Tuḥfat al-najībiyya, also designed
and produced the inscription bands of the binding of
the manuscript.
THE FARHĀDNĀMA: BOOKMAKING AMONG
THE JALAYIRIDS AND THE SHIRVANSHAHS
A copy of the Farhādnāma, written by Muhammad
b. Muhammad al-ʿArif al-Ardabili between 1369 and
1372, provides us with some new information about
the art of bookmaking during the time of Shaikh Uvays
and the Shirvanshah Hushang (d. 1382), who ruled
Shirvan and its environs as a vassal of the Jalayirids.
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The manuscript, today preserved at the Topkapı Palace
Museum Library (Ms. H. 678), is a versified work in
Persian.30 The first masnavī, entitled Farhād u Gulistān
(fols. 1v–85v), is dedicated to Shaikh Uvays, while the
second, entitled Farhād u Shīrīn (fols. 86v–146v), is
dedicated to Shah Hushang. In the preface, the author
provides some autobiographical information and
explains why he composed the Farhādnāma, which,
he says, was based on a work in the possession of Farhad’s talented young son that recounted the love stories
of, respectively, Farhad and Gulistan, and Farhad and
Shirin. The author also mentions that the Shirvanshah
Kay Kaʾus b. Kay Qubad invited him to Shirvan to educate his son, Prince Hushang, and that he spent his days
there teaching and practicing fine calligraphy. The text
also reveals that Muhammad b. Muhammad al-ʿArif
al-Ardabili had been to Ardabil, Derbend, Shamakhi,
Karabagh, and Kuchha (Azerbaijan), and that he had
seven sons, one of whom died at a young age.31
The date of the Topkapı copy of the Farhādnāma is
given in a chronogram (fol. 85r) as 771 (1369–70). On
the following page (fol. 85v), the colophon of the first
masnavī provides the date 18 Ramadan 772 (April 6,
1371) and states that it was copied in Karabagh; according to the colophon of the second masnavī (fol. 146v),
Farhād u Shīrīn was copied by the author, Muhammad
b. Muhammad al-ʿArif al-Ardabili, on 28 Ramadan 773
(April 3, 1372) in Ardabil. At the bottom of that page
(fol. 146v), one finds the names and birthdays of three
individuals, most probably the sons of the author: Mir
Ahmad, born on 22 Ramadan 773 (March 29, 1372);
Mir Mahmud, born on 5 Shawwal 777 (February 26,
1376); and Mir Muhammad, born on 14 Dhu ’l Qaʿdah
781 (February 20, 1380). These records and the statement on the colophon of the second masnavī demonstrate that the same person (Muhammad b. Muhammad
al-ʿArif al-Ardabili) was both author and scribe of the
entire work.
Measuring 23.5 x 15 cm, the manuscript has 148
folios of relatively thick sized and polished paper. The
text is written in two columns of seventeen lines each, in
nastaʿlīq script, and the text area (17 x 11 cm) is unruled.
The headings are written in gilt, blue, red, and black thuluth calligraphy. The oval imperial seal of Sultan Bayezid
II is on fol. 1r, while that of Sultan Ahmad III (r. 1703–
30) is on fol. 2r, along with the latter’s enthronement
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date. On each of the outer covers of the original, tooled,
chestnut-colored leather binding is a narrow, ovalshaped central shamsa, the interior of which is divided
into a central rectangular section, with triangular sections above and below, and decorated with curved lines
and rosettes (fig. 5).32 The flap is embellished with a
scalloped rosette and the doublures are of plain, chestnut-colored leather.
The thirty-eight small illustrations of the manuscript cannot be attributed to a master illustrator of
the Shaikh Uvays period. The colors are not rich and
no gilt has been used. It cannot be compared with the
examples of illustrated manuscripts attributed to the
patronage of Shaikh Uvays. Instead, the clothes, headdresses, women’s headscarves, and elements of nature
give the impression that the pictures were executed by
the author himself. The almost square-shaped picture
spaces have black rulings. The depictions of architectural elements and details in the landscape also indicate
that these images were not created by a master painter
(figs. 6–43). In the representations of interior spaces,
figures are shown before a three-sided brick structure
with a plainly decorated, pointed arch, which appears
to be depicting an iwan.33 One of these can be seen in
the church in which Gulistan appears before a picture of
Jesus and the Virgin Mary (fig. 12). In another example,
which shows Farhad being brought into the presence of
Shirin, both the interior and exterior spaces are shown
together (fig. 26). The outside area where Farhad stands
is signified by a stylized cloud, while the interior, where
Shirin is seated, is represented by an arched structure.
The exteriors are often depicted with a dark blue sky,
pale-colored flowers, and leaves on the ground, as well
as a line of hilltops in the background (fig. 13). The pictures spill into the upper margins only very rarely, as
with the trees that appear above the scene of the author
presenting his work to Shah Hushang (fig. 24). Dark
cherry and dark blue are used, along with pale beige,
pink, and green. Although the miniatures do not exhibit
a skilled workmanship, they do display an extraordinary
effort to directly illustrate the narrative text: e.g., figure
11, which shows Farhad depicting Gulistan’s image on
stone; figure 13, where Gulistan checks Farhad’s likeness of her in a mirror; and figure 12, mentioned above,
in which Gulistan dreams of visiting a church, where
she weeps before a picture of Jesus and the Virgin Mary.
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We see the author’s own portrait in two places, first
when presenting his work to Shaikh Uvays in the preface of the book (fig. 6), and then, as pointed out earlier,
when he presents it to Shah Hushang at the beginning
of the second masnavī (fig. 24). Many elements resemble those found in the illustrations of two copies of the
Khamsa of Nizami dated to the Jalayirid period: compare the shape of the figures; the men’s turbans, which
droop slightly on one side; the women’s headscarves,
which are gathered on the top of the head and flow
backwards; the seats of the elite, decorated with layers of cloth; the cylinder-shaped pillows and cushions;
the trees; the line of background hilltops; and the tents
(fig. 36). The illustrations from both of these Khamsa
manuscripts are in a provincial style. The first is dated
712 (1312), but its illustrations are attributed to circa
1370;34 the second carries the dates 788 (1386) and 790
(1388).35 The same attributes can also be seen in the
illustrations of a copy of the Kalīla va Dimna dated 793
(1391).36
On the other hand, other characteristics of the
Farhādnāma illustrations—such as their dimensions,
the depiction of elements of nature, the high horizon
line, the figures’ clothes and headdresses, the rich tone
of red used, the structures with brick façades, and the
text written in two columns of nastaʿlīq script—show
similarities with the illustrations of an undated copy
of the Khamsa of Khusraw Dihlavi, today preserved in
Tashkent and attributed to Shiraz during the Muzaffarid period.37 Moreover, the miniatures of both these
manuscripts display characteristics in common with the
illustrations of the two known copies of the Shāhnāma
of Firdawsi produced in Shiraz under the patronage of
the Muzaffarid rulers. Both of these Shāhnāma manuscripts are relatively well known: the copy in the
Topkapı Palace Museum Library (Ms. H. 1511) was
produced in Shawwal 772 (April–May 1371),38 the one
in the Dar al-Kutub in Cairo (Ms. F. 73) in 795 (1392–
93).39 In the second half of the fourteenth century, the
political and familial relations between the Jalayirids
and the Muzaffarids, as well as the migration of artists
between the two states, seem to have resulted in the
birth of a unified style in the arts of the book, especially
in their paintings.40 Reflecting this unity, this copy of the
Farhādnāma seems to have paved the way for new tra-

ditions in the art of bookmaking: this can be seen in its
smaller size in comparison with earlier examples from
the Jalayirid period, its headings in the thuluth script,
its versified text in two columns of nastaʿlīq script, and
its iconographically inventive illustrations that relate
directly to the narrative text without repeating earlier
models. Furthermore, the fact that it is both the autograph and the only illustrated copy of this work places it
in a unique position within the Islamic arts of the book.

The Books of SHIRVANShah Hushang
The second masnavī of the Farhādnāma is an interesting example of how the relationship between the
Shirvanshahs and the Jalayirids influenced the arts of
the book. The poet Muhammad b. Muhammad al-ʿArif
al-Ardabili was in the retinue of the Shirvanshah Kay
Kaʾus b. Kay Qubad, who became a vassal of the Jalayirid
state and had coins minted in the name of Jalayirid
rulers. Shah Kay Kaʾus’s son Hushang, who succeeded
him, also ruled for ten years under the Jalayirids.41 The
existence of a second manuscript that was prepared
for Shah Hushang’s treasury demonstrates that the
Shirvanshahs were also avid patrons of the arts of the
book. It is a copy of the extended Persian translation of
Ghazali’s treatise on Sufism, Kitāb-i Kīmiyā-i saʿādat,
now in the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum (Türk
ve İslâm Eserleri Müzesi [TİEM]) in Istanbul (Ms.
1999). The work is an examination of Islamic mysticism and morals. This copy of the book was written
on Thursday (the fifth day of the week), 2 Safar 781
(May 19, 1379), by ʿAbd al-Rahman b. ʿAbd al-ʿAziz b.
ʿAbdallah, called “the scribe and illuminator/guilder of
Shiraz” (al-kātib al-mudhahhib al-Shirāzī), in the province (bilād) of Shirvan.42 On fol. 1r, it bears the oval
imperial seal of Sultan Bayezid II, the endowment seal
of Sultan Mahmud I, and the oval seal of the writer of
the foundation note, Dervish Mustafa, inspector of the
endowments of the sacred cities of Mecca and Medina
(Haremeyn müfettişi).43
The Kitāb-i Kīmiyā-i saʿādat is written in naskh
script and the text area does not have framing rulings.
Its chestnut-colored leather binding (29.5 x 21 cm) is
the work of a master binder. The front outer cover has
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an oval central shamsa (fig. 44a), while the shamsa on
the back is circular (fig. 44b); each is decorated with a
rūmī pattern and a series of flowers. The corner pieces
are also decorated with a rūmī pattern and the wide borders have a series of large flowers and leaves.44
The flap is covered in rūmī scrolls, and the name of
the book is inscribed in monumental thuluth script
on the fore edge of the flap. The light chestnut-colored doublures have large central shamsas and corner
pieces filled with tooled dots. The book opens with a
fully illuminated page (lawḥa tazhīb) on fol. 1r and an
illuminated heading (ʿunvān) on fol. 1v, both of which
must be the work of the scribe ʿAbd al-Rahman Shirazi,
who is specified as a mudhahhib (illuminator/gilder) in
the colophon (fig. 45).45 The inscription in white thuluth script in the central area of the fully illuminated
opening page states that the book was produced for the
treasury of Sultan Shah Hushang. Except for the emphasis on the color blue, the illumination of the opening
page shows similarities in its flower motifs and use of
colors with the widely used illumination style seen in
manuscripts prepared in the first half of the fourteenth
century under the Injuid dynasty, which ruled Shiraz under Mongol domination.46 On the other hand,
its star-shaped design, composed of geometric bands,
bears a close resemblance to both the star-shaped tiles
produced at Kashan and those from the Mongol period
found at the archaeological site of Takht-i Sulayman.
This resemblance is not limited to the star-shaped form
of the design but is also noticeable in the khaṭāyī decoration (a swirling design of Chinese [Cathay] as opposed to Islamic origin) in the borders, between the lines,
and within the spaces framed by the geometric bands.47
The illumination of the opening page of the Kitāb-i
Kīmiyā-i saʿādat demonstrates that the presence and
influence of the Mongols were strongly felt in the Shirvan area of the Caucasus during the Ilkhanid period.
Though such influences, caused by the migration of
artists, can be seen in the arts of illumination and calligraphy from time to time, it is difficult to follow these
trends in bookbindings due to the paucity, especially
from the fourteenth century, of extant examples. Since
bindings are easily damaged and thus removed when
manuscripts are passed from hand to hand, those that
retain their original bindings are hard to find except in
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the libraries in Turkey.48 The binder who designed the
covers of the Kitāb-i Kīmiyā-i saʿādat must have been
one of the master binders who helped develop this craft,
which reached its zenith during the Timurid period.
After working for the Shirvanshah Hushang and then
perhaps for Sultan Ahmad Jalayir, he may have been
among the artists appropriated first by Timur (r. 1370–
1405) and then by the Timurid princes from Azerbaijan
and Baghdad, leading to the rise of the art of bookbinding in the Timurid centers of Shiraz and Herat.
The Books of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir
Sultan Ahmad is another Jalayirid ruler whose personality comes forth as both an artist and a patron of the
arts.49 He ruled Baghdad during the reign of his father
Shaikh Uvays; when the latter died in 1374, Ahmad’s
brother Husayn assumed the throne in Tabriz. In 1382,
he had Husayn killed and became the Jalayirid leader,
with Tabriz and Baghdad under his rule. However,
when Timur arrived in Azerbaijan in 1384, his armies
occupied Tabriz. From then on, the city, an important
stop on the Silk Road and the point of entry into Anatolia, continually changed hands among Ahmad Jalayir,
Timur, Karakoyunlu Kara Yusuf (r. 1389–1420), and
Timur’s son Miranshah (d. 1408). Consequently, there
appears to have been a lull for a while in artistic production there. Because of the chaotic environment in
Tabriz, Ahmad Jalayir ruled from Baghdad between
1386 and 1393, when that city also fell during Timur’s
invasion, leading Ahmad Jalayir to take refuge with the
Mamluks. In the same year, Jalayirid Tabriz, Rayy, and
Sultaniyya were occupied by Timur’s son Miranshah.
Ahmad Jalayir returned to Baghdad in 1394, but when
Timur entered Azerbaijan and ʿIrāq-i ʿArab (Mesopotamia) once more in 1399, Ahmad sought refuge
abroad yet again, this time at the court of the Ottoman
Sultan Bayezid I (r. 1389–1402) in 1400, together with
the Karakoyunlu Turkman leader Kara Yusuf.50 Timur
reoccupied Baghdad in 1401, when the city was witness to a huge massacre and looting, and all the buildings other than mosques and madrasas were razed to
the ground. The Mamluks arrested Ahmad Jalayir and
Yusuf Karakoyunlu in Damascus, but they were both
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released after Timur’s death in 1405. The understanding
between the two was that Yusuf Karakoyunlu would
rule Tabriz and Ahmad Jalayir Baghdad. However,
Ahmad still had his eye on that wealthy center of the
Silk Road trade; although he managed to occupy Tabriz
for a short time in 1406, he had to return to Baghdad.51
He never abandoned the idea of ruling Azerbaijan and
was killed after being beaten in battle against the Karakoyunlu Turkmans near Tabriz in 1410. Thus, Sultan
Ahmad intermittently ruled Baghdad during the following periods: 1386–93, 1394–99, and 1405–10. According
to primary sources, Timur deported local Baghdad artists to Samarkand when he occupied the city.52
Although Sultan Ahmad Jalayir ruled during a turbulent period of continuous invasions and wars among the
Timurids, the Karakoyunlu Turkmans, and the Jalayirids, his patronage of the arts is noteworthy. The author
Dawlatshah, who describes Sultan Ahmad as the ruler
of Baghdad and notes that he also ruled Azerbaijan,
provides information about his personality as a patron
and his style of patronage.53 According to Dawlatshah,
Sultan Ahmad was noted for his knowledge of calligraphy, poetry, music, and astronomy, and was proficient in many crafts such as painting, illumination, design, bow making, arrow making, inlaying,
and engraving. The Safavid author Dust Muhammad
recounts that the well-known artist ʿAbd al-Hayy educated Sultan Ahmad in depiction and that the sultan himself painted a scene for the Abūsaʿīdnāma in
ink and wash (qalam-i siyāhī).54 He adds that Ahmad
Jalayir, who, as mentioned earlier, learned to write in
the thuluth and naskh scripts from his father, was considered competent in the six classical styles of Islamic
calligraphy (aqlām-i sitta), namely, muḥaqqaq, rayḥānī,
thuluth, naskh, riqʿa, and tawqīʿ, and was a master of
nastaʿlīq script.55 Both the calligrapher Mir ʿAli, considered to be the creator of nastaʿlīq,56 and his son,
ʿUbaydallah, also a master of nastaʿlīq and the teacher of
the well-known Timurid calligrapher Mawlana Jaʿfar,57
became famous under Sultan Ahmad’s patronage, as
did Maʿruf Baghdadi, who later migrated to the Timurid realm, where he worked in the palaces of the rulers
of Shiraz and Herat.58
These were not Sultan Ahmad’s only talents. His
companion (nadīm), the renowned musician ʿAbd al-

Qadir Maraghi, whose friendship with the sultan began
before the latter became ruler, mentions that Ahmad
had an in-depth knowledge of musical rules (advār),
played all the string instruments of the period, and composed music that was very well received. According to
a vaṣfnāma (a document that describes the admirable
qualities of a person) given by Sultan Ahmad Jalayir to
ʿAbd al-Qadir Maraghi in Safar 779 (June 1377), the
latter was not only a musician but also a reciter of the
Koran (ḥāfiẓ), a master calligrapher of the aqlām-i sitta,
and the inventor of a string instrument made of ceramic
(sāz-i kāsahā-yi chīnī).59 ʿAbd al-Qadir Maraghi was
treasured by the Jalayirid rulers and princes but he
was captured during Timur’s invasion of Baghdad in
1393, while in the service of Sultan Ahmad, and taken
to Samarkand.60 Dawlatshah informs us that Ahmad
Jalayir’s compositions were still played and sung during his own time.61
No doubt, one of the most important roles filled by
Ahmad Jalayir was as a patron of poets: Dawlatshah
affirms that Ahmad Jalayir admired the famous poet
Hafız, and that Hafız sent his poems to the sultan when
he ruled in Baghdad.62 In addition, Dust Muhammad’s
risāla makes it clear that Ahmad Jalayir started the tradition of preparing anthologies (sing. jung) that contained choice masnavīs from the works of famous poets
of the Persian language such as Firdawsi, Nizami, and
Khwaju Kirmani, including epic poems and moral tales.
These anthologies were written in fine calligraphy,
decorated with illumination and illustrations, and luxuriously bound by master binders. Dust Muhammad
states that the Timurid prince and art patron Baysungur Mirza (d. 1433) had the master Sayyid Ahmad
Naqqash, the painter Khwaju Ali, and the master bookbinder Qavam al-Din Tabrizi brought from Tabriz to
produce a jung in “exactly the same format and size
and with the same scenes depicted” as the one that had
been prepared for the ruler of Baghdad, Sultan Ahmad
Jalayir.63 According to the same source, this jung was
calligraphed by Mawlana Farid al-Din Jaʿfar, its binding
was by Qavam al-Din, also a master of embossed filigree
(munabbatkārī), and its decorations and illustrations
were by Mir Khalil. This renowned work is considered
the model that made luxuriously produced jungs popular among elite Timurid art patrons from the end of
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the fourteenth century onwards; it especially inspired
the production of the spectacularly beautiful jungs that
were prepared for the Timurid prince Iskandar Sultan
in Yazd and Shiraz.64
Copies of the Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir
A poet of some renown, Sultan Ahmad must have been
the first ruler to have a Dīvān of his own.65 Copies of
his Dīvān, composed in Persian, have survived, but
the most extensive one that carries a colophon with a
date and a place of origin at the end of each of its sections is today preserved in the Turkish and Islamic Arts
Museum in Istanbul (Ms. 2046).66 Fol. 1r bears the oval
imperial seal of Sultan Bayezid II, the endowment seal
of Sultan Mahmud I, and the oval seal of the writer of
the endowment note, Dervish Mustafa, the Haremeyn
müfettişi (fig. 46). The oval seal of Sultan Bayezid II is
also stamped on fol. 235v.
The sections of the Dīvān are: (1) Kitāb-i Kunūz
al-ushāq (fols. 3v–54r, in the margins); (2) Kitāb
al-Ḥidāya (fols. 3v–53r, in the center); (3) Kitāb
al-Badīʾiyyāt (fols. 57v–101r, in the margins); (4) Kitāb
al-Sharqiyyāt (fols. 56v–117r, in the center); (5) Kitāb
al-Muqaddima (fols. 119v–196v, in the center); (6)
Kitāb al-Gharbiyyāt (fols. 120v–192r, in the margins);
and (7) Kitāb-i Lavāmiʿ al-anvār (fols. 198v–235v, in
the center).
Some of the colophons of the manuscript carry the
signature of the aforementioned scribe Mir ʿAli, as well
as that of his son, the royal scribe ʿUbaydallah b. ʿAli
(fols. 54r, 101r, 117r, 192r, 194v, and 235v). The colophons at the end of four of the seven sections of the
Dīvān (fols. 54r, 101r, 117r, and 192r) mention the year
809 (1406–7); two bear the day and month: fol. 194v has
10 Shaʾban 809 (January 20, 1407) and fol. 235v mentions 5 Ramadan 809 (February 13, 1407). Three colophons (fols. 101r, 117r, and 235v) also mention Dar
al-Salam (Baghdad) as the place of origin of the manu
script.
The work, which has a magnificent original leather
binding, was painstakingly illuminated. The first pages
of four of the sections of the Dīvān have an illuminated central shamsa (fols. 1r, 55r, 118r, and 197r
[fig. 46]). These are each followed by a double folio of
full-page illumination without any text (lawḥa tazhīb)
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(fols. 1v–2r, fig. 47[a and b]; fols. 55v–56r, fig. 50[a and
b]; fols. 118v–119r, fig. 51[a and b]; fols. 197v–198r,
fig. 52[a and b]), and a double-folio serlawḥ containing the heading and the beginning text of the section
(fols. 2v–3r, fig. 48[a and b]; fols. 56v–57r; fols.
119v–120r; and fols. 198v–199r). Some of the sections
written in diagonally running lines on the margins
also have more simply illuminated headings (ʿunvān)
(fig. 49[a and b]). Earlier versions of the designs seen
in the fully illuminated folios that are devoid of text,
such as scalloped medallions, many-sided stars, and cartouches repeated ad infinitum, are found in the largesized Korans of the Mamluk and Ilkhanid periods, as
well as in copies of the Masnavī and the Dīvān of Mawlana Jalal al-Din Rumi and the Dīvān of Sultan Veled
produced in the second half of the fourteenth century
in Anatolia.67
The illumination of the Dīvān of Ahmad Jalayir also
has innovative characteristics that point to a new taste.
As described above, the organization of the illuminated areas is extremely inventive: a dedication page is
followed by a double folio of full-page illumination, a
double-folio serlawḥ, and marginal text written on the
diagonal with illuminated headings. In the second half
of the fourteenth century, this kind of design was introduced into anthologies (jungs), which included diverse
sections in verse or prose. It is interesting to see that
this organization was used for the first time in a copy
of the Dīvān of a ruler.
Book style underwent significant changes during Sultan Ahmad Jalayir’s time. Manuscripts became smaller
in size, the nastaʿlīq script replaced the six classical
styles, including naskh and thuluth, especially in versified works, and illumination designs became finer and
more elegant. This is evident in the smaller, more graceful illumination motifs of the Dīvān of Ahmad Jalayir,
which better fit the reduced proportions of the book and
the aesthetics of its elegant nastaʿlīq script. Emerging
in the second half of the fourteenth century, this type
of book design acquired a higher level of enhancement
with the wealth of colors and designs seen in the illumination of this copy of the Dīvān of Ahmad Jalayir.
The black leather outer covers of the binding have
central scalloped medallions with finials, four corner
pieces, and wide borders filled with rūmī and khaṭāyī-
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style flowers. All these figures were lightly pressure
moulded and the contours of the center and corner pieces and borders were tooled; these tooled lines
were then painted in gold (fig. 53). The outer cover of
the flap is additionally adorned with a rich and wellexecuted design. The doublures are of light chestnutcolored leather, with an extraordinary decoration in
filigree technique lending color to the binding (fig. 54).
The embellishment of the doublures is a reflection of
the unified decoration on the outer covers, in a different technique.68 This binding must be the work of the
most famous bookbinder of all time, Qavam al-Din,
or of one of his students. This hypothesis is also supported by Dust Muhammad, as was mentioned before.69
In another source, a progress report thought to be from
Baysungur’s workshop around the year 1430, the calligrapher Jaʿfar describes Qavam al-Din as occupied
with the binding of a Shāhnāma.70 Taken together,
these facts strongly support the hypothesis that Qavam
al-Din, who worked for Sultan Ahmad Jalayir in Baghdad during Timur’s invasions, was brought to Samarkand or Herat, along with other artists, as a master
bookbinder skilled in the munabbatkārī technique, and
that he had previously worked on the doublures of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir’s Dīvān. This manuscript, which is
a noteworthy masterpiece, can thus be regarded as the
starting point for fifteenth-century Timurid bookbinding. With its masterful binding, calligraphy, and illumination design, this volume must have paved the way
for the splendid, fifteenth-century Timurid and Turkman examples of the arts of the book, distinguished by
their fine nastaʿlīq calligraphy and expertly applied, elegant illumination.
There are unillustrated manuscripts of selected sections from the Dīvān of Ahmad Jalayir in the libraries
of Istanbul. One of the earliest, dating to 800 (1397–
98), is the Kitāb al-Sharkiyyāt, copied in nastaʿlīq calli
graphy at the madīnat al-salām Baghdād by Salih b.
ʿAli Razi (Süleymaniye Library, Ayasofya, Ms. 3924).71
A second example, from the Topkapı Palace Museum
Library (Ms. H. 909), contains mostly ghazals and was
copied in 809 (1406–7) by the royal scribe ʿUbaydallah
b. ʿAli, who also calligraphed the aforementioned splendid copy of Sultan Ahmad’s Dīvān now in the Turkish
and Islamic Arts Museum (Ms. 2046).72

Another copy of the Dīvān of Ahmad Jalayir, in the
Freer Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. (Ms. 32.3032.37), is famous for the qalam-i siyāhī drawings found
in the margins of seven of its folios. The colophon at the
end of the text, written in a different hand from the rest
of the book, gives the name of the scribe as Khwaju Mir
ʿAli and the date of completion as Ramadan 508, written
in words rather than Arabic numerals. It has been proposed, though, that this should actually be 805 (March–
April 1403).73 Its colophon page bears the oval imperial
seal of Sultan Bayezid II, which shows that the manuscript belonged to the Ottoman treasury by the time of
his reign at the beginning of the sixteenth century. The
subjects of the seven extraordinarily beautiful marginal
ink and wash drawings, which are not connected to the
text, have been discussed in many publications and will
not be examined here. D. E. Klimburg-Salter has attributed them to ʿAbd al-Hayy, the famed master of qalam-i
siyāhī and, as mentioned earlier, a pupil of the master Shams al-Din. These drawings can be considered a
late fourteenth-century interpretation of this technique,
executed with a brush in a Far-Eastern style.74
Basātīn al-uns (Gardens of Fellowship)
The Topkapı Palace Museum Library owns another
illustrated manuscript that is most probably from the
time of Ahmad Jalayir. It is an unfinished copy of a
work in Persian entitled Basātīn al-uns (Ms. R. 1032).75
In the preface, the author, Muhammad Sadr Ala-i b.
Ahmad Hasan Dabir-i Abdusi, known as Ikhtisān, dedicates his work to Muhammad Shah b. Tughluq Shah
(r. 1325–51). He explains that he was a member of the
royal chancery who accompanied the shah (Ghiyath
al-Din Tughluq) on his Tirhut campaign; when he fell
ill on the way, he was treated by the physician Muhammad Khujandi. As he was recuperating, he was given a
very plainly written Persian translation of the Hindu
story depicted in the present book. It later took him a
few months to embellish this tale with some poems in
Persian and verses from the Koran in Arabic. Muhammad Sadr concludes with a grateful acknowledgement
of the patronage of the shah, who had given him sixty
thousand dinars and sixty horses for a single qasida.
Muhammad Sadr writes that he completed the Basātīn
al-uns in 726 (1325–26), when he was twenty-six years
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old. The main protagonists of the story are the vizier, the
ascetic (zāhid), the rajah of Ujjain and Qannauj, King
Kishvargir, and the daughter of the Chinese emperor,
Queen Mulkarai of Serendib (Ceylon).76 The public
feasts, gardens, types of textiles, master artists of figurative work, musical instruments, and musical maqams,
all depicted within the framework of the story, shed
light on the social history that the author witnessed at
first hand.77
Muhammad Tughluq Shah, to whom the author
dedicated and presented the Basātīn al-uns, was the
second sultan of the Tughluqids (r. 1320–1412), who
were of Turkman–Mongol lineage78 and ruled in Delhi,
the Punjab and the Deccan. Ghiyath al-Din Tughluq
Shah, founder of the Tughluq state (r. 1320–25), his son
Muhammad Tughluq, and Firuz Tughluq, the son of
Ghiyath al-Din Tughluq’s brother and the third ruler
of the state (r. 1351–88), were the dynasty’s most powerful leaders; they were also the patrons of many public building activities.79 These three sultans established
the settlements of Tughluqabad, Jihanpenah, and Firuzabad in the environs of Delhi. Each of these has encircling fortified walls, with monumental palaces, mosques,
madrasas and mausoleums inside.
Sultan Muhammad Tughluq was an able, assertive, brave, and skilled administrator. Paying heed to
the Hindus, while declaring his loyalty to the caliphate in Egypt, he had coins minted in the caliph’s name,
was infinitely respectful to his ambassador, and supported the spread of Islam through the Chisti, Suhravardi, and other brotherhoods, the numbers of which
considerably increased during his time.80 Muhammad
Tughluq appointed the well-known Arab traveler Ibn
Battuta as a kadi, and in 1342 sent him to China as
his ambassador.81 Before his accession to the throne,
Muhammad Tughluq had become a disciple of Nizam
al-Din Awliya (d. 1325), the most famous and beloved
shaikh of India. During his princedom, he must have
encountered the most famous poet of Persian literature in India, Amir Khusraw Dihlavi (d. 1325), who was
also a disciple of the same shaikh. In addition, Muhammad Tughluq’s father, Giyath al-Din, was Amir Khusraw’s patron, for whom the poet wrote the historical
text known as the Tughluqnāma.82 Renowned for his
Khamsa, Amir Khusraw must have exerted an influence
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on Muhammad Sadr, with his love story of a contemporary Hindu princess and a Muslim prince, Duvalrānī
va Khizr Khān.83
Muhammad Tughluq and his successors were contemporaries of the Jalayirid sultans; both dynasties were
Turco-Mongol. An illustrated copy of the Basātīn al-uns
from the Tughluq period is not known; it is possible that
the copy in the Topkapı Palace is the earliest, and perhaps only, illustrated example of this work, which was
very well known in its time. It has a dark brown leather
binding with light brown plain leather doublures and
a flap (26.7 x 18.5cm). The outer covers have a central
shamsa with finials (fig. 55). The design of the shamsa
and the tooled decoration resembling dots are similar
to the decoration seen on the doublures of the copy of
the Kitāb-i Kīmiyā-i saʿādat discussed above. The text of
the Topkapı Basātīn al-uns is written in seventeen lines
of black nastaʿlīq and gilded tawqīʿ script on 142 folios
(16.8 x 11.2 cm). Some pages have gilt rulings outlined
in black; others have no rulings at all. Versified sections
of the text are written in two columns, without any illumination. The colophon, written in a triangular area at
the end of the text, has been scratched out, as a result of
which neither the name of the scribe nor the date can
be deciphered (fol. 142a). Fol. 1r carries the endowment
seal of Sultan Mahmud I and the oval seal of the writer
of the foundation note, Mustafa Tahir.
The manuscript has two miniatures, one of which
is a double-folio illustration (fols. 6v–7r, and fol. 14r).
The double-folio example is unfinished, and although
blank spaces were left for miniatures on twelve pages
(fols. 47v, 58v, 63v, 74r, 92v, 100v–101r, 109v–110r,
114v, 129r, and 139v), they were not illustrated nor
do the pages have rulings. Located in the preface, the
double-folio illustration (fol. 6v: 15.8 x 15.7 cm; fol. 7r:
21.5 x 14.1 cm) depicts the shah (Giyath al-Din
Tughluq) arriving in Tirhut during his Bengal campaign
as the Rajah greets him before the fort (fig. 56).84 In the
upper half of the image on the right page (fol. 6v), one
sees Shah Tughluq’s military encampment on the hilltops. The shah is depicted on an armored horse, leading
his fully armed cavalry unit in the foreground. Directly
behind him is a soldier holding a royal umbrella topped
with the figure of a bird.85 In front of the shah’s horse,
the notables of the fort are shown declaring their loyalty.
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There are bunches of flowers and tufts of grass on a
light pink background, with tree roots and hills at the
bottom of the picture. Two of the soldiers in the right
margin carry standards, one with the image of a standing peri, and the other with that of a lion.86 Some elements have not been colored, including the images on
the standards, the faces of the men on horseback, the
three people from the fort, the horses’ hooves, and some
of the armor. On the opposite page (fol. 7r), a walled
city overflows into the top and left margins. The domes,
minarets, and square, flat roofs of the imposing buildings within are visible above the city walls. Notables
stand in front of the city gate, respectfully watching
the shah. A river runs along the walls at the bottom of
the page, with rocks and a strikingly tall tree next to it.
Though the city wall and the buildings inside have been
partially colored, the figures have not.
The second illustration of the manuscript (fol. 14r,
17.4 x 11.3 cm) depicts the scholars of the city of Ahin,
a center of culture and learning, and its ruler, who
enjoyed spending time with artists, listening to an
ascetic recounting pleasant stories (fig. 57).87 This is the
only example of a completed miniature in the manuscript. The young sovereign sits on a white spread, talking with the pious man, who kneels on a carpet with
geometric designs, as three graceful young men look
on. The walls of the room feature a dado of navy blue
tile, and the arch of the curtained iwan is decorated
with flowers. The architectural details of the room,
along with the carpet, tiles, and shapes of the figures,
all bear a strong resemblance to an illustration depicting
the conversation between Nushirvan and Buzurgmihr
found in the copy of the Khwaju Kirmani manuscript
in the British Library in London (Ms. Add. 18113),88
although the composition of the Basātīn al-uns image
is less crowded.
The British Library manuscript contains three poems
of Khwaju Kirmani—Humāy u Humāyūn, Kamālnāma,
and Rawżat al-anvār, copied in Baghdad in Jumada I
and Jumada II 798 (February–April 1396) by Mir ʿAli
b. Ilyas al-Tabrizi al-Bavarji.89 It presently measures
32 x 14 centimeters and does not retain its original binding. The work has nine painstakingly executed miniatures,
all attributed to the same artist, whose signature,ʿamal-i
Junayd-i Baghdādī, can be seen over the upper window
in the illustration that depicts Humay leaving Huma-

yun’s room. The words Aḥmad Shāh inscribed in the
same place probably refer to Sultan Ahmad Jalayir
(fol. 45v).90
An undated copy of the Khusraw u Shīrīn of Nizami
from the Freer Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. (Ms.
31-32) also contains illustrations resembling those in
the Topkapı Basātīn al-uns. Although the name of its
scribe, ʿAli b. Hasan al-Sultani, and its place of origin,
Tabriz, can be read in its colophon, the date is unfortunately lost. Five of the six miniatures in this work
are among the best examples of paintings from the late
Jalayirid period.91
The twelve empty spaces reserved for miniatures
(fig. 58), as well as the unfinished double-folio illustration, suggest that the Topkapı Basātīn al-uns was produced towards the end of Ahmad Jalayir’s reign and
passed, incomplete, into the hands of the Karakoyunlu
Turkmans at his death. This hypothesis is supported by
the fact that, as mentioned above, the colophon of the
manuscript is completely scratched out. This was most
probably done after the Karakoyunlu conquest of Baghdad and Ahmad Jalayir’s death because it might have
included a reference to the Jalayirid ruler.

Conclusion
It is difficult to understand how the Jalayirid manuscripts came to reside in the Ottoman palace, but the
seals on the flyleaves and on some other folios of these
manuscripts suggest that they entered the Ottoman
treasury as soon as they reached Istanbul. The books
under discussion in this article carry one or more of the
following: the oval imperial seal of Sultan Bayezid II, the
treasury seal of Sultan Selim I (r. 1512–20), the seal of
Sultan Ahmed III (r. 1703–30), or the endowment seal
of Sultan Mahmud I (r. 1730–54). (Only the Basātīn
al-uns lacks the oval imperial seal of Sultan Bayezid II.)
Furthermore, the Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir in the
Freer Gallery in Washington, D.C., also bears Bayezid II’s
seal, which suggests that these Jalayirid manuscripts
must have entered the Ottoman treasury before his
death in 1512. His seal must have been imprinted on
these manuscripts during an inventory check for the
palace treasury during his reign.
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These manuscripts may have reached the Topkapı
palace in Istanbul during the second half of the fifteenth
century as diplomatic presents from envoys, renegade
princes, artists, and men of learning. Some may also
have been presented to Bayezid II by Karakoyunlu or
Akkoyunlu Turkman notables during his princedom at
Amasya, while he was the governor of the city. They may
have then been transferred to Istanbul after his accession to the throne in 1481.
It is difficult, though, to determine where these books
may have been before they were brought to Anatolia. As
has been mentioned above, the written sources emphasize the artistic patronage of both Shaikh Uvays and Sultan Ahmad Jalayir. The reign of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir
in particular witnessed constant military struggles and
at different times the sultan had to relinquish control of
Baghdad and Tabriz, asking for protection from the two
strongest rulers of the western Islamic world, the Ottoman Sultan Bayezid I and the Mamluk Sultan Barquq
(r. 1382–99). The surviving Jalayirid manuscripts demonstrate that Sultan Ahmad Jalayir’s kitābkhāna was
kept active whenever there was a short period of political tranquility.
Calligraphers and the art of calligraphy were always
of primary importance in the creation of Islamic art. In
the early 1370s, Jalayirid and Muzaffarid calligraphers,
whose patrons had political and familial ties, were
employed in similar activities. They were extremely
adept at determining the design of the books, the proportions between the dimensions of the page and the
text, the number of columns and lines per page, the
amount of illumination and the quantity and location
of the illustrations. The Jalayirid calligrapher Mir ʿAli
al-Sultani al-Tabrizi and his son ʿUbaydallah were the
most notable experts during the years when nastaʿlīq
became the preferred script for the production of literary works. The Dīvān of Ahmad Jalayir in the Turkish
and Islamic Arts Museum (Ms. 2046), the most important legacy of the Jalayirids to the history of the art and
culture of the Islamic world, comprises many innovations in the arts of calligraphy, illumination, and binding.
The richly decorated Jalayirid manuscripts, including those discussed in this article, were mostly literary
works. The Farhādnāma was an autograph copy of the
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poet Muhammad b. Muhammad al-ʿArif al-Ardabili,
who lived during the reigns of Shaikh Uvays and the
Shirvanshahs. He might also have executed the illustrations of the manuscript, which possess a distinctive iconography, even if they lack a courtly character.
The Basātīn al-uns was copied by a calligrapher who
worked for Sultan Ahmad Jalayir; it was supposed to
have been illustrated by a master painter but was never
completed. Other illustrated copies of the Farhādnāma
and the Basātīn al-uns are not known, which suggests
that neither achieved much popularity.
The al-Tuḥfat al-najībiyya li-haḍrat al-salṭanat alUwaysiyya and Kitāb-i Kīmiyā–i saʿādat are not versified literary works but comprise religious and mystical
subjects as well as compilations of the hadiths of the
Prophet. Although the former is not a courtly manuscript, it is unique because of its documentary value,
since the inscription bands on its leather binding and
the passages on the opening page and preface record
Shaikh Uvays’s patronage of the arts of the book. The
Kitāb-i Kīmiyā–i saʿādat, which was introduced to art
historians in 1934, has three important distinctions: the
first is that it is the earliest known example of a courtly
manuscript produced for the Shirvanshahs; the second
is that its calligrapher also acted as its illuminator; and
the third is its extraordinary leather binding, decorated
with flower motifs. As far as is known, this design on
a binding appears for the first time in 1379 in western
Iran. The fact that one section of the Farhādnāma was
also prepared for the Shirvanshah Hushang is also of
interest, since it reflects the cultural links connecting
the Jalayirid sultans with the Shirvanshahs.
The expertly produced bindings decorated with
tooled and moulded designs, the rich colors and innovative designs of the illuminations, the elegant figures,
the enchanting garden representations, the interior
spaces richly decorated with tiles, the curtains and
murals, the multistoried pavilions, and the fine nastaʿlīq
script of the texts were all introduced during the Jalayirid period, in the second half of the fourteenth century. These manuscripts were ornamented almost with
a jeweler’s sensitivity, and their paintings were made
richer with a profusion of detail. Shaikh Uvays and his
son Sultan Ahmad Jalayir, who appear to have sponsored a large number of artists, were among the most
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important patrons of the arts of the book in the Islamic
world. The artists who made books for these Jalayirid
rulers gained unrivalled fame through the new designs
and styles they created. Their innovations were repeated
in the Timurid world, where these artists continued to
practice their craft between the years 1410 and 1446—
at Shiraz under the patronage of Iskandar Sultan and
at Herat under the patronage of Shahrukh and Prince
Baysungur. In the second half of the fifteenth century,
the Jalayirid style was reflected in the kitābkhānas of the
Karakoyunlu and Akkoyunlu Turkmans92 and reached
Ottoman illuminators in the same century.93 Carrying
their art to the lands where they migrated, the Jalayirid
court artists contributed to the creation of Herat as the
most important Timurid center for the arts of the book.
Former Director of the Topkapı Palace Museum,
Istanbul
Sabancı University and the Sakıp Sabancı Museum,
Istanbul
APPENDIX
Subjects of the pictures of the Farhādnāma, Istanbul,
Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Ms. H. 678
Farhād u Gulistān
Fol. 4r (fig. 6): Muhammad b. Muhammad al-ʿArif presents his work, Farhād u Gulistān, to Shaikh Uvays
Bahadur Khan (10.1 x 9.5cm).
Fol. 23r (fig. 7): The Shah of Anjan orders a banquet for
Shaʾur (10 x 9.4 cm).
Fol. 26r (fig. 8): Farhad and Shaʾur before the Shah of
Anjan (9 x 10 cm).
Fol. 30v (fig. 9): Gulistan sees Farhad sleeping in the
shade of a cypress tree (7.8 x 10 cm).
Fol. 34r (fig. 10): Farhad declares his love for Gulistan
during a drinking party (8.3 x 9.5 cm).
Fol. 38r (fig. 11): Farhad draws Gulistan, as he saw her
in a dream, on stone (6.6 x 9.8 cm).
Fol. 40r (fig. 12): In her dream, Gulistan goes to a church
and weeps before a picture of Jesus and the Virgin
Mary (10.1 x 9.3 cm).

Fol. 42r (fig. 13): Gulistan assesses the accuracy of
Farhad’s drawing of her with two mirrors (7.2 x
10.1 cm).
Fol. 48r (fig. 14): Farhad and Gulistan are married in a
church (9.5 x 9.7 cm).
Fol. 49r (fig. 15): Gulistan is washed in a hammam by
her friends (11 x 9.6 cm).
Fol. 52r (fig. 16): Gulistan is brought to Farhad by her
friends (9.5 x 9.4 cm).
Fol. 53v (fig. 17): Farhad and Gulistan remove their
clothes (8.8 x 9.5 cm).
Fol. 55v (fig. 18): The author, Muhammad b. Muhammad al-ʿArif, is entertained by some young women
in Derbend (10.1 x 9.6 cm).
Fol. 62r (fig. 19): Gulistan weeps when she sees Farhad
after an attempt was made on his life (8 x 9.5 cm).
Fol. 70r (fig. 20): Farhad returns to China and meets his
uncle (10.8 x 9.3 cm).
Fol. 75v (fig. 21): The emperor of China together with
Farhad and his retinue (10.6 x 9.8 cm).
Fol. 76v (fig. 22): Mihin Banu speaks with Shaʾur (9.2
x 9.8 cm).
Fol. 82r (fig. 23): Farhad mourns for Gulistan, who dies
giving birth to their daughter (9.5 x 9.7 cm).
Farhād u Shīrīn
Fol. 90r (fig. 24): Muhammad b. Muhammad al-ʿArif
presents his work, Farhād u Shīrīn, to the Shirvanshah Hushang (15.3 x 10 cm).
Fol. 90v (fig. 25): Firdawsi requests a favor from the
Shah of Tus in return for the work he has produced
(11 x 10 cm). (This picture is located at the beginning of the second poem, where Muhammad b.
Muhammad al-ʿArif mentions Firdawsi.)
Fol. 106v (fig. 26): Shaʾur brings Farhad into Shirin’s
presence (8.9 x 10 cm).
Fol. 108r (fig. 27): Farhad and Shirin remove their
clothes (10.8 x 9.4 cm).
Fol. 112v (fig. 28): Farhad and Shirin together in the
pool house that he had built for her (11 x 9.7 cm).
Fol. 113v (fig. 29): Shirin receives the news of Mihin
Banu’s death (11.2 x 9.4 cm).
Fol. 117v (fig. 30): Farhad counsels his sons before going
to Shirin (9.5 x 9.5 cm).
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Fol. 118r (fig. 31): Shirin greets Farhad (9.2 x 9.8 cm).
Fol. 120r (fig. 32): Shirin comes to see Farhad, who has
tunneled through a mountain to open a milk canal
(6.7 x 9.8 cm).
Fol. 125v (fig. 33): Farhad and Shirin make love (8 x
9.8 cm).
Fol. 126r (fig. 34): Farhad and Shirin bid each other
farewell (7.1 x 9.6 cm).
Fol. 128r (fig. 35): Farhad and Shaʾur come into the
presence of Khusraw and Maryam (11 x 10 cm).
Fol. 132r (fig. 36): Khusraw asks Maryam for forgiveness (9.3 x 9.9 cm).
Fol. 135v (fig. 37): Farhad and Shirin make love on
Mount Bisutun (6.2 x 9.5 cm).
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Fol. 136v (fig. 38): Giray, a member of Khusraw’s retinue, sees Farhad and Shirin making love (5.7 x 9.6
cm).
Fol. 138r (fig. 39): Farhad throws Giray out of Taq-i
Kisra (the Arch of Ctesiphon) (7.6 x 9.5 cm).
Fol. 139v (fig. 40): Farhad and Shirin make love at Taq-i
Kisra (7.7 x 9.6 cm).
Fol. 140v (fig. 41): Farhad and Shirin bid each other
farewell (6.5 x 9.5 cm).
Fol. 142v (fig. 42): An old lady puts poison in Farhad’s
bowl to avenge the murder of her son (6.6 x 9.7 cm).
Fol. 144v (fig. 43): Shaʾur and Shirin in mourning at
Farhad’s mausoleum (7.8 x 9.5 cm).
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Fig. 1. Illuminated dedication page. Al-Tuḥfat al-najībiyya
li-haḍrat al-salṭanat al-Uwaysiyya, Tabriz, 1373–74. Istanbul,
Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Ms. A. 656, fol. 1r. (Photo:
courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum Library)

Fig. 2. Outer front cover. Al-Tuḥfat al-najībiyya li-haḍrat
al-salṭanat al-Uwaysiyya, Tabriz, 1373–74. Istanbul, Topkapı
Palace Museum Library, Ms. A. 656. (Photo: courtesy of the
Topkapı Palace Museum Library)
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Fig. 3. Fore edge and outer cover of the flap. Al-Tuḥfat
al-najībiyya li-haḍrat al-salṭanat al-Uwaysiyya, Tabriz,
1373–74. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Ms. A.
656. (Photo: courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum Library)
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Fig. 4. Doublure of the fore edge of the flap. Al-Tuḥfat
al-najībiyya li-haḍrat al-salṭanat al-Uwaysiyya, Tabriz,
1373–74. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Ms. A.
656. (Photo: courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum Library)

Figs 5–43 are from the Farhādnāma, Karabagh and Ardabil, 1369–72. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum
Library, Ms. H. 678 (Photos: courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum Library). Please refer to the Appendix
for folio numbers for figs. 6–43. 									 

☞
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Fig. 5. Outer side of back cover with flap.

Fig. 6. Muhammad b. Muhammad al-ʿArif presents his work,
Farhād u Gulistan, to Shaikh Uvays Bahadur Khan.

Fig. 7. The Shah of Anjan orders a banquet for Shaʾur.
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Fig. 8. Farhad and Shaʾur before the Shah of Anjan.

Fig. 9. Gulistan sees Farhad sleeping in the shade of a cypress
tree.

Fig. 10. Farhad declares his love for Gulistan during a drinking party.

Fig. 11. Farhad draws Gulistan, as he saw her in a dream,
on stone.
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Fig. 12. In her dream, Gulistan goes to a church and weeps
before a picture of Jesus and the Virgin Mary.

Fig. 13. Gulistan assesses the accuracy of Farhad’s drawing
of her with two mirrors.

Fig. 14. Farhad and Gulistan are married in a church.

Fig. 15. Gulistan is washed in a hammam by her friends.
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Fig. 16. Gulistan is brought to Farhad by her friends.

Fig. 17. Farhad and Gulistan remove their clothes.

Fig. 18. The author, Muhammad b. Muhammad al-ʿArif, is
entertained by some young women in Derbend.

Fig. 19. Gulistan weeps when she sees Farhad after an attempt
was made on his life.
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Fig. 20. Farhad returns to China and meets his uncle.

Fig. 21. The emperor of China together with Farhad and
his retinue.

Fig. 22. Mihin Banu speaks with Shaʾur.

Fig. 23. Farhad mourns for Gulistan, who dies giving birth
to their daughter.
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Fig. 24. Muhammad b. Muhammad al-ʿArif presents his
work, Farhād u Shīrīn, to the Shirvanshah Hushang.

Fig. 25. Firdawsi requests a favor from the Shah of Tus in
return for the work he has produced.

Fig. 26. Shaʾur brings Farhad into Shirin’s presence.

Fig. 27. Farhad and Shirin remove their clothes.
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Fig. 28. Farhad and Shirin together in the pool house that
he had built for her.

Fig. 29. Shirin receives the news of Mihin Banu’s death.

Fig. 30. Farhad counsels his sons before going to Shirin.

Fig. 31. Shirin greets Farhad.
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Fig. 32. Shirin comes to see Farhad, who has tunneled
through a mountain to open a milk canal.

Fig. 33. Shirin and Farhad make love.

Fig. 34. Farhad and Shirin bid each other farewell.

Fig. 35. Farhad and Shaʾur come into the presence of Khusraw and Maryam.
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Fig. 36. Khusraw asks Maryam for forgiveness.

Fig. 37. Farhad and Shirin make love on Mount Bisutun.

Fig. 38. Giray, a member of Khusraw’s retinue, sees Farhad
and Shirin making love.

Fig. 39. Farhad throws Giray out of Taq-i Kisra (the Arch
of Ctesiphon).
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Fig. 40. Farhad and Shirin make love at Taq-i Kisra.

Fig. 41. Farhad and Shirin bid each other farewell.

Fig. 42. An old lady puts poison in Farhad’s bowl to avenge
the murder of her son.

Fig. 43. Shaʾur and Shirin in mourning at Farhad’s mausoleum.
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Fig. 44a. Outer front cover. Kitāb-i Kīmiyā-i saʿādat, 1379. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum, Ms. T.1999. (Photo:
courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)

Fig. 44b. Outer back cover with flap. Kitāb-i Kīmiyā-i saʿādat, 1379. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum, Ms. T.1999.
(Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 45. Illuminated dedication page (zahriye). Kitāb-i Kīmiyā-i saʿādat, 1379. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.1999, fol. 1r. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 46. Illuminated dedication page (zahriye). Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir, 1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts
Museum, Ms. T.2046, fol. 1r. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 47a. Illuminated lawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 2r. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and
Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 47b. Illuminated lawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol.1v. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 48a. Illuminated sarlawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 3r. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)

Fig. 48b. Illuminated sarlawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 2v. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 49a. Illuminated ʿunvān. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 4r. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 49b. Illuminated ʿunvān. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 3v. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 50a. Illuminated lawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 56r. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and
Islamic Arts Museum)

Fig. 50b. Illuminated lawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 55v. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and
Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 51a. Illuminated lawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 119r. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and
Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 51b. Illuminated lawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 118v. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and
Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 52a. Illuminated lawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 198r. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and
Islamic Arts Museum)

Fig. 52b. Illuminated lawḥ. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir,
1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046, fol. 197v. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and
Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 53. Outer back cover with flap. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir, 1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum,
Ms. T.2046. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)

Fig. 54. Doublure of back cover with flap. Dīvān of Sultan Ahmad Jalayir, 1406–7. Istanbul, Turkish and Islamic Arts
Museum, Ms. T.2046. (Photo: courtesy of the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum)
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Fig. 55. Outer cover. Basātīn al-uns, ca. 1410. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Ms. R.1032. (Photo: courtesy of
the Topkapı Palace Museum Library)

Fig. 56. The shah arrives in Tirhut. Basātīn al-uns, ca.1410. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Ms. R.1032,
fols. 6v–7r. (Photo: courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum Library)
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Fig. 57. The ruler of Akhin listens to an ascetic. Basātīn al-uns, ca. 1410. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library,
Ms. R.1032, fols. 13v–14r. (Photo: courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum Library)

Fig. 58. A space left blank for a miniature. Basātīn al-uns, ca. 1410. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Ms. R.1032,
fols. 53v–54r. (Photo: courtesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum Library)
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NOTES

Authors’ Note: This article was meant to be published in 2003
as part of a festschrift for Professor Nurhan Atasoy. Since that
work has not yet been realized, we would like to dedicate this
to our dear colleague and friend Nurhan Atasoy while sharing
it with the readers of Muqarnas. Dr. Lale Uluç translated this
article into English and Dr. Aslıhan Erkmen worked on the text.
We would like to thank them for their valuable contributions.
We would also like to express our gratitude to the photographer
Hadiye Cangökçe, as well as to Zeynep çelik Atbaş, curator of
the Topkapı Palace Museum Library, and Sevgi Kutluay, curator
of manuscripts in the Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum.
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AN EARLY FIFTEENTH-CENTURY KHAMSA FROM SHIRAZ IN THE
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE LIBRARY
A recent visit to the Bryn Mawr College Library in
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, occasioned a rare find: an
unpublished, early fifteenth-century illustrated copy of
Nizami’s Khamsa (Quintet),1 which, based on stylistic
and other evidence, seems to have been produced for a
Timurid patron in the region of Fars. The manuscript in
question is incomplete, containing only a small portion
of the Khamsa’s first book, Makhzan al-asrār (Treasury of Secrets), most of the text for Layla va Majnūn
(Layla and Majnun), about half of Khusraw va Shīrīn
(Khusraw and Shirin), the first third of the Haft paykar
(Seven Beauties), and none of the Khamsa’s final book,
the Iskandarnāma (Book of Iskandar). It is also in some
textual disarray. At some point, perhaps when the
manuscript was given its present, nineteenth-century
lacquer binding, twenty-two folios from the Makhzan
al-asrār were moved to the end of the volume. The manuscript now has twenty-four paintings and two illuminated ʿunvāns (chapter headings), rendered in a manner
consistent with artistic production in southwestern
Iran during the first quarter of the fifteenth century.
Though lacking a date and precise place of manufacture, the painting program, illumination, and crucial
information provided in one of the manuscript’s two
colophons would all point to the patronage of Iskandar Sultan ibn ʿUmar Skaykh (d. 1415), who held the
governorships of Yazd (1405–7), Shiraz (1409–12), and
Isfahan (1412–14).2 There is one hitch in this argument.
A fragmentary, apparently contemporaneous, illuminated ex libris bears the name not of Iskandar Sultan but
of his cousin, Ibrahim Sultan ibn Shahrukh (d. 1435),
who assumed the governorship of Shiraz around 1414–
15. My objective in what follows here is to provide a
description of this newly discovered manuscript and to
situate it within the larger context of artistic production

in the spheres of Shiraz, Yazd, and Baghdad from the
1380s to the 1420s. As will be made evident, the Bryn
Mawr Khamsa appears to belong to a small corpus of
illustrated manuscripts created in the vicinity of Shiraz
during the first two decades of the fifteenth century.
Finally, I shall address the seeming conflict between the
ex libris and other pertinent evidence presented by the
manuscript.
DIMENSIONS AND CONTENTS OF
THE MANUSCRIPT
The Bryn Mawr Khamsa is of truly miniature size, its
folios measuring only 10.7 x 7.1 centimeters and the
written surface 7.4 x 5 centimeters. Each page carries
four columns of nastaʿlīq script, with nineteen bayts
(verses)—or thirty-eight misrāʿs (hemistiches). In
total, there are 183 folios, the majority of a buff color,
while a small fraction, the product of a later repair, are
more cream-colored in appearance. Given the incomplete nature of the Khamsa’s first four books and the
total absence of the Iskandarnāma,3 I estimate that the
manuscript originally had at least double the current
number of folios. The manuscript opens on folio 3r with
an illuminated ex libris (fig. 1); the ʿunvān and opening
text of the Makhzan al-asrār are found on the verso
side of the same folio. The ex libris and first page of
the Makhzan al-asrār have been pasted onto opposite
sides of a shiny, cream-colored paper later in date. Close
examination reveals that other repairs have been made
to the manuscript. In addition, many of the paintings
are patched or repainted, and, in some cases, smeared
and rubbed to such an extent that the compositions are
markedly altered.
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Fig. 1. Ex libris. Nizami, Khamsa, n.d. Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Ms. BV 51, fol. 3r. (Photo: courtesy of
Bryn Mawr College Library Special Collections)

In its current state, the subjects of the manuscript’s
paintings are as follows:

Layla va Majnūn

Khusraw va Shīrīn

11. fol. 57v: Majnun sees Layla.

1. fol. 5r: Khusraw debating with Farhad.

12. fol. 60v: Majnun at the Kaʿba (fig. 6).

2. fol. 8r: Farhad carrying Shirin and her horse.
3. fol. 12r: Khusraw delivering justice (fig. 2).
4. fol. 14r: Khusraw and Shakar banqueting in Isfahan.
5. fol. 15r: Khusraw and Shakar embracing (fig. 3).
6. fol. 18v: Khusraw arriving at Shirin’s palace.
7. fol. 27v: Khusraw and Shirin with musicians.
8. fol. 33r: Khusraw and Shirin consummating their
marriage (fig. 4).
9. fol. 38v: Khusraw is murdered by Shahriyar.

10. fol. 55r: Layla and Majnun in school (fig. 5).

13. fol. 68v: Battle of the clans.
14. fol. 73v: The old woman brings Majnun to Layla’s
tent.
15. fol. 82r: Majnun in the desert (fig. 7).
16. fol. 92v: Layla receiving a message from Majnun
(fig. 8).
17. fol. 101r: Layla and Majnun faint (fig. 9).
18. fol. 107r: Majnun is visited by Salam of Baghdad
for the second time.
19. fol. 108r: Majnun dies (or mourns?) on Layla’s
grave.
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Haft paykar
20. fol. 121v: Khavarnaq palace.
21. fol. 131r: Bahram Gur hunting with Fitna (fig. 10).
22. fol. 134v: Battle between Bahram Gur and the
Khaqan of China (unfinished).

Fig. 2. Khusraw delivering justice. Nizami, Khamsa, n.d.
Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Ms. BV 51,
fol. 12r. (Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College Library Special Collections)
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23. fol. 142r: Fairy queen in a garden with a king (from
the story of “The Princess in the Black Pavilion”)
(fig. 11).
24. fol. 158v: Mahan and the divs (from the story of
“The Princess in the Turquoise Pavilion”) (fig. 12).

Fig. 3. Khusraw and Shakar embracing. Nizami, Khamsa,
n.d. Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
Ms. BV 51, fol. 15r. (Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College
Library Special Collections)
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Fig. 4. Khusraw and Shirin consummating their marriage.
Nizami, Khamsa, n.d. Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn
Mawr, Pa., Ms. BV 51, fol. 33r. (Photo: courtesy of Bryn
Mawr College Library Special Collections)

Fig. 5. Layla and Majnun in school. Nizami, Khamsa, n.d.
Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Ms. BV 51,
fol. 55r. (Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College Library Special Collections)
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Fig. 6. Majnun at the Kaʿba. Nizami, Khamsa, n.d. Bryn
Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Ms. BV 51, fol. 60v.
(Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College Library Special Collections)
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Fig. 7. Majnun in the desert. Nizami, Khamsa, n.d. Bryn
Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Ms. BV 51, fol. 82r.
(Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College Library Special Collections)
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Fig. 8. Layla receiving a message from Majnun. Nizami,
Khamsa, n.d. Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
Ms. BV 51, fol. 92v. (Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College
Library Special Collections)

Fig. 9. Layla and Majnun faint. Nizami, Khamsa, n.d. Bryn
Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Ms. BV 51, fol. 101r.
(Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College Library Special Collections)
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Fig. 10. Bahram Gur hunting with Fitna. Nizami, Khamsa,
n.d. Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
Ms. BV 51, fol. 131r. (Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College
Library Special Collections)
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Fig. 11. Fairy queen in a garden with a king. Nizami,
Khamsa, n.d. Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
Ms. BV 51, fol. 142r. (Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College
Library Special Collections)
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Fig. 12. Mahan and the divs. Nizami, Khamsa, n.d. Bryn
Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Ms. BV 51, fol. 158v.
(Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College Library Special Collections)

With a total of nine paintings, the Khusraw va Shīrīn of
the Bryn Mawr Khamsa has a relatively small number of
illustrations compared with other illustrated Khamsas
of Nizami dating from this incipient period in Persian
manuscript production.4 It is possible, then, that the
now-missing portion of the Khusraw va Shīrīn in this
manuscript may have once contained additional paintings. The large number of paintings made for the Bryn
Mawr Khamsa’s Layla va Majnūn, however, is somewhat unusual. The number of Layla va Majnūn illustrations (either executed or planned) ranges between

three and seven in copies of the Khamsa produced
between the Muzaffarid period (1314–93),5 when Ms.
5179, a Khamsa now in the Tehran University Library
is believed to have been copied,6 and the early fifteenth
century. Not until the 1431 (a.h. 835) Nizami Khamsa
(now in the Hermitage, Ms. VP-1000), which has thirteen Layla va Majnūn paintings, do we find an illustrative cycle comparable to that found in the Bryn Mawr
Khamsa. The overlap in the selection of illustrated
scenes in the two manuscripts is striking, with seven of
the ten subjects illustrated in the Bryn Mawr Khamsa’s
Layla va Majnūn represented in the 1431 Hermitage
Khamsa.
With regard to subject matter, the Bryn Mawr
Khamsa exhibits the standard repetition of select scenes
from older and contemporaneous manuscripts that one
expects to find in illustrated early fifteenth-century Persian poetic manuscripts. For example, its version of the
Indian Princess’s tale of the fairy princess from the Haft
Paykar finds a precedent in the 1386–88 (a.h. 788–90)
Khamsa (British Library, London, Ms. Or. 13297), while
the subject of Farhad carrying Shirin and her horse is
included in both the 1386–88 Khamsa and the 1410–11
(a.h. 813–14) Miscellany (Ms. Add. 27261), also in the
British Library. Indeed, there are a number of correspondences between the Bryn Mawr Khamsa and the
two anthologies now in, respectively, London (i.e., Ms.
Add. 27261) and Lisbon (Museu Calouste Gulbenkian,
Ms. L.A. 161, dated 1411 [a.h. 813]), as is illustrated
by their inclusion of similarly composed renditions
of two subjects, the “Battle of the clans” and “Majnun
in the desert” (compare figs. 7 and 13). Even the then
rarely seen image of “Mahan and the divs” from the Haft
paykar finds a match in the Lisbon anthology.
Eight of the twenty-four narrative scenes in the Bryn
Mawr Khamsa are not found in any Nizami Khamsa
or anthology of poetry dating up to the 1420s.7 Interestingly, several of these unique subjects turn up
again in the 1431 Hermitage Khamsa (e.g., the “Old
woman brings Majnun to Layla’s tent” and “Khavarnaq palace”). As Adel T. Adamova has shown, the 1431
Khamsa, made in Herat for Shahrukh, bears a close connection to the 1410–11 Miscellany now housed in London.8 Whether and how a connection between the 1431
Khamsa and the Bryn Mawr Khamsa was made manifest
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Fig. 13. Majnun in the desert. Miscellany (anthology), dated
813–14 (1410–11). British Library, London, Ms. Add. 27261,
fol. 118r. © The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of
the British Library)

is not known. In fact, a concrete relationship between
the two manuscripts may have never been established.
Rather, an appreciation for the illustration of certain
narrative events may have been transmitted from one
court to another solely through the movement of artists, patrons, and artistic materials.
Two additional examples of unusual subjects in the
Bryn Mawr Khamsa are “Khusraw and Shakar banqueting in Isfahan” and “Khusraw and Shakar embracing.”
Though the latter work is modeled after a standard type
that finds its origins in much earlier painting, its subject matter is new and indeed is not repeated again until
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the last quarter of the fifteenth century. It is tempting
to speculate that the artist’s preoccupation with these
largely minor events in the tale of Khusraw and Shirin speaks to some palpable connection to Isfahan. On
the other hand, the selection of these episodes as illustrations for the Bryn Mawr Khamsa may simply have
been a product of the necessary experimentation that
comes with illustrating a text whose painting cycle had
not yet been codified.
Adamova has suggested that it was through repetition and innovation in manuscript painting that the
Timurid artist paid homage to older artistic traditions
and displayed his skill at rendering familiar compositions. At the same time, the artist endeavored to demonstrate his ability to update old models and expand
upon the repertoire of represented subjects. For this
reason, it is common to find in fifteenth-century Persian
illustrated manuscripts unique scenes combined with
time-tested favorites. The artist—or artists—responsible for the painting cycle in the Bryn Mawr Khamsa
would seem to fit this pattern of practice well. I say this
with measured caution, however. Given the paucity of
extant illustrated Khamsas securely dated (and datable)
to the late fourteenth and first quarter of the fifteenth
centuries, as well as the lack of evidence supporting the
establishment of a standard pictorial cycle by this time,
it is doubtful that we can say anything conclusive about
the artistic inventiveness of the Bryn Mawr Khamsa.
Further, if the manuscript’s unusual illustrated narrative scenes are indeed unique for their time, the relative inventiveness of the subjects will be colored by the
manner of their selection (i.e., whether they were consciously chosen in order to demonstrate artistic creativity, or whether, due to the lack of a codified narrative
program for the illustrated Khamsa of Nizami, they
were selected without a thorough knowledge of, or concern for, a larger oeuvre of images).
There is also the matter of the Bryn Mawr Khamsa’s
compositions, many of which bear formal details that
would rarely be repeated in later works. The same qualifiers that were applied to the issue of narrative scene
selection are equally relevant here, but at the same time
one can observe certain idiosyncrasies that point convincingly to a real sense of artistic inventiveness and
even humor. The painting of “Layla and Majnun in
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school” (fig. 5), for example, features an abstracted white
field adorned only with a simple geometric design—a
visual cue meant to signal to the viewer that the scene
takes place in an interior space. Also clever is the articulation of hind leg and ear in the representation of the
wild ass in “Bahram Gur hunting with Fitna” (fig. 10).
Here, the artist has taken little pains to contort the body
of the animal in a particularly descriptive or detailed
manner; rather, he uses the thin line rendered by a fine
brush to provide for the reader an abbreviated depiction
of the hero’s well-known hunting feat. A witty tone is
evoked in the scene of Layla and Majnun fainting upon
being reunited after a lengthy separation (fig. 9). On
the horizon, where we would expect to find the human
spectators, the artist has instead depicted four curious
animals, most certainly the faithful friends of Majnun.
Although it is tempting to assume that these creative
compositional strategies were arrived at for their own
sake, a combination of other factors such as the folio
size, the availability of pigments and other materials,
and the relationship between written and painted surfaces surely also played a part in their genesis.
Questions of artistic inventiveness aside, one cannot help but comment on the quality of the Bryn Mawr
Khamsa’s illustrations. Even accounting for the miniscule dimensions of the painted surface and the damage inflicted upon the images over the centuries (see,
e.g., fig. 4), the paintings in the manuscript, especially
when viewed next to Ms. Add. 27261 and Ms. L.A. 161,
are clearly of a low caliber. Is it conceivable that these
paintings would have been acceptable to either Iskandar
Sultan or Ibrahim Sultan? Moreover, why produce subpar illustrations for a royal manuscript if better artists
were presumably on hand? These questions cast light on
much larger issues, such as the patron’s role in shaping
a workshop style and aesthetic, and the relative homogeneity (or heterogeneity) of an atelier’s artistic output.9 While this complex matter exceeds the parameters
of this essay, I shall return to these questions, albeit
briefly, below.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE MANUSCRIPT
The paintings of the Bryn Mawr Khamsa exhibit traits
typically associated with manuscript illustrations produced in Shiraz during the late fourteenth and early
fifteenth centuries; these include the use of the high
horizon line, where often one or more spectators are
found, and the rendering of hill crests and rocky outcrops as spongy crags. The attenuated figural type also
links the Bryn Mawr Khamsa to Jalayirid manuscripts
made in Baghdad, such as Ms. Or. 13297 (figs. 14 and
15).
The Bryn Mawr Khamsa’s blue-and-gold illumination provides a further link to manuscript production
in Shiraz and the greater Fars region during this period
(fig. 16).10 Though the palette is limited to just a few pigments, the illuminator has made creative use of the bare
surface of the paper as a ground for the design, providing a complement to the dark blue vertical and horizontal bands that structure the entire composition. The
effect is a sort of optical paradox: the diamond-shaped
cartouches, comprising gold floral sprays accented by
occasional dabs of red, appear to hover over a field of
blue paint, though it is the blue pigment, of course, that
lies atop the paper, a solid field of color juxtaposed with
the gold-adorned window of the diamond cartouche.
The architectonic quality of the illuminated ʿunvān—
its components apportioned into rectangles and lobed
forms—finds a parallel in the 1397 (a.h. 800) anthology
divided between the British Library, London, and the
Chester Beatty Library, Dublin (Ms. Or. 2780 and
Ms. Per 114, respectively).11 An illuminated ʿunvān
from an unillustrated anthology (Ms. L.A. 158) in the
Museu Calouste Gulbenkian, Lisbon, dated 1412–13
(a.h. 815–16) and bearing a dedication to Iskandar Sultan, however, draws the most striking comparison with
that of the Bryn Mawr Khamsa (fig. 17).12 Though dissimilar in their details, the two ʿunvāns are wholly alike
conceptually. The same play of surface and pigment that
is found in the Bryn Mawr Khamsa also figures in the
illumination of the anthology. The Bryn Mawr Khamsa
is less than half the size of the Lisbon anthology, yet it
retains similar proportions to the 1412–13 manuscript,
suggesting that the illuminator, if indeed the same individual was responsible for both books, conceived of the
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Fig. 14. The youth entrusted with Jamshid’s secrets seeks
advice from an old woman. Nizami, Khamsa, dated 788–90
(1386–88). British Library, London, Ms. Or. 13297, fol. 28v.
© The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of the British
Library)

Fig. 15. Khusraw arriving at Shirin’s palace. Nizami,
Khamsa, dated 788–90 (1386–88). British Library, London,
Ms. Or. 13297, fol. 80r. © The British Library Board. (Photo:
courtesy of the British Library)

design as a template whose size could be modulated as
needed.13
Of further note is the striking relationship between
the two manuscripts’ calligraphic hands, which suggests a common calligrapher. The colophon in the Lisbon anthology bears the calligrapher’s name, Hasan
al-Hafiz, who happens to be the same scribe who copied the second volume of Ms. L.A. 161, also made for
Iskandar Sultan.14 This is perhaps the most crucial link
connecting the 1412–13 anthology with the Bryn Mawr
Khamsa, since the name Hasan al-Hafiz is also recorded
in the latter’s minute colophon for Layla va Majnūn
(fig. 18).15 This evidence, along with the manuscript’s

distinctive style of illumination and painting, would
seem to argue for a date of around 1409–14 for the Bryn
Mawr Khamsa, the span of years Iskandar Sultan was
in residence at Shiraz (1409–12) and Isfahan (1412–
14). The career of a calligrapher or an illuminator may,
however, span decades; thus, it cannot be ruled out that
the Bryn Mawr Khamsa in fact predates or even postdates this period.
It is crucial to keep in mind the manuscript’s small
size—a point that is easily lost when viewing images
of the Khamsa in reproduction. The reduced format
seems to have provided a creative challenge and outlet
for artists accustomed to working within more capa-
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Fig. 16. Illuminated ʿunvān for the Makhzan al-asrār. Nizami,
Khamsa, n.d. Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
Ms. BV 51, fol. 4r. (Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College
Library Special Collections)

Fig. 17. Illuminated ʿunvān for Amir Khusraw
Dihlavi’s Maṭlaʿ al-anwār. Anthology, dated 815–16 (1412–
13). Museu Calouste Gulbenkian, Lisbon, Ms. L.A. 158,
fol. 2v. © Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon. (Photo:
Catarina Gomes Ferreira, courtesy of the Museu Calouste
Gulbenkian)

Fig. 18. Colophon for Layla va Majnūn. Nizami, Khamsa, n.d. Bryn Mawr College Library, Bryn Mawr, Pa., Ms. BV 51,
fol. 111r. (Photo: courtesy of Bryn Mawr College Library Special Collections)
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cious frameworks. In this way, it is truly akin to a similarly sized, fragmentary illustrated Iskandarnāma in
the British Library (Ms. Or. 13529), in which we find
familiar narrative scenes tucked beneath the text block,
the identification of subject matter made possible only
through a reading of truncated forms—foot, tree trunk,
standard—that protrude into the margins. The paintings in the Bryn Mawr Khamsa are conceived in a comparable vein, the concern for the negotiation of space a
critical ingredient of their conception.
Though its ratio of folio size to written surface is
about average for Shirazi manuscripts dating up to
the middle of the fifteenth century, the truly miniature
dimensions of the Bryn Mawr Khamsa (written surface: 7.4 x 5 cm) find comparable matches in only a few
illustrated manuscripts attributed to Timurid princely
patronage in the Fars region, all of which are undated.
These include:
1. The aforementioned fragmentary Iskandarnāma
of Nizami in the British Library (Ms. Or. 13529).
Folio dimensions: 10 x 6.3 cm; written surface:
7.6 x 5.1 cm. Attributed by B. W. Robinson to the
patronage of Iskandar Sultan at Yazd, ca. 1405.16
2. An anthology in the Malek Library, Tehran
(Ms. 5932). Folio dimensions: 13.1 x 8.8 cm;
written surface: 8.7 x 5.9 cm. Attributed by
B. W. Robinson to the patronage of Iskandar Sultan
at Yazd, ca. 1405.17
3. Three paintings from an ʿAjāʾib al-makhlūqāt
(Wonders of Creation) by Qazvini, divided
between the Musee d’art et d’histoire, Geneva,
and a private collection. Folio dimensions:
8.8 x 5.6 cm; written surface: unknown. Attributed
by B. W. Robinson to the patronage of Iskandar
Sultan at Yazd, ca. 1405, in one study;18 at Shiraz,
ca. 1410, in another.19
4. Two masnavīs, formerly in the collection of
the Marquess of Bute (present whereabouts
unknown).20 Folio dimensions: 13 x 9 cm; written
surface: 9 x 6.5 cm. Attributed by B. W. Robinson
to the patronage of Iskandar Sultan at Shiraz, ca.
1410, in one study;21 ca. 1412, in another.22
5. An illustrated Majmūʿa-yi ashʿār (Collection
of Poems) in the Raza Library, Rampur (Uttar
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Pradesh, India) (Ms. M.K. 801). Folio dimensions: 12.4 x 8.3 cm; written surface: 9.2 x 6.5 cm.
Attributed by B. W. Robinson to the patronage of
Iskandar Sultan at Shiraz, ca. 1410.23
Given its apparent relationship to this group of manuscripts, the Bryn Mawr Khamsa would also seem to warrant an attribution to Iskandar Sultan’s patronage and
a date of production between 1405 and 1412—that is,
based primarily upon B. W. Robinson’s calculations,
of course.24 Yet, unlike the four other pocket volumes
listed here, the Bryn Mawr Khamsa bears an illuminated ex libris that mentions not Iskandar Sultan but his
cousin and successor in Shiraz, Ibrahim Sultan.
AN EX LIBRIS FOR IBRAHIM SULTAN?
Thus we turn to this last piece of crucial evidence. The
ex libris (fig. 1), located on folio 3r, reads:

���الا ش
��
The bravest,
ج نع
ثق
�  ا �لوا �� ب�ا �ل���م��لک ا �ل�د ی�اthe trusting in the King, the
rewarder
ف
�ظ
ن
ن
�
�
�
�
ا
3. م������ر ل��س��ل��ط���ه ول�ل�د ی��ا
the victorious of royalty and the
world
ن
 ا �ل�د � نand religion, Ibrahim Sultan
4. � ی� ا �برا �هی����م��س��ل��ط�ا
و
خ
5. ��ه
May [God make] his kingdom
��ل�د [ا �ل�ل�ه] �م��ل �ک
eternal25

1.
2.

The ex libris would seem to offer unequivocal proof of
Ibrahim Sultan’s patronage of the Bryn Mawr Khamsa.
Indeed, there is no reason to discount the possibility
that the manuscript was created during a transitional
period after Ibrahim Sultan assumed his post in Shiraz.
One can, in fact, point to an unillustrated anthology of
poetry bearing a dedication to Ibrahim Sultan and a colophon dated 12 Jumada I 821 (June 17, 1418) that was
recently sold at auction.26 Adorned with blue-and-gold
illumination very closely related to the decorative programs of both the Bryn Mawr Khamsa and the 1412–13
Museu Calouste Gulbenkian anthology, the 1418 manuscript provides concrete proof that illumination (and
even illuminators) in vogue at Iskandar Sultan’s court
continued to find favor at the court of Ibrahim Sultan.27
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Even so, an argument can also be made that this sign
of ownership was added to an older manuscript (possibly made for Iskandar Sultan) that was acquired by Ibrahim Sultan after he had assumed the governorship of
Shiraz, circa 1414–15. This hypothesis in large part pits
textual against visual evidence, with the latter presumed
to be more convincing and compelling than the former.
Yet the matter of dating artistic style is hardly without
its problems. Even if one were to describe the paintings
of the Bryn Mawr Khamsa as “archaic” or “early,” there
is no way to know if this is an indication of the manuscript’s date of production or whether it rather speaks to
the perhaps outdated or antiquated practices of a workshop, a group of artists, or a single painter active in or
around Shiraz between 1410 and the 1420s. In a similar vein, while we may surmise that the calligrapher,
Hasan al-Hafiz, copied the Bryn Mawr Khamsa’s Layla
va Majnūn around the same time or prior to copying
the two Lisbon anthologies of 1411 (Ms. L.A. 161) and
1412–13 (Ms. L.A. 158), there is no reason to exclude
the possibility that the Bryn Mawr manuscript was actually copied after 1413. Bereft of any biographical information about the calligrapher, we can really only make
very cursory assumptions about the length of his career
and, in turn, the period during which he copied the
Bryn Mawr Khamsa’s Layla va Majnūn.
Rather than undermining the stylistic and calligraphic evidence, the ex libris of the Bryn Mawr
Khamsa brings to the fore the difficulty of basing the
date of a manuscript upon the identification of a personal or workshop style, or a particular calligrapher.
What else can one say about this Khamsa? The diminutive size of the manuscript certainly marks it as distinct. According to B. W. Robinson, Iskandar Sultan
had a predilection for pocket volumes, but this assessment is gleaned through stylistic assessment of a small
body of works that are all, without exception, undated.
Considering the short span of Iskandar Sultan’s tenure
as governor in the region of Fars, as well as the instability of his rule, is it reasonable to presume that this
Timurid prince’s painters achieved a cohesive and consistent look for every painting, let alone every illustrated
manuscript, they produced?
The Bryn Mawr Khamsa certainly presents a conundrum. In attributing an approximate date to this undated

manuscript, one must subscribe to the notion of a linear trajectory of stylistic development that allows very
little room for artistic archaism, individual quirks, or
other such seeming anomalies. The apparent ease with
which one might attribute the manuscript to Iskandar
Sultan’s patronage is further complicated by the possibility that the transfer of Shiraz’s governorship to Ibrahim Sultan in 1414–15 may have allowed for artistic
continuity rather than rupture. Thus the Bryn Mawr
Khamsa may very well have been a product of the latter’s nascent painting workshop in Shiraz, even if stylistically its paintings and illumination appear to belong
to an aesthetic today associated with Iskandar’s patronage, not to mention Muzaffarid and Jalayirid illustrated
manuscripts of the late fourteenth century. Certainly
the ex libris provides firm evidence that this could be the
case. The comparatively low quality of the manuscript’s
paintings may further support this supposition. Of the
few Shirazi manuscripts dated to the first five years of
Ibrahim Sultan’s governorship, none is illustrated.28 As
far as we know, it is not until 1420 (a.h. 823), the date of
the anthology made in Shiraz for Baysunghur ibn Shahrukh (Ms. I. 4628, Staatsbibliothek, Berlin), that Ibrahim Sultan’s painting atelier produced an illustrated
manuscript—and a high-quality one at that. Is it possible, then, that the Bryn Mawr Khamsa was produced
during a period when Ibrahim Sultan was still gathering painters for his workshop? While some of Iskandar
Sultan’s illuminators appear to have remained in Shiraz through the interregnum, the best court painters
left for (or were carried off to) Herat to work for Shahrukh.29 The Bryn Mawr Khamsa may well represent a
very early effort on the part of Ibrahim Sultan’s fledgling workshop. In this way, its relative quality may say
very little about the Timurid prince’s tastes or aesthetic
judgment, but rather speaks to the multiple facets and
tiers of manuscript production. One who is trained in
calligraphy and illumination is not necessarily an expert
in the arts of illustration.30
To conclude, given the range of potentialities presented here, two plausible hypotheses may be set forth.
First, that the Bryn Mawr Khamsa was produced for
Iskandar Sultan—or for another princely patron within
the Timurid cultural zone of Fars—between 1405 and
1414; when the manuscript entered Ibrahim Sultan’s
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collection, a new ex libris was appended to the book.
The second theory finds the manuscript produced at
the court of Ibrahim Sultan during the first few years of
his governorship in Shiraz, when artists, calligraphers,
and illuminators formerly employed by Iskandar Sultan
may have looked to the new upstart for work prospects.
Given the weight of certain evidence—the manuscript’s
ex libris and the distinctive illumination in the 1418
anthology also dedicated to Ibrahim Sultan—it is perhaps prudent to accept the simpler and more straightforward explanation that the Bryn Mawr Khamsa was
made for Ibrahim Sultan early on in his rule of Shiraz.
With either scenario, one finds the Bryn Mawr Khamsa
bearing the ex libris of a Timurid prince, a curious
matter considering the glaring qualitative differences
between its paintings and those in other royal manuscripts made in Fars during the early fifteenth century.
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4.

5.

Assistant Curator of Indian and Himalayan Art,
Philadelphia Museum of Art

NOTES
Author’s Note. I would like to thank Benjamin Anderson for
introducing me to this small but important treasure in the Special
Collections at the Bryn Mawr College Library. He also offered
invaluable assistance by reading and translating pertinent portions of L. N. Dodkhudoeva, Poemy Nizami v srednevekovoi miniatiurnoi zhivopisi (Moscow, 1985). I am also grateful to Marianne Hansen, Special Collections Librarian at Bryn Mawr College
Library, for permitting me access to the Bryn Mawr Khamsa and
for helping with the presentation of the manuscript in a small
exhibition co-curated by Benjamin Anderson and myself, which
was on display in the Rhys Carpenter Library, Bryn Mawr College, during the fall of 2005. Eleanor Sims and Ernst Grube kindly
entertained my various theories about early Timurid painting,
despite my being such a novice on the subject, and generously
shared their great knowledge of this body of material with me;
for this I am extremely grateful. I would also like to extend my
gratitude to Renata Holod, who kindly cast her sage eye upon
various drafts of this article, and to the anonymous reader, whose
perceptive comments provoked me to reconsider and rearticulate many of my original assumptions and drew my attention to
some critical omissions in my bibliography. I, of course, take sole
responsibility for any errors contained herein.
1. The manuscript’s shelf mark is BV 51. For the sake of clarity, I will refer to it as the Bryn Mawr Khamsa.
2. See Priscilla Soucek, “Eskandar b. ʿOmar Šayx b. Timur:
A Biography,” Oriente Moderno 15, 2 (1996): 73–87; and

6.

7.

8.
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Priscilla Soucek, Encyclopaedia Iranica (London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 1982–), s.v. “Eskandar Solṭān.”
A painting of an enthronement scene now in the Brown
University Library (Minassian Cat. no. i035) may have at
some point belonged to the Bryn Mawr Khamsa. The image
bears many stylistic affinities with the paintings in the Bryn
Mawr manuscript; it is also of a comparable size (dimensions of painting: 5.1 x 7.3 cm). It is currently mounted
on an album page with an illuminated ʿunvān bearing an
inscription reading Kitāb-i Sikandarnāma (Book of the
“Book of Iskandar”).
Compare, for example, Ms. Or. 13297 (British Library, London), which has fourteen Khusraw va Shīrīn illustrations,
and the late fourteenth-century Keir Khamsa (Keir III.7-27,
currently on long-term loan to the Museum für Islamische
Kunst, Berlin), with its nine Khusraw va Shīrīn illustrations.
The number of Layla va Majnūn illustrations in extant
late fourteenth-century Muzaffarid and early fifteenth-century Timurid manuscripts from the Shiraz area is as follows: five in Ms. 5179, Tehran University Library; three in
Ms. Add. 27261, British Library, London; three in the
late fourteenth-century Keir Khamsa (Keir III.7-27, currently on long-term loan to the Museum für Islamische
Kunst, Berlin); two in Ms. H. 796, Topkapı Palace Museum
Library, Istanbul; four in Ms. L.A. 161, Museu Calouste
Gulbenkian, Lisbon; five in Ms. I. 4628, Staatsbibliothek,
Berlin; and five in Ms. Or. 12087, British Library, London.
According to Norah M. Titley, Ms. 5179 bears a colophon
with a date of 718 (1318). Titley dated the paintings, which
were added after the text of the manuscript was copied, to
between 1356, following the defeat of the Injuid dynasty
by the Muzaffarids, and 1370 (a.h. 772), the date of the
Muzaffarid Shāhnāma in the Topkapı Palace Museum
Library, Istanbul (Ms. H. 1511). See Norah M. Titley, “A
14th-Century Nizami Manuscript in Tehran,” Kunst des
Orients 8 (1972): 120–25. Elaine Wright, however, posits
that the calligraphy and illumination in Ms. 5179 suggest
Shiraz of the 1380s as an ultimate point of origin. She suggests that the date of 718, which, she observes, is outside
the triangular frame of the manuscript’s colophon, is of
questionable authenticity. See Elaine Wright, “The Look of
the Book: Manuscript Production in the Southern Iranian
City of Shiraz from the Early 14th Century to 1452,” 2 vols.
(PhD diss., Oxford University, 1997), 1:135 n. 19.
These include: “Khusraw banqueting with Shakar in
Isfahan” (fol. 14r), “Khusraw and Shakar embracing”
(fol. 15r), “Majnun sees Layla” (fol. 57v), “The old woman
brings Majnun to Layla’s tent” (fol. 73v), “Layla receiving
a message from Majnun” (fol. 92v), “Majnun is visited by
Salam of Baghdad for the second time” (fol. 107r), “Khavarnaq palace” (fol. 121v), and “Battle between Bahram Gur
and the Khaqan of China” (fol. 134v).
Adel T. Adamova, “Repetition of Composition in Manuscripts: The Khamsa of Nizami in Leningrad,” in Timurid
Art and Culture: Iran and Central Asia in the Fifteenth
Century, ed. Lisa Golombek and Maria Subtelny, Studies
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12.

13.
14.

15.
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and Sources in Islamic Art and Architecture: Supplements
to Muqarnas 6 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992), 67–75; and Adel T.
Adamova, “The Hermitage Manuscript of Nizami’s Khamsa
Dated 835/1431,” Islamic Art 5 (2001): 53–132.
Concerning Iskandar Sultan’s possible role in shaping
a workshop aesthetic, one should consult Francis Richard, “Un témoignage inexploité concernant le mécénat
d’Eskandar Solṭān à Eṣfahān,” Oriente Moderno 15, 2
(1996): 45–72. I would like to thank the anonymous reader
for drawing my attention to this important study.
Nevertheless, Zeren Tanındı has presented evidence indicating that this distinctive style of illumination was not
limited to the region of Fars: see Zeren Tanındı, “An Illuminated Manuscript of the Wandering Scholar Ibn al-Jazari
and the Wandering Illuminators between Tabriz, Shiraz,
Herat, Bursa, Edirne, Istanbul in the 15th Century,” Turkish Art: 10th International Congress of Turkish Art, Geneva,
17–23 September 1995, ed. François Deroche (Geneva:
Fondation Max Van Berchem, 1999), 647–55. Also see
Elaine Wright’s dissertation, “Look of the Book,” which is
forthcoming as a Freer Gallery of Art Occasional Paper.
Elaine Wright has recently argued that while the text was
copied in 1397, the paintings were only added by Iskandar
Sultan’s order sometime between 1409 and 1414. See Elaine
Wright, “Firdausi and More: A Timurid Anthology of Epic
Tales,” in Shahnama: The Visual Language of the Persian
Book of Kings, ed. Robert Hillenbrand (Burlington, Vt.:
Ashgate Publishing, 2004), 65–83.
L’art de l’Orient islamique: Collection de la Fondation
Calouste Gulbenkian (exhibition catalogue) (Lisbon: La
Fondation, 1963), cat. no. 118. As Wright, “Look of the
Book,” 84, has observed, the illumination in Ms. L.A. 158
is strikingly similar to that found in an anthology of poetry
dedicated to Iskandar Sultan and bearing a date of 1412–13,
but copied by the scribe Ismaʿil: Istanbul, Türk ve İslâm
Eserleri Müzesi (TİEM), Ms. 2044.
The folios in Ms. L.A. 161 measure 28 x 19.5 cm.
Priscilla Soucek argues that Ms. F. 1418 in the Istanbul
University Library and Ms. WMS Pers. 474 in the Wellcome
Institute, London, were also once bound with Ms. L.A. 161.
A comprehensive study of this important body of work(s)
remains to be published. Future investigations, meanwhile,
may reveal that this royal anthology is even larger than
it is currently believed to be. See Priscilla Soucek, “The
Manuscripts of Iskandar Sultan: Structure and Content,” in
Golombek and Subtelny, Timurid Art and Culture, 116–31.
On the nature of the Timurid anthology, see David J. Roxburgh’s illuminating essay “The Aesthetics of Aggregation:
Persian Anthologies of the Fifteenth Century,” in Islamic
Art and Literature, ed. Oleg Grabar and Cynthia Robinson
(Princeton, N.J.: Marcus Wiener Publishers, 2001), 119–42.
This colophon is located on fol. 111r. Another colophon,
which does not bear the name of a scribe, is found on
fol. 43v.
B. W. Robinson, “The Earliest Illustrated Manuscript of
Niẓāmī?” Oriental Art, n.s., 3, 3 (Autumn 1957): 102. In an
essay published in 1990, Robinson repeated his earlier attribution of Yazd, ca. 1405, for Ms. Or. 13529 (British Library,

17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

London). See B. W. Robinson, “ ‘Zenith of His Time’: The
Painter Pir Ahmad Baghshimali,” in Persian Masters: Five
Centuries of Painting, ed. Sheila Canby (Bombay: Marg,
1990), 8.
Robinson, “ ‘Zenith of His Time,’ ” 13, dates the Malek
Library manuscript (Ms. 5932) to “the same period” as the
fragmentary Iskandarnāma (Ms. Or. 13529), i.e., to around
1405. A recent article jointly written by Eleanor Sims and
Sergei Tourkin examines Ms. 5932 at length, taking into
consideration the manuscript’s contents and illustrations.
While the authors attribute the patronage of the small, illustrated manuscript to Iskandar Sultan, they stop short of
providing a concrete date for its production. (Sims, through
personal communication, places the manuscript’s production around 1408.) See Eleanor Sims and Sergei Tourkin,
“The Ark of Poetry (jong-e ash’ar) in the Malek Library in
Tehran,” in Muraqqa’e Sharqi: Studies in Honor of Peter
Chelkowski, ed. Soussie Rastegar and Anna Vanzan (San
Marino: AIEP Editore, 2007), 183–200.
Robinson, “ ‘Zenith of His Time,’ ” 13–14.
B. W. Robinson, “Two Illustrated Manuscripts in the
Malek Library,” in Content and Context of Visual Arts in
the Islamic World, ed. Priscilla Soucek (University Park,
Pa.: published for the College Art Association of America
by the Pennsylvania State University Press, 1988), 93.
First published by B. W. Robinson in “Two Persian Manuscripts in the Library of the Marquess of Bute,” Oriental Art
17, 4 (Winter 1971): 333–36.
Robinson, “Two Illustrated Manuscripts in the Malek
Library,” 93.
Robinson, “ ‘Zenith of His Time,’ ” 15.
Robinson, “Two Illustrated Manuscripts in the Malek
Library,” 93. The Majmūʿa-yi ashʿār was recently published
in Barbara Schmitz and Ziyaud-Din A. Desai, Mughal and
Persian Paintings and Illustrated Manuscripts in the Raza
Library, Rampur (Rampur and New Delhi: Rampur Raza
Library and Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts,
2006), cat. no. IV.10. Schmitz and Desai date the manuscript to circa 1410, following Robinson’s lead, and also
note the close relationship between the Rampur Majmūʿa-yi
ashʿār and the manuscript formerly in the collection of the
Marquess of Bute referred to above, with respect to their
dimensions (both are approximately the same size) and
illustrations. The authors, however, do not go so far as to
suggest that the two manuscripts may have once belonged
to a single larger codex, a possibility that deserves some
further investigation, especially considering recent revelations regarding Ms. L.A. 161, Ms. F. 1418, and Ms. WMS
Pers. 474 (see n. 14 above). According to Schmitz and
Desai, the fihrist (index) of the Majmūʿa-yi ashʿār, which
was clearly added later, refers to authors and works that
are currently absent in the Rampur volume, though the
Bute manuscript’s two masnavīs—the Gul u Nawrūz of Jalāl
al-Dīn Aḥmad (also called Jalāl Tabīb) and the Bishr u Hind
of Khātir al-Dīn—find no mention here. Perhaps further
study will reveal a link between the two manuscripts.
My intention here is not to diminish the work of other
scholars who have researched manuscript painting in early
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25.
26.
27.

fifteenth-century Fars, but rather to draw attention to
B.W. Robinson’s role in creating a stylistic chronology
for early Timurid painting. His dating of this particular
group of undated manuscripts, for example, presupposes a
relatively stable timeline for the “development” of Iskandar
Sultan’s painting workshop, a notion that belies the very
real political instability that plagued this Timurid prince’s
tenure in Fars. At this point in time, we are unable to state
definitively whether Iskandar Sultan’s atelier was active in
Yazd in 1405, as Robinson has suggested in multiple places.
In fact, the only firmly dated illustrated manuscripts
attributable to his patronage bear the dates of: 810 (1407)
(Ms. H. 796, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Istanbul—though it lacks a dedication to Iskandar and is thus,
according to Soucek [“Illustrated Manuscripts of Nizami’s
Khamseh: 1386–1482” (PhD diss., New York University, 1971), 255] and Wright [“Look of the Book,” 1:81
n. 154], perhaps more likely attributed to the patronage
of Khwaju Jalal al-Din Khwarazmi, who was then governing Yazd in Iskandar’s stead); 813 (1411) (Ms. L.A. 161,
Museu Calouste Gulbenkian, Lisbon; Ms. WMS Pers. 474,
Wellcome Institute, London; and Ms. F. 1418, Istanbul
University Library); 813–14 (1410–11) (Ms. Add. 27261,
British Library, London); and 816 (1413–14) (a fragment
of a larger encyclopedic work now bound with Ms. B. 411,
Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Istanbul). Robinson’s
theory in “ ‘Zenith of His Time’ ” that a single master artist—Pir Ahmad Baghshimali—was responsible for defining
the characteristic elements of Iskandar Sultan’s manuscript
illustrations is at once intriguing and difficult to prove,
especially considering that the period under discussion was
a mere five years, the course of which was divided between
Yazd, Shiraz, and Isfahan.
I am extremely grateful to Professor A.H. Morton for kindly
deciphering and translating this inscription.
Christie’s, Art of the Islamic and Indian Worlds, October 6,
2009, lot 73. The manuscript is currently in a private collection.
The contents of the two ex librises also bear similarities:
both include the honorific “the trusting in the King, the
ن
ث
rewarder” [� [ا �لوا � ق� ب�ا �ل���م��لک ا �ل�د ی�ا. The same honorific is used in two
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other documents dated to Ibrahim Sultan’s reign: a black
seal impression found on fol. 33r of a Turko-Mongol
genealogy in the Topkapı Album (Ms. H.2152, Topkapı
Palace Museum Library, Istanbul); and the ex libris on
fol. 12r of Ibrahim Sultan’s Shāhnāma, ca. 1432–35 (Ms.
Add. MS 176, Bodleian Library, Oxford University). For
the former, see David J. Roxburgh, “ ‘Our Works Point
to Us’: Album Making, Collecting and Art (1427–1565)
under the Timurids and Safavids,” 3 vols. (PhD diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1996), 2:697; for the latter, see
the Shahnama Digital Index Project, accessed February 2,
2011, http://shahnama.caret.cam.ac.uk/new/jnama/card/
ceillustration:-581987850#.
These include al-Risāla al-kubrā fī ’l-manṭiq of Mīr Sharīf
Sayyid Jurjānī, Ms. Fraser 171, dated 815–16 (1412–13),
in the Bodleian Library, Oxford University; the Christie’s
anthology, dated 821 (1418) (see n. 26 above); a copy of
the Masnavī-yi maʿnavī of Jalāl al-Dīn Muḥammad Rūmī,
Ms. L.A. 168, dated 822 (1419), in the Museu Calouste
Gulbenkian, Lisbon; and another dīvān, this one bearing
a date of Muharram 821 (February–March 1418). The latter manuscript was also sold at Christie’s (Islamic Art and
Manuscripts, April 29, 2003, lot 106); its present location is
unknown.
Eleanor Sims has observed a similar incongruity in Ibrahim
Sultan’s Shāhnāma, of which she writes: “…its calligraphy is good and the illumination superb, but Ibrahim’s
Shiraz painters were still finding their stylistic way, and
many paintings are simple and formulaic in the extreme.
Ibrahim’s Shahnama is probably the best example of the
stylistic disparity between the illustrative and illuminative
components considered acceptable in manuscripts made
in Shiraz, even at the highest level of patronage”: Eleanor
Sims, Peerless Images: Persian Painting and Its Sources (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 53.
Alternatively, the Bryn Mawr Khamsa’s artist(s) may have
been more familiar with an older Jalayirid painting mode
(the manuscript’s illustrations suggest this is the case) and
not quite up to par or acquainted with the luxury manuscripts made for Iskandar Sultan in 1410–11.
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ON KNOWLEDGE AND EDUCATION
It is with much pride and gratitude that I have accepted
the Chairman’s Award from the Aga Khan Award for
Architecture, following Hassan Fathy, Rifat Chadirji,
and Sir Geoffrey Bawa. It is an honor to join such distinguished company, and even more so to be the first
recipient who is not an architect or planner, not even a
decision-maker at the level the term designated in the
deliberations of the Steering Committee many years
ago, but an academic scholar and teacher who has spent
his life in universities and research institutes, learning
and then transmitting to others—in lectures, seminars,
and writing—whatever I myself had learned and understood.
It is with these two themes, of knowledge and of education, that my remarks will deal. But let me add that
my acceptance also contains a sprinkling of somewhat
sentimental memories, and I want to begin with a few
of these, because they have a bearing on the achievements of the past thirty-five years, on the subject of my
talk, and on the expectations we can have for the future.
Some thirty-five years ago, when I was a member of
the first Steering Committee gathered to help His Highness the Aga Khan design what was then simply the Aga
Khan Award for Architecture and is now an enormous
enterprise operating on five continents, his dream and
vision for the growth and development of the environment of Muslims, wherever they live and work, were
already fully present in spirit. But, with all due respect,
neither His Highness nor any of the six or seven people
gathered to help him out had any clear idea of what to
do and how to translate his vision into reality. The story
of how this eventually came about will never be told,
because multiple separate memories are involved, some
of the key participants are no longer alive, and, to my
recollection, no coherent record was kept of the inventive and creative discussions among the imaginative,
hardworking, and witty dozen-or-so men and one

woman who bear the responsibility for what happened.
Two questions dominated our discussions then. One
was: is there an abstract cultural phenomenon to be
called Islamic architecture that is not simply whatever
architecture is or was used by Muslims, and that could
be defined as different from whatever was done elsewhere or for other human groups? And if so, how do
we find out what it is? The other question was: once we
find out, how do we let the world in general and Muslim communities in particular know what it is? The aim,
or one of the aims, of the Award was to help maintain
the quality and presumed uniqueness of this architecture, while bringing to it the most effective economic,
technical, and cultural practices of our own day. There
was something simple-minded in our feelings then that
the local past was almost always genuine and good, and
that contemporary universal ways were usually meaningless. We were clearly wrong then, mostly because of
our ignorance of what was really going on and because
we were ourselves the victims of very narrow prejudices.
We all felt that weakness. And one of the main objectives of our meetings was to acquire knowledge of planning and constructional practice and to provide a
program of creative education. We were not to be
restricted by arbitrary opinions, nor by presumably
established doctrines.
In a sense, our task of many years back was justified
by an often-quoted Tradition (hadith), attributed to the
Prophet Muhammad, that knowledge must be sought
wherever it is to be found, even in China. In the seventh
century of the Common Era and the first century of the
Hijra, “China” was a way to identify a remote world that
was known to exist and be important, but that was
hardly accessible. The point of the Tradition, that there
is knowledge everywhere, none of which should be
rejected without being tested, is still pertinent today.
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Knowledge is indeed created everywhere, and China
has become a central actor in the cultural and economic
realms of today’s world. What has changed dramatically
since the time of the Prophet, and what keeps changing
in ways that are almost impossible to predict, is the
nature of knowledge and the means in our possession
to deal with it.
Such contemporary comments on the hadith as are
known to me do not talk about education. At the time
of the Prophet, transmission of practical or philosophical knowledge was relatively simple: through writing,
copying, and reading books; through oral arguments
kept in the memories of participants; and through the
continuing practice of artisanal procedures transmitted
from father to son, from master to apprentice, and from
region to region. Any capable and intelligent person
was then able to master most of what was known. The
breadth of knowledge within the minds of many talented individuals before the seventeenth century can at
times be truly stunning, even if such individuals were
rare. Education was one with information and knowledge, and it took place wherever there was a library and
a few literate and concerned individuals, or within ateliers of artisans.
Today’s scene is dramatically different. There are as
many centers producing information as there are countries with universities, technical schools, archaeological
institutes, hospitals, architectural firms, and museums.
Much of this information is available in what I once
counted as twenty-six different languages (I am sure it
is in many more by now). It exists in millions of books,
hundreds of journals, thousands of reports, and now,
thanks to the Internet and Google, it is accessible, in
theory at least, almost everywhere in the world. Museum
collections have been photographed and recorded, exhibitions kept forever on DVDs. And I suppose that architectural firms and excavators preserve whatever they
find and do on masses of discs. In short, the quantity of
available information is enormous—so large that it cannot be mastered—and it is easy to forget whatever one
has just found out. No one can say anymore that he
knows all about Islamic art, about the architectural projects of today, about excavations, about objects from any
one period of history, or about anything but a narrow
strip of constantly changing information.

And I can even go a step further. As I discovered
recently while listening to a lecture on physics by a
Nobel Prize winner of recent vintage, what we see and
can describe as a variety of people in this original building is only one reality, one truth. Both people and architecture can also be defined as an infinite number of
quarks and electrons in constant motion. This particular reality is invisible and can only be measured in mathematical terms. Indeed, it is rather curious that the fact
of an invisible reality of everything (to contemporary
physicists, I gather, there are several such parallel realities) coincides in many ways with the theory of atomism developed in ancient Greece and then transformed
in ninth-century Baghdad. This theory acknowledged
the existence of an invisible reality of all things, a reality that was or could be modified, but it held that God
alone was empowered to alter these constructions—that
is, us as people and everything around us, including
what we think we have created—or to keep them as they
were. Within this traditional scheme, truth was always
one and invisible; our own science today assumes the
existence of several parallel truths in addition to the one
we see with our eyes. It is often the case that transcendental and laboratory-defined explanations come close
to each other, but they can never meet, for one is ultimately based on beliefs and the other one on experiments. This is altogether an area of concern I shall not
touch on today, except perhaps a little bit in conclusion,
but it is an important one. How do we separate what we
know from what we believe? Or do we? Should we?
The contemporary explosion of data has by necessity
created two ways of dealing with it. One way is to
restrict one’s focus and claim total or near-total knowledge only in narrowly defined spheres, say, the Ottoman world of the eighteenth century, the ceramics of
Iran, the construction of minarets, or the contribution
of Hassan Fathy to contemporary architecture in the
Islamic world. Specialization becomes the order given
to knowledge, and it tends to be determined by the limitations of linguistic competence, area awareness, or
even mental capacities. It tends to become national, but
it presumes thoroughness and completeness in dealing
with its subjects. It also requires large numbers of
equally competent specialists, properly distributed
everywhere and well versed in other languages and
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other histories, who may or may not find ways of communicating with each other. Ultimately, however, successful specialization is impossible to achieve, and this
way of proceeding compels one to lie about what one
knows or to project arbitrarily a limited experience to
other areas of knowledge.
I will give just one example taken from history,
although contemporary politics provides many such
instances. Traditional architectural decoration of Andalus in Spain, or of Egypt, Iraq, or Central Asia, is dominated after the tenth century by its complex geometry.
It is easy to argue that this is the result of Islamic religious and philosophical thought that rejected or avoided
resemblances to natural creations and found in geometry an abstract truth that could be given aesthetic values. But it is also possible to show that rather different
mathematical theories had developed in Central Asia
and in Andalus, and that the practice of artisanship was
quite different in the two regions. The existing designs
did not reflect the same principles: different social and
cultural interpretations must be provided for strikingly
similar motifs, and especially for the transfer of abstract
thought to architectural forms. It is easy to provide a
universal or pan-Islamic interpretation because external forces, political or cultural, require such an interpretation today, while in fact, for a scholar or a student
aware of the details of several separate histories, very
different social, ethnic, pious, and intellectual factors
were involved. But what is more important: the historian’s search for and eventual knowledge of the truth,
or the contemporary political or social leader’s need to
satisfy contemporary emotional needs? Any answer
bears heavy political and ideological implications. Here,
however, is an instance without deep political implications. Many years ago, as I shared a panel in Indonesia
with Hassan Fathy, he gave a very eloquent speech on
the necessity to save water in an Islamic society and
cited appropriate Arabian or Egyptian examples. But
his Indonesian audience replied that in Java water is a
danger against which protection is needed, and that the
principles of the faith have nothing to do with it. Which
position is more “Islamic”: the one that preaches saving water? Or its opposite, getting rid of water as efficiently as possible?
The other direction in which the explosion of information leads was outlined to me some years ago by an
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early Internet activist with much experience in the
physical and natural sciences, who was installing a new
computer in my office. He wanted to let me know what
wonderful progress was being made available for my
research, just as it was, apparently, for chemistry. Every
week I could receive automatically, as in a newsletter
or, today, by e-mail, an illustrated summary, in English,
of every publication about the history of Islamic art, or
the practice of contemporary architects, or both. This
survey would include a judgment as to the significance
and value of each publication, wherever it appeared and
in whatever language it had originally been written.
Even if one grants that his hyperbolic enthusiasm for
weekly accounts gives more credit than deserved to the
activities of the few who deal with the arts of the Muslim world, his basic point was simple. The vehicle by
which the explosion of information is all gathered
together requires the formation of a class of interme
diary handlers—today I suppose we could call them
consultants or executive assistants—who channel information and evaluate it for the use of others. They would
be collectively competent in all appropriate languages,
would have a literate command of English, and would
undergo a type of training that would guarantee the
accuracy of what they relate and its appropriateness to
whatever we need to know.
In the political thought of our own times, as in chemistry, this accuracy is a variable, and one of the reasons
for the failures of contemporary political leadership is
that the experts cannot manage to keep up with change.
Things are probably a bit simpler in architecture-related
matters. To some degree, for our broad area of the manmade environment of the Islamic world, this consulting function is partly fulfilled by ArchNet, the creation
of the Aga Khan Program at Harvard and MIT. This is
more or less true with respect to information. But I am
not sure that ArchNet possesses well-developed critical
abilities, or that it is capable of reacting rapidly and
intelligently to new knowledge and of distributing its
awareness to all of its constituents, whether they asked
for it or not. Part of my uncertainty derives not so much
from failures in the operation of ArchNet as from the
absence of broad categories for the understanding of
architecture that would automatically be known to all
and consistently included in all new information. We
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cannot expect something as direct and universal as
mathematical formulas, but we should be able to
develop standard categories of description and interpretation that could be expressed in any language.
A simple example of such a category is the material
of construction: stone, wood, brick, concrete. We think
we know what these terms mean, but it is enough to
pick up any book in Russian or Uzbek on architecture
in Khorasan and Transoxiana to become totally confused about the terms for the different types of mud
bricks that seem to have been used. Moreover, there are
much more complex categories of understanding that,
like style, are impossible to define, or that, like design,
are too difficult to explain in theory, if not in practice.
Finally, while the means exist to make knowledge of
architecture available, this is not true of the other arts,
where utter disorder of knowledge is still the rule, and
where there are very few categories of identification and
description. All museums, for example, exhibit their
treasures as closed collections tied to a donor or a space,
but all historians jump from one collection to another
in search of comparative material or in order to explain
complete series of artifacts, whether the Fatimid ceramics of Egypt or Mughal miniatures. Each of these procedures requires very different basic information.
I might add, without putting it forth as an immediate possibility, that these categories of understanding
could be expressed as drawings or charts and models—
visual symbols easy to store and understand and available in a single language that every practitioner, whether
scholar or urbanist, would have to learn. But, then, as I
reflect on the inane conclusions our governments so
often draw from statistics and models made by economists, I am afraid of even suggesting this approach.
Someone else will eventually do it better.
Let me sum up, then, the first part of my talk. The
explosion of knowledge of architecture, the built environment in general, and all other arts from the areas in
which, now or in the past, Muslims are or were present
and active—this explosion consists of two components.
There is information: the immense body of documents,
ranging from individual buildings to space-creating
aggregates of buildings to written documentation,
which includes descriptive accounts of built environments, the legal restrictions attached to them (I am

thinking of the thousands of remaining waqfiyas
[endowment deeds] dealing with the urban environment of most Muslim cities), the multiple ways in which
they were or are used, the critical record of how they
were received, and philosophical or literary considerations about them (although we have few of these, at
least to my knowledge). To know how to find our way
in this mass of information, we need knowledge: codes
and protocols, means of access to information that has
already been processed for easy use. These codes still
have to be generated if we hope to make the mass of
existing information usable in an intellectually and
morally acceptable way. This is where my way of presenting the evidence leads me to those who rule the
architectural and artistic universe, the patrons of art
and of museums and the users of works of art, the decision makers to whom we owe so much of what is around
us. It is, I believe, their responsibility (I was going to say
“obligation”) to sponsor the creation of such a system
for access to information and to support for several
years the teams of young men and women who could
develop and manage it. It may initially be an expensive
task, because errors will be made; I could tell you more
than one pathetic or comic story of our own expensive
mistakes of over thirty years ago while building up the
Aga Khan Award and then ArchNet. But ultimately
information can be tamed and made accessible in an
acceptable form to all who need it.
Yet it is not simply a matter of establishing categories of description and understanding. It is also a matter of bringing these categories within the comprehension
of people and groups. To do so is, as I understand it,
one of the purposes and requirements of education, and
I would like to turn now to some remarks on what education is and how it operates.
Education can and should be understood at three different levels. The first level is the scholarly one, the level
of the learned practitioner. It is the highest one because
its aim extends beyond existing knowledge to the creation of further knowledge, and because it is, or should
be, equipped to communicate with all fields of the
humanities and social sciences. I insist on this point, as
I feel very strongly that comparative understanding is
a key feature of learned scholarship. Among other
things, it permits one to avoid the dominance of West-
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ern art. Over the years I profited a great deal from whatever I learned from contemporary theories of
structuralism and linguistics, and I owe a great deal of
my understanding of Islamic art to the more developed
methods of dealing with Western art. The usefulness of
these methods did not mean that works of Islamic art
were like works of Western art; it did, however, imply
that there exist broad, universal principles behind our
understanding of the arts, and that a good specialist in
Islamic art should readily be able to handle Christian
or classical art.
This learned level is also the easiest one to understand. Naturally and professionally it is centered on
maximum information and on the development of
ideas. It is restricted only by the linguistic and intellectual limitations of its practitioners and by the time available to deal with it. The development of consultants or
assistants and improvements in the operation of the
Internet should lead to scholarship that will improve
individual learning and be made available through the
usual mechanisms of higher education: seminars with
students, colloquia with colleagues, publication in
books with a necessarily limited public and in oftenobscure periodicals. This level will always remain a relatively restricted one, not only because it requires many
technical—especially linguistic—competencies, but also
because it demands a passion for learning that is timeand mind-consuming and exists only in a few people.
The second level of education can be called the level
of social leadership. It involves those individuals and
institutions that are running governments and financial or industrial enterprises and defining the cultural
context of their actions. They make decisions about
school and university curricula, sponsor films and television programs, publish newspapers and magazines,
and patronize new projects. The form of the governments in which they operate varies a great deal, and in
their hands lies something even more important than
the sponsorship of buildings or the interplay of social
and political activities. They provide rewards and
awards; they accept or reject the implications of new
investments, whether an airport, a university, or the restoration of a historic building. They decide whether
something is going to be called Islamic, Arab, or Egyptian, and they define the features of urban devel
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opments. They accept or change symbols—flags, occasionally clothes, or simply colors—credibly associated
with a land or a culture. The power of this social-leadership level of education is enormous and so are its
responsibilities, but it is far less clear to whom it is
responsible. It is easy enough to identify its aims and
ambitions, but it is more difficult to describe the ways
in which it can be influenced and improved. It should
avoid the policing of thought or the proclamation of
compulsory national, ethnic, or religious sets of forms
and doctrines. But how does it maintain a climate of
openness to the many available forms of knowledge that
would insure that whatever it sponsors reflects traditions as needed, without becoming absurdly self-centric or entirely transformed by foreign imports? When
can obligation to the past be abandoned and a present
in conflict with that past be endorsed? These are not
easy questions to answer, but they must be dealt with
by those who advise leaders, if not by the leaders themselves. And they require a very broad education as well
as some passion.
The third level of education lies with the general public. There are many myths and falsehoods in the collective memory of large and small groups of people. Such
misconceptions can be dangerous, especially when
picked up by ignorant news media; they can lead to the
destruction of monuments or sites, to the assassination
of opponents, or, on a less upsetting level, to the broadcasting of false slogans or the sponsorship of dubious
causes and unacceptable opinions. The recent events,
often tragic but at times merely ludicrous, surrounding
portraits of the Prophet or the wearing of the burqa have
shown how easy it is to inspire actions through ignorance and to foster destruction instead of discussion.
Here I am thinking about a topic removed from my area
of knowledge and competence, but I would argue that
public education must concentrate on the media shared
by all—such as radio, film, and television—and on the
primary and secondary schools attended by boys and
girls. The enlightenment and training of primary- and
secondary-school teachers seems to me essential,
because it is they who ultimately fashion the beliefs, attitudes, and eventual passions of all men and women. In
the case of teachers, it should be relatively easy to
develop adequate programs, because most teachers are
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dedicated to the task of educating the young, even when
they are not properly informed about what to teach
them. Matters are much less clear when one deals with
the media, so often responsible for the dramas of today.
But this is yet another area of which I have little factual
knowledge and must leave the discussion to others.
Of scholarly knowledge and education the needs are
fairly clear, and meeting them requires only important
technical components. University-level academics,
teachers and thinkers in professional schools, and wellestablished practitioners can be reached with a minimum of effort, once certain mechanisms of information
and judgment are developed and the gap between
wealthy and poor countries lessened. Matters of education are more complicated for leaders and for the general public. The Aga Khan Award for Architecture,
along with its several side developments, is to my
knowledge the only organization that has tried to reach
publics so different from the professionals of architecture. But I am not aware of any formal depiction of its
efforts, or of any professional evaluation of its impact
beyond the moment of pride and of joy that accompanies any award.
I would like to conclude my remarks by repeating,
first of all, that much has been accomplished in the practice of architecture in Islamic societies and in the awareness by the rest of the world of the quality of that
architecture and the talents of those who execute it.
Thirty-five years ago, in our experience, students in professional schools sought their models exclusively in
Europe and America, not in their own backyards; Hassan Fathy was honored more as a person than as a
model. This is no longer true today, when architects in
the Muslim world possess knowledge of the vernacular
and sometimes even take pride in it, and when Muslim
architects are practicing successfully all over the world.
Furthermore, information is relatively easily available,
although not systematically enough and with often
dubious interpretations. In general, the levels of knowledge and practice have changed considerably and can
meet the lofty ideals sketched out thirty-five years ago.
Other things have changed as well. The collapse of the
Soviet Union brought seven new countries within our
collective awareness and, more significantly, liberated

a high level of technical know-how, still poorly exploited
because of linguistic barriers. Muslim Africa and Malaysia are no longer the unknown visual experiences they
were then. And the complexities of the Muslim presence in non-Muslim lands have affected the minds of
all men and women, unfortunately not always for the
good.
These are all developments that could have made all
of us richer and more sophisticated in our understanding of the vast Muslim world. But have they done so?
Not invariably. In a paradoxical way, they have strengthened parochialism, because few thinkers, practitioners,
or generalists are really involved in imagining what
Morocco, Uzbekistan, and Malaysia have in common.
It has become easier to shore up what is one’s own than
to drown it with too much parallel information. This
development is clearly tied to the rise of local nationalisms of all sorts, and it may not subside. National
passions are so tragically inbred in men and women that
I can only hope that the global humanism I wish to
preach is not a dream. The rise of violent extremism
among Muslims and a destructive and senseless
response among non-Muslims have led, for our academic and practical purposes, to an almost paranoiac
concern for security and to restrictions on travel and
exchanges of all sorts—restrictions harmful to the
growth, even the maintenance, of learned connections
and fruitful knowledge. Behind both extremism and the
response to it lies a profound ignorance of everything
from the interpretation of religious texts and the awareness of history to the beliefs and motivations of others.
These are rather frightening prospects, especially
when it is so easy to conjure up a vision of a rich and
productive future in which local creativity can enhance
the lives of all men and women, from financial and
political leaders to schoolchildren. People of my age will
not know whether this vision will ever become real, but
we all recognize that those here and elsewhere who are
under fifty have an exciting challenge ahead of them,
and that they possess, thanks to the Aga Khan Award
and a number of parallel institutions, one or more
vehicles to meet that challenge.

